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Appendix 1
The students in the treatment group

Nursing College (N=18)

Year of Studying/living experience Other English
study in English-speaking countries classes

Group A NA01 Omi 1
NA02 Eri 1

NA03 Yuko 1

NA04 Sue 1
NA05 Tsuta 1

NA06 Toyo 1
NA07 Yaya 1
NA08 Maya 1

Group B NB01 Rika 1
NB02 Kako 1

NB03 Chie 1
NB04 Ko 1

NB05 Sato 1

NB06 Saki 1

NB07 Ai 1

NB08 Tomo 1

NB09 Nori 1
NB10 Mo 1

University (N=30)

Name
Year of Studying/living experience Other English
study in English-speaking countries classes

Class A UA01 Saya 1 Language school 3 weeks O
UA02 Tami 1 Language school 1 month O
UA03 Ken 1 Senior high school 1 year O
UA04 Yan 1 O
UA05 Yuta 1 O
UA06 Ru 1 O
UA07 Sejgo 1 O
UA08 Hito 1 o
UA09 Nobu 1 o
UA10 Jo 1 o

Class B UB01 Junko 3
UB02 Koara 3 University 1 month o
UB03 Tomi 3 University 1 month
UB04 Tana 4

UB05 Hana 3 University 1 month
UB06 Riko 4

UB07 Fuku 3 University 1 month o
UB08 Nae 3
UB09 Mama 3 University 1 month o
UB10 Waka 3
UB11 Yuya 3
UB12 Kaji 4 University 1 month

UB13 Toby 4

UB14 Go 3 o
UB15 Shin 4

UB16 Hide 4 o
UB17 Taka 4 Homestayed 2 weeks

UB18 Jin 3
UB19 Mat 3 o
UB20 Moto 3 Junior high school 3 years
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Appendix 2
Letter for university participants

July 2001

Dear students,

Hello. My name is Atsuko Iwa. 1 have been studying at the University of Edinburgh (PhD in
Applied Linguistics) and doing research into second language acquisition in the classroom. Before I
started my studies in Edinburgh, I have taught English for about five years at various schools in Japan.

As you have heard from Professor Shimizu, I have been given an opportunity to conduct my study in
classes for this course in the second semester. The purpose of my study is to help English learners
become efficient: (a) in speaking English for communication and (b) in taking an active role in L2
learning. The requirements for participation in the study are as follows:

• Regular attendance at four treatment sessions
• Regular attendance at three tests given before and after the instruction

In addition, if you agree to take part in, could I ask for your co-operation in the following tasks
required for teaching and testing materials?

(1) Dictation test (15 minutes)
(2) Grammaticality judgment test (20 minutes)
(3) Questionnaire (15 minutes)

The two tests are designed to measure learners' general English proficiency in listening, speaking,
grammar, vocabulary, and so on. Scores are not used for the evaluation of your course work, but
used to select teaching and testing materials at an appropriate level of task difficulty. Scores are
strictly kept confidential and anonymous.

The aim of the questionnaire is to obtain information about your English learning experience,
necessary for the preparation of the course materials. Your individual answers and comments will
help me prepare the appropriate materials. If you have any questions or feel that you need more
information, please do not hesitate to ask.
Thank you very much for your co-operation
I look forward to meeting you all in the second semester

Atsuko Iwa
The University of Edinburgh
(PhD in Applied Linguistics)
Email: atsuko@ling.ed.ac.uk

Note. The original letter was written in Japanese.
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Appendix 3
The volunteers in the comparison group

University (N=12)

XI
Year of Studying/living experience Other English
study in English-speaking countries classes

Seto 4 ? ?

Keiko 2 ? ?
Mi 2 ? ?

Rose 4 ? ?
Sae 4 9 ?

Miki 2 ? ?

Kiko 4 ? ?
Taro 2 ? ?

Jiro 2 ? ?
Dan 2 ? ?

Yo 3 ? ?
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Appendix 4
Consent form

Feburay 2002

Dear students,

This is the last class of the course in the second semester. I enjoyed
teaching the four lessons, while at the same learning from the
teaching experience. Thank you very much for your participation in
my study.

I would like to obtain your written consent to use recordings and other
data collected in the classes and tests. Pseudonyms will be used and
your real name will never appear. If you agree to the use of your data,
please tick the first box below. If you do not, please tick the second
box.

Thank you very much.

□ I agree to the use ofmy data.

□ I do NOT agree to the use ofmy data.

YOUR NAME:

SIGNATURE:

Atsuko Iwa

The University of Edinburgh
(PhD in Applied Linguistics)
Email: atsuko@ling.ed.ac.uk

Note. The original form was written in Japanese.
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Appendix 5
Timing of the study

In Japan
In Edinburgh

Nursing School University

May
2001

Recruiting three examiners for the main study

k Pre-sessional tests & questionnare development

Jun

/
/

/

A Teaching & testing material development

Jul

18

Pre-sessional tests &

23

questionniare
\
\

Modelling video development

Aug Summer holiday

4 'k Pre-sessional test & questionnare analysis
Volunteer recruiting for piloting

▼ 20-24 Piloting test materials
▼ 31 Piloting teaching materials (W1&2)

Sep

4 Revising materials

19 Piloting teaching materials (W3&4)

Oct

Examiner training (tv

Volunteer recruiting
vice)

f

Departed for Japan

MAIN STUDY

Nov 7 Pretest

14 Week 1

21 Week 2

28 Week 3

12 Pretest

19 Week 1

26 Week 2

Dec

5 Week 4

12 Posttest

3 Week 3

10 Week 4

17 Posttest

Winter holiday

Jan

2002

Feb 8 Follow-up test
(7 weeks after W4)

4 Follow-up test
(6 weeks after W4)
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Appendix 6
Transcript for the Dictation Test

Fountain & Nation (2000:43)

Intoductory paragraph During the last twenty years/ many people left the country/
to work in the towns./

Paragraph 1 Various reasons are advanced/ to explain this movement./
The use ofmachines on farms/ has reduced the demand for

workers./ while the growth of industry has increased the
jobs in the cities./ This partly accounts for the change./

Paragraph 2 In addition./ the main centres offer/ a broad range of career
possibilities./ and the institutions providing higher
education/ are generally located in the towns./ These
factors tend to attract people/ who would otherwise be
engaged in agriculture./

Paragraph 3 But the total explanation of this drift/ is more involved./ A
significant proportion of the population are employed/ in
essential services to rural communities./ The shift to
towns/ has decreased the necessity for these facilities./ In
consequence, a reduction of people in these occupations/
has also occurred./

Paragraph 4 This tendency, if the experts predict correctly,/ could result
in a severe emergency./ Despite the obvious need to

calculate approximately,/ the indications of the statistics of
this transfer/ are that a serious crisis will shortly be
inevitable/ arising from this irregular distribution of
population.
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Appendix 7
Answer sheet for the dictation test

Dictation Test
NAME:

/ 80

This is a dictation test, in which you will hear a passage read ONCE. Write down what you hear.
Remember: the passage will only be read once. It will not be repeated. At the end of the test you will
have two minutes to check through what you have written.
Are you ready to begin writing?

(If you need more space, continue overleaf.)

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 8
Instruction sheet for the dictation test

How to take the Dictation Test

Q : What is the Dictation Test?

Dictation is a task in which you will hear a short recorded text (approximately one

minute). You then write down the whole text on the answer sheet provided. The
text is recorded with pauses in and after each sentence to give you time to write it
down on the answer sheet.

[Example]

My sister is getting very excited (PAUSE) about her trip to England. (PAUSE) She

will leave Narita for London (PAUSE) with her friends tomorrow morning.

Q: How many times can I listen to the passage?

You will hear the text only once, but will be given two minutes after hearing the
whole text, so that you can make changes to your answers.

Q: How to write my answer on the answer sheet?
If you make a mistake, it is better to cross out words rather than to use an eraser, in
order to save time. If you write 8-10 words for each line on the answer sheet, as
shown in the example above, the space provided is enough for the whole text.

Now, listen to the tape. You will first hear the instruction recorded in
English. The text will be played immediately after you hear "Are you
ready to begin writing?".

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 9-1
The grammaticality judgment test

Grammar Test

Directions:

□ Listen to the tape carefully as you read each pair of sentences, and answer whether they are correct or not.
The sentences are shown on the sheets and you can read them while listening to the tape.

□ After you hear a pair of sentences, you have 20 seconds to write an answer.

n You have four options to choose from: (1) 'only A is correct'; (2) 'only B is correct'; (3) 'A and B are correct';
(4) 'A and B are incorrect. Choose only ONE option for each pair of sentences. If you are not sure, mark 'I
Hr»n't lmmv'

D There are 50 questions. All words are spelled correctly. Concentrate on the structure of the sentences,

d Now listen to the tape and do exercise one.

[Exercise 1]

Only A is
appropriate

Only B is
appropriate

A and B are

appropriate

Neither A
nor B is

appropriate

1 don't
know

1 A. How old is she?
B. How old does she? O

Note: The following passage is not shown on this paper. Students can listen only to the tape.

Exercise one. 'A: How old is she?' 'B: How old does she?' (Silence for 20 seconds)

20 seconds have passed. Have you written an answer? In exercise one, sentence A (How
old is she?) is correct, but sentence B (How old does she?) is not correct. So, the right
answer is 'only A is correct' and you should write in that box.

[Exercises 2 & 3]

Only A is
appropriate

Only B is
appropriate

A and B are

appropriate

Neither A
nor Bis

appropriate

1 don't
know

2 A. Tom likes to play tennis.
B. Tom likes playing tennis. O

3 A. Kim goes to Kyoto last week.
B. Kim go to Kyoto last week. o

Note: The following passage is not shown on this paper. Students can listen only to the tape.

Now do exercises two and three. Exercise two. 'A. Tom likes to play tennis.' 'B: Tom likes playing
tennis.' (Silence for 20 seconds) Exercise three. 'A: Kim goes to Kyoto last week.' 'B: Kim go to
Tokyo last week.' (Silence for 20 seconds)

20 seconds have passed. Have you written an answer? In exercise two, both sentences are correct and
the answer is 'A and B are correct'. In exercise three, both sentences are incorrect and the answer is 'A
and B are incorrect'.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 9-2
The grammaticality judgment test

Only A
is

appropriate

Only B
is

appropriate

Both A & B

are

appropriate

Neither A

nor B is

appropriate

I don't
know

1 A. You have a cat in your picture?
B. Do you have a cat in your picture?

2 A. Where the cats are in your picture?
B. Where are the cats I your picture?

3 A. I cooked dinner yesterday.
B. I will cook dinner tomorrow.

4 A. What the girl doing in your picture?
B. What the girl is doing in your picture?

5 A. Can you tell me how many spoons you need?
B. Can you tell me how many spoons do you need?

6 A. Why have you left home?
B. Why you have left home?

7
A. Where the boy is playing baseball?
B. Where the boy playing baseball?

8
A. I saw the man who was wearing a green hat.
B. I saw the man which was wearing a green hat.

9

You are standing outside of a house and your friend is talking
to you.

A. It's cold, isn't it?
B. It's cold, is it?

10 A. What you have?
B. What do you have?

11 A. How many children are there in your school?
B. How many children there are in your school?

12 A. Mark is looking for the park where her can play baseball.
B. Mark is looking for the park in which he can play baseball.

13

You think your friend is not feeling well.

A. Do you feel well?
B. Don't you feel well?

14 A. What color of car you have?
B. What color of car does you have?

15 A. Had you been to China?
B. Have you been to China?

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 9-3
The grammatically judgment test

Only A
is

appropriate

Only B
is

appropriate

Both A & B

are

appropriate

Neither A

nor B is

appropriate

1 don't

know

16 A. Where your dog do sit?
B. Where does your dog sit?

17 A. Is Sally wearing make-up?
B. Does Sally is wearing make-up?

18 A. My sister is tall than our father.
B. My sister is tallest than our father.

19 A. Have you drawn the elephant?
B. Have drawn you the elephant?

20

You think that your friend plays golf, but you are not sure if
your memory is correct.

A. You play golf, do you?
B. You play golf, don't you?

21

You think that Keiko went to see Bob yesterday, but you have
just heard Keiko saying that she stayed at home all day
yesterday.

A. Didn't you go and see Bob yesterday?
B. Did you go and see Bob yesterday?

22 A. Tokyo is one of the busiest city in the world.
B. Tokyo is one of the busiest cities in the world.

23 A. What color of eyes does Jim have?
B. What color of eyes Jim has?

24

You are looking for seeing Bob at dinner, but...

A. Oh dear. Can't Bob come tonight?
B. Oh dear. Can Bob come tonight?

25 A. He doesn't want to see Mary.
B. He wants to see Mary.

26

You are inviting your friend to your house this weekend.

A. Don't you come and spend the weekend with me?
B. Why don't you come and spend the weekend with me?

27 A. The boy whose had a headache saw a doctor.
B. The boy who had a headache saw a doctor.

28 A. Could you tell me where is Kate?
B. Could you tell me where Kate is?

29

You want to ask your friend to lend you an eraser politely.

A. Can't you lend me an eraser?
B. Can you lend me an eraser?
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Appendix 9-4
The grammaticality judgment test

Only A
is

appropriate

Only B
is

appropriate

Both A & B

are

appropriate

Neither A

nor B is

appropriate

1 don't

know

30

You do not know whether your friend is a smoker at all and
are asking him if he smokes.

A. Do you smoke?
B. Don't you smoke?

31

You want to ask your friend to give you a hand.

A. Can't you give me a hand for a moment?
B. You can't give me a hand for a moment, can you?

32 A. You are the new secretary, aren't you?
B. You are the new secretary, are you?

33

You need a hand and want to make a request politely.

A. You can give me a hand?
B. Can't you give me a hand for a moment?

34 A. This is the pen which he wrote the novel.
B. This is the pen with which he wrote the novel.

35 A. What is the boy doing in the kitchen?
B. What the boy is doing in the kitchen?

36

You think your friend has been to London, but want to confirm
if your memory is correct.

A. You have been to London, haven't you?
B. You have been to London, have you?

37

You think your friend doesn't like 'sushi', but want to confirm if
your memory is correct.

A. You don't like 'sushi', do you?
B. You don't like 'sushi', don't you?

38 A. It was in Hawaii that I met my wife.
B. It was in Hawaii which I met my wife.

39 A. Does there is a bird in your picture?
B. Do there is a bird in your picture

40 A. Open a window, would you?
B. Open a window, wouldn't you?

41 A. Can you tell me how much money do you have?
B. Can you tell me how much money you have?
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Appendix 9-5
The grammaticality judgment test

Only A
is

appropriate

Only B
is

appropriate

Both A & B

are

appropriate

Neither A
nor B is

appropriate

1 don't
know

42

You don't know what colours your friend likes at all and are

asking if he likes yellow.

A. Does you like yellow?
B. You like yellow, don't you?

43 A. Let's have a party, shall we?
B. Let's have a party, shan't we?

44 A. I don't like noodles.
B. I dislike noodles.

45 A. Could you see what the time?
B. Could you see what is the time?

46

Your friend is reading a book in a dark room.

A. Wouldn't it be better to switch the lights on?
B. Would it be better to switch the lights on?

47 A. Have finished your work yet?
B. Have you finished your work yet?

48 A. Did get up at seven this morning?
B. Did you get up at seven this morning?

49

You are asking your friend if he has a computer at home.

A. Do you have a computer at home?
B. A computer?

A is more

appropriate
than B

B is more

appropriate
than B

Both A & B

are

appropriate
and thre is

no

difference
between
the two

Neither A
nor B is

appropriate

1 don't
know

50
You have been waiting for the delivery of a parcel from your
friend , but it has not arrived yet. and you are irritated. Which
sentence is more appropriate to express your feeling?

A. Hasn't the postman come yet?
B. Has the postman come yet?
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Appendix 10
Letter for participants at the nursing college

July 2001

Dear students,

Hi. My name is Atsuko Iwa. I will be teaching the General English course which you are

to take in the second semester.

As you have heard from the course director, to prepare teaching and testing materials for the

course, I would like you to take the following two tests intended to evaluate general English

proficiency.

(1) Dictation Test (12 minutes)

(2) Grammar Task (35 minutes)

The two tests will be followed by a questionnaire (30 minutes) intended to find out your

background in English learning. Thank you very much in advance for your cooperation.
I look forward to meeting you in the second semester.

Atsuko Iwa
The University of Edinburgh
(PhD in Applied Linguistics)
Email: atsuko@ling.ed.ac.uk

Note. The original letter was written in Japanese.
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Appendix 11-1
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 1

July 2001

Questionnaire

Please fill in the blanks below. The questionnaire consists of six pages (including this page).
Following the examples, answer the questions. If you have any questions, please feel free to
ask my research assistant.

Name Sex

Male

Female

Major
Year of

study

Email

TEL

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 11-2
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 2

Please circle each applicable item and answer questions.

Q1 Have you studied abroad? YES (Go to Q2) NO (GotoQ3)

Q2 What was your experience at a school/university abroad?

Period Country Content

Example

From senior high (2nd year) for a
year

England
Took a summer course at an English school in
Cambridge

Junior high for three years America
Joined the exchange program between my university
and Minnesota Univ.

From the second semester of the
first year ofmy graduate study,
for two years.

America
Admitted to Hawaii Univ. (undergraduate course) and
majored in Applied Linguistics. Awarded BA.

Kindergarten for a year and
primary school (first grade) for a
year

England Local kindergarten and primary school.

YES (Go to Q4) NO (GotoQ5)
Q3 Have you lived abroad?

Q4 What was your experience abroad?

Period Place

Example
For 2 years (3 to 5 years old)

Newcastle (England), My father was assigned to the office
there and my family moved there.

For six months after graduating
senior high, from May 1998.

Stayed with an American family in Ohio, America.
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Appendix 11-3
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 3

Q5 Have you taken English courses at private language schools? YES (GotoQ6)
NO (Go to Q7)

Q6 Please tell me your English learning experiences.

Period Frequency Students School and teacher

Example
I have been taking a course since
the beginning of the 1st semester
of the university.

1 class/week,
45 min/class

1 student

(private)
ABC English School
American

For one year when I was a first-
year pupil

1 class/week,
50 min/class

10 students
ZZZ English School
Japanese (Native-like English proficiency)

For one year when I was a senior
high student (2nd year)

2 classes/week

50 min/class
5 students

GGG English School
Japanese

Tell me about the content of communication-centred English courses you took at schools (primary and
secondary schools), such as "Oral Communication Course". If you took courses whose name was
"Intercultural Understanding" or "English Grammar" and its content was communication-centred to
learn English, please include them.

Period

(Subject) Frequency Teacher(s)

Example

For one year when I ws a fifth-
year pupil
(General study)

2 classes/week,
50 min/class

Team-teaching: Japanese teacher &
American as an assistant language teacher
(ALT)

For two years at a junior high.
(2nd and 3rd year)
(English 1, English 2)

3 classes/week,
Two consecutive 50-minute

classes & one 50-min. class

Japanese teacher (native-like English
proficiency). We had the ALT once or
twice a week.

For one year at a senior high
(2nd year)
(Oral Communication A)

2 clases/week
50 min/class Japanese teacher
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Appendix 11-4
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 4

Q8 Please give details of any English task-based course you have attended, regardless of the names of
courses (e.g. English Literature, Cross-cultural Understanding, General English).

Period

(Subject) Frequency Teacher Students Notes

Example

For one year (1st year)
(English Oral Communication)

2 classes/week
90-min/class

American
20

students

A variety of speaking
activities in pairs in every
class. Speech.

The 1st semester in the 2nd year
(English II)

2 classes/week
90-min/class English

30

students

The classes were taught only
in English. Discussed cross-
cultural understanding in
groups.

The 1st semester in the 1st year

(English I )
1 class/week
90-min/class Japanese

40

students

Pronunciation and grammar
activities. The teacher was

Japanese, but she used
English 50% of the time.
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Appendix 11-5
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 5

Q9 Have you studied aural/oral English through radio/TV programs, correspondence courses, school clubs
or in other ways?

YES (GotoQIO) NO (GotoQll)

Q10 Please give details.

Program F requency Period and content

Example

Radio, NHK Basis English I
5 times/week
15 min./time

I listened to the program regularly for
three years when I was at junior high.

TV, NHK English conversation
5 times/week
20 min./time

I watched the program for six months
when I was at senior high (3rd year).

TV, CNN news
2-3 times/week
30 min./time

I was a member of the English club at my
senior high school. We listened to the
video ofCNN news and did dictation. We
also repeated the news orally along with
the tape.

Correspondence, Speaking
marathon course, ABS Company

everyday, 20 min/day
I am now taking the 6-month course from
this April. I listen to CDs and copy what
is recorded on them.
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Appendix 11-6
The preliminary questionnaire

Page 6

Q11 Do you have opportunities to use English for 'oral communication' in Japan outwith your educational
course.

YES (Go to Q12) NO (GotoQ13)

Q12 Please describe situations in which you use English for oral communication.

With who Frequency Situation

Ex.

My friend who is an international
student at my university (American)

2-3 times/week
a couple of hours/time

We sometimes go shopping together and talk over
the telephone everyday. We eat lunch together
weekdays.

My neighbor who is Taiwanese and is
about 30 years old.

Once/week
30 min./time

We sometimes stand and chat together. 1
sometimes translate Japanese in community
newsletters into English for her and, if necessary,
explain orally what is written.

Q13 Do you have opportunities to use English for 'non-oral' communication, except for the occasions that
you have answered in the previous questions.

YES (Go to 014) NO (Go to 015)

Q14 Please tell me about situations in which you use English for 'non-oral' communication.

With who Frequency Situation

Example
My American friend. (I met her in
Kyoto last year)

Almost everyday We exchange emails

Kate (English). We were classmates at
junior high school for one year.

Once or twice a month We exchange letters

Q15 Please give scores in English proficiency tests.

Test Date Score Notes

Example TOEFL Oct. 2000 570 TWE (Writing) 5.5

'Eiken* (2nd grade) Apr. 1999 Pass

• • • Thank you very much for your cooperation!
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Appendix 12-1
Weekl: Handout for the mini-lesson

WEEK1: Tag Question •.
■, isn't it?'

1. FUNCTION
□ A question tag is a short question added on to a statement.
□ A question tag can be used: (1) to check whether something is true, or(2) to ask for agreement.

2. FORM

□ An affirmative sentence is followed

by a negative tag

Mike has a computer, doesn't he?
(Affirmative sentence), (Negative tag ) ?

□ A negative sentence is followed by a

non-negative tag.

Mike doesn't have a computer, does he?
( Negative sentence ), (Non-negative tag) ?

EXERCISE A

Put a question tag after each sentence.

Example
Mary is wearing makeup, ( isn't she? )

1) Tom doesn't like fish, ( )?

2) Kate has a car, ( )?

3) Kate isn't wearing glasses, ( )?

4) Joe is in the hospital, ( )?

5) You have lived in London, ( )?

EXERCISE B
Listen to the tape and check which type of tag question is used in each sentence.
Circle the correct answer.

Example
a.

1) a.

2) a.
3) a.

4) a.

+ .

— 9 (Db —

. + 9

+ .

— 9 b. —

. + 9

+ .

— 9 b. —

. + 9

+ .

— 9 b. —

. + 9

+ .

— 9 b. —

. + 9

(Continued overleaf)

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 12-2
Weekl: Handout for the mini-lesson

3. INTONATION and MEANING

□ Falling Intonation \

Falling intonation is used if a speaker thinks that his/her statement is true (= The
speaker is sure about his/her statement).

□ Rising Intonation f

Rising intonation is used if a speaker is not sure about his/her statement.

EXERCISE C
Underline tag questions. Then, listen to the tape and check if the voice goes down or
up when a tag is spoken in each sentence. Show intonation of each question tag by
drawing an arrow.

Joe: Have you met Kate, a new member of our tennis club?
Mary: Kate? What does she look like?
Joe: Urn.. She has brown eyes and wears glasses.
Mary: Let me see. Yeah, she has curly blond hair, doesn't she?
Joe: Yes, she does. She is English, isn't she?
Mary: Um.. No, she is Scottish.

Oh, really. Listen. Kate and I are going to a pub tonight with her
friends. Why don't you join us?

Mary: I would love to. Oh, by the way, Kate has a twin brother, doesn't she?
Joe: I don't know.

Mary: If she has, her brother must be handsome.

EXERCISE D
Listen to the tape and answer if the speaker thinks the statement is 'true'
Circle the correct answer.

Example not sure Sally has brown eyes, doesn't she?

1)
2)
3)
4)

sure

sure not sure Bill has a mustache, doesn't he?
not sure Charles is bald, isn't he?

sure

sure not sure Eric doesn't have a car, does he?
not sure Paul isn't wearing glasses, is he?
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Appendix 13
Weekl: Four portraits

Dictogloss 1

Max

Memory Game 1

Herman Paut

Memory Game 2

Alfred

Notes.
The images were adopted from a board game GUESS WHO? (c) 2007 Hasbro. All rights reserved.
Used with permission. On the original portrait cards, the images were printed in colour.
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Appendix 14
Weekl: Dictogloss 1 -Task sheet

WEEK 1

Litening 1: Do you have a good memory? -A Your nam* Partner's name

Fill out the blanks based on your memory of each portrait Examples are given on the left of the handout

Charles

Hotly Man Betty Bill

Hair style
(e g bald, curly, straight, short, long)

Color of hair

(e g black, white, brown, red. blond)

Color of eyes

Nose (big/small)

Mustache

Beard

Glasses

Hat

Earrings

Note. The picture is adopted from "Guess Who?". 2000. Hasbro International Inc.

WEEK 1

Litening 1: Do you have a good memory? -B

I If your memory is the SAME as your partner's

If the statement in the tag question is:
A FF1RMAT1VE —Yes, she/he does/is.
NEGATIVE No, she/he doesn't/isnt.

i If you remember nothing

e.g. I can't remember

If your memory is DIFFERENT from your partner's

e.g. I don't think so.
I think Charles has white hair.

Fill out the blanks based on your memory of each portrait Examples are given on the left of the handout

7
Charles

Holly Max Betty 8.D

Hair style
(e g bald, curly, straight, short, long)

Color of hair
(e g black, white, brown, red. blond)

Color of eyes

Nose (big/small)

Mustache

Beard

Glasses

Hat

Earrings

Note. The picture is adopted from "Guess Who?". 2000. Hasbro International Inc.

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. The image of Charles was
adopted from a board game GUESS WHO? (c) 2007 Hasbro. All rights reserved. Used with
permission. On the original portrait sheets, the image was printed in colour.
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Appendix 15
Weekl: Dictogloss 1 & 2 - Scripts of the recorded dialogue

Dictogloss 1

Speaker Questions Intonation

A Let's begin!
B Okay.
A 1 Holly has brown hair, doesn't she? I
B 2 Holly isn't wearing glasses, is she? T
A 3 Holly isn't wearing earrings, is she? 1
B 4 Max has a big nose, doesn't he? i
A 5 Max doesn't have a beard, does he? T
B 6 Betty has curly hair, doesn't she? T
A 7 Betty is wearing glasses, isn't she? I
B 8 Betty isn't wearing a hat, is she? T
A 9 Bill has red hair, doesn't he? I
B 10 Bill doesn't have a mustache, does he? T
A Have you got all information you need?
B Let me see... Yes, I have, and you?
A Me, too.

Dictogloss 2

Speaker Questions Intonation

A Are you ready?
B Yes, go ahead.
A 1 Hans has blond hair, doesn't he? 1
B 2 _i Hans doesn't have a beard, does he? T
A 3 Hans isn't wearing a hat, is he? 1
B 4 Sarah has a small nose, doesn't she? T
A 5 Sarah is wearing glasses, isn't she? I
B 6 Joe has brown eyes, doesn't he? I
A 7 Joe doesn't have a mustache, does he? T
B 8 Joe isn't wearing glasses, is he? T
A 9 Joe is wearing a hat, isn't he? I
B 10 Roger is bald, isn't he? I
A Have you got all information you need?
B Let me see... Yes, I have, and you?
A Me, too.
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Appendix 16
Weekl: Dictogloss 1 - Listening sheet

Listening (1) NAME

Notes

Certainty

S: Sure

NS: Not Sure

Holly

1 has brown hair CD NS

2 isn't wearing glasses s (ns)

3 S NS

Max

4 S NS

5 S NS

Betty

6 S NS

7 S NS

8 S NS

Bill

9 S NS

10 S NS
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Appendix 17
Weekl: Dictogloss 1 - Reconstruction task

WEEK 1

Reconstruction sheet

Write down questions reconstructed by your partner. Help your
partner to notice mistakes and make self-self-corrections.
Speaker's name ( )

Writer's name ( )

FORM Certainty

5 / 5

1 S NS

2 S NS

3 S NS

4 S NS

5 S NS

Speaker's name ( ) FORM Certainty

5 5

6 S NS

7 S NS

8 S NS

9 S NS

10 S NS
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Appendix 18
Weekl: Modelling video (Self-correction version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (Speaker)

1

Are you ready? (Yes) Okay. Question 1. The speaker said Holly has brown hair (Holly has
brown hair), doesn't she? t (Holly has brown hair, doesn't she? T ) Um.. No, doesn't
she? i Falling intonation because the speaker on the tape was sure about the statement
(Okay. Holly has brown hair, doesn't she? 1 Is that correct?) Yes. Okay, next.

Sure

2

Question 2. Holly isn't wearing glasses, isn't she? T (Holly isn't wearing glasses isn't she)
Uh, no, not isn't - isn't. Isn't - is, negative - positive. (Yeah) Okay, then, Hollly isn't wearing
glasses, is she? T (Holly isn't wearing glasses, is she? T Is that okay?) Yes. Okay, next.

Not

Sure

3
Question 3. Holly isn't wearing earrings, .. is she? 1 (Holly isn't wearing earrings, is
she? J, Is that correct?) Yes. Okay, next. Sure

4
Question 4. Max has . Max has a big nose, doesn't he? 1 No, doesn't he? J, (Max has a big
nose, doesn't he? i Is that fine?) Yes. Okay, next. Sure

5

Question 5. Max doesn't have a beard, doesn't he? T (Um..) Oh, no, not doesn't - doesn't.
(Mhm) doesn't -does (Yeah, that's it.) Okay, then, Max doesn't have a beard, does
he? t (Max has a beard, does he? T Is that all right?) Yeah. Phew! Okay, your turn.

Not

Sure

STUDENT B (Speaker)

6

All right. Question 6. Right. Betty (Oh, could you pass me the sheet?) Oh, sorry. Here you
are. (Thank you.) Are you ready? (Yes) Okay, question 6. Betty has curly hair, hasn't
she? T (Betty has..) No, no, not has - hasn't. Has - doesn't! (Yeah, that's it! Could you say
the question again?) Yeah. Betty has curly hair (Betty has curly hair) doesn't she? T (doesn't
she? t Betty has curly hair, doesn't she? t Is that all right?) Yeah, Okay, next.

Not

Sure

7

Question 7. Betty is wearing a glass, isn't she? { (Betty is wearing a glass..) Mhm. Betty is
wearing a ... err., no, not 'a glass' (No) Um.. glasses (Yes) I should use the plural form.
(Pardon?) Plural form (Plural? What does it mean in Japanese?) Fukusu-kei {Fukusu-kei.
Uh, yeah) Ok, then, Betty is wearing glasses, isn't she? I (Betty is wearing glasses ... and
what did you say? ) isn't she? 1 (isn't she? i Betty is wearing glasses, isn't she? I Is that all
right?) Yeah. Ok, next.

Sure

8

Question 8. Betty isn't wearing a hat, isn't.. no! is she? T (Betty isn't wearing a hat), is
she? T (is she? T Is that right?) Yeah, isn't - is, negative - positive. This pattern is difficult
to use, isn't it? J. (Yes, it is) <^Look at the partner'sfance and say with amusement.
(Okay, then, Betty is wearing a hat, *is she? t It that ok?) Yes. Okay, next.
* simultaneously

Not

Sure

9

Question 9. Bill has a red hair, doesn't he? J, (Bill has a red hair, doesn't) Um, no. not a red
hair (Pardon?) Bill doesn't have only one hair (No). Bill has red hairs...mm..no. We can't say
'hairs' when we talk about all the hair on someone's head. (Yeah, you are right). Okay, then,
Bill has red hair, doesn't he? I (Bill has red hair, doen't he? 1 Is that okay?) Ok, next.

Sure

10

Question 10. Bill doesn't have a mustache, doesn't * no, does he? T Is that correct? (Yes, I
think so. Bill doesn't have a mustache, does he? ! Um... Was it falling intonation or rising
intonation?) Rising intonation. (Rising. Okay, Bill doesn't have a mustache, does he? T Is
that all right?) Yeah. Phew. We've finished!

Not

Sure

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.
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Appendix 19
Weekl: Modelling video (peer-assistance version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (Speaker)

1

Are you ready? (Yes) Okay. Question 1. The speaker said Holly has brown hair, doesn't
she? T (Holly has brown hair, doesn't she? T ) Yeah. (Urn., doesn't she? f ) Mhm. (Um....) Has -

doesn't... (Mm..) Is it wrong? (Yeah... intonation) Um.. doesn't she? t. doesn't she? i (Was
the speaker on the tape sure about the statement?) Yes. (So...) Uh, yeah, the speaker used
falling intonation. (Yes) Okay, then, Holly has brown hair, doesn't she? I (Holly has brown hair,
doesn't she? J. Is this correct?) Yes. Okay, next.

Sure

2

Question 2. Holly isn't wearing glasses, isn't she? T (Umm.. Your intonation was correct, but
you said isn't - isn't .. ..negative - negative) Uh, yes, it should be negative - positive. (Yeah)
Okay, Hollly isn't wearing glasses, is she? T (Correct. Holly isn't wearing glasses, is she? T Is
that ok?) Yes. Okay, next.

Not

Sure

3
Question 3. Holly isn't wearing earrings, .. is she? i (Holly isn't wearing earrings, is she? I Is
that correct?) Yes. Okay, next. Sure

4
Question 4. Max has . Max has a big nose, doesn't he? 1 No, doesn't he? 1 (Max has a big
nose, doesn't he? ]. Is that fine?) Yes. Okay, next. Sure

5

Question 5. Max doesn't have a beard, doesn't he? T (doesn't he?) Mm... Max doesn't ... mm..
(You said 'doesn't - doesn't') doesn't - doesn't? (Yeah) Mm.. Uh, doesn't - docs (Yes, that's it.)
Okay, then, Max doesn't have a beard, does he? T (Max doesn't have a beard, does he? T Is that
all right?) Yeah. Phew ! Okay, your turn.

Not

Sure

STUDENT B (Speaker)

6

All right. Question 6. Right. Betty (Oh, could you pass me the sheet?) Oh, sorry. Here you are.
(Thank you) Are you ready? (Yes) Okay, question 6. Betty has curly hair, hasn't she? T
(Mm...hasn't she?) Yeah, has - hasn't (Mm., has -....) has -.. Uh, doesn't! has - doesn't. (Yes,
that's it! Could you say the question again?) Yeah. Betty has curly hair (Betty has curly hair)
doesn't she? T (doesn't she? T Betty has curly hair, doesn't she? T Is that all right?) Yes, Okay,
next.

Not

Sure

7

Question 7. Betty is wearing a glass, isn't she? 1 (Betty is wearing a glass ..mm..) Mhm. (Um.. a
glass?) Yes (Err... Your question tag and intonation were correct, but ... ) Mm.. Betty is wearing
a glass . a glass ... (Um.. You should use the plural form) Plural form? (Yes) What does it
mean in Japanese? (Fukusu-kei) Fukusu-kei. ..Uh, yeah, you are right. Glasses (Yes!) Okay,
Betty is wearing glasses, isn't she? 1 (Yeah, Betty is wearing glasses ... and what did you say? )
isn't she? 1 (isn't she? 1 ) Yes (Betty is wearing glasses, isn't she? 1 Is that all right?) Yeah.
Okay, next.

Sure

8

Question 8. Betty isn't wearing a hat, isn't.. no! is she? T (Betty isn't wearing a hat), is
she? T (is she? T Is that right?) Yeah, isn't - is, negative - positive. This pattern is difficult to
use, isn't it? i (Yes, it is) <—Look at the partner's fance and say with amusement. (Okay, then,
Betty isn't wearing a hat, *is she? T It that ok?) Yes. Okay, next. * simultaneously

Not

Sure

9

Question 9. Bill has a red hair, doesn't he? i (Bill has a red hair., um... a red hair?) Bill has a
red hair, doesn't he? 1 (A red hair?) (Um.. Does Bill have only one hair?) No. (Mhm)
Um.. Bill has red hairs .. (No, you can't say 'hairs' when you talk about all the hair on someone's
head) Oh, I see. Then, Bill has red hair, doesn't he? 1 (Yes, your are right. Bill has red hair,
doen't he? 1 Is that okay?) Okay, next.

Sure

10

Question 10. Bill doesn't have a mustache, doesn't * no, does he? T Is that correct? (Yes, I think
so. Bill doesn't have a mustache, does he? J, Um... Was it falling intonation or rising intonation?)
Rising intonation. (Rising. Okay, Bill doesn't have a mustache, does he? T Is that all right?)
Yeah. Phew. We've finished!

Not

Sure

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.
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Appendix 20-1
Weekl: Notes for the assistant teacher

Time

(min.)
PROCEDURE

13 Mini-lesson on the target rule (Q-tag) • Handout

10 Dictogloss 1 (Listening only) • Task sheet A & B

1. After the second listening, the researcher will instruct the class to watch
a modelling video to learn how to do the Dctogloss reconstruction task.

■ Recorded dialogue
on tape

• Listening sheet

2. The researcher will tell the class as in the following.

The learner pair on the video had been studying English in Edinburgh
and taken a series offour English lessons. They had worked together
very efficiently. / had asked this pair to perform the reconstruction
task given in each lesson again after each class, so that I could
videotape their performance to use the recording in my teaching in
Japan.

3. Before dividing the class into two groups, the researcher will tell the
students that the classroom is too small to record conversations at the

quality necessary for the teacher to use them to improve her teaching.
And then the researcher will instruct Group A to go to another
classroom with a teaching assistant to carry out the subsequent tasks.

13 Modelling video

1. Provide each pair with a copy of the reconstruction sheet and give the • Reconstruction

following instructions. sheet

(a) Take out the listening sheet on which you have taken notes while
listening to the recorded dialogue. One student in the pair should
reconstruct the firstfive tag questions based on his/her own notes and
the other student should write them down on the reconstruction sheet.

(b) The student reconstructing each tag question should indicate the
speaker's certainty in the question by choosing either 'sure' or 'not
sure ' and the other student shouldwrite it down on the sheet.

(C) Halfway through you should change roles and reconstruct all ten
questions.

2. Iwill now show you the modelling video to help you understand how to
do the task. Turn over the listening sheet and the reconstruction sheet.
You can watch the video once only.

3. Play the video. • Modelling video

(icontinues on the nextpage)
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Appendix 20-2
Weekl: Notes for the assistant teacher

Time

(min.)
PROCEDURE

4. Any questions?

4 Dictogloss 2 (Listening)
1. Iwill now give you another listening task.

2. The two native speakers in the recording were carrying out the same
task with another set offour portraits, as in the first listening task.
They hadperfect memory ofthe portraits when answering the questions.

3. You can listen to the recording twice. In the first listening, you should
pay attention to the content ofthe dialogue without taking notes. Try to
learn how native speakers produce tag questions, such as intonation
and agreement, which you have been taught in the mini-lesson.

4. Listen to the tape carefully. (Play the tape)

5. Were you able to learn how to produce tag questions? Iwill now give
you a copy ofthe listening sheet for the second listening.

• Listening sheet

6. This time, while listening to the tape, take notes ofthe tag questions on
the sheet provided, so that you can reconstruct the questions later in
pairs. You should also take notes ofthe speaker's certainty in each tag
question by paying attention to its intonation.

7. Any questions? (Play the tape). • Recorded dialogue
on tape

10 Dictogloss 2 (Reconstruction)
1. Didyou manage to note down the tag questions? In the next task, use • Reconstruction

your own notes to reconstruct the tag questions. Iwill now give each sheet

pair a copy ofthe reconstruction sheet.

2. One student in the pair should reconstruct thefirstfive tag questions
and the other student should write them down on the sheet. Halfway
through you should change roles and reconstruct all ten questions.

3. In addition to reconstructing the tag questions, as you have seen on the
modelling video, you should indicate the speaker's certainty in each tag
question by choosing either 'sure' or 'not sure 'printed on the sheet.

4. During the reconstruction task, pay attention to your output so that you
can notice mistakes and cooperate with each other, as shown in the
modelling. While writing down questions reconstructed byyour
partner, try to helpyour partner notice and self-correct mistakes.

5. Any questions?

(icontinues on the next page)
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Appendix 20-3
Weekl: Notes for the assistant teacher

Time

(min.)
PROCEDURE

6. [After reconstructing the 10 questions]
Iwill give each pair a copy ofthe script of the recorded dialogue.
Check ifyou were able to reconstruct the questions. You should also
check ifyour choice ofthe speaker's certaintyfor each tag question was
correct.

7. Give the class summary feedback on common mistakes in using Q-tag,
but confine feedback to the following two focal grammar points taught
in the mini-lesson to provide each group with the same feedback.

(a) I observed two common mistakes in the reconstructing task. One was a
mistake involving agreement. For example, in reconstructing the
second question some ofyou said that :Hans doesn't have a beard,
doesn't he?", using the negative form ofthe auxiliary in both the main
clause and the question tag. Hans doesn't have a beard, so the
auxiliary in the question tag should be the positive form, as in 'does
he?' Learners tend to make more mistakes in producing tag questions
when the negative form is used in the main clause.

(b) The other common mistake involved the speaker's certainty. As taught
in the mini-lesson, native speakers use rising intonation in tag questions
when they are not sure about the statement andfalling intonation when
they are sure about it. In orderforyou to express your certainty of
your statement in a tag question, you should be able to use intonation
correctly and it is important topay attention to intonation of tag
questions in others' speech.

• Script of the
recorded dialogue

15 Memory Game 1
1. Let me now give you a communication task called'Memory Game'. I

willfirst give each pair a sheet offour portraits. Keep itface-down
until I tellyou to turn it over. Don't cheat!

2. Turn over the portrait sheet. You shouldmemorize the characteristics
ofeach portrait in one minute. Begin the task. (One minute) Turn
over the portrait sheet and keep it on the desk.

3. Iwill now give each student in the pair one of two task sheets, (A) or
(B). On each sheet, different nine places are blanked out, so don't show
your partner your sheet. (Hand out the sheet) Fill in the nine blanks
individuallyfrom memory.

4. After filling in the blanks, explain the marking system.

Ifyour memoryfor the characteristics ofthefour portraits was correct,
you can get one point for each blank. On the top right ofthe task sheet
a space is provided topencil in your score.

5. The students holding the task sheet (A) should check ifyour memory of
the characteristics ofeach portrait was correct by producing tag
questions, as you had heard in the listening in task. Try to pay attention
to agreement and intonation to express your certainty in a tag question.

• Four portrait sheet

• Task sheet A & B

(icontinues on the nextpage)
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Appendix 20-4
Weekl: Notes for the assistant teacher

Time

(min.)
PROCEDURE

6. The students holding the sheet (B) should answer questions from
memory. Let me show you how to answer tag questions. Look at the
examples printed on the top ofthe sheet. (Go through the examples)
Any questions?

7. [Before starting the game]
Your partner's answers may help you correct mistakes in your answers,
but your partner's answers may not be helpful all the time. You have
to make a final decision byyourself. After producing one tag question
for each blank, you are allowed to ask more questions with other
questionforms. Change roles after the student holding the sheet (A)
has asked nine tag questions."

8. [After each student in pairs has produced nine tag questions]
Turn over the portrait sheet provided at the beginning ofthe game and
check ifyour memoryfor the characteristics of thefourportraits was
correct. You can get one point for each blank. Pencil in your score in
the space provided on the sheet.

15 Memory Game 2

Repeat the procedures for Memory Game 1

• Four portrait sheets

• Task sheet A & B

2 Summary
Ask the students the following questions to encourage them to reflect on
their performance.

(a) Were you able to produce tag questions to check if your memoryfor the
characteristics ofthe four portraits was correct ? (Look round the
students for about 10 seconds after each question.)

(b) Was the mini-lesson on the question tag? Were the modelling video and
the tasks helpful to learn how to produce tag questions?

(c) Couldyou notice and self-correct mistakes in your tag questions?

(d) Didyou notice mistakes in your partner's tag questions? Ifso, didyou
try to help your partner notice and self-correct? Reflecting on your

performance in the tasks, I'd like you tofill in this questionnaire.

8

Questionnaire
Provide each student with the questionnaire and collect it at the end of
the class.

• Questionnaire

[90]
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Appendix 21
Weekl: Dictogloss 2 - Listening sheet

Listening (2) NAME

Certainty

Notes S:

NS:

Sure

Not Sure

1 has brown hair S NS

Hans 2 isn't wearing glasses S NS

3 s NS

Sarah

4 s NS

5 s NS

6 s NS

Joe

7 s NS

8 s NS

9 s NS

Roger 10 s NS
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Appendix 22
Weekl: Dictogloss 2 - Reconstruction sheet

WEEK 1
Reconstruction 2

Speaker's name ( )

Writer's name ( )

FORM Certainty

/I)
1 S NS

2 S NS

3 S NS

4 S NS

5 S NS

Speaker's name ( )

Writer's name ( )

FORM Certainty

/5

6 S NS

7 S NS

8 S NS

9 S NS

10 S NS
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Appendix 23
Weekl: Memory Game 1 - Task sheet

WEEK 1: Do you have a good memory?

Speaking t -A

■ If your memory is (he SAME as your partner's

If the statement in the tag question is:
A FFIRMATIVE —Yes, she/he does/is.
NEGATIVE - No, she/he doesn't/isn'L

■ If you remember nothing

e.g. I can't remember.

I If your memory is DIFFERENT from your partner's

e.g. I don't think so.
I think Charles has white hair.

<Example> Mario Herman Sally Paul

bald
Hair style
(e.g. bald, curly, straight, short, long) i

white
Color of hair

(e.g. black, white, brown, red, blond) |
brown Color of eyes

■ -Sis:
j

big Nose (big/small)

yes Mustache

no Beard

.

yes Glasses

no Ribbon :

no Earrings | :

WEEK 1: Do you have a good memory?

Speaking 1 -B

I If your memory is the SAME as your partner's

If the statement in the tag question is:
A FFIRMATIVE -Yes, she/he does/is.
NEGATIVE - No, she/he doesn't/isn't.

■ If you remember nothing

e.g. I can't remember.

I If your memory is DIFFERENT from your partner's

e g I don't think so.
I think Charles has white hair.

big

Mario Herman Sally Paul

Hair style
(e.g. bald, curly, straight, short, long)

' | T-:

Color of hair

(e.g. black, white, brown, red, blond) :

Color of eyes ;
l ■

Nose (big/small)

Mustache

Beard

Glasses

Ribbon
I- ■ .

Earrings

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 24
Weekl: Memory Game 2 - Task sheet

WEEK 1: Do you have a good memory?

Speaking 1 -A

I If your memory is the SAME as your partner's

If the statement in the tag question is:
A FFIRMATIVE —Yes, she/he does/is
NEGATIVE — No, she/he doesn't/isn'L

i If you remember nothing

e.g. I can't remember.

i If yourmemory is DIFFERENT from your partner's

e.g. I don't think so.
I think Charles has white hair.

<Example> Mario Herman Sally Paul

bald Hair style
(e.g. bald, curly, straight, short, long)

:

white
Color of hair

(e.g. black, white, brown, red, blond)

brown Color of eyes

big Nose (big/small)

yes Mustache

no Beard

yes Glasses

'

no Ribbon

no Earrings

WEEK 1: Do you have a good memory?

Speaking 1 -B

I If your memory is the SAME as your partner's

If the statement in the tag question is:
A FFIRMATIVE -Yes, she/he does/is.
NEGATIVE — No, she/he doesn't/isn't.

< Example >

bald

white

brown

big

yes

no

yes

no

no

I If you remember nothing

e.g. I can't remember.

I If your memory is DIFFERENT from your partner's

e.g. I don't think so.
I think Charles has white hair.

Mario Herman Sally Paul

Hair style
(e.g. bald, curly, straight, short, long) iSBlilplB
Color of hair

(e.g. black, white, brown, red, blond)

Color of eyes

Nose (big/small)

Mustache

Beard

Glasses

Ribbon

Earrings

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 25-1
Weekl: Questionnaire

WEEK 1 CI C3 K1 K2 EC Name

Questionnaire

Could I ask for your cooperation in completing this questionnaire? Please reflect on your performance in the lesson and
answer the following questions.

A. Your understanding of the target rule (Tag question)

Was the lesson helpful in understanding how to form tag questions? Circle how useful it was on a scale from one to five.

NOT USEFUL VERY
AT ALL USEFUL

1. Mini-lesson 1 2 3 4 5
i 1 1 i i

2. Listening tasks 1 2 3 4 5
i i i i i

3. Dialogue reconstruction task 1 2 3 4 5
i i i i i

4. Speaking tasks 1 2 3 4 5
i i i i i

B. Modeling Video

5. Was the modelling video useful in understanding how to do the 1 2 3 4 5
reconstruction task? ' 1 1 1

6. Apart from understanding how to do the task, was the modelling video useful for other aspects ofEnglish learning? If so, give
examples.

1)

2)

3)

C. Your mistakes

7. Try to give three examples ofmistakes you often made in the tasks.

□ □A,

□ eu

□ 0 C)

t
Q9

nR (Continues overleaf)

Note. On the original questionnaire, the instructions were given in Japanese.
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Appendix 25-2
Weekl: Questionnaire

8. Of the three kinds of mistakes you listed in the previous question (A-C), if you think you were able to spot and correct them
without partner help, put a 'O' in the white boxes provided on the left of A-C).

9. Of the three kinds of mistakes you listed in the previous question (A-C), if you think you were able to spot and correct them
with assistance from your partner, put a 'O' in the shaded boxes printed on the left of A-C).

10. Try to give three examples of mistakes your partner made in the tasks.

□ (i)

□ (2)

□ O)

11. Of the three kinds of mistakes listed in the previous question (1 -3), if you were able to help your partner spot and correct
them, put a 'O' in the white boxes provided on the left of (1 )-(3).

12. When you made mistakes in the tasks, did you receive assistance from your partner? Try to give examples in detail with
reasons why you appreciated that assistance.

13. I would appreciate any comments or suggestions you have not made earlier.

Thank you very much for your cooperation!
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Appendix 26
Week 2: Handout for the mini-lesson

WEEK 2: Indirect Question (Polite form)

FUNCTION To express politeness in questions

FORM In the subordinate clause, no inversion is present

Yes/no question

Could you tell me ® SUBJECT PREDICATE VERB

Non-inversion sentence

Q Ask the following questions politely.

a. Do you have a spare room?
i—s Could you tell me if you have a spare room?'

b. Is Charles bald?

r=^>

c. Is Max wearing glasses?

■=>

Q-word question

Could you tell me SUBJECT PREDICATE VERB ?

Non-inversion sentence

Q Correct mistakes in the following question.

Could you tell me what color of eyes does Anita have?

Q Ask the following questions politely,

e. What type of hair does Betty have?

f. What color of hair does Joe have?

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 27
Week 2: Dictogloss 1 & 2 - Scripts of the recorded dialogue

Dictogloss 1

Mary Are you ready?
Tom Yes.

1 Mary Is your person bald? No.
2 Tom Is your person's hair black? No.
3 Mary Could you tell me if your person has white hair? Yes.
4 Tom What color of hair does your person have? Blonde.
5 Mary Is your person wearing a hat? No.
6 Tom Could you tell me what color of eyes your person has? Blue.
7 Mary Is your person wearing glasses? Yes.
8 Tom Is your person Anita? Yes.

Tom I've won! You've lost!

Notes for the native speakers
1) Mary has Anita's portrait in the stand (= Tom's mystery person)
2) Tom has Paul's portrait in the stand (= Mary's mystery person)

Dictogloss 2

Mary Are you ready?
Tom Yes.

1 Mary Is your person wearing a hat? No.

2 Tom Could you tell me if your person is wearing glasses? My person isn't
wearing glasses.

3 Mary Is your person's hair red? Yes.
4 Tom What color of eyes does your person have? Brown.
5 Mary What color of hair does your person have? Black.
6 Tom Could you tell me what type ofhair your person has? Curly hair.

7 Mary Could you tell me if your person has a mustache? Yes, my person has.
8 Tom Is your person's nose big? Yes.

9 Mary Is your person wearing earrings? Yes

10 Tom Is your person Ken? Yes.
Tom I've won! You've lost!

Notes for the native speakers
1) Mary has Ken's portrait in the stand (= Tom's mystery person)
2) Tom has Kim's portrait in the stand (= Mary's mystery person)
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Appendix 28
Week 2: Guess Who? - A set of portrait cards

Note.
Not all portrait cards are shown in the photo. The photo was taken from the package of the game
GUESS WHO? (c) 2007 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved. Used with Permission. On the original package
the images were printed in colour.
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Appendix 29
Week 2: Dictogloss 1 - Listening sheet

WEEK 2

Listening 1 NAME

Answer

No. Speaker
Other

information

1 Mary bald v©

2 Tom Y N

3 Mary Y N

4 Tom Y N

5 Mary Y N •

6 Tom Y N

7 Mary Y N

8 Tom Y N
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Appendix 30
Week 2: Modelling video (Self-correction version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (speaker)

1

Wait untilyourpartnerfills in your name on the sheet as a speaker.
Okay Let's start, shall we? (Okay) Question 1. The speaker said 'Is your person (Is your
person) bald? (bald? urn.. How do you spell 'bald'?) B-A-L-D (B-A-L-D, bald. Is your person
bald? Is that right?) Yes. Okay, next.

2

Question 2. Your person's hair is black? T (Your person's hair is . black? T Your person's hair
is black? Is that okay? ) Mhm, uh, no! I forgot inversion. (Inversion?) Yeah, I should put the
verb 'is' before the subject. (Yes) Okay, then, is your person's hair black? T (Is your person's
hair black? Is that right?) Yes. Okay,next.

3

Question 3. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) Could you tell me if.. is your person's hair
white? if is your person's hair white?) Urn.. No. My word order is not correct. (Word order?)
Yeah. After could you tell me, there comes a non-inversion sentence. (Um...What does non-
inversion sentence mean in Japanese?) To-chi-nashi-bun (To-chi nashi bun. Uh, yes! To-chi
nashi bun, non-inversion sentence!) Okay, then, could you tell me if. your person's hair is
white? (if your person's hair is white? Could you tell me if your person's hair is white? Is that
okay?) Yes. Ok, next.

4

Question 4. What color of eyes (What color of eyes) your person has? I (your person has? I)
Mm.. No, it's not correct. What color of eyes does your person have? | After the Q-word 'what
color of eyes', I should put does! Jyodo-shi. (Yeah) What color of eyes does your person have?
(What color of eyes does your person have? Is that okay?) Okay. Next. Your turn.

STUDENT B (speaker)

5

Question 5. Is your person (Sorry, but could you pass me the sheet?) Oh, sorry. Here you are.

(Thank you) Wait untilyour partnerfinish filling in your name on the sheet as a speaker.
Are you ready? (Yes) Okay, question 5. Is your person (Is your person) wearing a hat?
(wearing a hat. Is your person wearing a hat? Is that right?) Okay. Next.

6

Question 6. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) Could you tell me what color of eyes (what
color of eyes). what color of eyes your person have? (what color of eyes your person have?)
Oh, no. has. your person has. (Mhm) The subject, 'your person' is singular and so the verb can't
be a plural form. (Singular, plural? mm..Sorry, I don't understand. What do they mean in
Japanese?) Urn.. A singular form means tansu-kei, a plural form means fukusu-kei. (Uh, yes)
Okay, then, could you tell me what color of eyes your person has? (Could you tell me what color
of eyes . your person has? Is that right?) Yes. Okay, next.

7
Question 7. Is your person (Is your person) Is your person wearing a glass? No! glasses! The
plural form. (Yes!) I've got it. (Yeah! . Is your person wearing glasses? Is that okay?) Yes,
okay! Next.

8
Question 8. Is your person Anita? (Is your person Anita? Is that okay?) Yes, we've finished.
Phew!

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.
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Appendix 31
Week 2: Modelling video (Peer-assistance version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (speaker)

1

Okay. Let's start, shall we? (Okay) Question 1. The speaker said 'Is your person (Is your
person) bald? (bald? urn.. How do you spell 'bald'?) B-A-L-D (B-A-L-D, bald. Is your person
bald? Is that right?) Yes. Okay, next.

2

Question 2. Your person's hair is black? T (Your person's hair is black? T ) Mhm (Mm..Your
intonation was ok, but you forgot something) forgot something? (Yeah) Your person's hair is...
Uh,yeah, I forgot inversion. (Yeah) I should put the verb 'is' before the subject. (Yes!) Okay,
then, is your person's hair black? T (Is your person's hair black? Is that right?) Yes. OK,next.

3

Question 3. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) Could you tell me if.. is your person's hair
white? (Umm.. I'm afraid your word order is not correct) Word order? (Yes) Mm... (Okay, after
could you tell me, there comes a non-inversion sentence) Non-inversion sentence? (Yes)
Urn...What does non-inversion sentence mean in Japanese? (To-chi nashi bun) To-chi nashi
bun. Uh, yes! To-chi nashi bun, non-inversion sentence! (Yes, that's right) Okay, then, could
you tell me if. your person's hair is white? (if your person's hair is white? Could you tell me if
your person's hair is white? Is that ok?) Yes. Okay, next.

4

Question 4. What color of eyes (What color of eyes) your person has? I (your person has? T )
Mhm What color of eyes your person has? j Is it wrong? (Yes. After the Q-word 'what color of
eyes', something is missing) Something is missing..mm..What color of eyes.. What color of eyes
..Uh, does! Jyodo-shi (Yeah—!) What color of eyes does your person have? (Yes, what color of
eyes does your person have? Is that okay?) Okay. Next. Your turn.

STUDENT B (speaker)

5

Question 5. Is your person (Sorry, but could you pass me the sheet?) Oh, sorry. Here you are.

(Thank you) Wait untilyour partnerfinish filling in your name on the sheet as a speaker. Are
you ready? (Yes) Okay, question 5. Is your person (Is your person) wearing a hat? (wearing a
hat. Is your person wearing a hat? Is that right?) Okay. Next.

6

Question 6. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) Could you tell me what color of eyes (what
color of eyes) what color of eyes your person have? (what color of eyes your person..) have,
(have?) Mhm. (have?) Mm.... Is that wrong? (Yeah. The subject, 'your person' is singular and
so the verb can't be a plural form) Singular, plural? mm..Sorry, I don't understand. What do
they mean in Japanese? (Urn..A singular form means tansu-kei, a plural form meansfukusu-
kei) Uh, yes. Okay, then, could you tell me what color of eyes your person has? (Could you tell
me what color of eyes . your person has? Is that right?) Yes. Okay, next.

7
Question 7. Is your person (Is your person) Is your person wearing a glass? No! glasses! The
plural form. (Yes!) I've got it. (Yeah! . Is your person wearing glasses? Is that ok?) Yes, okay!
Next.

8
Question 8. Is your person Anita? (Is your person Anita? Is that okay?) Yes, we've finished.
Phew!

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.



Appendix 32
Week 2: Dictogloss 2 - Listening sheet

WEEK 2

Listening 2 NAME

No. Speaker
Answer

Other
information

1 Mary Y N

2 Tom Y N

3 Mary Y N

4 Tom Y N

5 Mary Y N

6 Tom Y N

7 Mary Y N

8 Tom Y N

9 Mary Y N

10 Tom Y N
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Appendix 33
Week 2: Dictogloss 2 - Reconstruction sheet

WEEK 2

Reconstruction sheet

Write down questions reconstructed by your partner. Help your partner spot
and correct his/her own mistakes.

Speaker's name (

1

2

3

4

5

Speaker's name (

6

7

8

9

10

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 34
Week 3: Handout for the mini-lesson

WEEK 3: Questions with 'there'

The word 'there' is used as an introductory subject in questions.

E.g. Is there a post office near here?

Indirect questions

Find mistakes in the following questions.

a. Could you tell me how many people in the room?

b. How many students in your class? [N.B., Direct question]

c. Do you know what kind of things are there in that cupboard?

Tag questions

Find mistakes in the following questions.

d. In your picture, there is a volleyball under the table, isn't it?

e. In your picture, there are three trees, aren't they?

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 35
Week 3: Dictogloss 1 & 2 - Scripts of the recorded dialogues

Dictogloss 1

STUDENT A STUDENT B

1 Could you tell me how many people there are in your picture? Two.

2 Are they a man and a woman? No.

3 Are they women? Yes.

4 Are they chatting? No.

5 What are they doing? They are drinking a hot drink.
6 Is there a crescent moon in the window? No.

7 Is there a snowman in the window? No.

Ok, thank you. Your turn.

STUDENT B STUDENT A

1 Could you tell me if there is a man on the sofa? Yes, there is.
2 Could you tell me what the man is doing? He is sleeping.
3 Is there a globe on the table? No, there isn't.
4 Is there a clock on the wall? Yes, there is.
5 Could you tell me what the time is? It's six o'clock.

6 Could you tell me how many cushions there are on the sofa?
Ok, thank you very much.

There is only one cushions.

Dictogloss 2

STUDENT A STUDENT B

1

Ok, let s start. Flat number One.
Is there a woman? Yes.

2 Could you tell me what she is doing? She is sitting on the table.
3 What does she have in her hand? She has an umbrella.

4 Could you tell me what color of T-shirt she is wearing? Green.

5 How manv staplers are there on the table? None.

6 Could you tell me what the time is? It's nine o'clock.

Ok, thank you. Your turn.
~ ~

STUDENT B STUDENT A

1 Could you tell me if there is a woman? Yes.

2 Is she putting on her lipstick? No.

3 Could you tell me what she is doing? She is drinking wine.
4 What color of earrings is she wearing? Blue.

5 Could you tell me how many picture frames there are on the wall? One.

6 What can you see through the window?
Well, I think I've got all the information I need. Thank you.

A snowman.
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Appendix 36
Week 3: Dictogloss 1 - Task sheet A

WEEK 3

Listening 1: Our neighbours - A

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There
are four differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do
not volunteer any unasked information.
Look at Flat 1 and spot the differences by asking questions. For the other flat (Flat 2), your
partner will ask you questions to find the differences.

Your name Partner's name

YOUR SCORE

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 37
Week 3: Dictogloss 1 - Task sheet B

WEEK 3

Listening 1: Our neighbours - B

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There are four
differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do not volunteer
any unasked information.

Look at Flat 2 and spot the differences by asking questions. For the other flat (Flat 1), your partner
will ask you questions to find the differences.

Your name Partner's name

YOUR SCORE
8

1 2

rq

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 38
Week 3: Modelling video (Self-correction version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (speaker)

1

Wait until your partner finishesfilling in your name on the sheet. Are you ready? (Yes.) Okay, question one.
How many people (How many people) in your picture? (in your picture) Uh, sorry. (Pardon?) 1 forgot to put
something after 'how many people. (Mhm.) How many people are there (Okay, how many people are there) in your

picture (in your picture. How many people are there in your picture? Is that okay?) Yes.

2
Question two. Are they (Are they) a man and a woman? (a man and a woman. Are they a man and a woman? Is it
correct?) Yes. Okay, next.

3

Question three. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) if are they women? (if are they women. Could you tell me
if are they women? Is that all right?) Um.. no. After 'could you tell me', there should be a non-inversion sentence.
(Non-inversion sentence? What does it mean in Japanese?) To-chi nashi bun . (Uh, yeah! To-chi nashi bun.)
Okay, then, could you tell me if.. if they are . if they are women? Is that correct? (Yes. Could you tell me if they
are women? Okay?) Yes. Okay, next.

4 Question four. They are . No! Are they chatting? (Are they chatting. Are they chatting? Is that all right?) Yes,
okay, next.

5 Question five. What they are (What they are) No, sorry, inversion. (Uh, yeah) What are they doing? (What are
they doing. Is that okay?) Yes okay, next.

6

Question six. Is there a crescent moon (Is there a . cresce.. um..) crescent (crescent) Yes. (Um.. What does 'a
crescent moon' mean in Japanese?) Mika-zuki. (Uh, Mika-zuki, I see.) Okay, Is a crescent moon (Um.. How do
you spell 'crescent'?) Mm.. C-R-E-S-C-E-N-T (C-R-E-S-C-E-N-T, crescent, a crescent moon) Yeah. (Is a
crescent moon) in the window? (in the window. Is a crescent moon in the window? Is that right?) Yeah. Okay,
next.

7
Question seven. Is there a snowman (Is there a snowman ..) in the window? (in the window.) Yeah. (Um.. Is
'snowman' one word or two words?) One word. (Right. Okay, is there a snowman in the window? Is that all
right?) Yes. Okay, your turn.

STUDENT B (speaker)

8
Question eight. Uh, could you pass me the answer sheet? (Oh, sorry. Here you are) Thank you. Are you ready ?
(Yes) Could you tell me if (Could you tell me if) there is a man (there is a man) on the sofa? (on the sofa. Could
you tell me if there is a man on the sofa? Is that okay?) Okay, that's right. Next.

9
Question nine. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) what is the man doing? No, after 'could you tell me' there
should be a non-inversion sentence! (Yes, that's it!) Laugh together. Well, then, could you tell me what the man
is doing? (Yeah. Could you tell me what the man is doing? Okay?) Okay, next.

10
Question ten. Is there a globe (Is there a globe .. um.. I'm not sure about the spelling of 'globe. How do you spell
it?) G-L-O-B-E, not V-E. (G-L-O-B-E, globe. Is there a globe) on the table? (on the table. Is there a globe on
the table? Is that ok?) Yes, next.

11 Question eleven. Is there a clock (Is there a clock) on the wall? (on the wall. Is there a clock on the wall? Is that
all right?) Yeah, okay, next.

12
Question twelve. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) what is the time Oh, no! What the time is. (Right! Could
you tell me what *the time is) Laugh together. Okay, next. * The speaker and the writer say 'the time is'
simultaneously.

13
Question thirteen. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) how many cushions are there (how many cushions are
there) on the sofa? (on the sofa. Could you tell me how many cushions are there on the sofa? Is that right?) No!
Non-inversion. Could you tell me how many cushions there are on the sofa?) Yeah! That's right! We've finished.

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.
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Appendix 39
Week 3: Modelling video (Peer-assistance version) - Scripts

STUDENT A (speaker)

1

Are you ready? (Yes.) Okay, question one. How many people (How many people) in your picture? (in your

picture. How many people in your picture? Is that ok?) Yes. (Err.. We forgot something.) Pardon? (We forgot
something to put after 'How many people.) Mm.. How many people.. How many people ... Uh, yes! How many

people are there in your picture? (Yeah, that's right.) Yeah. (Okay, how many people are there in your picture? Is
that ok?) Yes. Okay, next.

2 Question two. Are they (Are they) a man and a woman? (a man and a woman. Are they a man and a woman? Is it
correct?) Yes. Okay, next.

3

Question three. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) if are they women? (Um...) Mm? (Err., are they?) Mm. ..
Could you tell me., if are they women? Is it wrong? (Yes) (Um.. After 'could you tell me', there should be a
non-inversion sentence) Non-inversion sentence? (Yes) Mm... non-inversion sentence... What does it mean in
Japanese? (Um.. To-chi nasi bun). Uh, yeah! To-chi nasi bun. Okay, then, could you tell me if., if they are . if
they are women? Is that correct? (Yes. Could you tell me if they are women? Okay?) Yes. Okay, next.

4 Question four. They are . No! Are they chatting? (Are they chatting. Are they chatting? Is that all right?) Yes,
okay, next.

5 Question five. What they are doing? (Um.. inversion) Inversion? .. Uh, yeah. What are they doing? (Yes. What
are they doing. Is that okay?) Yes okay, next.

6

Ouestion six. Is there a crescent moon (Is there a . cresce.. um..) crescent (crescent) Yes. (Um.. What does 'a
crescent moon'mean in Japanese?) Mika-zuki. (Uh. Mika-zuki, I see.) Okay, Is a crescent moon (Um.. How do
you spell'crescent'?) Mm.. C-R-E-S-C-E-N-T (C-R-E-S-C-E-N-T, crescent, a crescent moon) Yeah. (Is a
crescent moon) in the window? (in the window. Is a crescent moon in the window? Is that right?) Yeah. Okay,
next.

7
Question seven. Is there a snowman (Is there a snowman ..) in the window? (in the window.) Yeah. (Um.. Is
'snowman' one word or two words?) One word. (Right. Okay, is there a snowman in the window? Is that all
right?) Yes. Okay, your turn.

STUDENT B (speaker)

8
Question eight. Uh, could you pass me the answer sheet? (Oh, sorry. Here you are) Thank you. Are you ready ?
(Yes) Could you tell me if (Could you tell me if) there is a man (there is a man) on the sofa? (on the sofa. Could
you tell me if there is a man on the sofa? Is that okay?) Okay, that's right. Next.

9

Question nine. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) what is the man doing? (.. what is the man doing? T ) Mm?
(Um.. After 'could you tell me'...).. there should be a non-inversion, a non-inversion sentenc! (Yes, that's it!)
Laugh together. Well, then, couldyou tell me what the man is doing? (Yeah. Couldyou tell me what the man is
doing? Okay?) Okay, next.

10
Question ten. Is there a globe (Is there a globe .. um.. I'm not sure about the spelling of 'globe. How do you spell
it?) G-L-O-B-E, not V-E. (G-L-O-B-E, globe. Is there a globe) on the table? (on the table. Is there a globe on the
table? Is that ok?) Yes, next.

11 Question eleven. Is there a clock (Is there a clock) on the wall? (on the wall. Is there a clock on the wall? Is that
all right?) Yeah, okay, next.

12
Question twelve. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) what is the time (Mm..) Mm? (what is the time?) Mm..
(Could you tell me what is the time?) Uh, no! What the time is. (Right! Could you tell me what *the time is)
Laugh together. Okay, next. * The speaker and the writer say 'the time is' simultaneously.

13

Question thirteen. Could you tell me (Could you tell me) how many cushions are there (how many cushions are

there) on the sofa? (on the sofa. Could you tell me how many cushions are there on the sofa? Is that right?) Yes.
(Really?) .. Mmm.. No! Non-inversion. Could you tell me how many cushions there are on the sofa?) Yeah!
That's right! We've finished.

Note. Words shown in bold were emphasised in the modelling.
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Appendix 40
Week 3: Dictogloss 2 - Task sheet A

WEEK 3

Listening 2: Our neighbours - A

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There are four
differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do not volunteer
any unasked information.

Look at Flat 1 and spot the difference by asking questions. For the other flat (Flat 2), your partner
will ask you questions to find the differences.

Your name Partner's name

YOUR SCORE

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 41
Week 3: Dictogloss 2 -Task sheet B

WEEK 3

Listening 2: Our neighbours - B

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There are four
differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do not volunteer
any unasked information.

Look at Flat 2 and spot the difference by asking question. For the other flat (Flat 1), your partner
will ask you questions to find the differences.

Partner's name Your name

YOUR SCORE / 8

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 42
Week 3: Dictogloss 2 - Reconstruction task sheet

WEEK 3

Reconstruction sheet

Write down questions reconstructed by your partner. Help your partner spot
and correct his/her own mistakes.

FLAT 1 Speaker's name
Writer's name

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.

FLAT 2 Speaker's name
Writer's name



Appendix 43
Week 3: OurNeighbours - Task sheet A

WEEK 3

Speaking 1: Our neighbours - A

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There are four
differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do not volunteer
any unasked information.

For Flats 1 and 3, spot the differences by asking questions. For the other two flats (Flats 2 and 4),
your partner will ask you questions to find the differences.

Your name Partner's name

YOUR SCORE

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 44
Week 3: Our Neighbours - Task sheet B

WEEK 3

Speaking 1: Our neighbours - B

Work with a partner. You both have a drawing but your drawings are not the same. There are four
differences in each flat. Ask and answer questions to find out what is different. Do not volunteer
any unasked information.

For Flats 2 and 4, spot the differences by asking questions. For the other two flats (Flats 1 and 3),
your partner will ask you questions to find the differences.

Partner's name Your name

YOUR SCORE / 8

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 45
Week 3: Do you have a good memory? - Teacher's picture

WEEK 3

Speaking 2: Memory Game (Teacher's picture sheet)

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 46
Week 3: Do you have a good memory? - Task sheet A

WEEK 3

Speaking 2: Memory Game - A

YOUR
SCORE

(1) First, note down the differences in the four flats between your picture and the teacher's
picture on this sheet. Work by yourself (Do not talk with your partner!).

(2) If you are sure that your memory was correct, put a '★' on your answers. Otherwise, write
nothing.

(3) The student holding this sheet should check if the differences you have found in Flats 1 and 3
are correct by asking questions. For the other two flats (Flats 2 and 4), your partner will ask
you questions.

(4) Use tag questions when asking questions.

Your name Partner's name

2

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 47
Week 3: Do you have a goodmemory? - Task sheet B

WEEK 3

Speaking 2: Memory Game - B

YOUR SCORE

(1) First, note the differences in the four flats between your picture and the teacher's picture on
this sheet. Work by yourself (Do not talk with your partner!).

(2) If you are sure that your memory was correct, put a on your answers. Otherwise, write
nothing.

(3) You should check if the differences you have found in Flats 2 and 4 are correct by asking
questions. For the other two flats (Flats 1 and 3), your partner will ask you questions.

(4) Use tag questions when asking questions.

Partner's name Your name

Notes. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were
adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (1995:52)
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Appendix 48
Week 4: Handout used in the mini-lesson

WEEK 4: Negative questions

-Negative questions starting with 'why'

FUNCTION (I): To ask for reasons

Task: Find mistakes in the following negative questions.

a. Why we can't use this chopping board?

b. Why you haven't done shopping yet?

FUNCTION (2) To press invitations and offers

c. Why don't you come in for a few minutes?

Yes/No negative questions

FUNCTION : To express the speaker's surprise

d. Haven't you done the shopping yet?

Task: Something is wrong in the following yes/no negative question.
Can you see why?

e. Can't you lend me your pen for a moment?

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 49
Week 4: Dictogloss 1 -Scripts of the recorded dialogue

1. Two flatmates are talking in the living room in the morning.

Mary Hi, morning, Tom.
Tom Hi, Mary. Morning.

Mary Listen. Would it be all right for you to vacuum the living room?
Tom No problem.

Mary 1 I have to dash off. See you later.
Tom Bye. See you later.

2. Mary has got home in the evening and is now opening the door o the living room.

Mary Hi, I'm home.
Tom Hi.

3. When opening the door, Mary has noticed that Tom is watching TV.

Mary Tom, haven't you vacuumed the room yet?
Tom l)No. Sorry. I completely forgot.

2) I'll do it now.

4. Tom has vacuumed the room and is asking Mary to go skiing this weekend.

Tom Mary, let's go skiing this weekend!

Mary No, we can't.
Tom Why can't we go skiing?

Mary We are making a trip to Japan next summer, aren't we? I
We have to save money.

Tom Yeah.
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Appendix 50
Week 4: Dictogloss 1 - Task sheet

WEEK 4 Listening 1

Here is a conversation between two flat mates. Following the instructions, role-play the conversation.

MARY TOM

Mary is going to work in a hurry in the morning and asking Tom a favor.

Bye. See you later.

Hi.

The moment Mary has walked into the living room, Mary has seen that Tom has not vacuumed the room and
is watching TV in the cluttered room.

Tom has finished vacuuming and is suggesting plans for the weekend to Mary.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 51
Week 4: Modelling video (Self-correction version) - Scripts

STUDENT A STUDENT B

1

Both studentsfill in their names on the sheet. Are you
ready? (Yes.) Okay, question one. Mary said 'Listen
(Listen) Couldyou (Couldyou) vacuum the living
room?' (vacuum the living room. Couldyou vacuum
the living room? Is that okay?) Yeah.. Yeah.
(Urn..How do you spell 'vacuum'?) Vacuum? (Yes)
Urn.. V-A-C-U-U-M-E-D (V-A-C-U-U-M-E-D,
vacuumed). Okay, your turn.

2 Question two. Tom said 'No problem'
(No problem) Okay, your turn.

3 Question three. Mary said 'I'm home' (I'm home) Okay,
next.

4

Question four. Mary said 'Have you vacuumed (Have
you vacuumed) Have you vacuumed., mm.. . Mary
wasn't asking ifTom has vacuumed the room or not
(No) but she was surprised (Yeah) because she found
Tom hadn't vacuumed the room yet. (Yeah) Okay,
then, haven't. haven't you, Negative question. (That's
it) Haven't you vacuumed (Haven't you vacuumed) the
room yet? (the room yet. Haven't you vacuumed the
room yet? Is that okay?) Yes. Okay, your turn.

5

Question five. Tom said 'No. Sorry.
(No, sorry) I completely (I completely)
forgot (forgot. I completely forgot. Is
that ok?) Yes. Okay, next.

6

Question six. Tom said 'Mary, (Mary)
let's go skiing' (let's go skiing. Mary, let's
go skiing. Is that all right?) Yes. Okay,
next.

7

Question seven. Tom said 'Why we can't
(Why we can't) mmm.. No. Why can't we
. Why can't we go skiing? (Why can't
we) go skiing (go skiing. Why can't we
go skiing? Is that okay?) Yes. Okay,
your turn.

8

Question eight. Mary said 'We are making a trip (We
are making a trip) to Japan (to Japan) next summer
(next summer"), isn't it? J, Um.. No, not isn't. Mm.. We
are making a trip to Japan next summer, mm., aren't
we? I (Yes. That's correct. We are making a trip to
Japan next summer, aren't we? { Is that okay?) Yes,
that's right. We've finished.
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Appendix 52
Week 4: Modelling video (Peer-assistance version) — Scripts

STUDENT A STUDENT B

1

Both studentsfill in their names on the sheet. Are you
ready? (Yes.) Okay, question one. Mary said 'Listen
(Listen) Couldyou (Couldyou) vacuum the living room?'
(vacuum the living room. Could you vacuum the living
room? Is that ok?) Yeah.. Yeah. (Um..How do you spell
'vacuum'?) Vacuum? (Yes) Urn.. V-A-C-U-U-M-E-D (V-A-
C-U-U-M-E-D, vacuumed). Okay, your turn.

2 - " ^ Question two. Tom said No problem' (No
problem) Okay, your turn.

3 Question three. Mary said 'I'm home' (I'm home) Okay, next.

4

Question four. Mary said 'Have you vacuumed (Have you
vacuumed? T ) Mmm.. Have you vacuumed (Have you?) T
Mm.. (Did Mary ask ifTom has vacuumed the room or not?)
No. (Then, why did Mary say this?) Because she was

surprised when she found Tom hadn't vacuumed the room
yet. (Yeah, and so) Mm..Uh, haven't. haven't you! (Yes)
Negative question. (That's it) Okay, then, haven't you
vacuumed (Haven't you vacuumed) the room yet? (the room

yet. Haven't you vacuumed the room yet? Is that okay?) Yes.
Okay, your turn.

5

Question five. Tom said 'No. Sorry. (No,
sorry) I completely (I completely) forgot
(forgot. I completely forgot. Is that ok?)
Yes. Okay, next.

6
Question six. Tom said 'Mary, (Mary) let's go
skiing' (let's go skiing. Mary, let's go skiing.
Is that all right?) Yes. Okay, next.

7

Question seven. Tom said 'Why we can't
(Why we can't?) Mhm? (Why we can't? T )
Mm... Why we can't go skiing? Is it wrong?
(I think so) Mm..Why we can't...mm.. (Wh—
y..) Wh—y.. Why can't we? (Yes!) Uh, why
can't we go skiing (That's right. Why can't we
go skiing? Is that okay?) Yes. Okay, your
turn.

8

Question eight. Mary said 'We are making a trip (We are
making a trip) to Japan (to Japan) next summer (next
summer), isn't it? I (isn't it? I) Mm..We are making a trip
to Japan next summer, mm., aren't we? T ' (Yes. That's
correct. We are making a trip to Japan next summer, aren't
we? J, Is that okay?) Yes, that's right. We've finished.
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Appendix 53
Week 4: Role-play 1 - Task sheet A

WEEK 4 Speaking: Role-play 1 (A)

Here is a conversation between two flat mates. Following the instructions, role-play the conversation.

MARY

Mary is ging to work in a hurry in the morning and asking Tom a favor.

TOM

Greeting

© Ask your partner to do houshold chore
shown on the card

Tell your partner the follow two things
sequentially.
1) You have to dash off to go to work
2) Say something to Tom as you leave the
flat

Later in the evening, Mary has got home and is opening the front door of the flat.

Greeting

The moment Mary has walked into the living room, Mary has seen that Tom has not vacuumed the room and
is watching TV in the cluttered room.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 54
Week 4: Role-play 1 -Task sheet B

WEEK 4 Speaking: Role-play 1 (B)

Here is a conversation between two flat mates. Following the instructions, role-play the conversation.

MARY TOM

Mary is going to work in a hurry in the morning and asking Tom a favor.

Later in the evening, Mary has got home and is opening the frong door of the flat.

is waching TV in the cluttered room.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 55-1
Week 4: Role-play 1 (Haven't you ....?) - Cartoon cards (Set A)

Note. The drawings were from Hadfield, J. (1984, Section 30)
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Appendix 55-2
Week 4: Role-play 1 (Haven't you ....?) - Cartoon cards (Set A)

Note. The drawings were from Hadfield, J. (1984, Section 30)
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Appendix 56-1
Week 4: Role-play 1 (Haven't you ....?) - Cartoon cards (Set B)

[Front] [Back]

Note. The drawings were from Hadfield, J. (1984, Section 30)
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Appendix 56-2
Week 4: Role-play 1 (Haven't you ....?) - Cartoon cards (Set B)

Note. The drawings were from Hadfield, J. (1984, Section 30)
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Appendix 60
Week 4: Role-play 3.1 - Task sheet A

WEEK 4

Speaking 1: Dialogue completion 1-A

1. A married couple (Mary and Tom) are talking in the kitchen in the morning.

Greet Tom.

Your fridge is empty.
Ask Tom if he can do the shopping

1) Tell Tom that you are in hurry to go to work.
2) Say something when leaving the flat.

2. Mary has got home in the evening. She is greeting Tom who is watching TV.

Greet Tom

3. When opening the door of the frige, Mary has found that it is empty.

Express your surprise orally about the fact that
Tom has not done you a favor.

4. Later, after dinner, Tom and Mary are chatting in the living room.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 61
Week 4: Role-play 3.1 - Task sheet B

WEEK 4
Speaking 1: Dialogue completion 1-B

1. A married couple (Mary and Tom) are talking in the kitchen in the morning.

Respond to Mary

Accept the request willingly.

Respond to Mary

2. Mary has got home in the evening. She is greeting Tom who is watching TV.

4. Later, after dinner, Tom and Mary are chatting in the living room.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 62
Week 4: Role-play 3.2 - Task sheet A

WEEK 4

Speaking 2-A

1. A married couple (Mary and Tom) are talking in the kitchen in the morning.

Respond to Tom.

Say 'Yes.'

Accept the request willingly.

Respond to Tom.

2. Tom has got home in the evening and is greeting Mary who is watching TV.

Respond to Tom.

3. When walking into the kitchen, Tom has found the dirty dishes stili in the sink.

4. Later, after dinner, Mary is asking Tom to mow the grass together tomorrow.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 63
Week 4: Role-play 3.2 - Task sheet B

WEEK 4

Speaking 2~B

1. A married couple (Mary and Tom) are talking in the kitchen in the morning.

Greet Mary.

Confirm that Mary comes home
around three o'clock.

Ask Mary to do the washing up.

1) Tell Tom that you are in hurry to go to work.
2) Say something when leaving the flat.

2. Tom has got home in the evening and is greeting Mary who is watching TV.

Greet Tom who is in the room.

3. When walking into the kitchen, Tom has found the dirty dishes still in the sink.

4. Later, after dinner, Mary is asking Tom to mow the grass tomorrow.

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 64
Guided Role-play - Examiner's answer key sheet (Pretest)

Role-olav (1) Examiner: Student:

1. You're [student's name], aren't you? '
2. Have you read the instruction sheet for the first task. Role-play, while waiting for your turn in the corridor?'
3. (Give a student a copy of task sheet) On the sheet, you will find a list of questions to ask Mary. Suppose that you

have prepared those questions. Now skim the task sheet in order to grasp the flow of conversation.'
4. (After the student finishes skimming the sheet, ask the student) Any questions?'
5 Well, then, try not to fall silent. You're supposed to ask questions in sentences in order to elicit the necessary

information from me. If you can't do so. you may ask questions in phrases or in words.

6 Write your name on the top of your task sheet
7. Are you ready? (Yes) Rrrr.. rrrr-•• Hello?'

Student MARY (Examiner)

- Hello, Mary. It's [student's first name],
- Listen. I've got questions about the flat.

- Hi, [Student's first name]. How are you?
- Fine.

1 How much the rent (the rent) is It's 230 pounds a month.
2 The rent includes a gas bill (include a gas bill) Yes, it does.
3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card) No, we have to pay by check.

4 Say ' (Then, I need to open a bank account in London.)', and then
ask which bank Kate would recommend (recommend)

Probably, the best bank would be the ABC Bank because
its branch office is close to the flat.

NB. You visited Mary in the flat last year and thinkyou remember the
following four things marked with (D~®, but you want to check if your
memory is correct.

J Wait until the student produce a question tag!

5 © The flat is near the language centre Yes, it is.
6 (2) In the flat, there is a guestroom Yes, there is, but you can't use it at the moment.

7
You will hear something inconvenient about the guestroom. Ask
for reasons and take notes.

=>The guest room is full of the owner's furniture, such as
tables and chairs.

8
<D Near the flat, there are not 24-hour shops (twenty-four hour
shops)

No, there isn't.

9
© The owner of the flat (the owner of the flat) does not live in the
flat. No, he doesn't.

10 Where the owner lives He lives in Paris.

11 In the flat, how many bedrooms there are There are six bedrooms.

12 There is a telephone in each bedroom Yes, there is.
13 Now, how many flat mates there are (have) I have two flat mates now.

14 What kinds of facilities (kinds of facilities) there are in the kitchen In the kitchen, there is an oven.

15 There is a washing machine (washing machine) in the flat Yes, there is, but you can't use it at the moment.

16
You will hear something inconvenient about the washing machine
in the flat. Ask for reasons and take notes

=> The washing machine is broken and you need to use a
coin laundry now.

17
Ask Mary if she has sent an application form (an application form
for the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

[In a surprised voice] Scholarships?!
[Express in your tone of voice that you forgot to send an
application form and reply] No, I haven't.

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'
=> I've been really busy and I completely forgot.
Thank you for reminding me of that.

19 On Friday, what time you can meet up with Mary in the flat
I'll see you around three o'clock after I come back from
the exam. My flat mates are going to receive you when
you arrive in the flat.

■Thank Mary and hang up after greeting - (If the student thanks you, say) You're welcome.
- I'm looking forward to seeing you on Friday!
- Have a safe flight. Bye!

<Attention>

Do NOT ask the student to repeat their questions
Elicit all 19 questions from each student

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The texts were
translated into English literally in this appendix. The answer key was in English.
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Appendix 65
Guided Role-play - Examiner's answer key sheet (Posttest)

Role-Dlav (2) K1 K2 C1 C3 EC Examiner: Student:

1. You're [student's name], aren't you? '
2. Have you read the instruction sheet for the first task. Role-play, while waiting for your turn in the corridor?'
3. (Give a student a copy of task sheet) On the sheet, you will find a Ijst of questions to ask Mary. Suppose that you

have prepared those questions. Now skim the task sheet in order to grasp the flow of conversation."
4. (After the student finish skimming the sheet, ask the student) 'Any questions?'
5. Well. then, try not to fall silent. You're supposed to ask questions in sentences in order to elicit the necessary

information from me. If you can't do so, you may ask questions in phrases or in words.

6. Write your name on the top of your task sheet.
7. Are you ready? (Yes) Rrrr.. rrrr— Hello?'

Student KATE (Examiner)
- Hello, Kate. It's [student's first name],
- Listen. I've got questions about the host family.

- Hi, [Student's first name]. How are you?
- Fine, go ahead.

1 How much the rent (the rent) is It's 270 pounds a month.
2 The rent includes a gas bill (include a gas bill) Yes, it does.
3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card) No, we have to pay in cash.

4 Say ' (Then, I need to open a bank account in London.)', and then
ask which bank Kate would recommend (recommend)

Probably, the best bank would be the Royal Bank
because its branch office is close to the house.

NB. You visited Kate in the flat last year and think you remember the
following four things marked with ®~@, but you want to check if your
memory is correct.

J Wait until the student produce a question tag!

5 ® The house is not near the language center. No, it isn't.

6 (D There is a 24-hour shop near the house.
Yes. there is. but (Student's name) vou can't use it at

night at the moment.

7
You will hear something inconvenient about the 24-hour shop. Ask
for reasons and take notes.

The owner of the shop has been ill recently and it is
closed at night.

8 ©There are no restaurants near the house. No, there aren't.
9 © The host father doesn't live with his family. No, he doesn't.

10 Where the host father lives. He lives in Scotland.

11 How many children there are in the host family They have two children.
12 How many classes Mary takes (take) a day. 1 take three classes a day.
13 There is a computer room in the language center. Yes, there is.
14 What kind of facilities ((kind of facilities) there are in the kitchen. In the kitchen, there is a dish washer.

15 There is a microwave oven (microwave oven) in the kitchen.
Yes. there is. but (Student's name) we can't use it at the
moment.

16
You will hear something inconvenient about the microwave oven.
Ask for reasons and take notes.

The microwave oven is broken, but our host mother is
going to buy a new one this weekend!

17
Ask Mary if she has sent an application form (an application form
for the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

(In a surprised voice) Scholarships?!
No, 1 haven't.

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'
I've been really busy and 1 completely forgot.
Thank you for reminding me of that.

19
On Tuesday, what time you can meet up with Kate in the host
family's house.

I'll see you around four o'clock after 1 come back from the
exam. Our host mother is going to receive you when you
arrive at home. Ok?

■Thank Kate and hang up after greeting - (If the student thanks you, say) You're welcome.
- I'm looking forward to seeing you on Tuesday!
- Have a safe flight. Bye!

<Attention>
Do NOT ask the student to repeat their questions
Elicit all 19 questions from each student

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The texts were
translated into English literally in this appendix.. The answer key was in English.
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Appendix 66
Guided Role-play - Examiner's answer key sheet (Follow-up test)

Role-Dlav (3) C1 C3 K1 K2 EC Examiner: Student:

1. You're [student's name], aren't you? '
2. Have you read the instruction sheet for the first task, Role-play, while waiting for your turn in the corridor?'
3. (Give a student a copy of task sheet) On the sheet, you will find a list of questions to ask Mary. Suppose that you

have prepared those questions. Now skim the task sheet in order to grasp the flow of conversation.'
4. (After the student finish skimming the sheet ask the student) 'Any questions?'
5. Well, then, try not to fall silent. You're supposed to ask questions in sentences in order to elicit the necessary

information from me. If you can't do so, you may ask questions in phrases or in words.

6. Write your name on the top of your task sheet.
7. Are you ready? (Yes) Rrrr.. rrrr-* Hello?'

Student KATE (Examiner)
- Hello, Kate. It's [student's first name],
- Listen. I've got questions abour the host family.

- Hi, [Student's first name]. How are you?
- Fine, go ahead.

1 How much the rent (the rent) is. It's 300 and 60 dollars a month.

2 The rent includes a water bill (include a water bill). Yes, (it does).
3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card). Yes, (you can).

4 Say ' (Then, I need to open a bank account in Columbia.)', and then
ask which bank Kate would recommned (recommend)

Probably, the best bank would be the American Bank
because its branch office is close to the dorm.

NB. You visited Kate in the flat last year and think you remember the
following four things marked with®~©, but you want to check if your
memory is correct.

J Wait until the student produce a question tag!

5 (D The dorm is near the langauge center. No, (it isn't.)
6 ©There is a computer room in the dorm. Yes. (there is), but (£ ffl) vou can't use it at the moment.

7
You will hear something incovenient about the computer room, ask
for reasons and take notes.

All the computers in the computer room were stolen last
week and they are going to put new ones next month.

8 (D There are no supermarkets near the dorm. No, (there aren't).

9
© The manager (the manager ) of the dorm does not live in our

building.
No, he/she doesn't.

10 Where the manager lives. He/She lives in the next building.
11 How many classes Kate takes (take) class a week. 1 take nine classes a week.

12 How many Japanese students there are in Kate's class. Urn.. None. (1 have no Japanese classmates).

13 What kind of facilities (kind of facilities) there are in the dorm.
In the dormitory, there are a bia kitchen on each floor and
a coin-ODerated laudrv in each buildino.

14 There is a restaurant in the dorm. Yes. there is. but (=£ fitt) we can't use it at the moment.

15
You will hear something inconveneint about the restaurant. Ask for
reasons and take notes.

The restaurant has been closed because it's under

repair.
16 There is a cash dispenser (cash dispenser) in the dorm. Yes, (there is).

17
Ask Mary if she has sent an application form (an application form
for the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

(In a surprised voice) Scholarships?!
No. 1 haven't

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'
I've been really busy and 1 completely forgot.
Thank you for reminding me of that.

19 On Thursdaym what time you can meet up with Kate in the dorm.
I'll see you around six o'clock.
Let's have dinner together. Ok?

■Thank Kate and hang up after greeting - (If the student thanks you, say) You're welcome.
- I'm looking forward to seeing you on Tuesday!
- Have a safe flight. Bye!

<Attention>
Do NOT ask the student to repeat their questions
Elicit all 19 questions from each student

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The texts were
translated into English literally in this appendix.. The answer key was in English.
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Appendix 67
Guided Role-play - Instruction sheet (pretest)

L Role-play (1)

In the first task, you will perform a role-play with the examiner. Read the following
instructions and study your role and the context.

<Context>

■ You are leaving Japan for England to study English in a language institute in London
from next week. You are arriving in London this Friday in the morning.

■ In London you are renting a room in a flat where Mary, an elder sister of your
American friend, had been sharing with some flat mates.

• You have met Mary and stayed in her flat while visiting London with her younger sister
the previous year. So you remember what the flat is like, but call Mary because you
want to check if your memory is correct and to ask further questions.

■ You have prepared questions on a sheet, which the examiner will give you later.

■ You are now going to call Mary to ask the questions. Mary is willing to answer.

■ Mary is about five years older than you.

<EvaIuation>
■ The more you elicit the necessary information by asking questions appropriately and

fluently, the higher your score will be.
• Try not to fall silent. If you cannot ask questions in a full sentence, do your best still to

ask questions to elicit the necessary information. The examiner will answer your
questions as long as they make sense, even if you produce questions in incomplete
sentences.

• Try to use fillers and interjections, where necessary, to make the conversation lively

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The answer key was in
English.

Mary

and real.
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Appendix 68
Guided Role-play - Instruction sheet (posttest)

Z Role-play (2)

In the first task, you will perform a role-play with the examiner. Read the following
instructions and study your role and the context.

<Context>

• You are leaving Japan for England to study English in a language institute in
London from next week. You are arriving in London this Tuesday in the morning.

■ In London you renting a room in a flat where Kate, an elder sister of your
American friend, had been sharing with some flatmates.

■ You have met Kate and stayed in her host family's house while visiting London
with her younger sister the previous year. So you are supposed to remember what
the house is like, but to call Kate because you want to check if your memory is
correct and to ask further questions.

• You have prepared questions by yourself on a sheet, which the examiner will give
you later.

■ You are now going to call Kate to ask the questions. Kate is willing to answer.

■ Kate is about five years older than you.

<Evaluation>

• The more you elicit the necessary information by asking questions appropriately
and fluently, the your score will be higher.

■ Try not to fall silent. If you cannot ask questions in a full sentence, do your best
still to ask questions to elicit the necessary information. The examiner will answer
your questions as long as they make sense, even if you produce questions in
incomplete sentences.

■ Try to use fillers and interjections, where necessary, to make the conversation
lively and real.

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The answer key was in
English.

Kate
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Appendix 69
Guided Role-play - Instruction sheet (follow-up test)

/ Role-play (3) /
In the first task, you will perform a role-play with the examiner. Read the following
instructions and study your role and the context.

<Context>

■ You are leaving Japan for America to study English in a language institute in
Columbia from next week. You are arriving in Columbia this Thursday in the
morning.

• In Columbia you are renting a room in a dormitory of the Columbia University
where Kate, an elder sister of your American friend, had been sharing with some
flat mates.

■ You have met Kate and stayed in her flat the previous year while visiting
Columbia with her younger sister. So you remember what the dorm is like, but to
call Kate because you want to check if your memory is correct and to ask further
questions.

■ You have prepared questions by yourself on a sheet, which the examiner will give
you later.

■ You are now going to call Kate to ask the questions. Kate is willing to answer.

■ Kate is about five years older than you.

< Evaluation>

■ The more you elicit the necessary information by asking questions appropriately
and fluently, the your score will be higher.

■ Try not to fall silent. If you cannot ask questions in a full sentence, do your best
still to ask questions to elicit the necessary information. The examiner will
answer your questions as long as they make sense, even if you produce
questions in incomplete sentences.

■ Try to use fillers and interjections, where necessary to make a conversation lively

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions for the examiner and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions were
provided in Japanese, except for the words put in round brackets in the students' notes. The answer key was in
English.

Kate

and real.
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Appendix 70
Guided Role-play - Task sheet (Pretest)

Role-play (1) Your notes Name

r-
■ Begin your phone call with the following lines.
- Hello, Mary! It's [YOUR FIRST NAME],

- Listen. I've got questions about the flat. i Take notes either in

English or Japanese

1 How much the rent (the rent) is ( ) pounds/month

2 The rent includes a gas bill (include a gas bill) Yes / No

3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card) Yes / No

4 Say '(Then, I need to open a bank account in London.)', and then ask
which bank Kate would recommned (recommend) ( ) Bank

NB. You visited Mary in the flat last year and think you remember the following four things
marked with (D^®, but you want to check if your memory is correct.

5 ® The flat is near the language centre Yes / No

6 (D In the flat, there is a guestroom Yes / No

7
You will hear something incovenient about the guestroom, ask for
reasons and take notes.

8 (D Near the flat, there are not 24-hour shops (twenty-four hour shops) Yes / No

9 (D The owner of the flat (the owner of the flat) does not live in the flat. Yes / No

10 Where the owner lives

11 In the flat, how many bedrooms there are

12 There is a telephone in each bedroom Yes / No

13 Now, how many flat mates there are (have)

14 What kinds of facilities (kinds of facilities) there are in the kitchen

15 There is a washing machine (washing machine) in the flat Yes / No

16
You will hear something inconveneint about the washing machine in the
flat, ask for reasons and take notes

17
Ask Mary if she has sent an application form (an application form for
the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

Yes / No

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'

19 On Friday, what time you can meet up with Mary in the flat ( ) o'clock.

V
7 ■ Thank Mary and hang up after saying goodbye. C1 C3 K1 K2 EC

Notes.
On the original task sheet used in the test, the instructions and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions
were provided in Japanese, which were translated into English literally in this appendix. On the original sheet,
some words and sentences were given in English in the 19 guided questions and they were put in round brackets,
as shown in the appendix.
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Appendix 71
Guided Role-play - Task sheet (Posttest)

Role_play (2) Your notes Name

r-
■ Begin your phone call with the following lines.
- Hello, Kate! It's [YOUR FIRST NAME],

- Listen. I've got questions about the host family.
I Take notes either in

English or Japanese

1 How much the rent (the rent) is ( ) pounds/month
2 The rent includes a gas bill (include a gas bill) Yes / No

3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card) Yes / No

4 Say 1 (Then, I need to open a bank account in London.)', and then ask
which bank Kate would recommend (recommend) ( ) Bank

NB. You visited Mary in the flat last year and think you remember the following four things
marked with ©~@, but you want to check if your memory is correct.

5 ©The house is not near the language centre Yes / No

6 (D Near the house, there is a 24-hour (24-hour shop) Yes / No

7
Your will hear something inconvenient about the 24-hour shop, ask for
reasons and take notes

8 © Near the house, there are not restaurants Yes / No

9 © The host father does not live with his family Yes / No

10 Where the host father lives

11 In the host family, how many children there are

12 How many classes Kate takes (take) a week
13 In the language centre, there is a computer room Yes / No

14 What kinds of facilities (kind of facilities) in the kitchen

15 In the kitchen, there is a microwave oven (microwave oven) Yes / No

16
Your will hear something inconvenient about the microwave oven, ask
for reasons and take notes

17
Ask Mary if she has sent an application form (an application form for
the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

Yes / No

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'

19
On Tuesday, what time you can meet up with Mary in the host family's
house ( ) o'clock.

\ 7 BThank Mary and hang up after saying goodbye. C1 C3 K1 K2 EC

Notes.
On the original task sheet used in the test, the instructions and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions
were provided in Japanese, which were translated into English literally in this appendix. On the original sheet,
some words and sentences were given in English in the 19 guided questions and they were put in round brackets,
as shown in the appendix.
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Appendix 72
Guided Role-play - Task sheet (Follow-up test)

Role-play (3) Your notes Name

-

■ Begin your phone call with the following lines.
- Hello, Kate! It's [YOUR FIRST NAME].

- Listen. I've got questions about the dormitory. f Take notes either in
English or Japanese

1 How much the rent (the rent) is ( ) dollars/month
2 The rent includes a water bill (include a water bill) Yes / No

3 Can pay by credit card (by credit card) Yes / No

4 Say' (Then, I need to open a bank account in Columbia.)', and then ask
which bank Kate would recommend (recommend) ( ) Bank

NB. You visited Mary in the flat last year and think you remember the following four things
marked with ®~@, but you want to check if your memory is correct.

5 0 The dormitory is near the language centre Yes / No

6 (DThere is a computer room in the dormitory Yes / No

7
You will hear something inconvenient about the computer room, ask for
reasons and take notes

8 (3) Near the dormitory, there are not supermarkets Yes / No

9
®The manager of the dormitory (the manager of our dormitory) does
not live in our building (our building)

Yes / No

10 Where the manager of the dormitory lives

11 How many classes Kate takes (take) a week ( ) / week

12 How many Japanese students there are in Kate's class

13 What kinds of facilities (kind of facilities) in the dormitory

14 There is a restaurant in the dormitory Yes / No

15
You will hear something inconvenient about the restaurant, ask for
reasons and take notes

16 There are cash dispensers (cash dispensers) in the dormitory Yes / No

17
AskMary if she has sent an application form (an application form for
the Scholarships) to the university (to the University)

Yes / No

18 If she replies that she has not, ask 'Why she has not sent it yet?'

19 On Thursday, what time you can meet up with Mary in the dormitory ( ) o'clock

V
7 BThank Mary and hang up after saying goodbye. C1 C3 K1 K2 EC

Notes.
On the original task sheet used in the test, the instructions and the students' notes for the 19 guided questions
were provided in Japanese, which were translated into English literally in this appendix. On the original sheet,
some words and sentences were given in English in the 19 guided questions and they were put in round brackets,
as shown in the appendix.
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Appendix 73
Spot-the-Difference — Task sheet for the student (Pretest)

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from CAG-no-kai (1993:51) and Watcyn-Jones &
Howard-Williams (2001:52).
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Appendix 74
Spot-the-Difference - Task sheet for the examiner (Pretest)

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from CAG-no-kai (1993:51) and Watcyn-Jones &
Howard-Williams (2001:52).
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Appendix 75
Spot-the-Difference - Instruction sheet

Spot the Difference /
PROCEDURE

Both you and the examiner have a drawing of a picture of a house where you can see people doing different things, and
various objects as well. But the two drawings are not the same and there are differences. Ask the examiner questions
to try to find what is different. The task consists of two parts: (a) Find the missing information and (b) Find the
differences.

1. Find the missing information

There are five pieces of missing information in your picture. Ask the examiner questions and write down the
missing information in the blanks (®—©) printed on the task sheet.

Example

Student: What does the man want to drink?
Examiner:He wants to drink something cold, especially beer.

2. Find the differences

There are eleven differences between your picture and the examiner's. Find the differences by asking questions
and write down differences you have found on your picture sheet.

Example
If something in your picture is missing in the examiner's
picture

Cross out the item in your picture

If something in the examiner's picture is missing in your
picture
Both of you have a similar item, but there seems to be
some differences between the two pictures

English or Japanese or by drawing the item in your picture

Your Picture:

EVALUATION

The more you elicit the necessary information in Part 1 and the more you find the differences in Part 2 by asking
questions appropriately and fluently, the higher you will score.

Try not to fall silent, if you cannot ask questions in a full sentence, do your best to still ask questions to elicit the
necessary information. The examiner will answer your questions as long as they make sense, even if you produce
questions in incomplete sentences.

Notes.
On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese. Part of the drawings were adapted
from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (2001:52).
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Appendix 76
Spot-the-Difference - Incomplete sentences in Part 1

©

Pretest

Posttest

Follow-up test

Mv classmates will come here at 1 1 o'clock.

My friends will come here at | | o'clock. distractor

My grandparents will come here at 1 1 o'clock.

©

Pretest

Posttest

Follow-up test

Thev like wine, especially 1 1 .

Thev like sports, especially 1 1 . distractor

Thev like music, especially 1 1 .

©

Pretest

Posttest

Follow-up test

I can't eat dinner at home becausq | .

Neqative-
I can t eat cakes because 1 1 . „ ,

Aux/Do-2nd

I can't go campin2 tomorrow because 1 L

Pretest

Posttest

Follow-up test

[A blank price tag attached to a bottle of wine]

[A blank price tag attached to a hat] distractor

[A blank price tag attached to a bag]

©

Pretest

Posttest

Follow-up test

1 haven't cleaned the bathroom because 1 1.

Ne.vativp.-
I haven't boueht skis because 1 1. „ ,° Aux/Do-2nd

I haven't seen Tom because 1 1
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Appendix 77
Spot-the-Difference- Task sheet for the student (Posttest)

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (2001:69).
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Appendix 78
Spot-the-Difference - Task sheet for the student (Follow-up test)

a

a
*£

c

c

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (2001:52).
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Appendix 79
Spot-the-Difference- Task sheet for the examiner (Posttest)

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (2001:52).
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Appendix 80
Spot-the-Difference- Task sheet for the examiner (Follow-up test)

Note.
Part of the drawings were adapted from Watcyn-Jones & Howard-Williams (2001:69).
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Appendix 81
Spot-the-Difference - Evaluation sheet

Spot the difference (1) ci c3 ki k3 Examiner: Student:

1. Here is the instruction sheet and your picture sheet. Read through the instructions first
2. (When S has finished reading) Is there anything you don't understand?
3. Well, then write your name on your picutre sheet.

1 Let's begin Fart 1. Now, you're supposed to ask five questions to elicit five pieces of missing information in the speech bubbles
—1 on your task sheet, which are numbered from (J) to ($). Ask five questions in order, starting with (T). You should ask a

question for each in a sentence. Only when you can't do so, may your questions be in a phrase or a single word.
Try not to fall silent. If you cannot ask questions in a full sentence, do your best to still ask questions to elicit the necessary
information. I w ill answer your questions as long as they make sense, even if you produce questions in incomplete sentences.
Are you ready?

2 Let's move to Part 2. There are 11 differences between your picture and my picture. Ask questions and find the differences.
—' You have 5 minutes to do so. Try not to fall silent. Are you ready?

1 - 2
One word (Why?/Cat?); sentence fragments (Have cat?);
S+V? !□□□□

STAGE O or X Prompt for elicitation

3 Do-Fronting
Does/Do S + V ?

Can S + V?

□□ □
□□ □

2
Ask questions with 'does'

or 'do'.

4

Copula +S

Is/Are there + S?

Is/Are S + [place] ? □□□

2 Ask questions with
'where', 'what' or 'how'.

Is S + doing ~ ? □□□

Q-word
+

Copula + S

Where

What time

What kind of to

How many A -to
* How much

is

is

are

are

is

S?

it?

there?

there?

the wine? (4) n

□□□
□□□

□

5

Q-word
+

Auxiliary
+

S +V

Q-word | Auxili
* How much

What time

What kind of wine

ry

does

will

do

1 S + V
the wine cost?

they come home?

they like best?

(4)

©

@ □□□
□

□
2

Ask questions with 'what' to
find out what someone is

doing.What is S + doing? □□□

6

Negative
question

Why can't S + V..?

Why hasn't S+ V ..? ®
-

/
2 /

Cancel-
Inversion

Could you tell me if /Q-word + S-fV ? □□□ 2
Ask questions starting with

'Could you tell me'.
Attention
If 'Could you tell me' is not
followed by a clause (e.g. a noun
phrase), do NOT put a Qor x
and instruct S that "Ask questions
starting with 'Could you tell me'
to find out what someone is

doing."

|~3~| Check the number of 'O' for each stage and Elicit more questions with a prompt
(1) After 8 questions Ok, time is up! Put down your pen. Just a moment, please.
(2) Count the No. of 'O' for each

stage
Circle the number'2'printed on the right hand of the boxes.

(3) Elicitation Let me give you more time to find more differences. Following my iiistruction, ask questii

s Elicit 3 tag questions
(1)

(2)

Ok. How many differences have you got? 1 ) Q J)
Before ending this task, let me give you opportunities to check whether some of the differences
you've found are correct. Now, choose one difference for which you're not sure if your answer
is correct and ask me a question. If you find a mistake in your answer, you can make changes.
Let me give you an example. If you think that the price of the tennis racket in my picture is 170
dollars, hut are not sure about it, you may ask 'In your picture, the price of tennis racket is 170
dollars, isn't it? ( T )'• Start your question with 'In your picture'.

c
□

(3) Well, you can ask one more question in order to check whether another difference you've
found is correct. Start your question with 'In your picture' again. □

Note. On the original sheet, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 82-1
Questionnaire (Pretest)

Pretest CI C3 K1 K2 EC Name

Questionnaire

Atsuko Iwa

PhD in Applied Linguistics

Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
The University of Edinburgh

Could I ask your cooperation in filling in the quetionnaire? Please reflect on your performance on the test and answer
the questions.

A. Difficulty of the three tasks you have carried out

Indicate your perceptions of task difficulty for each task on a five-point scale. Circle the appropriate response.

1. TASK 1 ( Role-play)

VERY
EASY

VERY
DIFFICULT

1 2 3 4 5
i i i i i

2. TASK 2 (Spot-the-Difference)

3. TASK 3 (Picture-cued Oral Production)

4. Of the three tasks, which one was most difficult?
Circle the appropriate response.

5. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

4 5

( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )

2)

6. Which task was the easiest?
Circle the appropriate response.

7. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )

2)

(Continues overleaf)

Note. On the original sheets, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 82-2
Questionnaire (Pretest)

B. Mistakes you noticed in the tasks

8. Have you noticed any mistakes while carrying out the tasks? Try to give five kinds of mistakes with detailed examples.

□ A)

□ B)

□ C)

□ D)

□ E>

10. Of the mistakes reported in Q8, if you think you did not manage to self-correct the mistakes when you noticed those
mistakes, put a ' x' in the boxes provided before A-E.

11. Of the mistakes reported in Q8 (A-E), if you think you need
more explanation about the relevant grammar, circle the
appropriate response(s) given on the right side.

12. Of the mistakes reported in Q8 (A-E), do you feel a need to
practise more in communicative tasks, circle the appropriate
response(s) given on the right side.

( A B C D E )

( A B C D E )

13. I would appreciate your comments and suggestions, which you have not had a chance to express in the other parts of
the questionnaire.

•Thank you.
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Appendix 83-1
Questionnaire (Posttest)

Posttest Name

Questionnaire

Atsuko Iwa

PhD in Applied Linguistics

Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
The University of Edinburgh

Could I ask your cooperation in filling in the quetionnaire? Please reflect on your performance on the test and answer the
questions.

A. Difficulty of the three tasks you have carried out

Indicate your perceptions of task difficulty for each task on a five-point scale. Circle the appropriate response.

VERY
EASY

VERY
DIFFICULT

1. TASK 1 ( Role-play) 1 2 3 4 5

2. TASK 2 (Spot-the-Difference) 1 2 3 4 5

3. TASK 3 (Picture-cued Oral Production) 1 2 3 4 5

4. Of the three tasks, which one was most difficult?
Circle the appropriate response.

5. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )

2)

6. Which task was the easiest?
Circle the appropriate response.

7. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )

2)

(Continues overleaf)

Note. On the original sheets, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 83-2
Questionnaire (Posttest)

B. Mistakes you noticed in the tasks

8. Have you noticed any mistakes while carrying out the tasks? Try to give five kinds of mistakes with detailed examples.

□ A)

□ B>

□ C)

□ D)

□ E)

9. Of the mistakes reported in Q8 above, if you think you managed to make corrections when you noticed those mistakes, put a VO'
in the boxes provided before A-E.

10. Of the mistakes reported in Q8, if you think you did not manage to self-correct the mistakes when you noticed those mistakes,
put a ' x ' in the boxes provided before A-E.

11. Of the mistakes reported in Q8 (A-E), if you think you need more ( A B C D E )
explanation about the relevant grammar, circle the appropriate
response(s) given on the right side.

12. Of the mistakes reported in Q8 (A-E), if you feel a need to practise ( A B C D E )
more in communicative tasks, circle the appropriate response(s)
given on the right side.

C. Your changes in producing questions after the instruction

13. Reflect on your performance in producing questions with each question form in the test and put a 'O' for the appropriate
response.

EXAMPLE

Plural

form

Yes/No +

Inversion

question

Q-word +
Inversion

question

Tag
question

Negative
question
CD

Indirect

question
(*2)

Knowledge

I am still not sure how to use the form

My knowledge of the form is a little clearer than before o

My knowledge of the form is much clearer than before

I had clear knowledge of the form and do not see any
difference before and after the instruction

The use of a
rule in

conversation

I still made many mistakes in applying a rule in the test
and did not notice any improvement
I still made many mistakes in applying a rule in the test,
but noticed that I became able to use it sometimes

o

My mistakes in applying a rule decreased and I noticed
that I became able to use it often

I was able to apply a rule before the instruction and did
not see any difference before and after the instruction

Note. (*1) Eg. Why can't we ...?; Why haven't you ...?; Haven't you...? (*2) Eg. Could you tell me if/Q-word S+V....?

(Continues to the next page)
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Appendix 83-3
Questionnaire (Posttest)

14. In the test, did you notice any changes in using the useful expressions introduced in the four classes? Put a 'O' for the
appropriate response? (Eg. Are you ready?; Is that all right?; We've finished.; Your turn.; Go ahead.)

□ I did not use such expressions before the instruction and still do not use them.

[13 I did not use such expressions before, but have become able to use them through the instruction.

CU I had used such expressions before the instruction and started using more through the instruction.

□ I used such expressions before the instruction and do not see any changes as a result of the instruction.

CD Other [ ]

15. In the test, did you notice any changes in providing your partner with assistance through the instruction?

□ YES [Go to Q16]

□ NO [Go to Q17]

16. Please give examples for the differences you have noticed.

17. In the four classes, did you notice any mistakes in using the target question forms which you had not noticed before the
instruction? If any, give detailed examples.

□ YES [Go to Q18]

□ NO [Go to Q19]

18. Give detailed examples for the mistakes in using the target question forms, which you began to notice as a result of the instruction.

19. I would appreciate your comments and suggestions, which you have not had a chance to express in the other parts of the
questionnaire.

■ -Thank you.
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Appendix 84-1
Questionnaire (Follow-up test)

Follow-up ci c3 ki k2 ec Name

Questionnaire

Atsuko Iwa

PhD in Applied Linguistics
Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics

The University of Edinburgh

Could 1 ask your cooperation in filling in the quetionnaire? Please reflect on your performance on the test and answer the
questions.

A. Difficulty of the three tasks you have carried out

Indicate your perceptions of task difficulty for each task on a five-point scale. Circle the appropriate response.

VERY VERY
EASY DIFFICULT

1. TASK 1 (Role-play) 1 2 3 4 5
i i ill

2. TASK 2 (Spot-the-Difference) 1 2 3 4 5
i i i i i

3. TASK 3 (Picture-cued Oral Production) 1 2 3 4 5
i i iii

4. Of the three tasks, which one was most difficult? ( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )
Circle the appropriate response.

5. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

2)

6. Which task was the easiest? ( TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 )
Circle the appropriate response.

7. Why did you feel so? Tell me two reasons.

1)

2)

(Continues overleaf)

Note. On the original sheets, the instructions were written in Japanese.
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Appendix 84-2
Questionnaire (Follow-up test)

8. Could you tell me what kinds of things you paid attention to while carrying out each task and/or about what
you felt uneasy about?

•TASK 1 (Role-play)

•TASK 2 (Find-the-Difference)

•TASK 3 (Picture-cued Production)

B. Your changes in producing questions after the instruction

9. Do you think the task repetition in the three tests had any effects on your performance in the two posttest,
such as your question production and your perception of easiness of the tasks? Circle the appropriate
response.

NO (GOTO Qll)
YES (GOTOQ12)

10 Tell me about the effects of the task repetition in detail.

•TASK 1 (Role-play)

•TASK 2 (Spot-the-Difference)

•TASK 3 (Picture-cued Production)

(Continues to the nextpage)
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Appendix 84-3
Questionnaire (Follow-up test)

11. Have you used what was taught in the four lessons outside those classes? If you have, please tell me your
experiences. Include the following in your report:
(1)WHEN. ©WHERE, (S)WH1CH FORM/EXPRESSION, @WHAT KIND OF EXPERIENCES.

Eg. * After studying tag questions in the lesson, I began to notice tag questions used in films and TV programs.

■ I learnt the expression 'Would it be all right for you to ... ?' in the role-play in the lesson and then 1 started trying to use it
in other English classes.

• When I was teaching English at a cram school in January and my student asked me how to form indirect questions. I
was able to explain the rule (Cancel-inversion) with confidence because I learnt it in the lesson.

• I used not to use tag questions and indirect questions, but I started using using them through the instruction and became
able to notice and self-correct my mistakes in using those rules.

12. I would appreciate your comments and suggestions, which you have not had a chance to express in the other parts of the
questionnaire.

■Thank you very much for your cooperation!
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Appendix 85-1
Production of question examples on the three tests
Treatment Group

Name Test 1 2 3 ■hvh 4y» 3wh 5Nwh 6C 6T 6N Assigned
Stage

Tsuta Pre 4( 3 ) KM 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 0( 0 ) 1
Post 8 ( 8 ) 0( o ) 7 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1( 1 ) 0< o ) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up 9 ( 9 ) 4(4) 6( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Eri Pre 16 ( 16 ) 3(3) 12(0) 0(0) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3
Post ? ( 7 ) 6 ( 6 ) 16 ( 10 ) 0(0) 4 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) H 1 ) 3

Follow-up 8 ( 8 ) 8( 8 ) 20 ( 11 ) 0(0) 2 ( 1 ) .(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Yuko Pre 8( 8 ) 4 ( 4 ) 11 ( 7 ) 4(1) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 3

Post 13 ( 12 ) 3(3) 14 ( 9 ) 1(1) 11(2) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up 11 ( 9 ) 2 ( 2 ) 16(5) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 1 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Sue Pre 7 ( 7 ) 1(1) 18 ( 7 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) Of 0 ) 3

Post 3 ( 2 ) 7 ( 7 ) 17(7) 0( 0 ) 10 ( 3 ) 1( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1( 1 ) Of 0 ) 3

Follow-up 8 ( 7 ) 7 ( 7 ) 17(8) 0(0) 5 ( 3 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 1( 1 ) 1(1) Of 0 ) 3

Yaya Pre 4< 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 3 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) Of 0 ) 3

Post 3 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 14 ( 9 ) 0( 0 ) 5(3) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0< 0 ) Of 0 ) 3

Follow-up 6( 6 ) 5( 5 ) 9 ( 4 ) 1(1) X 1 ) 0< o ) 0( 0 , 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 3

Maya Pre 5( 5 ) 4 ( 4 ) 11(6) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 3

Post 7 ( 7 ) 2 ( 2 ) 5 ( 4 ) 2(2) 6 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0< o ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 4

Follow-up 10( 10 ) 4(4) 11(4) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0(0) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) Of 0 ) 3

Chie Pre 9 ( 8 ) 3(3) 5 ( 5 ) 0(0) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) 0( o ) 0( o ) 3

Post 5( 5 ) 8( 8 ) 12(8) 0( 0 ) 10 ( 1 ) 1(1) 0( o ) 0( o ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up 14 ( 14 ) 6 ( 6 ) 15 ( 9 ) 0(0) 4 ( 2 ) 0< o ) 0( 0 , 0< o ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 3

Ko Pre 14(12) 3(3) 4 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 3

Post 21 ( 19 ) 4 ( 4 ) 13 ( 7 ) 1(1) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 1( 1 ) 0( 0 ) unknown

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) U 1 ) 3(2) 4 ( 3 ) 4 ( 3 ) 3 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Sato Pre 7< 7 ) 2 ( 2 ) 11(6) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Post 13 ( 12 ) 2 ( 2 ) 12 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0(0) Of 0 ) 0( o ) 3

Follow-up 9 ( 9 ) 2 ( 2 ) 10(4) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 1 ) 0< 0 ) 0< o ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) Of 0 ) 3

Saki Pre 5( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 20 ( 9 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) Of 0 ) 3

Post 6( 6 ) 5(5) 17 ( 7 ) 2(1) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0(0) 0( 0 ) 4 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up .2(12) 5 ( 5 ) 19(6) 2(1) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 3

Ai Pre 11 ( 7 ) 2 ( 2 ) 7 ( 5 ) 0(0) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Post 7 ( 6 ) 2 ( 2 ) 12(8) 0( 0 ) 6( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 3

Follow-up 4 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 14 ( 10 ) 0( 0 ) 5(3) 1(1) 1< 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 3

Tomo Pre 10(9) 4 ( 4 ) 10(8) 3(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 3

Post 6 ( 5 ) 10 ( 10 ) 17 ( 10 ) 0( 0 ) 12(2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0(0) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 3

Follow-up 1(1) 9 ( 9 ) 19(13) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0< o ) 1(1) 0( o ) Of 0 ) 0( o ) 3

Nori Pre 8( 6 ) 4 ( 4 ) 20 ( 9 ) 0(0) 3 ( 1 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( o ) 0( o ) 3

Post 2 ( 2 ) 8( 8 ) 14(9) 2(1) 6( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0(0) Of o ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 3

Follow-up 6( 1 ) 7 ( 7 ) 15 ( 10 ) 2 ( 1 ) 3 ( 1 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( o ) 3

Omi Pre 7 ( 5 ) 3(3) 12(7) 1(1) H i ) 0( 0 ) Of o ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) Of 0 ) 4

Post 3(3) 9 ( 9 ) 13 ( 5 ) 2(1) 6 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 1(1) 3(1) Of 0 ) 3

Follow-up 11(9) 6 < 6 I 14 ( 6 ) 2(1) 1(1) 0< 0 ) 0(0 ) 0(0 ) 3(2 , Of 0 ) 3

Rika Pre 5(4) 3 ( 3 ) U ( 2 ) 2 ( 1 ) U l ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 4

Post 10 ( 9 ) 6 ( « ) 6 ( 6 ) 5(2) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0(0) 1< 1 ) .(1) 0( o ) 4

Follow-up 10 ( 6 ) Ml) 17 ( 9 ) 0(0) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) Of 0 ) .(1) 0( 0 ) 3

Kako Pre 6( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 14 ( 10 ) 2(1) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Post 0( 0 ) 8( 8 ) 20( 10 ) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 3 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up 1(1) 4 ( 4 ) 21 ( 9 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 3

Mo Pre 3 ( 1 ) 2(2) 19(9) 0( 0 ) 9 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) Of o ) 4

Post 1(1) 3 ( 3 ) 6 ( 4 ) 1(1) 8 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 12 ( 8 ) 8( 2 ) X 1 ) 6

Follow-up 3 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 8( 7 ) 3(2) 8( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 5 ( 2 ) 2(2) 5 ( 1 ) 0< o ) 5
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Appendix 85-2
Production of question examples on the three tests
Treatment Group

Name Test 1 2 3 ■Iwh 4yn 3wh SNwh 6C 6T 6N Assigned
Stage

Nobu Pre 3(2) 3(3) 17 ( 10 ) 1(1) 7 ( 3 ) 6( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0 ( 0 ) 1(1) 5

Post 0( 0 ) 3(3) 7 ( 6 ) 0( 0 ) 7 ( 4 ) 6 ( 5 ) 3 ( 2 ) 8 ( 6 ) 4 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 6

Follow-up 3(2) 5( 5 ) 10(5) 1(1) 5 ( 3 ) 10 ( 4 ) 1(1) 2(2) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Jo Pre 9(8) 4(4) 17(7) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 2 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 1(1) 3(3) 12(7) 1(1) 10 ( 4 ) 3 ( 2 ) 1(1) 6 ( 5 ) 5 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 6

Follow-up 2(2) 2< 2 ) 13 ( 7 ) 4(1) 4 ( 4 ) 6 ( 4 ) 1(1) 5 ( 4 ) 5 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Tana Pre 5(4) 4 ( 4 ) 9 ( 6 ) 3(2) 12(5) 5 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 3(3) 4 ( 4 ) 3(3) 3(1) 7 ( 4 ) 5 ( 4 ) 3 ( 2 ) 10 ( 8 ) 7 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 2 ( 1 ) KM 2 ( 2 ) 0(0) 8 ( 4 ) 3(2) 3 ( 2 ) 13(H ) 8 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Nae Pre 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) IS ( 11 ) 2(1) 10 ( 3 ) 7 ( 7 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 2(2) 5( 5 ) 9( 6 ) 0(0) 2(2) 7 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 9 ( 7 ) 3 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 6

Follow-up 4(3) 5( 5 ) 8 ( 6 ) 2 ( 2 ) 10(3) 8 ( 5 ) M i ) 4 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 6

Kaji Pre 3(3) 3(3) 24 ( 8 ) 1(1) 7 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0(0) H 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 1(1) 3(3) 7 ( 3 ) 3(2) 2 ( 2 ) 10 ( 4 ) 3(2) 6 ( 4 ) 6 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 3(3) 5(4) 1(1) 5(3) 6 ( 4 ) 3(2) 9 ( 7 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Taka Pre 1(1) 6 ( « ) 17 ( 11 ) 1(1) 6 ( 2 ) 5(3) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) Kl) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 1(1) 5( 5 ) 14(9) 2(1) 7 ( 3 ) 5(4) 3(2) 3 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 5

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 6( 6 ) 18 ( 11 ) 3(1) 6 ( 3 ) 3 ( 3 ) 2 ( 1 ) 3(2) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Toyo Pre 6(6) 1(1) 18 ( 11 ) 0( 0 ) 7 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 3(3) 1(1) 16 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 13 ( 4 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 4 ) 1( 1 ) 3

Follow-up 4(4) 5(5) 13 ( 9 ) 0( 0 ) 7 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( o ) 3(3) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Yuya Pre 1(1) 3 ( 3 ) 18 ( 10 ) 2(1) 10 ( 3 ) 6 ( 4 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 1 ) 0( o ) 5

Post 0(0) 1(1) 8 ( 7 ) 5(2) 5 ( 2 ) 8 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 2 ( 1 ) 7 ( 3 ) 1(1) 5

Follow-up 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 7(4) 4(1) 4 ( 3 ) 9 ( 3 ) 3 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 8 ( 3 ) 0< o ) 6

Shin Pre 5(3) 8( 8 ) 9 ( 7 ) 2(2) 2 ( 2 ) 7 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 1(1) 5( 5 ) 9 ( 5 ) 2 ( 1 ) 6 ( 3 ) 10 ( 4 ) 0(0) 2 ( 1 ) 3 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Follow-up 2(1) 2 ( 2 ) 9 ( 5 ) 2(1) 2 ( 1 ) 9 ( 4 ) 0( o ) 2 ( 2 ) 6 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 3

Saya Pre 2(2) 0( 0 ) 9 ( 4 ) 6 ( 2 ) 9 ( 3 ) 7 ( 2 ) 3(3) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 1 ) 3 ( 3 ) 6

Post 1(1) 2 ( 3 ) 4(4) 3(2) 9 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 3(2) 7 ( 4 ) S< 3 ) 0( o ) 6

Follow-up 1(1) 1(1) 5 ( 3 ) 3(1) 6 ( 2 ) 6 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 5(2) 6 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Yan Pre 6 ( 6 ) 0( 0 ) 12(5) 5(1) 7 ( 2 ) 11(4) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 3 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 2(2) 2 ( 2 ) 12(6) 5(2) 5(3) 7 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 8 ( 8 ) 4 ( 3 ) 3(1) 11(5) 4 ( 1 ) 1(1) 6( 6 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Yuta Pre 5(4) 2 ( 2 ) 12(8) 3(1) 4 ( 2 ) 7(3) 2(2) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 6

Post 4 ( 2 ) 1(1) 8( 4 ) 3(1) 2 ( 2 ) 6 ( 3 ) 3(3) 6(2) 7 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 4 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 8 ( 5 ) 1(1) 3 ( 2 ) 7 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 11 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Seigo Pre 3(2) 0(0) 13 ( 7 ) 3(2) 12 ( 4 ) 6 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0(0) 3(3) 1(1) 6

Post 1(1) U 1 ) 5(4) 9(2) 3(2) 8 ( 5 ) 4 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 4(3) 2(2) 7 ( 6 ) 8(2) 6( 3 ) 5( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 5 ( 4 ) 0( o ) 6

Hiro Pre 7(5) 2( 2 ) 10(5) 5(1) 9 ( 3 ) 5 ( 5 ) 1(1) 2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 4(2) 0< 0 ) 6( 3 ) 3(2) 5 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 11(6) 7 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 6

Follow-up 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 4 ( 4 ) 2(2) 9 ( 4 ) 5 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 8 ( 6 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Junko Pre 5(4) 2 ( 2 ) 16(6) 2 ( 1 ) 6 ( 2 ) 10(4) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 3(3) 1(1) 6

Post 3(2) 4 ( 4 ) 7 ( 4 ) 3(2) 7 ( 5 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 4 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 2 ( 1 ) 5( 5 ) 12 ( 7 ) 3(2) 5 ( 2 ) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 7 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Hana Pre 0( 0 ) 1(1) 10 ( 5 ) 9 ( 2 ) 11(4) 9 ( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0< 0 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 0( 0 ) 3(3) 6 ( 4 ) 1(1) 7 ( 3 ) 7 ( 4 ) 3 ( 3 ) 13 ( 7 ) 4 ( 2 ) 1(1) 6

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 5( 5 ) 9 ( 6 ) 2(1) 6( 3 ) 7 ( 4 ) 3(2) 6 ( 3 ) 3(2) 0( 0 ) 6

Fuku Pre 3(3) 4 ( 4 ) 15 ( 6 ) 4(1) 3 ( 2 ) 8 ( 4 ) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( o ) 6

Post 1(1) 5( 5 ) 8 ( 5 ) 2(1) 8 ( 3 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 11 ( 10 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 7 ( 4 ) 3(2) 7 ( 3 ) 8 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 3 ) 6 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6
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Appendix 85-3
Production of question examples on the three tests
Treatment Group

Name Test 1 2 3 4wh 4yn 5wh 5Nwh 6C 6T 6N Assigned
Stage

Mama Pre 5< 3 ) 0(0) 8 ( 5 ) 6 ( 2 ) 11 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 2(2) 3 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 2( 1 ) 1(1) 3 ( 2 ) 4(2) 8 ( 3 ) 8 ( 4 ) 1(1) 5(3) 7 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 5 ( 2 ) 9 ( 3 ) ... 1(1 ) 5(3) 6 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Toby Pre 7 ( 6 ) 2 ( 2 ) 13(8) 3 ( 1 ) 7 ( 3 ) 7 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0(0) 4 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 6( 5 ) 1(1) 4 ( 3 ) 1(1) 4 ( 3 ) 10(2) 2 ( 2 ) 2(2) 10 ( 6 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 3 ( 2 ) 1(1) 9( 2 ) 4 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 12(4) 2 ( 2 ) 3(3) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Go Pre 2 ( 2 ) 6( 6 ) 8 ( 6 ) 1(1) 3(2) 10(5) 2 ( 2 ) 5(1) 8 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 1( 1 ) 1(1) 5 ( 4 ) 2 ( 1 ) 4 ( 2 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 8(7) 8 ( 5 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 3(3) 6( 4 ) 0< 0 ) 6 ( 2 ) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 7(5) 6( 2 )
. 0(0 ) 6

Jin Pre 3(2) 1(1) 8 ( 4 ) 4 ( 1 ) 7 ( 2 ) 11 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 4( 4 ) 3(3) 5 ( 5 ) 2 ( 1 ) 7 ( 4 ) 7 ( 5 ) 2 ( 1 ) 4(3) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 4 ( * ) 2(2) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 7(2) 8(3) 2 ( 2 ) 7(4) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Tami Pre H i ) 0( 0 ) 13 ( 6 ) 8( 3 ) 7 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) M i ) 3(2) 3 ( 3 ) Kl) 6

Post 2( 2 ) 2(2) 5 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) 9 ( 4 ) 3 ( 2 ) 3(2) 5 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 0( 0 ) 3(3) 8 ( 6 ) 3 ( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) 7 ( 3 ) 5(3) 3(1) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Ken Pre 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 8 ( 7 ) 4 ( 1 ) 9 ( 3 ) 8 ( 5 ) 1(1) 3(2) 5 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 0( 0 ) 1(1) u 1 ) 5(2) 9 ( 3 ) 6 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 3(1) 9 ( 3 ) 0(0) 5

Follow-up 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 4 ) 3 ( 1 ) 7 ( 4 ) 7(3) 2 ( 2 ) 4(3) 6 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 6

Ru Pre 3(3) 2 ( 2 ) 12 ( 8 ) 1(1) 10 ( 4 ) 4 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) 2(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 2 ( 2 ) 3 ( 3 ) 7 ( 6 ) 3(2) 9 ( 4 ) 8 ( 3 ) 3 ( 2 ) 2(2) 5 ( 3 ) o ( 0 ) 6

Follow-up M i ) 5(5) 9< 5 ) 4 ( 1 ) 4 ( 3 ) 8 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 5(3) 1(1) 0(0) 5

Koara Pre 3(2) 3(2) 6( 4 ) 4(2) 6 ( 3 ) 10 ( 3 ) 3(2) 3(3) 3 ( 3 ) 0( o ) 6

Post 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 3 ( 1 ) 7 ( 3 ) 11(4) 2 ( 2 ) 3(2) 7 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 4 ) 5 ( 4 ) 3 ( 1 ) 9 ( 3 ) 8 ( 3 ) 3 ( 3 ) 3(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Tomi Pre 3 ( 2 ) 2(2) 8( 4 ) 3 ( 1 ) 6( 3 ) 13 ( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 6

Post 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 3(2) 1(1) 9 ( 3 ) 10(5) 5(2) 4(3) 3(2) 1( 1 ) 6

Follow-up 1(1) 0( 0 ) 7 ( 5 ) 4 ( 2 ) 8 ( 4 ) 12(4) 4 ( 2 ) 2(2) 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Riko Pre 1(1) 4 ( 4 ) 9 ( 6 ) 2 ( 1 ) 7 ( 3 ) 7 ( 3 ) 3 ( 2 ) 2(2) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 3(3) 1(1) 8 ( 3 ) 1(1) 8 ( 5 ) 10(4) 4 ( 2 ) 0(0) 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Follow-up 1(1) 4 ( 4 ) 12(6) 1(1) 9 ( 4 ) 6 ( 3 ) 3(2) 0(0) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Waka Pre 5( 3 ) 5(5) 12(7) 3 ( 1 ) 7(2) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 3(1) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 3 ( 1 ) 4 ( 4 ) 5 ( 4 ) 3 ( 1 ) 6 ( 4 ) 8 ( 3 ) 2(2) 4(3) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 4 ( 2 ) 1(1) 8 ( 7 ) H l ) 10 ( 2 ) 7 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2(1) 3 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Hide Pre 3 ( 2 ) 1(1) 11(6) 2 ( 1 ) 10 ( 2 ) 5 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0< 0 ) 6

Post 0( 0 ) 4 ( 4 ) 10(6) 4 ( 1 ) 4 ( 3 ) 4 ( 3 ) 4 ( 2 ) 1(1) 6 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Follow-up U 1 ) 2(2) 9 ( 7 ) 4 ( 2 ) 5 ( 3 ) 7 ( 4 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0(0) 7 ( 4 ) 0( o ) 5

Mat Pre 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 1 ) 4 ( 2 ) 4 ( 1 ) 3 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2(2) 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 0( o ) 8( 8 ) 3(1) 3(2) 4 ( 3 ) 10(3) 4 ( 2 ) 2(1) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Follow-up 0( o ) M 1 ) 4 ( 2 ) 4 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 10(5) 5(2) 2(2) 10(5) 0( o ) 6

Moto Pre 4 ( 2 ) 3 ( 5 ) 7 ( 5 ) 5 ( 1 ) 5 ( 3 ) 5 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 4(3) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 3 ( 1 ) 4 ( 4 ) 3(2) 4 ( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) 6 ( 4 ) 1(1) 3(2) 6 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 3 ( 1 ) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 9 ( 2 ) 8(3) 6 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2(1) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 5
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Appendix 85-4
Production of question examples on the three tests

Comparison Group

Name Test 1 2 3 4wh 4yn 5wh 5Nwh 6C 6T 6N Assigned
Stage

Seto Pre 7 ( 3 ) 8( 8 ) 17(10) 2(1) 6 ( 3 ) 4 ( 4 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5
Post 6(4) 4(4) 11(4) 5(2) 19 ( 5 ) 7 ( 4 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Follow-up 3(3) 7(7) 8( 7 ) 4(2) 12(3) 6 ( 3 ) 2 ( 1 ) 0(0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Mi Pre 3(2) 4 ( 4 ) 21 ( 7 ) 1(1) 5(3) 4 ( 3 ) 3(2) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5
Post 3(2) 3(3) 14(9) 1(1) 8 ( 4 ) 5 ( 3 ) 2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0< 0 ) 3

Follow-up 3(1) 5( 5 ) 13 < 6 ) 1(1) 6 ( 3 ) 6 ( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 1 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Sae Pre 5(3) 7 ( 7 ) 14 ( 7 ) 0( 0 ) 4 ( 2 ) 8 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 5

Post 3(1) 8( 8 ) 14(11 ) 2(1) 4 ( 3 ) 7 ( 3 ) 0( o ) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0< 0 ) 3

Follow-up 6(4) 6( 6 ) 15 < 8 ) 0( 0 ) 5( 3 ) 6 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) °( o ) 3

Taro Pre 9 ( 7 ) 7 ( 7 ) 10(5) 1(1) 2(2) 9 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 7(6) 3( 3 ) 15 ( 5 ) 3(2) 3(2) 10(4) 2(2) 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 4(2) 5( 5 ) 7 ( 5 ) 2(2) 6 ( 4 ) 9 ( 3 ) 1(1) 3(3) 5 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Keiko Pre 6(5) 5(5) 10(4) 5(2) 7 ( 2 ) 7 ( 5 ) 1( 1 ) 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 4(2) 6 ( S ) 7 ( 5 ) 6 ( 2 ) 4(2) 7 ( 3 ) 1(1) 3 ( 1 ) 3 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Follow-up 6 ( 6 ) 3(3) 8 ( 5 ) 6(2) 9( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) U 1 ) 1( 1 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 4

Rose Pre 4(3) 4 ( 4 ) 11(6) 2 ( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) 7 ( 5 ) 1(1) 3 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6
Post 4(3) 1(1) 5 ( 4 ) 5(2) 7 ( 2 ) 8 ( 5 ) 2 ( 2 ) 3 ( 1 ) 6 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Follow-up 4(2) 2(2) 4 ( 4 ) 4(2) 9 ( 4 ) 8 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 3 ( 2 ) 5 ( 2 ) 0( o ) 6

Miki Pre 3(1) 0< 0 ) 15 ( 10 ) 4(2) 11(2) 3 ( 2 ) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 6

Post 3(1) 0( 0 ) 18 ( 11 ) 2 ( 1 ) 8( 2 ) 6 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 3 ) 3

Follow-up 6(4) 1(1) 10 ( 6 ) 2 ( 2 ) 12 ( 3 ) 5 ( 3 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Kiko Pre 3(2) 2 ( 2 ) 14 ( 8 ) 2 ( 1 ) 6 ( 2 ) 11(3) 1(1) 1(1) 1( 1 ) 1(1) 6

Post 2(1) 7 ( 7 ) 9 ( 6 ) 6 ( 2 ) 5(2) 8 ( 4 ) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 0( 0 ) 4

Follow-up 1(1) 4 ( 4 ) 10(7) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 2 ) 15 ( 4 ) 3 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 3(3) 0( 0 ) 5

Jiro Pre 0( 0 ) 5 ( 5 ) 5 ( 4 ) 6 ( 2 ) 10(4) 7 ( 3 ) 3 ( 2 ) 1( 1 ) U 1 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 1(1) 2 ( 2 ) 11(6) 4(1) 11(4) 5 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 4 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Follow-up 2 ( 2 ) K 1 ) 6 ( 3 ) 5(2) 8 ( 3 ) 9 ( 4 ) 0( o ) 0( 0 ) 5 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Goro Pre 3(3) 1(1) 4 ( 2 ) 6 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 10 ( 4 ) 3(3) 1( 1 ) 4 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 3(3) 6 ( 6 ) 12(7) 5 ( 2 ) 6 ( 4 ) 9 ( 4 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) U 1 ) 0( 0 ) 5

Follow-up 2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) 11 ( 6 ) 4 ( 2 ) 4 ( 3 ) 7 ( 3 ) 3(2) o ( 0 ) 6 ( 3 ) 0(0) 5

Dan Pre 2(1) 3(3) 19(9) 0(0) 8( 4 ) 4 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 3 ( 3 ) 0( 0 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 2(1) 4 ( 4 ) 19(11 ) 2(2) 11(3) 3(3) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 2 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 4

Follow-up 4(4) 8 ( 8 ) 16 ( 10 ) 1(1) 4(3) 6 ( 4 ) 0( 0 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Yo Pre 1(1) M 1 ) 8 ( 5 ) 1(1) 11(3) 9 ( 6 ) 1(1) 2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) 0( 0 ) 6

Post 4(3) 2 ( 2 ) 14 ( 8 ) 3(1) 8 ( 2 ) 9 ( 5 ) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1( 1) 3

Follow-up 5(4) 1(1) 15 ( 12 ) 6 ( 1 ) 7 < 3 ) 7 ( 6 ) 0( 0 ) 1(1) 3 ( 1 ) 0( 0 ) 3
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APPENDIX 86-1: Transcripts of question examples (Pretest)

Appendix 86
Transcripts of question examples (Pretest)

Guided role-play

NAOlf-Omi

3 1. How much the . ren- rent?

NQ 2. Inclu-. Wakarimasen [= 1 don't know], (Include desu) Include a gas bill.
NQ 3. By credit card.

1 4. Mary . mm . ginko-tle /bank/ desuka [= Does ginko mean bank]? (Pardon?) Mary bank /recommend/.
NQ 5. Flat. flat near. near language center.
NQ 6. Not. a . have guest room.
1 7. Why?
NQ 8. Flat. near. no . 24-hour shop.
NQ

9. Flat no lives the . our of. kore name it/n desu ka [= What do you say this word]? (the owner) the
owner of the flat.

3 10. Where lives the owner of the flat?
3 11. How . how. how many . how many . tte dono kurai / = how many/ . How many flat. err bedroom?
NQ 12. Bedroom . have a denwa wa telephone . de ii desu ka / Denwa means telephone. Is that right?].
3 13. How . how many have a flat mate now?

NQ
14. Kind of. Kore nante iun desu ka [= What do they call this word]? (Facilities, facilities) facilities in
kitchen.

NQ 15. Flat have a washing machine.
1 16. Why?

NQ

17. Mary . an . apple application form . for the /scholarships/ e-tto . to the . university . mm okutta . err
nandaro- okutta wakarimasen . okutta [= I don't know how to say okutta in English] . watashita [=
handed in], (Mhm) Mm ... Mary . an . Mary was . mm okutta ga nandaka wakarnain desu kedo [= I
don't know how to say okuttain English. / an app- application from the /scholarships/ to the /university/.

1 18. Why?
3 19. What time . meet a Mary . mm with flat in Friday?
NA02f - Eri

1 1. Flat. flat. how much . (how much what?). the rent. flat?
NQ 2. Its . The . the rent. the rent. the rent include a gas bill.
NQ 3. It is . mm uh The rent. tto by credit card . paid.
3 4. Does Mary which bank . recommend? f

NQ
5. Flat. language center mm . Nani nani no chikaku ga wakaranain desu kedo [= I don't know what to say
'near']. (Near) near. Flat. flat is mm . near language center.

NQ 6. Flat flat is . guest room.
1 7. Why? t
1 8. Flat flat need uh. Flat near. 24-hour shop? t No . 20- 24-hour shop. No? T
NQ 9. Flat is . tto . er. will not. will not. not live.
3 10. Where . where . the . /owner/ of the flat? T

3
11. How . how . tto . ikutsu ga wakaranai [= I don't know what to say ikutsu]. ( Pardon?). Flat bed .

bedroom?
1 12. Six bedroom . mm no naka ni ]= inside/ . telephone? T
1 13. Nan. How . how people (Pardon?). flatmate . how . something something.
1 14. Flat. what kind of facilities . in kitchen? T
1 15. Washing machine . flat? T
1 16. Can't can't. oh . what?

2
17. Mary . mm Mary is an application from the . from for the tto scholar- (ships) scholarships mm to the
university? T

1 18. What? T
3 19. Friday . what time . Mary ni au /= see] see . to see? T

NA03f - Yuko

4wh 1. How much . uh room uh . flat is . n-tto. How how much is the rent? T
3 2. How much . uh . mm . etto include a gas . gas bill mm . in the rent?
NQ 3. By credit uh . mm . n-tto. Rent rent mm . pay . by credit card.
3 4. What mm . mm . mm . mm bank mm . recommend?
4wh 5. Flat. flat mm . e-tto. Where mm . mh . where is . mh are . flat?
1 6. Flat flat. mm . in . guest room? T
NQ 7. Now using.
NQ 8. Flat. near mm . 24-hour shop.
NQ 9. Flat in . the owner of the flat.
3 10. What. Where the . owner?
3 11. Flat uh. How how many . many bedroom in flat?
NQ 12. All. mm . bedroom mm . all mh . in mh . telephone.
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3 13. How mh . What uh. How many . mm . uh flat. mh . in . mh . flat mate . have . have flat mate? T
NQ 14. Flat in . kitchen mm . mm . kind of facilities.
NQ 15. Flat in . mm mm . use washing machine.
NQ 16. Using mh mm . flat mate mh . all flat mate.
NQ 17. Mary . mm an application from for the scholarship to the /university/.
1 18. What mm. Why?
2 19. Next Friday mm . Mary mh . Mary . meet mh what time meet uh . what time . mm . meet? T

NA04 - Sue

3 1. How much . the rent /rent/ rent?
NQ 2. Include a gas bill.
NQ 3. This is the by credit card card.
3 4. What what. what is re- recommend . Mary? T

NQ
5. Flat . This is flat e-tto . language center nee- need . is it mh . etto. Flat language center . chikaku [=
near/ . e-tto.

1 6. Guest guest room . guest room . uh . e-tto . uh (guest mm) guest flat flat. in guest room? T
3 7. Wh- why . why . not guest room?
NQ 8. Flat flat. nea- nea- near the . 24 -hour shop uh no 24-hour shop.

NQ 9. Flat live uh flat non live the o- owner of the flat mh . uh. The owner. the /owner/ of the flat no live.

3 10. Do you live the . owner of the flat?

3
11. Flat flat uh . flat to . in bed uh . Flat is bed bed flat in bedroom . in mm ma- many . uh. Do you many .

bedroom in flat?
3 12. Do you e-tto . one one bedroom in the telephone?
3

13. Now . now how . uh now . have many flat mate mm . mm . uh. Do you have . do you have flat mate
now?

3 14. Ki- kitchen . mm What what. kind of facility . mm . in kitchen?
1 15. Fiat etto. It is flat in washing machine? t
1 16. Way? T (Pardon?)) Uh etto. m-tto. No washing machine machine.
NQ 17. Mary . to an application /form/ for the . /scholar- scholarship/. for this the /university/.
silence 18. ...

1
19. Sa- Satuday Saturday Saturday jya nakutte [= not] e-tto ... uh Saturday Saturday . (Friday) uh . Friday
Friday ... Friday . how how . how uh mh time in flat?

NA05 - Tsuta

1 1. The rent. how how . eh rent. the mm .

silence 2. ...

NQ 3. By credit card.
NQ 4. Mary i- is . Mary is . reco-. (recommend) recommends .

NQ 5. Flat. mm ... langua-... Lan-. language center...
NQ 6. Flat. Flat is guest. guest room.
silence 7. ...

NQ 8. Two 24-. 24-. (hour) hour shop . shop . shop ...

NQ 9. Flat flat is the . o- (owner) ow- owner of the flat.
NQ 10. The the owner of the . uh the owner of the . live live . live . mm ...

NQ 11. Bed e . flat. e flat is bedroom ...

NQ 12. Telephone . telephone . telephone bedroom.
NQ 13. Flat... Flat mate . mm . have ...

NQ 14. Kind . kind of. e- kind e-. fa-. fa- faci- faci- (facilities) facilities . is kitchen.
NQ 15. Flat washing . ma- machi- (machine) machine . washing machine . washing machine ...

silence 16. ...

NQ
17. An . an . app- (application) application from for the . scho- (scholarships) scholarships . scholarships .

to to the . /university . mm . university/.
1 18. What? . mm ...

NQ 19, Friday . mm . Mary ...

NA06 -Toyo

3
1. How . how how mu-. etto How much toka a so-iukoto desuka [= Am I supposed to ask how much the
rent is/? How many the rent?

NQ 2. The rent .is ... e-tto include a. gas bill.
NQ 3.1 uh . The rent. is . e- sent sent. by by credit card. (Pardon?) The rent is . by credit card.

3
4. Ma-. How bank . susumeru [= recommend] recommend is Mary? T Mh . uh. How . does Mary
recommend in bank?

NQ 5. Flat is a err. Flat is ... e-tto There is . flat. language cen- mh near language center.
3 6. Flat is mm . to. Is . is there flat in guest room?

3
7. Wh- e-tto . etto . Why . do you use . mh . uh tsukaenai . e- doshiyo [= can't use . e- What can I do]?
Why . tsukatte nai f= can't use/ . why do you . not use?

3 8. There i- mm. Is . is there mm is there not. Is there flat. near. no twenty . no 24-/hour/ hour shop?

3
9. Is . is there . mm chigau ]= no]. Does ... Does . does mm . does does flat ... Does flat not stay the .

owner owner of the flat?
5wh 10. Whe- where where . does . owner of the flat stay?
3 11. Flat. how many . does flat. mh e-tto. How how many . does flat bedroom?
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4yn 12. Many bedrooms is is tele- mh . many. There is uh chigau / = no/. Is is there . mm . telephone?
3 13. How . how many . how many . do how many do do flat mate have?

3
14. How . how many ... e- do. How many kind of kitchens . mh . e- donna [= what kind of] How how
many mh. Wakannai na f= 1 don't know/. Is there kind of .

4yn 15. Is there . mh chigau / no]. Do mh. Is there a washing machine . in flat?
5wh 16. Why . do you . use? T Is use use use .

3
17. Mary is ... Mary . Does . Mary . sent kasu [= let out] rent chigau [= no]. Does Mary an application
from for the . /scholar- scholarships/. to the university?

1 18. Why?
3 19. Where what err. This Friday what time . what time . do uh does Mary meet in flat?

NA07 - Yaya

3 1. How . much .is ... How much . the rent? T
NQ 2. Include gas bill.
1 3. Credit card? T

NQ
4. /Reco-/ (Sono tango wa 'recommend' to yomimasu [= That work is pronounced 'recommend']
recommend .to ... Mary recommend . bank.

NQ
5. Language center is mm . chi- chikaku [= near] near dokka n- wakaranai [= somewhere n- I don 7
know].

NQ 6. Guest room . mm mm in fla- flat.
1 7. Why?
NQ 8. 24-hour shop . is . near flat.
NQ 9. This flat is. The owner of the flat. uh Wakannai f= I don 7 know].
NQ 10. Owner. li- li- live ...

NQ 11. This this how how . how many bedroom flat.
NQ 12. Telephone ... te-telephone.
NQ 13. Flat. flat. have flatmate ...

NQ 14. Kitchen . kind of fa- fa- fa- fa- (facilities) facilities.
NQ 15. This flat. (Pardon?) elto . this flat washing machine? T
1 16. Wh- why?
NQ 17. An application form for the /scholar-/ (scholarships) scholarship . to the university.
silence 18. ...

3 19. Wha-... what time . Fri-day . meet. meet? . (You mean). What time?

NA08 - Maya

NQ 1. Your home . the rent mh . n-tto . What. what .wakannai [= I don't know/. Money . money .

1 2. In-. include a gas bill. money . what? T
1 3. Credit mm . tsukaeruka do-ka f— if1 can use/ . By credit card? T
3 4. What bank . bank mm .

NQ
5. You . you . flat flat . you flat. is language center. no chikaku ni arimasu ka anolano / near exist
your/ you you.

3 6. Your flat uh. What your. mh. What your flat. ni guest room wa arimasu ka f exist/.
no data 7. fNo data]
NQ 8. Fiat have not twenty-four shop ... Flat. chikaku [= near/.
3

9. You flat the . o- mm /owner/ of the flat (the owner of the flat) the owner of the flat. You flat the you flat.
Do the owner of the flat? T

3 10. Where . where . where live . live . the owner of the flat?

1
11. Flat flat in bedroom . ikutsu [= how many] mm .flat... Flat. ni [= in]. bed bedroom . bedroom wa .

bedroom mm . mm many . one two three? T
NQ 12. Home home is . Ito . bedroom bedroom. Wakannai desu ]----1 don 7 know/.

1
13. Now . now . flat have flat mate . flat mate wa nan nin [= how many people] . now . flat mate . ha-
have flat mate? t

3
14. What kind of. /facilities . facili-/ (facilities) facilities . What kind /facilities/? T Mm mm Wakannai
desu / = I don 7 know].

3 15. What flat. in washing machine?
no data 16. rNo data]

NQ
17. Mary . etto . mm an app- ara nan dakke kore [= um, what's this]? . application from for the student
wakannai desu [= I don't know] (an application form for the scholarships) application form for the
/scholar- scholar-/ (scholarships) scholarships (to the university) to the university.

silence 18. ...

4wh 19. What. what time . tto. Friday what time is it?

NB01 - Rika

4wh 1. The rent. uh. What is the rent?

NQ 2. The rent is /include/ a gas bill.
1 3. Credit card, okay? T
3 4. What the bank Mary /recommend/?

1
5. Flat is language center. chikaku . chikaku . ah- kinjyo mm language center no chicaku ni aru [= near
near. ah- neighbor mm exist near language center/ mm ... mm

2 6. Flat is guest room, okay? t
silence 7. ...

1 8. Flat flat is . 24-hour shop . no.

1 9. Flat is . the owner owner owner of the flat. no visit.
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4wh
10. What is the owner of the fiat? () . Doko doko / Where where] (Jyuban kana [= Number ten]?)
Where . is the owner of the flat?

2
11. Flat is . what is bedroom. (Pardon?). Ikulsu . ikutsu . bedroom ga ikulsu aru ka [= How many. how
many. how many bedrooms are there 1 ... Flat is bedroom, okay? T

1 12. Bedroom . is . telephone, okay?
4yn 13. What is . mm ... Have you . have you flat mate?
1 14. Ki- kind of facilities . is the kitchen.
2 15. Flat is sentaku [= washing/ uh washing machine, okay? T
1 16. Why?
]

17. An application form for the . /scholarships/. is to the university e- okuru . okuru [= send. send] .

university okuru ... mm

1 18. Why?
3 19. Friday n-tlo ... What. what. o'clock . Mary see ... mm Friday?

NB02 - Kako

3 1. How much . mh . (how much) how much . the rent?
NQ 2. In- inclu- (include) include a gas bill.
NQ 3. By credit card.
no count 4. Where . the bank . recommend // [Recording stoppedl
NO 5. Flat. fiat is . near. language center. Wakannai desu kore [= I don't know thisJ. ...

NQ
6. Flat ... fla- ... guest room Wakannai desu kore [= I don't know this], ( ) Flat (fiat) flats . is . is guest
room .

1 7. Why?
NQ 8. Flat. isn't. no . by the 24-hour shop.
NQ 9. Flat. isn't the owner of the flat.
3 10. Where . the owner the flat live?
3 11. How many ... How many . tto . do do you . how many . how many . (how many) do you have . flat?
NQ 12. The the telephone . telephone . have
3 13. How many . do you have flat mate?
3 14. What's . kind of facilities . in kitchen?

4yn 15. Have you . washing machine?
1 16. Why?

3
17. Are you . okutta . okutta [= sent . sent] (Pardon?) E okutta tie nan desu ka [= What do you say
okuttal? (send) send send . an application form . for the . scholarships to the university?

1 18. Why . why?
3 19. What time . are you . meet. on Friday? T
NB03 - Chie

I 1. The rent. ikura ]= how much] . the . n-tlo flat the rent ikura.
NQ 2. Flat mm . the rent. includes the gas bill.
1 3. By . by credit card? T
silence 4. ... Mm ... dono ginko f= which bank] ... mm .

1
5. Flat . language center (language center) . near near chikaku ni aru [= near exist] . language cent- uh
near language center? t

1 6. Flat. guest roo- room? T
silence 7....
1 8. Near flat. 24-hour shop? T

1

9. Flat the owner of the uh . the owner of the flat uh chigau . o-ya dakara [= no . it's 'owner', so] . live
live live (Pardon?). E- nanttetta kena. n-tlo [= Mm what can I say in English? Mm?] The owner of the
flat. live . no live.

3 10. Where . where the owner of. uh chigau [= no]. Where ow- Where lives owner? T
1 11. Flat is bedroom.
1 12. Telephone mm . bedroom.

3

13. Flatmates mm nan nin [= how many people] ... Ah wakannai [= I don't know]. Flatmate mm nan
nin ... ah wakannai ( I have flatmates) . flatmate . n-tto e-tto I have chigau [= no]. Have you . have .

have a mm flatmate?

1 14. Facilities in kitchen.

1 15. Washing machine . in flat.
silence 16. ...

1 17. Mary . an application . form for the /scholarship/. to the university.
1 18. Why? T

1

19. This weekend . mm . kinyobi [= Friday] . weekend Friday . n-tto ... \4anji / what time] (on Friday)
Nan//,te nante ittakke [= What's the wordfor nanji]? . Mary . flat. flat de aeruka [= can see] . Nanji tte
nannle iun dakke? [= What do you say nanji]? (Okay) Uh, what o'clock . What time mm . what time mm
what time?

NB04 - Ko

NO 1, The rent.

NO 2. It's . /include/ a gas bill.
1 3. Credit card . uh ga- /gas gas/. by credit card? T
NO 4. Bank . mm . reco-mmend (bank recommend) bank recommend.
1 5. Flat. uh mm uh. Language center ne- ne- neet (near). near near flat? T
1 6. Flat. its flat guest room? T ( ) One more, please. ( ). Mm, pardon? Its flat guest room.
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NO 7. Its fla- flats .

1 8. Its flat. 24-. 24-/hour/. shop shop . nai [= doesn '1 exist] not. mm no? T
NO 9. Its flat. not. the . o- ow- (owner) owner. owner of the . flat.
3 10. When sore itsu . Where . the owner? T ( ) /Paris/.
1 11. Its flat. mm . bedroom . one two three? T

NQ
12. Bedroom . te- teru . be-. in . bedroom in mh teru (Pardon?) mm Bedroom it its it bedroom . te-.. teru .

telephone.
1 13. Flat mate . flat mate now uh e- e- . no- now flat mate . have? T
1 14. Its flat. king of fa-. fa- facility (facilities) facilities? T
1 15. Wa- wahching. machine? T
2 16. You. 11 can't? T ( ) I can't lan-lan-coin/laundry/.

NQ

17. Ma- /Mary/. an /ap- application-/ (application, an application) application application from for the . /s-
sh- sho-/ (scholarships) /sh- sh-/ scholarships scholarships /schlarships/. to the /university/ (university) uni-
(university) /unniversiry/? (Pardon?) Mary . university ... an . application from the . scholar- /sholar-/ are .

(scholarships) /scholar - sholarships scholarships/.
1 18. No? T
3 19. What time . mm au /= see J . mee- /meet/. Ma- Mary . in the flat Friday? T

NBOS - Sato

3 1. The rent uh. How much the rent?
3 2. Includes a gas bill. ( ). The rent. how much? (Pardon?). How much . include the gas bill the rent? 1
NO 3. The rent. by credit card.
3 4. How . doesn't. recommend?

NQ
5. Flat . Language center . language center tte nan desuka [= What does 'language center' mean]?
(Language center means gengo, gengo gakusyu senta-). Language center. mm . (language center) flat.

NO 6. Bathroom . (bathroom? guest room?) uh. Guest room . is flat.
1 7. How doesn't?

NO 8. Flat... (flat). 24-/hour/ four-hour shop.
NO 9. Flat. the owner of the flat.

NO 10. The owner of the flat is . in.

NO 11. Flats . bedroom . how . (flat bed room) how many?
NO 12. Telephone . is. bedroom.
NO 13. Flat. flat mate have .

3 14. How . kind of /facilities/. of kitchen?

NO 15. Washing machine ...

1 16. What?

NQ
17. Mary an . app- Sumimasen kore nante yomuno ka [= Sorry, but I don't know how to pronounce this
word], (application form) application form . for the . (scholarships) /scholarship/. to the university.

3 18. What's . an application for- from . for the scholarship?
3 19. What time . uh . Friday what time Mary mh . what. Friday . what time . your.

NB06 - Saki

3 1. What e-tto . wh- What. what the /rent/ how pondo / = pound] in month?
NO 2. It in- includes a gas bill.
1 3. It. e- it. e- by credit card? T
3 4. What's reco-. recommend? T
3 5. Where flats . mm . mm language center?
3 6. When itsu . e- language . Flat in guest room? T
silence 7. ...

NO 8. Flat. mm need . 24-hour hour shop.
2 9. Flats mm the . the owner of the flats . mm . have . mm. Flat have the owner. of the flat? T
3 10. Where . where . the owner of the flat? T
3 11. How many fla- How many bedroom in flat? T
1 12. Telephone . bed- uh. How many telephone in bedroom? T
3 13. F- flat mm . How mm . how many flat mate . in err ha- have . flat mate mm . in flat now? t
3 14. What's . What kinds of facilities in kitchen? T
3 15. What's err, have flats . chan- wash washing machine? T
skipped 16.

3 17. Does you Mary . an application from for the scholarship . to the university?
3 18. What's . mm . mm. What doe-. does an an application form for the scholarship . no what's?

3 19. Friday . Friday . what time err. Mary . e- uh . mm . mm . err. When What time e-. Mary . in Friday?

NB07 - Ai

3 1. How much . mh the rent?

NO 2. Include a gas bill. re- mm the rent ni j in].
NQ 3. Use . use . mm by credit card.

NQ
4. Maty . /recommend/ (recommend) recommend . e- . uh so-ka . dono ginko [= 1 see . which bunk] .

recommend bank.

NO 5. Flat. tto. n-tto. mm e- flat no near (near) near. near n-tto . language center.

NQ 6. Flat. the . guest guest. room ga. e- aru aru f= exsist exist/ . mm mm . guest room ga .

1 7. Wh- (wh-). wh- why?
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NO 8. Flat mm near mm . near niwa mm . no 24-hour shop.

NQ
9. The . o- owner of the flat uh . no . no mm . e- mm . sunde nai sunde nai [= doesn't live doesn '1 live] e-
mm . (the owner of the flat. no) no. inai. inai hazu [doesn't live. doesn V live] . mh mm mm . eh mm.

3 10. Where mm . the owner. of the flats . live in?
1 11. Flat the . flats n-Uo . how many mm . how many bedroom?
NO 12. The . aya . bedroom . n-lto mm telephone . tsuiteru ]= being equipped] mm .

2

13. Flats . mate ga . ah matte . uh . nan dakke nan dakke [= Wait. uh. what's that, what's that]? E- mm
. mm . e . have e- . (flat mate have?) fla-. e-tto n-tto ... nan matte nan nin [= how many, wait, how many
people] . how (how). how?

NQ
14. The flat mm . mm donna donna [= what what] . kind of facilities mm donna donna donna . (the flat
facilities).

NQ
15. Washing machine wa mm . (washing machine) mashine wa. nan dakke . aru aru [ - What do you say
am]? . in (in) in the mh . aru aru aru.

1 16. Why why?

NQ
17. Mary . mm . sent. to the university mm . an . a . an . appli- uh an application from for the . scholar-
scholar- . (scholarships)

1 18. Why?
3 19. Friday . what time mm . mm . flat the flat de [= in] . meet Mary?
NB08 - Tomo

3 1. How much . the are 1 mh]. How much month the rent?
1 2. Include a gas bill? T
1 3. By credit card, okay? T
1

4. Re- Nan nante yomun desuka ]" How can I pronounce this word]? (recommend) recommend . mm mm
... Mary is recommend? T

NQ 5. Flat is . near the . language center.
NQ 6. Flat is . guest room.
1 7. Why?
NQ 8. Flat is . near the 24-hour shop.
2 9. Flats . uh uh chigau chigau f- no no]. The owner of the flat is . li-. live? T
3 10. Where . living the owner of the flat? t
NQ 11. Bedroom is . mh ... Bedroom is . ikutusu ikutsu f= how many how many] ..

2 12. Telephone is . bedroom? T
3 13. How many . flat mate now?

3
14. What kind of fa- fa- Kore nante yomun desuka [ How do you pronounce this word]? (facilities)
facilities . kacilities kitchen?

2 15. Washing machine . uh is flat? t
1 16. Why?
NQ 17. Mary mm an . application from for the . s- (scholarships)) scholarships . mm . to the . university.
5Nwh 18. Why don't you?
3 19. Friday . what time . what time . meet? T
NB09 - Nori
3 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. The rent include a gas bill.
1 3. This ... cash by uh . mh sorry. This this cash by credit card, okay? t
2 4. Mary em recommend . what bank? T
1 5. That flat. e . near language center? T
4yn 6. This flat uh. They are flat guest room . uh. Are there flat guest room? t
skipped 7.

3 8. Are there flat 24-hour shop, aren't you? T
3 9. What is . flat live two ow- owner of the flat? t
3 10. Where . he live . where he live? T
3 11. What flat what flat... What flat. is bedroom . mm ... (bedrooms) etto. One or two or three? T
1 12. Six bedroom is telephones, okay? T
1 13. Flat is . Flat have flat mate . etto nan / = how many] . member?
3 14. This . What's kind of facilities e-. of kitchen.
3 15. What flat is washing machine, okay? T
skipped 16.

2 17. Mary em sen-. send of an application from for the /scholarship/ to the university, okay? T
1 18. Why? T
3 19. I meet. 1 meets Mary em . Friday its Friday . What. what what time . e-tto . /meet/ you?

NBIO-Mo

3 1. How much . how much . the rent? T
2 2. The rent include a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card?
NQ 4. Reco- recommend (recommend). recommend . bank.
4yn 5. Is flat near the language center? t
4yn 6. Is there . is there . guest room in flat? T
1 7. Why?
4yn 8. Is there 24- four hour shop near the flat? T
NQ 9. /The/ owner of the flat live in . live in flat.
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3 10. Where live, the owner of the flat?
3 11. How many bedroom in flat? T
3 12. How many tele-telephone in flat? ( ) No no telephone each bedroom.
3 13. How many flat mate in flat?
3 14. What kind of facilities in kitchen?
4yn 15. Is there washing machine in flat? T
1 16. Why?
NO 17. An application form for the scholarship to the university.
1 18. Why?
3 19. What time . I can meet Mary on . S- Friday?
UA01 - Saya

4wh 1. How is the rent? T
3 2. Does it include a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can 1. mm can 1 pay the rent by credit card? T
3 + 3 4. Do I need to open a bank account? ( ) So, which which bank is the best?
4yn 5. Does it er does your err. Is your flat near the language center? T
3 6. Do you . do you have guest. uh do you have guest room? T
6N 7. Doesn't why use . so mm . Don't you have . spare room? T
6N 8. Isn't isn't there any 24-hour shop?
6N + 3 9. Isn't there owner of the flat? Doesn't there the owner of the flat live at flat?
5wh 10. Where the owner. Where does the owner lives?
4wh 11. How many bedrooms are there in flat?
3 12. Does each. Do ea- do each bedrooms have phones? T
5wh 13. Do you have mm. How many flat mates do you have?
5wh + 1 14. How kind of. What kind of facilities do you have in the in your kitchen? ( ) Anything else?
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3

17. Mary, err . do you applied a applied Did you apply an application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

5Nwh 18. Oh, why . why didn't you send a. Why didn't you send it still?
5wh 19. When when do we . when do we meets on Friday at flat?

UA02 - Tami

4wh 1. How much the . how much . err. How much is the rent?

3
2. This rent uh mm the . sorry This rent include uh matte [= wait]. Do . do the rent is inclu- uh chigau [=
not Do the rent including a pas bill? T

4yn 3. Could you uh chigau [= no]. Can can I pay this rent by credit card? T
6C 4. What k- err. Do you have any . bank you recommend? T

4yn + NQ + 4yn
5. Could you tell me something flatmate about the flat? T I guess your flat . is near the language center.
Um . Is it right? T

3 6. Do you have a guest room in the flat? T

3 + 5wh
7. Why why . I can't use this flat uh this guest room? T ( ) Will I use this guest room mh. When will I
use this guest room? t

NO 8.11 remember. uh mm . there are no 24-hour shop . near the flat.
6N 9. Don't the owner of the flat. live this flat? T
3 10. Where where . do uh. Where does the owner of flat living? f
4yn 11. Could you tell me how many ba- bedrooms . in the flat? T
3 12. Do you have a telephone in each bedroom? T
4wh 13. How many members are there in the flat now? T
4wh + 1 14. What kind of fa- facilities are there in the kitchen? T ( ) Only oven? T
4yn 15. Are there a washing machine in the flat?
3 16. Oh, why I can't use this . washing machine? T
3 17. Do you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
3 18. Why you didn't send it?
3 19. What time . will you uh. What will you meet. in the flat on Friday? t

UA03 - Ken

5wh 1. How much do I. have to pay for the rent?
4yn 2. Is that. including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. pay the bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
2 5. The flat is close to language center, isn't there?
6T 6. There are . There is a guest room in the flat. in the flat, isn't there? f
3 7. Why um . can . we can't use it?
6T 8. There there isn't 24- shop 24-hour shop around the flat, is there?
2 9. Owner of. the owner of the flat. lives err lives in the flat, is he? T
5wh 10. Where . does owner of flat live?
3 11. How many . how many bedrooms in the flat?
4yn 12. Is there . is there a telephone in each room? t
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have at the moment in the flat?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there any wa- washing machine in the flat? T
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4wh + 4yn 16. Why is that? ( ) Is there any coin laundry around there? T
4yn 17. Do vou . mm. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Why not?
3 19. What time do 1. do I meet. what time do I meet at the flat on Friday? T

UA04 - Yan

3 1. How much a month? T
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. May I may I pay for it by credit card? T
6C 4. Do you have any bank that you recommend to me in London? T
4yn 5. Is flat near next to the language center? T
3 6. Does the flat have mm a guest room? T
] 7. Some problem? T
4yn 8. Is a 24-hour shop near next to the flat? t
3 9. Does the owner of the flat lives in the flat? T
4wh 10. Then, mm where is the owner?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms does the flat have? T
3 12. Does each each bedroom has the telephone? T
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen? f
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? \
1 + 1+3+ 4yn
+ 3

16. How about washing machine? T ( ) Oh, with some problem? T What kind of problem? ( ) Is coin
laundry near? T ( ) How many times does it take from the flat? T

3 17. Do- err. Did Mary send an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
4yn 18. May I ask the reason? T
4yn 19. If possible, err I would like to meet you mm- uh next Friday err in the flat. Er, is it possible? T

UA05 - Yuta

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Is um . uh mm. Was the rent included a a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I can I pay. can I pay er can I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank um do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the flat err near language center? T
2 6. There is there is a gus- guest er there is a. sorry. Then, um there is a guest room? T
1 7. Oh, why?
6N 8. Near near the flat,. um . er isn't there a 24-hour shop? T
3 9. In the flat erm err. erm err uh sorry er. Is the owner of the flats are living in the flat? T
4wh 10. Then, err where is the owner of flat?
3 11. How many bedrooms in the flat?
4yn 12. Is the telephone urm each mh. Is the telephone in each other bedroom? T
5wh 13. How many flat mates do you have?
3 + 1 14. What kind of fa- facilities. uh what kind of facilities err in the kitchen? ( ) Anything else?
4yn 15. Is is washing machine . is. Is washing machine in the flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Does . uh. Do you sent an application form for the scholarships? T
5Nwh 18. Why why don't you send this err application form?
5wh 19. What time erm . what time will we meet on Friday?

UA06 - Ru

3 1. How much the rent err err err. How much err the rent err err mon- by month? t
3 2. The price includes a. Do the price include the gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I err pay can I pay it by credit card? T
3 4. Do you have an err any recommen- recommend um . about the bank? 1
4yn + 1 5. Is mm is flats err err. close to a language language center? Yes? T
3 6. Is err. Does flat. does the flat er have guest room? T
SNwh 7. Oh, why I why 11 why um could you. Why can err. Why can't. I use it?
2 8. There is no 24-hour shop, isn't it?
1 9. The owner of the flat err doesn't live in flat. Yes? T
5wh 10. Where where does the owner live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms err does flat have?
4yn 12. Is there a telephones er in each . room? T

3 + 1
13. How many flat mates err err do live in the flat now? ( ) Then, err three flatmates now? T ( ) In-
including me. ( ) Oh, okay. Then, two flatmates you have.

3 + 3 14. What kinds of facilities err err. is in kitchen? ( ) What kinds of facilities you have? T
3 15. Is the washing machine err is in flat? T
5Nwh 16. Why I why I. Why can't 1 use it?

4yn
17. Have you err sent. a an appli- application form for the scholarships to the university . err always alway-
uh already? T

5Nwh 18. Why why why have you haven't you er sent it?
5wh 19. What time can 1 err can I meet you err in Friday . on Friday?
UA07 - Seigo

4wh 1. How much is the rent of your. err of your flat? T
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3 2. The. Do do the rent. err. Is the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Do do I use uh . err do. Will mh will I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you recommend? T
4yn 5. Are there . are there your flat near near language center? T
4yn 6. Are there are there the guest room in your flat? T
1 7. Why?
6N 8. Aren't there 24-hour shop in uh near your flat? T
3 9. Aren't uh . err. Does your. does your owner of the flat live . in your flat? T
5wh 10. Where . where does he live?
3 11. How many bedroom are are your flat? T
4yn 12. Are there telephone in your bedroom?
5wh 13. How many flat err. how many flat mate err do you have now?
4wh 14. How how kind mh. What kind of /fa- facilities/ are there . in in your kitchen?
4yn 15. Are there washing machine in your flat?
1 16. Why why not?
3

17. Do you . do you . send . sends an send an application for- form application form for the scholarship to
the university?

1 18. Why why not?

4yn + 5wh
19. Can I can I meet you this Friday's morning? Uh this no no no. What time . what time can . can 1 meet
you Friday in Friday on Friday?

UA08 - Hiro

4wh 1. How much er. is the rent?
3 2. Is it is it err include er urn. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay . it by credit card? t
3 4. Please tell me which bank err. 11 open. ( ) ABC bank? T
4yn 5. Is there . is there mm the flat near language center? T
2 6. Guest guest room guest room is in it in there uh there? T 1 can't. I can't use.
5Nwh 7. Why why err. why . mm . why do . I. Why don't I use it at the moment?
4yn 8. Is there is there 24-hour shop near the flat? T
3 9. Does does the does the owner of the flat err live in there? T
5wh 10. Where do . err do he . does he lives?
4wh 11. How many bedroom err is there at at the flat?
3 12. Is there is there . a telephone each each uh bedroom?

4wh
13. How many how many flat mate err. is . uh. How many flat mate err. does how many flat mate mm .

how many flat mate does the mh . uh. How many flat mate is there err at the flat now?
4wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities err is there uh at the kitchen? ( ) What else?
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine at uh Is there washing machine there? T
1 16. Why why?
3 17. Do you send an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
5wh 18. Why err have you sent mm yet? T
3 19. What what time mm . will. What time mm do we meet the flat err. Friday next Friday?

UA09 - Nobu

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Is this the rent includes a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay . the bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Are are there language center near flat? T
4yn 6. Are there guest room in there? T
3 7. Why I can't use this guest room?
6N 8. Maybe,. isn't there 20-hour 24-hour shop near flat? T
no count 9. The owner of the flat doesn't live in a flat (If)
3 10. Where is the owner of the flat live there?
3 11. How many bedrooms in there?
3 12. Are there phone each bedroom? T
3 13. How many flat mate in there?
3 + 1 14. How. What kind of facilities in the kitchen? ( ) Only oven?
4yn 15. Are there washing machine in there? t
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Are you . are you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? TO No? T
1 18. Wh-... why?
5wh 19. This Friday, what time can I meet you?

UA10- Jo

3 1. How much the rent of the your flat?
3 2. Is it includes a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I er can I er. can I use my credit card? t
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend?
2 5. Your flat. I think, your flat is near by the language center? T
3 6. Do you have a guest room? T
1 7. Why?
3 8. Do you do urn do have a 24-hour shop in near the flat? T
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3 9. Does does does the owner of the flat live with you? f
3 10. Where the owner live living?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms do you have?
3 12. The telephone is . telephone. Do you have the telephone in the in one by one in the room? T
5wh 13. Do you have um- do you have. How many how many roommates do you have . now?
3 + 1 + 1 14. What kind of facilities of your kitchen? ( ) Only oven? ( ) What fridge?
3 15. Do you have a washing machine in the flat? t
3 16. Why we why we can't use it?

3 17. Do you err. do you send the . do you send the application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. In the Friday err what time can we meet. each in the flat? T

UB01 - Junko

5wh 1. How much does it does the rent cost per month? T
3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can 1. can err . um sorry. Can I pay the rent by a credit card? T
3 4. Please tell me . that you recommend . how which bank you recommend to open.
2 5. Your flat a launched near the language center? T
4yn 6. Are there any guest room in the flat? T
1 7. Why?
2 8. There are twenty-fo- There are no 24-hour shop near the flat, aren't they T . aren't there? t
3 9. The .owner of the . i- Does the owner of the flat live near uh live in this flat?
5wh 10. Where does the owner of the flat live?
4wh 11. How how many bedrooms are there in the flat?
3 12. Does there . Does there telephone in each bedrooms? T
5wh + 4yn 13. How many flat mates do you have now? ( ) Are thev male or female? T

4wh + 1+ 6N
14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen? ( ) And any other? T Do you need. Don't you need
any other tools in the kitchen? T

4yn 15. Are there . uh. Is there a washing machine in the flat? T
1 + 5wh 16. Why? T ( ) Oh, really? t ( ) How do you wash clothes?

3
17. Do Does mm sorry. Did you send a letter uh. Did you send an /application/ fro- /application/ form for
the scholarship to the university? T

5Nwh 18. Why didyou . didn't you send?
5wh + 6T

19. How. What time will you . see me in . on Friday? ( ) You'll see me you'll see me three o'clock,
wouldn't you? T

UB02 - Koara

4wh 1. How much is the . how much is the rent?
3 2. Is it included a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I pay that by credit card? t
5wh 4. What. what banks do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the flat near to the language center? T
2 6. You have a guest room, aren't you?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. You don't have 24-hour shops around your flat, do you? T
no count 9. The owner of the flat doesn't doesn't live in the flat (//)
5wh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms do you have in the flat?
3 12. Do you have . phones each bedrooms in each bedrooms?
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have now?
3 + 1 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen? ( ) Only oven?
3 15. Do you have a washing machine in flat? t
1 16. Why?
4yn 17. Have you sent. an application form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. So, why . why haven't you sent it?
5wh 19. What time will you. What time do you umm. What time can you meet me on Friday?

UB03 - Tomi

5wh 1. How much er must I pay . for the flat? t
4yn 2. It's in-. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I use . credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is your flat near the language center? T
3 6. In your flat mm do you have any guest room?
1 7.1 don't use guest room. Why?
6N 8. Aren't they any 24-hour shop near your flat?
2 9. In your flat mm the owner of the flat doesn't live together. together? T
Swh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms do you have?
3 12. Each bedrooms. do you have . phone any phones? T
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have?
5wh 14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen?
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2 15. They have washing machine in your flat? T
5Nwh 16. Why I don't use . don't I use washing machine?
3 17. Did you sent an application form for the scholarship to your university?
1 18. Why?
5wh 19. What time mm will you meet me at the flat? T
UB04 - Tana

3 1. How how much the how err. How much the rent of a flat?
3 2. The rent err. Is the rent uh. Does the rent include a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I mm . mm can 1 pay the err ren- err money by credit card? T
6C 4. Could you recommend me err which bank is err better?
NO 5. Flat err flat is near to the langaue center, maybe.
3 6. Do. Does the flat has uh have the guest room? T
1 7. Why?
4vn 8. Are there any 24-hour shop near the flat? T
2 9. The owner of the flat err. He doesn't live the flat? T
5wh 10. Where the owner uh. Where the owner. live uh. Where does the owner live? t
4wh 11. How many bedroom mm are there flat in flat? T
4yn 12. The telephone uh the sorry . err. Is the telephone err in bed each bedroom? T
5wh 13. How many flat mates do you have?
4wh + !

14. Which uh mm . which which sorry. What what kind kind of facilities are there in the kitchen? T ( )
Oven . Only oven? T

4yn 15. In a in your flat err are there any washing machine?
1 16. Why?

4yn + 2
17. Could you tell me mm you err you send my mm um my application form for the scholarship to the
university?

5Nwh 18. Why um why did didn't you send? T
3 19. What time will uh err. What time . um I'm going to meet meet you on Friday? T

UB05 - Hana

4wh 1. How much how much is the rent of flat? T
3 2. Is there er... Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you do you recommend me?
4yn 5. Is there the language center near the flat? T
4yn 6. Is mm. Are there any guest room in the flat? T
5Nwh 7. Why mm-1. Why can I. can . couldn't I? T
4yn 8. Is there any 24-hour shop near flat? T
3 9. Does does owner uh does the owner of the flat live live in the flat? T
4wh + 5wh 10. Where is he? Uh no. Where does he live?
4wh 11. How many bedrooms are there in the flat room uh flat?
4yn 12, Is is there call in in each each bedroom?
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have now?
3 14. How how kind of. What kind of /facilities/ in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? T
3 16. Why umm . 1 can't use it?
3 17. Did you send a application an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
3 18. Why you didn't send . the application form? ( ) Oh, you forgot!
5wh 19. Next Friday,. what time will we meet?

TJB06 - Riko

3 1. How much the rent a month?
2 2. The . rent includes a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. pay the rent by the credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the mm flat. near the language center? T
3 6. Does flat have a guest room? T
3 7. Why we can't use it?
NO 8.1 remember. 24-hour. shop is . not. near the flat.
NO 9. The owner of the flat doesn't. live in the flat,. I think.
5wh 10. Where does the owner of the flat live?
3 11. How many /bedr-/ rooms in the flat?
4yn 12. Is the telephone . in the bedroom each . each bedroom? f
5wh 13. How many flat mate . does . the flat have now?
3 14. How many err. mh. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. Do you have washing machine in . the flat? T
1 16. Why?
4yn 17. Have you . send an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why . does. Why have . have not you send the scholar. send it?
5wh 19. In mm on Friday,. what time can I. see can I meet Mary meet you in the flat?

UB07 - Fuku
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4wh 1. How much i- the . flat flat rent? How much is the cost?
3 2. Is it err. Does it include a pas bill? f
4yn 3. Can I pay the . rent by credit card? t
5wh 4. Do you have any idea to recommend the. What bank do you recommend?
2 5. Your flat. err is . close to language center? T
3 6. Do you have guest room in the flat? T
3 7. Why why why can't. I can't?
4yn 8. Is there a 24-hour shop um close to the flat? T
3 9. The owner of the flat err. Does he . live in the flat? T
5wh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms do you have in the flat?
3 12. The ea-. Do you the phone in each bedrooms? T
5wh 13. How many . flat mate do you have now?
] 14. What kind of the fa- facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. Do you have the washing machine in the flat? f
3 16. Oh, why .why I can't use?
3 17. Do you . do you send. Did you send an application form for the scholarships to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why why didn't don't you?
5wh 19. When . when can I meet you on the . on the Friday?

UB08 - Nae

3 1. How much the rent is?

4yn 2. Is the rent including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What what bank would you recommend?

4yn
5. Is mh. Are there are there language center mm near the flat mm uh. Is there a language center near the
flat, is it T . isn't it? T

4yn 6. Is err is there a guest room in uh in flat, isn't it? i
3 7. Why why . I can't. I can't use it?
4yn 8. Is there is there a 24-hour shop uh. Isn't there a (//)
1 9. Isn't a Isn't there the owner of the flat, is is there T is it? T
3 10. Where where the owner live?
3 11. Are there uh how many bedroom in flat in the flat?
4yn 12. Is mh is there a phone mm in each bedroom? T
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have?
3 14. In the flat, mm what kind of kit- what kind of facilities . in the flat uh kitchen in the kitchen?
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in flat? T
5Nwh 16. Why why can. Why can't I use use it?
3 17.1 wonder, do did you send . an appli- an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh + 3 18. Why why . di-. why didn't you send . it? What's wrong?
5wh 19. How mh. What time will I see you in the flat in this uh this Friday?

UB09 - Mama

4vvh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a pas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is there uh. Is the flat near the language center? T
4yn 6. I think there is a guest room. Is that right? T
] 7. Why?
4yn 8. I think there are not 24-hour shop near the flat. Is that right? T
4yn 9. The owner of the flat does not live in the flat. Is that right? t
3 10. Where is the owner live?
4wh 11. How many bedrooms are there in the flat?
3 12. Does each rooms have a telephone? T
5wh 13. How many um how many flat mates . do you do you have now?
4wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchens? ( ) Only oven? T
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? f
1 16. Why?
3 17. Did you sent an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
1 18. Why?

4yn + 6C 19. Can I see you on Friday? T ( ) What time do you think I can see you?

UBIO-Waka

4wh 1. How much is the . mh. How how much is the rent. a month?
1+3 2. How about mm a gas bill? Um, does does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What mm what bank mh. Which bank are you err do you recommen- recommend?
4yn 5. Is the flat. in uh. Is the flat near the language center?
2 6. Any guest room is left. in flat? T
1 7. Oh, really? T Wh-why?
no count 8. There isn't. 24-hour shop near the flat (//)
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2 9. The owner of the flat isn't uh. The the owner of the flat doesn't live in flat? T
3 10. Where is his. Where is he live?
3 11. How how many bedrooms in flat?
2 12. Telephone mh . telephone is in bedroom? t

5wh
13. How many flat mates in uh . uh. Do you have fla- any flat mates? ( ) Mh, how how many flat mates
do you have?

3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?
1 +4yn 15. How about washing machine? Is there an washing machine in flat? T
1 16. Why?
3 17. Mary, are you . did you send an appli- application /form/ for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why?
3 19. In Friday how . when I can meet you at flat?

UB11 - Yuya

5wh 1. How much the does it cost? The rent of the flat.
2 2. It mm. The rent mm. This this rent e- in in- including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card?

4yn + 5wh
4. Should 1 . should . I need to open a bank account in London? ( ) Which which bank do you
recommend?

no count 5. The mm the flat is near to near to language center T (//)
3 6. Does the flat have a guest room in the flat? T
2 7.1 can't use . I can't use? T
4yn 8. Is is there . is there a 24-hour shop in the near the flat?
3 9. Is the owner of the flat live in the flat? T
3 10. Where the owner live? T
3 11. How many bedrooms in the flat?
4yn 12. The every bedroom have the all all phones . mm. Is there a mm phone in every room?
3 13. How many flat mate err mm flat mate live in the flat? T
3 14. Which kind of /facililties/ mm in the kitchen?

4yn 15. The washing machine err flat flat have? T Err, is there a washing machine in the flat?
5Nwh 16. Why why can't you. Why can't I why can't 1 use the washing machine at the moment?
3 17. Do you send an application form for the scholarships to the university?

3
18. Why why did you err. Why didn't you e- okashii na [= It's wrong]. Why . why mm didn't you ka.
application form for the scholarship?

5wh 19. What time can I can you see me? T

UB12 - Kaji

3 1. How much the rent is?
3 2. Is the rent uh. Does the rent include a. gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I use credit card to err. err err to uh sorry. Can I use credit card? T
3 + 4yn 4. Mary, err. what do you recommend . the bank nice bank there? Is there nice bank? T
NO 5.1 think the flat is located near language center.
4yn 6. Is there a guest room in flat? T
3 7. Oh, why um I can't use the guest room?
4yn 8. Is there 24-hour shop near the flat? T

NQ+ 1
9. You said that the in the guest room err there is a furniture of owner. So, there is a owner. ( ) Not in the
flat? t ( 1 Okay, so far away from the flat. the owner lives.

3 + 3 10. So, where . the owner lives? Do you know? 1
3 11. How much bedroom in the flat? (Err, there are) Uh, sorry. How many bedrooms in the flat?
3 12. How many phones in the each bed bedroom?
3 13. How many . err do you have flat mate . room mate? T
5wh 14. In the kitchen what kind of facilities . in the kitchen do you have? T
3 15. Do you have washing machine in the flat? t
] 16.1 can't use it. Oh, why why? t
3 17. Di- did you send a application from . a application form for the scholarship to the university? t
3 18. Why you haven't sent. the application . form? T
3 19. In Friday,. what will you be able to meet me . in flat? T

UB13 - Toby

3 1. How much the is. How much the rent? T
3 2. The it. Do the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Please err recommend me err. Which which bank do you recommend me? T
4yn 5. Is there . is there a flat near the language center? T
3 6. Does it have a guest room? T
1 + 4yn 7. Oh, why? ( ) Can I use the furnitures? T
2 8. Is mm. There there there aren't any 20-hour 24-hour shop, are you T . aren't there? T
6T 9.1 think, err err. the owner of the flat doesn't live near the flat, does h- does he? T
3 10. Where the owner live?
4wh 11. How many bedrooms are there in the flat? T
3 12. Does each flat uh. Does each bedroom have the telephone? f
3 13. How many . how many flatmate ha-. has uh have the flat now? T
3 + 4yn 14. What kind of facilities in kitchen? T () Can I use it? T
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4yn 15. Can I use a washing machine? T
1 + 4yn 16. Why? ( ) Is there any coin laundry near the flat? T
3 17. Did you send the send the application form to the university? T
1 18. Why not?
5wh 19. What time err will we will we meet at the flat on Friday? T
UB14 - Go

4wh 1. How much is the . rent? T
3 2, Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay err the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which banks do you recommend? T
6T 5. The flat err is near the language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. It also has a guest room, doesn't it? T
1 7. Why not?
2 8. There is There there isn't a 24-hour shop near the flat, is it? T
2 9. The owner of the flat mm . doesn't live the flat, do- does it? T
5wh 10. Where does the owner the owner of the flat live? T
5wh 11. How many bedrooms does the flat have? T
2 12. The each bedroom has phone? T
5wh 13. How many flat mate err do you have now?
3 + 1 14. What kind of facilities . in the kitchen? ( ) Oven . only oven? T
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? T
5Nwh 16. Why can't I can cannot I use washing machine? T

3 17. Mary, did you err send err an application fro- uh application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why didn't you send yet? T
5wh 19. What time can we err meet on Friday in the flat? T

UB15 - Shin

5wh 1. How much . the. How much does the rent cost?
3 2. Does the rent include the . uh um. Does the rent includes a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend me?
2 5. The flat locates near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. The flat has guest room, isnt'it? T
1 7. Why?
2 8. Maybe, 1 think, there is no 24-hour shop near the flat, isn't it T . doesn't it?
no count 9. The owner of the flat does not live . in the flat (//)
5wh 10. Where does the owner of flat live?
3 11. How many bedrooms . in the flat?
3 12. Does the bedball. Does the bedroom uh. Is the . I'm sorry. Are the bedrooms . fitted . phones?
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have?
5wh 14. What kind of facilities does the kitchen have?
3 15. Does the flat has a washing machine? T
1 16. Why?
3 17. Did you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
4wh 18. Oh, what's the matter with you? T
4wh 19. What time are you free on Friday?
UB16 - Hide

3 1. How much the rent?
3 2. This rent err. Is this rent err. sorry. Is this rent a include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. err. can I bo- err. Can I use err. can I use the credit card? T
5wh 4. Mary, err please . mm. Mary, please err. uh. Mary, um . what bank um . do you recommend?

4yn
5. Your flat mm. Is your flat nea- . artihazu [= should be] . err. Is your flat err near by language
center? T

4yn 6. Your flat err. Does your flat err have . uh sorry sorry err. Is there guest room in your flat?
1 7. Oh, why?
4yn 8. Mary, is there err is there 24-hour shops err nearby your flat? T

NQ
9. You're your flat's owner err and The owner of the flat. doesn't err doesn't live in . doesn't live in . the
flat.

5wh 10. Where . where does he live?
3 11. How many bedrooms err in your flat?
4yn 12. Is there . is there a phone uh telephone by a each . each bedrooms? T
5wh 13. How many flats mate err. uh. How many flats mate do you have?

3 + 1 14. What's kind of a err. What's kind of err what's kind of facilities err in your kitchen? ( ) Only oven? T

4yn 15. Is there a wa-. is there a washing machine in your flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3

17. Mary, do you send uh did you send the err do you send an application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

5wh
18. Why . why did you err. Why did you send my um. Why did you send an /application/ application form
for the scholarship?
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3
19. Mary, err in Friday um what um what time did you err . what time ... err. In Friday what time you err
what time . we . what time we can meet. we can meet?

UB17 - Taka

4wh 1. How much err is the rent of the flat? T
3 2. Is . is the rent. uh. Do the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. mm . can 1 pay the bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. What what banks do you recommend . mm for me if you like?
6T 5.1.1 thought, flat is near by language center, i- n- mh isn't it? T
2 6. The flat. must have the guest rooms, er. musn't? T
1 7. Why?
2 8. There is not 24-hour shop near the near the flat, err um . are aren't they? T
2 9. The owner of the flat. must must not live in the flat, err. does does does does he? T
3 10. Where the owner of the flat live?
3 11. How many bedrooms in the flat? T
4yn 12. Is there a telephone mm . in the . individual bedrooms?
3 13. How many ... how many does the flat have flat mates now? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities err. does the flat have in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flat? T
NO 16. 11 want to ask why.
3 17. Mary, did you . did you . did you send an app- application form for the scholarship to the university? T
3 18. Why you haven't?
3 19. 11 want to see you in Friday mm . in the flat. What. what time . err what time you can make it?

UB18-Jin

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it include a pas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. can I err pay by „ can I pay it by credit card? T
3 + 3 4. What what. what bank did did I err. What bank should 1 open an account? Do you know? T
2 5. 1 think, flat is near the language center. T
4yn + 2 6. 1 think we. I think you have err the guest room. Is that right? T ( ) We can't use it? T
3 7. Why we can't uh. Why why I can't use it?

4yn
8. I I don't think there is not uh I I'm sorry err. There is there is not mm 24-hour shop, I I think. Is that
right? T

NO 9. The owner of the flat does not live er mm in your flat.
5wh 10. Where does he. Where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms do you have in your flat?
3 12. Do you have telephones in each bedrooms?
5wh 13. How many flat mates do you have now?
5wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities do you have in kitchen? ( ) Any other? T
3 15. Do you have washing machine machine in flat in your flat?
1 16. Oh, why?
3

17. Do you send an apply application uh okay I'm sorry. Do you have uh. Do you send. Did you send an
application form for the scholarship to the university? T

1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. What time did we uh. What time will we met meet?

UB19 - Mat

no data 1. [No recordingl
no data 2. [No recording]
no data 3. [No recording]
no data 4. [No recording]
no data 5. [No recording]
no data 6. [No recordingl
no data 7. [No recordingl
no data 8. [No recordingl
no data 9. [No recording]
no data 10. [No recording]
no data 11. [No recording]
no data 12. [No recording]
no data 13. [No recording]
no data 14. [No recordingl
no data 15. [No recordingl
no data 16. [No recording]
no data 17. [No recording]
no data 18. [No recording]
no data 19. [No recording]
UB20 - Moto

4wh I. How much is the rent?
2 2. It's including a gas bill? T
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2 3. It can be paid by the credit card? T
NO 4. Please err remind me a some good bank.
2 5.1 want make it sure that err. your flat is near the language center? T
2 6. There is . guest room . in the flat? T
1 7. Oh, why?
4yn 8. Is there err any 24-hour shop near the flat? T
2 9. The owner of the flat lives near the flat? T
5wh 10. Then, where where does he live?
3 11. How many bedroom in the flat?
1 12. And the phone for each bedroom? T
5wh 13. How many flat mate do you have?
NO 14. 1 want some information about err. the kind of facilities in the kitchen.

4yn 15. Is there any washing machine in the flat? T
1 +NQ 16. Oh, why? ( ) The coin laundry is near the flat.

4yn
17. I want to ask you that the err. Have you sent your a an application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

1 18. Okay okay, but why?
5wh 19. On the Friday, err when can we meet?

UCOlf-Seto

3 1. How much the rent of flat?
2 2. This this rent this rent includes a ga- gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. can 1 mm pay can 1 pay that bill by credit card? T
5wh + 3 4. Where can I get that? ( ) What what what bank is good for me? T
no count + 4yn 5. Maybe, the flat is near to the language center T (//) Am I very safe to go there? T
2 6. Our. You're. Your flat have your flat have any guest room? T
1 + 2 7. Oh, why? ( ) When I want when I want to use it, urn I need to ask the owner? T
2 + 3 + 4yn

8. We have. You have 20-hour shop mm is not near to the flat? T ( ) How long is it take to 24-hour
shop? t ( ) Can I shop daytime? T

2 9. The owner lives err lives the flat together? T
3 10. Where he lives?
3 11. How many bedrooms in the of the flat?
2 12. Each bedroom has telephone? T
3 13. How many . members?
3 14. In the kitchen, what kind of facilities?
3 15. Do you have washing machine? T
1 + 3 16. Why? ( ) How much cost the laundry?
3 17.1 asked you to sent an application form to the university mm. Did you do that? T
5Nwh 18. Why . why mm haven't you . sent it yet? t
5wh 19. Mary, mm 1 I'll go to London mm on Friday. So, what time can I meet you? T

UC02 - Keiko

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
2 2. The rent is inclu- uh is including a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay for by credit card? t
5wh 4. Which which bank do you . re- recommend?
6T 5. I think, your flat is near the language center, isn't it?
4yn 6. And your flat has . guest rooms. Is that right? T
1 + 4yn 7. You said err I can't use the guest room. Why? Can I can I a-. Could I ask you about that? T
NQ 8.1 think there . isn't 24-hour shop near the flat.
6T 9. The owner of the flat err isn't living in the flat, is it. is he?
5wh 10. Where does he live?
4wh 11. How many bedroom are there in the flat?
2 12. Each bedroom ha- has . the phone? T
5wh 13. How many flat mates do you have now?
4wh 14. In the kitchen urn . what kind of facilities are there?
3 15. Do you have the washing machine in the flat? t
2+1 16. You can't? T Why?
2

17. I'd like to ask you . ba- er that. you do sent an application form for the scholarship to the university, t
Wrong conjunction

3 18. Really! What happened to you?
5wh 19. What time . can 1 meet meet you on Friday?

UC03 - Mi

3 1. How much the rent. is?
3 2. The mm. Is the rent. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. can I pay . the . the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What. mm. Whi-. which bank do you . do you recommend me? T
2 5. The . the flat is near the language center? t
3 6. The flat has mm. Do the flat has have guest room?
5Nwh 7. Why . why can't can't I use the guest room? T
2 8. 11 remember the flat is far from 24-hour shop? T
2 9. The owner of the flat. doesn't live the flat, isn't it? t
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3 10. Where the owner of the flat live?
3 11. How many bedroom how many bedroom in the flat? T
3 12. Each bedroom uh Do mh. Does the each bedroom have telephone? T
4wh 13. How many flat how many flat mate i- is there? T
3 14. What kind of faci- facilities in there? T
4yn 15. Is is there a washing machine in . uh washing machine? T
1 16. Oh, h- why?
4yn

17. Did mh. Have you . have you sent an app- appli- application form for the scho- scholar- scholarship to
the university? T

1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. What time can I can I meet Mary on uh you for on Friday? T
UC04 - Rose

NO 1.1 want to know the rent of the flat.
3 2. Is it. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? t
3 + 6C 4. Which bank is good? Would you recommend me which bank is good for me? T
4yn + 1 5. Is the flat i- near the language center? Right? T
2 6. The flat has a guest room, right? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There are There aren't any 24-hour shop near the flat, right? T
2 9. The owner of the flat doesn't live in the flat, right? T
5wh 10. Then, where does the owner of the flat live?
4wh 11. Mary, how many bedrooms are there in the flat?
3 12. Does the telephone mm in each bedroom? T
5wh 13. So, Mary, how many flat mates do you have now?

1 + 4yn
14. I want to know the kind of facilities in the kitchen. ( ) Anything else? ( ) Should 1 buy some
facilities? T

3 15. Do we have washing machine in the flat? T
3 + 2 16. Does it have any problem? T ( ) So, coin laundry is near flat? T
3 17. Did you mm did you send application form for the scholarship to the university?
3 18. Do you forget? T
5wh 19. How how. What time can I meet you on Friday?

UCOS - Sae

3 1. How much how much the rent is?
2 2. The rent is in- include a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I mm . mm uh uh. Can 1 pay the rent by credit card? t
5wh 4. Whi- which bank mm . mm do you recommend? T
2 5. The the flat is near the language center, i.. mm is it? T
4yn 6. In the flat, mm . mm mh . mm mm mm is there guest room? T
1 7. Why?
2 8. Is mm. There is no 24-hour shop mm near the flat, mm isn't it? T
2 9. In the flat /the/ the owner of the fl-. The owner of the flat. don't live in the flat, is is it? t
5wh 10. He mm. Where . the mh. Where does he live?
3 11. How many bedroom . in the flat? T
4yn 12. Te- mm err. Is there te- telephone in each bedroom? T
5wh 13. How how many flat mate mm urn . do you have? T
3 14. What kind of faci- facilities in the kitchen? T
3 15. In the flat mm . is mh . do you have washing machine? T
1 16. Why?
3 17. Do you an application form for the scholarship mm uh. Did you sent to the university?
1 18. Why?
3 19. When mm . on the Friday uh we we can met in in the flat?

UC06 - Miki

3 1. How much the rent at the flat in the flat?
3 2. Is it uh. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can can I. pay . the gas bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. What do you recommend?

4yn
5. Is . is there a language center. err I cha- I'll change the last more. (Okay) Is language center. near the
flat?

4yn 6. Is there guest room in the flat?
1 7. Why?
6N 8. Isn't there . the 24-hours sho- 24-hour shop nearby flat? T
6N 9. Doesn't the owner of the flat live in the flat? t
3 10. Where the owner of the flat live?
4wh 11. How many bedroom . is there in the flat?
4yn 12. Is there a telephone . in each in the each bedroom?
3 13. How many do you have . the your flat mate?
4wh 14. What kind of facilities . are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there the washing machine in the flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
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3 17. Do. Did you sent an /application/ for- form for the scholarships to the university?
1 18. Really? T Why?
3 19. Will you . meet me next. err. What time you . you meet me you will meet me on Friday?

UC07 - Kiko

5wh 1. How mm how much how much do 1 pay for the rent for the flat?
3 2. Does mh does rent. does the rent is include a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I can I pay the rent by credit card?
3 4. Which bank is good for me?
3 5. Is the flat. Is your flat is . near the language center? T
4yn 6. Is the mm Is there a guest room in the flat, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
4yn 8. Is there uh is there is there no 24-hour shop near the flat, is it? T

6N 9. Does /the/ owner of the flat. live mm mh. Doesn't /the/ owner of the flat live near the uh live in the flat?

5wh 10. Where does he live?
3 11. How many bedrooms in the flat?
3 12. Is the um is the phone telephone is in the bedroom? T
5wh 13. And, how how many flat mate do you have?
3 14, What kind of facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. Does. Is the washing machine is in the flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Did you sent did you sent an an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Oh, why. why didn't you?
5wh 19. What time can I see you mm next Friday?
UC08 - Taro

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it in- include a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card?
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
2 5.1 remembered, vour flat was near the language center, right? T
2 6. You had guest room in your flat, right? T
1 7. Why?
4yn 8. Is there any 24-hour shop mm your in near your flat? T
2 9. The owner of your flat in you mh mh sorry. (Okay.) The owner didn't live in your flat? T
5wh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedroom do you have? T
2 12. In each bedroom mm there is a phone? T
5wh 13. How many flat mates do you have?
5wh + 1 14. In kitchen, what kind of facilities do you have? ( ) Only oven? T
3 15. Do you have washing machine in your flat? T
1 + 1 16. Why? ( ) When?
3 17. Mary, mm do you did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university?
3 18. Oh, why you didn't?
5wh 19, Mary, when can I meet you at on Friday?

UC09 - Jiro

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me how much the rent for a month?
2 2. The rent includes a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I can I. pay the rent by credit card?
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend me to open an account? T
6T 5.1 remember. that flat is near the language center, isn't it? 1
NO 6.1 also remember that flat has a guest room.
5Nwh 7. Oh, really? t Why . can't can't 1 use the guest room?
2 8. Unfortunately, 24-hour shop isn't near the flat, isn't it? I remember.
2 9. The owner of the flat doesn't live in flat, doesn't he? T
5wh 10. Where the owner. Where does the owner of the flat live?
4wh 11. How many bedrooms are there in the flat?

4wh 12. How many telephone are there in each bedrooms? (Pardon?) How many telephone in each bedroom?

5wh 13. How many flat mates err do you have?
5wh 14. What kind of facility does the flat have in in the kitchen?
4yn 15. Are there washing machine in the flat? t
5Nwh 16. Why can I. can't I use washing machine? T
3 17. Did you er sent an application form for the scholarships . to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why e- didn't you send it to the university? T
5wh 19. What time . can I meet you at the flat on Friday?

UC10 - Dan

3 1. How much the rent is the rent?
3 2. The. Does the rent include a gas bill? 1
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4yn 3. Can I pay its by credit card? T
5wh 4. Do you what. Then, what what bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the flats near language center? T
NO 6.1 might. I think mm the flat has some guest room.
1 7. Really? T Why not?
no count 8. Maybe, there are no 24-hour shops around the flat (If)
no count 9. The owner of the flats living in the flats T (If)
5wh 10. So, where does . uh where does he live?
5wh 11. How many bedrooms does the flat have?
3 12. Does . the each flat uh. Does the does the each b- bedroom have a phone? T
5wh 13. How many flat mates do I have?
4wh 14. What kind of facilities . are there in the kitchen?
4yn 15. Is there a washing machine in the flats? T
1 16. Oh, really? T Why?
4yn 17. Have you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why don't uh. Why didn't you send it?
5wh 19. What time will we meets on Friday?

UC11 - Dan

3 1. How much many How much the rent?
3 2. Is it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by the credit card? T
6C 4. Do you have any bank you err you want to recommend for me? t
3 5. Does does flat is near from the language center? T
no count 6. Maybe, the flat has a guest room (If)
1 7. Why?
2 8.1 think, there no er shop open 24 hours a day. t
no count 9. Maybe, the owner of the flat err. isn't uh doesn't live in that flat (II)
3 10. Where the owner live in?
5wh 11. How many bedroom err does the flat have?
2 12. Do you have um Each room has each phone? T
5wh 13. Do you have uh. How many flat flat mates do you have now?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. Do you have washing machine in flat? T
1 16. Oh, why? ( ) Oh, really?
4yn

17. Mary, erm er di- have you already sent the application form uh app- scholar- applica- applications form
for the scholarship to the university? T

3 18. Why didn't why didn't?
5wh 19. In Friday what time can we meet in flat?

UC12-Yo

3 1. How much the rent?

4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I pay with sorry by credit card?
5wh 4. Which bank . do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is there . flat near the language center? T
6T 6.1 think,. guest room is nea- guest room was included, wasn't it? T
NO 7.1 cannot use.

4yn 8. Is there any 24-hour shop near flat?
4yn 9. Is . the owner of the flat living in flat in the flat?
5wh 10. Where is he living?
3 11. How many bedroom?
3 12. Does the flat have . telephone in each bedroom? T
3 13. How many flat mate . in the flat flat flat?
3 14. What kind of facilities in kitchen?
2 15. You mean, washing machine is not in flat?
skipped 16.

4yn 17. Have you send a an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why . haven'- haven't you send the application form?
5wh 19. When . when can I meet you . at at Friday?
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Spot the difference

NA01 - Omi

4yn + 3 1. Will. will. my classmate come here? Uh. What time what time will come here my class mate?

3
2. What. what um . does the woman . cooking . like like no Isugi no langoga wakaranai [= 1 don '1 know
the word after 'like'] (wine) wine . tokuni [= especially] ah . What's mm What's the like wine /especially/?

3 3. Why he can't eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much . the . kore wa I this word means/ ah wine?
3 5. Why he haven't cleaned the bathroom? T
NO 1. He . he . he drink to beer. cold beer.

NO 2. She she write letter.

NO 3. She she wear. blue T-shirt.
2 4. He listen to music? T
4wh 5. How much is tennis racket?

NO 6. She . she have red piasu [= pierced earrings].
1 7. What color?
2 8. What time is err. This clock is what time?

* 3 Does she . mm . does she ... do . mm . does she ... mm
* 3 Does . mm . does she . have . mm . Wakarimasen [= I don't know].
* 1 Could you tell me the . cat sleeping?
* 1 Could you tell me . mm . mm ... erm . erm soccer ball. e-lto . on . mh uh on on the table?
* no count 1. In your picture, her T-shirt is blue T (//)
* 2 2. In in your picture, she have green piasu [= pierced earrings], isn't it? 1
* 6T 3. In in your picture, e-llo . your clock is eleven o'clock, isn't it? T

NA02 - Eri

3 1. What time . class- classmate ano- . come here? T

3

2. Especially . mm . (especially) especially wha- what mm (what) mm . especially no imi. ga. (especially)
especially . especially . imi ga wakannai [- I don't know the meaning of 'especially'] . wine . they like
wine?

3
3. I can't eat. dinner at home because . n-tto (Shitsumon shite kudasai [= Please ask a question].) Hai
]= 1 see]. Mm. What. what you can. eat dinner at home? T

3 4. How much . red wine? T
3 5. What. what you have clean bathroom? t
1 1. Center. mm . music . mm listening? T
1 2. Standing? T
2 3. Chair is. She she mm she is mm . blue T-shirt? T
3 4. How um. What. what color. T-shirt? T
1 5. Desk is telephone . put on? T
NQ 6. Drink to bi-ru [= beer]. otto 1 husband] . he.
1 7. What. what drink?
1 8. Drink to something? T

* 3 Does . mm . does she cooking? T
* 2 Earring color is red? T ( )
* 3 Does she . does she . mm . does she earring . what color? T
* 1 Could you tell me (Could you tell me) could you tell me mm could you tell me . kitchen . mm . mm
* 1 Could you tell me . could you tell me mm . listening to music?
* no count 1. In your. picture, mm . desk on . three glass (ft)
* no count 2. In your picture, mm . cat. (cat) cat on (ft)
* no count 3. In your picture, mm desk on telephone . telephone (ft)

NA03 - Yuko

2 1. Classmates mm . coming . in mm . what what. mm . what time . in . on?
2 2. Classmates mm . like . especially mh . wine mm . what what like?
3 3. Why mm . I can't eat dinner?
4wh 4. How much . is a this wine?
2 5. This man . mm . why . why clean the bathroom?
1 1. This racket mm . how much?
NQ 2. This . woman mm . in kitchen mm earring mm color.
1 3. On the table mm . glass mh how . how many . glass? T
1

4. Near mm . the table mm . in on the chair. mm . this women mm . what doing . mm mm . (Pardon?) This
. mm . this Miss women . what mm . doing?

1 5. On the table . mm . newspaper. mm . mh on the on the table . newspaper? T
4wh 6. What time is it now?
3 7. What mm . animal. a animal. an animal on the table?
NQ 8. On the chair. mm . a. men.

♦ 3 What. mm ... (what) What. doing . mm ... the man?
* 3 What what doing . the . boy?
* silence
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♦ 1 Could you tell me mm . the phone?
* 3 Do mm ... Do (do). do . do you . do you . do you u- using a racket?
* 3

Does does . mm . does she . (does she) does she . mm . (does she) does she . mm . (does she). drink . a
drink a wine?

♦ no count 1. In on your picture, mm . under the table . mm . a ball. ball T (//)
* 1 2. In . your picture, mm . how mm . wine . how much? (//)
♦ no count 3. In your picture,. mm . in the kitchen . mm . Mrs . mm earring . earring color. mm green (//)

NA04 - Sue

2 1. My my classmate my mate will come . wh-at. mm . what time? T
NO 2. They they like /wine wine/. /e- especially/.
NQ 3.1 can't eat dinner because . because . mm . mh .

3 4. How much wine wine wine?
3 5. Do you . have clea- clean the bathroom?

3
1. What does the mm . ki- mh ... ki- mh kitchen in. What does the . wo- woman in .. uh in in ki- kitchen
... mm piasu f= pierced earrings/ what color?

1 2. This this woman han- uh what hand mm ...

NQ 3. Roo- roo- room in tennis racket? T
1 4. How much?

1
5. On on desk . desk . on desk ... g- glass ueni. desk . ue [= on desk] glass uh. How many . glass glass .

uh three glass . on on desk.
NQ 6. Le- letter. letter. mm . letter. n-lto gi- gi- girl girl ... e- T-shirt co- color.
NQ 7. Ni- night o'clock . mh lokei (clock). time is night clock ... e- .

* 3 Do haven't haven't clean the bathroom bathroom?
* 3 Do you have . do you have . a. mm . men men mm . mm . bi- biru [= beer]*!
* 3 What is . on the table?
* 3 Who who . is in room?
* 3 1. In your picture, ello ... is this mm on on the . table no no . no cat,. is- isn't it?
♦ 3 2. In your picture,. Ito how how . how mm . how much . it wi- wine wine?
* 3 3. In in your. picture, no ... is is . it is is . girl's T-shirt yellow color, isn't it? T

NA05 - Tsuta

NO 1. My . my classmate . will come mm . will come here at...
silence 2. ...

silence 3. ...

NQ 4. Wine mm ...

2 5. This is father? T
1 1. Wine glass . wine glass ... three? T
NQ 2. She is . study stu-.mm...

♦ silence
* silence
* 3 What. what's boy's . e-tto music . mm .

* 1 Could you tell me ...
* NQ 1. In your picture,. table . table new- mm newspaper. mm
* NQ 2. In in your picture, mm . family ...

NA06 -Toyo

5wh
I. Will . my classmate come her- ah . sumimasn mo-ichido [= Sorry, let me try that again]. What time
will my classmates . come here?

3 2. Do they . like wine . /especially/?
3 3. Can can you eat dinner at home because . mh because?
3 4. How much wine?

4yn 5. Have you cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. How much racket?
3 2. How much wine?

4yn 3. Is there . cat on the desk?
3 4. Who . who . is there kitchen?

4yn 5. Is there . is there telephone in . windows?
4yn 6. There is ah. Is there mm soccer ball e-tto . dow- down on the desk?
3 7. Who who is . who is there? Bi-ru 7= beer]
4yn 8. Is there . tree . over windows?

♦ 1
Does . does she mm . Does it. does it. eh ... e-tto e Name ieba iino [= What can I say]? Mm ... Does .

does . does it.
* 5wh What does she . does she . Nanio shileiru ka / What someone is doing]. etto. What does she . cook?
* 1 Coul-... Could you tell me mm . uh could you tell me e- . music? T
* 1 Could you tell me . a could you tell me . could you tell me mm .

* 2 1. In your picture,. mm . he . mm . he . he . he drink, mh isn't it?
* I 2. In your picture,. e- In your picture, the on the newspaper, isn't it?
* 1 3. In your picture . in your picture,. my mh . uh. In your picture,. the desk . on the no cat,. is it?

NA07 - Yaya

3
1. What's time . what's time . i- (Mo-sukoshi o-kiina koe de onegai shite ii kana ? Gomennasai ne [=
Could you speak a bit louder? Sorryl) What's time will ... c- class mate . what's time?
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silence 2. ...

silence 3. ...

1 4. This wi-. this wine . how. how much?
silence 5. ...

NQ 1. This ta- table . on the cat.

NQ 2. Win- window . window . telephone.
NQ 3. Th- three glass.
NQ 4. On the table . on the table is new- newspaper.
4wh 5. How how . how much is . this racket?
silence 6. ...

* 3 Do you play tennis?
* 3 Do you like listening to music?
* NQ 1. In your picture,. ta-. table on the three glass ... mm
* NQ 2. In your picture,. window . near telephone. ( ) In your picture, window . near telephone.
* NQ 3. In your pic- picture,. newspaper on the table.

NA08 - Maya

2 1. Classmate . classma-. My classmate will come here at mm o'clock mm what?
2 2. They like /wine//espec-/ (especially) especially . honya rara what?
2 3.1 can't eat dinner. at home . what because? T
3 4. What wine . wine what what money . wine mh?
2 5.1 haven't I haven't cleaned the bathroom . what because? T
3 1. What. mm yo-fuku [= clothe/ . uniform . uniform color. what color?
1 2. In table . glass three? T
NQ 3. Cat in table.
NQ 4. Cat wa picture.
NQ 5. Godfather. drink hi-ru [= beerJ.
NQ 6. Boy . listen to music.
3 7. What mother. tto earring . what color?
NQ 8. Soccer ball wa . table . mh . table no mh ... uh .

* 3 Do you like . tennis? T
* 3 Do you like . listen to music? T
* NQ 1. In your picture, the table. In your picture,. uniform color green.
* NQ 2. In your picture, mother earring . color green.
* no data 3. [No data]

NB01 - Rika

3 1. What. what. o'clock . is /classmates/ will come here?
3 2. Like wine ... What. like wine?
3 3. What can't eat dinner at home?
3 4. What is . wine doru . doru / dollar dollarJ1
3 5. What haven't cleaned the bathroom?
1 1. Over the . table . on the three cups. gla- glass.
1 2. Chair suwatteru f= sitting/ . mm . man bi-ru. bi-ru [= beer. beer/ . eating.
1 3. Table table . on the cat.

1 4. Table on the tokei f= clock].
1 5. Table on the newspaper.
NQ 6. Boy is listen listening to the music.
NQ 7. Kitchen is the woman . Woman is . cooking.
1 8. Table under the mm soccer ball.

* 3 Does . girls . writing . mm . paper?
* 1 Do . do . window ... the telephone?
* 3 What is. what is boy ... listening to music?
* 3 What. is . tennis racke- tennis racket doru / = dollar/ ?
* 3 Could you tell me . what is . o'clock?
* 5wh Could you tell me . what .is ... woman cooking?
* 1 1. In in . in your picture . picture,. on new- on the table newspaper,. is is it?
* no count 2. In your picture, on the table three . glasses (//)
* no count 3. In your picture, mm . window. see three trees (//)

NB02 - Kako

3 1. What time . what time . you . classmates come here?
3 2. What kind of. they like wine?
3 3. Why . etto . why . why do you. Why don't eat dinner?
4wh 4. How . how much . is this wine?

5Nwh
5. Why why . haven't you cleaned the bathroom? (Pardon? Sorry . why?) Why . why do you haven't .

cleaned the bathroom?

NQ 1. Mother. mother. (mother) make . make make . have . make cooking.
NQ 2. Mother have . earring color of red.
3 3. What color. earring?
NQ 4. The boy . is listening to the music.

NQ
5. The girl . the girl . wear. cubon [= trousers] . wear. (wear what?) wear wear. wear. wear. color is
blue.
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1 6. What color?
NO 7. It's nine o'clock.
1 8. What time?

♦ 3 Does . eh does he have beer?
• 3 What. what father. doing?
* 3 Does . she . writing. a letter?
* no count Could you tell me . the different picture?
* 1 Could you tell me . could_you tell me .^could you tell me)... how many cups on the table?
* 4wh Could you tell me . the cat. where is cat?
* 3 1. In your picture,. does she . have a cat . (does she have a?) a cat? (//)
* no count 2. In your picture,. the father. the the father. drink a water (//)
* no count 3. In your picture,. the cat. the cat. is . near the boy (//)

NB03 - Chie

1
1. My my cla- class my (class mate) class mate will come here at Nanji ni kuru nokatte kikanakya ikenai
noka / I should ask what time they will come/. What time?

NQ
2. They like mu- /wine especially/ nante iuno [- 'Especially', how can I pronounce]? /especially/
(especially) especially.

2 + 1 3.1 can't. eat dinner at home because because? T ... Dinner dinner. at home because? t
1 4. Wine mm . wine . wine the mm . ikura ]= how much/ ...

1 5. Have mm ... e- .

2 1. This is cat? T
NO 2. This is soccer ball.
1 3. Table . table mm on the table . three glass? T
1 4. On the table . newspaper.
3 5. What time isn't it? T
1 6. Mo- mm . mother. is . is piasu [= pierced earrings/.
2 7. Mo- mm ... Mo- mother cook? T
NO 8. This boy . mm listening music.

* 3 Do you have . telephone? t
♦ 3 Does she mm . write? T
* 1 1. In your. picture,. on the table . in your cat. on the table? T
* 1 2. In your. newspaper. on the table? T
♦ 1

3. In your picture, . soccer ball . mm (soccer ball) ... n-tto table no shita [=• under the table] . n-tto
down.

NB04 - Ko

2 1. My my class mate .will come here ... what's what. when o'clock? T
3 2. What like their?
1 3. Why?
2 4. It's wine ... money? T
1 5. What? Uh chau f= no/. ( ) What last night. Why? T
1 1. Kitchen . kitchen . woman . ear ring. mm . red earring? T
NO 2. /Right/. table . ha- hat. hat no woman.

NO 3. She have pen.
1 4. Its its she . blue T-shirt? T

1
5. Table . mm [inaudible] in . in . at in cat? T (Pardon?) Table . kou nani ue [= on] . table no . table on
on.

* 3 Do . do you have a paper. its racket? t
* silence
* NO 1. Listen to music . mm sit down.
* NO 2. In the kitchen woman earring green.

NB05 - Sato

2 1. My classmates will come /here/ at what time?
1 2. Like wine . especially?

NQ
3.1 can't eat at home because. (Shitusmon shite kureru [= Can you ask a question]?) ... Dinner. at home
. mh .

3 4. How much wine?

NO 5.1 haven't mh ... Father (father. what?) bathroom clean . clean the bathroom . because.
1 1. My table . glass . what?
NO 2. Newspaper. (newspaper). on table.
1 3. Clock . what time?

NO 4. On table . a cat.

NO 5. My table . soccer ball.
NO 6. Mum . mm . earring . color is red.
NO 7. Girl. wear... wear color is blue.
1 8. What color?

* 3 Does telephone . a window?
• 3 Does boy . the listen to the music?
* 3 What girl. is . letter. written?
+ 3 What. mother. cooking?
* 2 Could you tell me ... tennis racket. is . how much?
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* 1 Could you tell me . window-'s curtain . what?
* 4yn 1. In your picture,. is men . wearing color. wa . green?
* NO 2. In your picture, in table. is cats .

* no count 3. In your picture, on the clock table (yes). clock time is eleven (//)

NB06 - Saki

2 1. My classmate . is come here mm . what time? T
NQ 2. Especially they . like /wine/ especially . mm . what mm . mh
3 3. What's mh . 1. it. What dinner in home? T
3 4. How much wine?
3 5. What's . have not cleans bathroom? T

3
1. Do you . mm . me- e- women . put wear. in mm what color? (Err . pardon? Could you repeat once
more please?) What's color in . woman put wear?

3 2. How many glass . in uh . on the desk? T
1 3. It's . e- it's it's mm where cat? T
3 4. How. tennis racket. in house?
1 5. How much? T
3 6. What does . mm . what. does woman in kitchen? T
4yn 7. She . e- . she ha- uh. Have sh-. have she earing?
I 8. It's . uh What color? T

* 3
Do mm ... mm . Do . doshiyo [= What can I do]? Do you . no . do you . e- do you . mm . do you writing
. mm writing? T

* no count 1. In your's picture, soccer ball mm . mm is table under. the table (//)
* no count 2. In your picture, father mm . mm drink . bi-ru [ beerI (J!)
♦ no count 3. In your picture, mm she put wear. mm . in yellow T (//)

NB07 - Ai

3 I. What time . n-lto n- . the woman . mm . classmate come here?

2
2. The wo- woman . no classmates . like . uh . especially wine (Yes). mh especially . especially mh wine
(Yes) . like wine . especially . e- especially wine? t

1 3. The man . mm n-tlo e-lto . he . can't. eat. dinner at home. Why?
1 4. This . wine . how much?
1 5. The . man . haven't. clean . the bathroom. Why?
NO 1. The . woman mm . Nante iu. kiru kiru f= 'kiru' means] . wear. e- wear color wa . blue.
NO 2. Cook . the woman . cooking er mm . mini tsukete iru [= is wearing/ earring . red.
NO 3. Table . under the . soccer ball.

NQ
4. Ta- ta- table . no . ue ue ue ue ue [= on on on on on] . uh . mm . cats ga mm cat no e-. iru [= exist] .

cat mh . mm (on the table cat)
NO 5. Table . on the . clock.

NO 6. On the . the table on the . on newspaper.
NO 7. Table on the . mm three . glass.
NO 8. The man mm drinking bi-ru ]= beer]

* 3 Does. she . write a letter?

* 3 Does . he . e- listening to music music . listen? (Pardon, pardon? . Does he?) Does he . listen to music?
* 3 What. she she . cooking cooking?
* silence
* 1 1. Could you tell me . nan nante iu imi ka wakaranai [= I don 7 know]. Could you could you . mm mm
* 1 2. Could could you tell me nante iu imi ka wakaranai f= I don '1 know/.
* 1

1. On the . table . on the cat cat. mh e- e-. Nandakke [= What can I call it?] e-. (In your picture) In your
picture . (in your picture) in your picture table on on on the . table on the cat? T

* 1
2. In your picture, mm . wo- woman . e- . tsukete iru [= is wearing] . earring (earring) earring wa .

green? T
* no count 3. In in your picture, e-. mm err mm . mm e- e-. e- . the . woman . e- mm wear color. is yellow (//)

NB08 - Tomo

1
1. What what time? . Wakarimasen [= I don't know], {Ima nante itta [= What have you said]?) What
time?

1 2. What especially?
3 3. Why mm . not eaten dinner? T
4wh 4. How much . is this?
3 5. Why mm . clean the bathroom?
4wh 1. What time is it? T
3 2. How many glasses?
2 3. Mama is cook? T (Pardon?) Eh? ... eh?
4wh 4. Where is cat?
silence 5. ...

silence 6. ...

* 3 What doing . father? (Cousin?) What doing the man?
♦ no count What is the girl mh (Pardon? Do-zo mo- ikkai f= Please say it again],) What doing the girl?

silence
* silence
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* 3 1. Do you . play . the ball? t
* silence 2. ...

* 1 1. In your picture, e-tto . telephone,. mh isn't it? t
* 1 2. In your picture,. mm . soccer ball mm . under the table, isn't it? T
* 1 3. In your picture,. three glasses . over the table, isn't it? T

NB09 - Nori

3 1. What my friend will where tto come from what time?
3 2. This . mm. Are they . like . /es- especially/ wine? T
3 3. Why etto . can't eat at home dinner?
2 4. This is wine . e- how much?
3 5. Why mm . haven't bathroom?
3 1. My . What my mother e- cooing . cooking now? T
3 2. How much tennis racket em one hundred seventeen?

NO 3. My bother in listen music.
4yn 4. Are there uh are mh. Is there soccer ball under desk?

4yn 5. Is is there a. clock over uh in the desk?
2 6. Clock is nine o'clock, okay? T
3 7. Is there on the desk cat? T
3+1 8. Is there . on the desk em newspaper a uh newspaper? Okay? t

* 5wh What is she e- writing? T
* 3 What is . father in drink . What is he etto- ... What is he drink? T
* 3 Does does . does he like beer? T
* 3 Do uh. Does she make ... mm ... make . Does she make cooking? T
* 1 Could you tell me e- . I want... who who tell me . this home telephone?
* 3 Could you tell me mother em . when . /now/ time (Pardon?) when em tto . I. go to school?
* no count 1. In your picture, mm mother of cooking T (//)
* 1 2. In your picture, mm . mm how much it wine . em . twelve ten . twelve doru [ dollars]7
* no count 3. In your picture, on the desk three glass (//)

NBIO-Mo

3 1. What time she come here?
3 2. What she especially like?
3 3. She she . can't. uh. Why he can't eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much the wine?
3 5. Why the man clears uh. Why the man haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. How how much the tennis racket? T
NO 2. Wri- writing a letter. woman . She's . she's clothe color is blue.
3 3. What color sh- she eh does . she's clothe? T
4yn 4. Is there newspaper on the table? t
4yn 5. Is there glass on the ta- table? T
3 6. How many glass on the table?
4yn 7. Is there cat on the table?

4yn 8. Is there . is there ball under the table?
* 3 What her classmate is doing in the kitchen?
♦ silence
* 3 Does does she writing a letter?
* 3 Does he drink a beer? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, telephone is . near the window,. isn't it? T
* 3 2. Is your picture,. there is a clock on the table. What time the clock?
* 2 3. /Is/ your picture, there is a newspaper on the table, isn't it? T

UA01 - Saya
Swh 1. When . when does she does uh her classmate come here?
5wh 2. What kind of wine do they like?
5wh + 5Nwh

3. Why does he . why does he eat dinner at home? . Uh. Why doesn't uh. Why can't he eat dinner at
home?

4wh 4. How much is this . bottle of wine?
5Nwh 5. Why does this err Why doesn't this. Why . why hasn't this man cleaned the bathroom yet?
4yn 1. Is it nine o'clock now? T
4wh 2. What time is it now?

4yn 3. Is the cat sleeping on the table? t
4yn 4. Is the one man . is the one man listening music with a headphone?
4wh 5. How much is the racket?

4yn 6. Is the woman in the kitchen cooking? T
4yn 7. Are sauce. Is the sauce pan boiled? T
4yn 8. Are there two two trees outside the window?

* 4wh
Could you tell me how many . wine glasses uh. Could you tell me how many wine glasses are there on the
table?

* 6C Could vou tell me if there is a ball under the table?
* 3 Does he the man having a beer wear a pair of glasses? T
* 3 Does the woman does the woman sit sitting at the table sitting at the table write a letter? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, the wine bottle is on the floor, isn't it? T
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* 2 + 6C
2. In your picture, a man having a beer . having a glass of beer . hasn't cleaned hasn't cleaned the
bathroom because he didn't sleep last night, does he doesn't he? T ( ) Does the man. A man a man
wearing glasses haven't cleaned the bathroom because he didn't sleep last night, does he T uh did he? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, the cat is somewhere somewhere somewhere else on the table, isn't it? T

UA02 - Tami

5wh 1. When will my classmate come here? T
5wh 2. What kind ofwine do they like? T
3 3. Why you can't eat dinner at home? T
4wh + 4wh 4. What kind ofwine is it? . Uh, chigau f= no], How much is the this wine?

5Nwh
5. Why . haven't cleaned the bedroom T uh bathroom? Gomennasai [= sorry]. Why . why haven't I
cleaned the bedroom yet? T

5wh 1. What. is the mother doing? t
3 2. How . What color's . earring does she have? T
3 3. Does she . does she uh. Does she have something in her hand? T
4wh 4. What is this?

4yn 5. Are are there tennis racket in the floor? T
4wh 6. How much is it? T
4yn 7. Are there a clock on the desk . on the table? T
4wh 8. What time . does it? T What time is it? t

* 5wh Could you tell me what is in . in uh. Could you tell me what the boy what is the boy doing? T
* 6C Could you tell me . where the soccer ball is? T
* 6C Could you tell me what is . near the window . near the window?
* 3 Do you have any glasses on the table? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, there are tennis racket, are there T . aren't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, there aren't the soccer ball, are there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture,. the mother has chopstick in her hand, err . doesn't she? T

UA03 - Ken
5wh 1. What time will my classmates come here?
5wh + 5wh 2. What kind . what kind of wine do they like? t ( ) What did you say?
5Nwh 3. Why can't boy s- mm-. Why can't boy who's sitting eat dinner at home? T
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
3 5. Why man why the man haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. Does the mother. have red earring? T
4wh 2. What color is they?
4yn 3. Is she cooking? T
3 4. How much the tennis racket?

4yn 5. Is the boy listening to the music? T
5wh 6. What is he doing?
4yn 7. Is there a soccer ball under the table? 1
4wh 8. What time is the clock?

* 6C Could you tell me ... Could you tell me if there is a newspaper on the table? T
♦ 6C Could you tell me if the girl is writing something? T
* 6C Could you tell me the girl is wearing a. uh Could you tell me if the girl is wearing a blue shirt?
* 3

Do . um do you . do you have . do you have . a phone close to window in your picture? T (Pardon?) Do
you have a phone close to the window in your picture?

* 6T 1. In your picture, there is a soccer ball under under the table, is there .isn't there?
* 6T 2. In your picture,. in your picture boy . is listening to the music, is he . isn't he?
* 6T

3. In your picture, a girl um-. In your picture the girl is . writing uh . Excuse me. In your picture um the
girl is writing a letter,. mm isn't she?

UA04 - Yan

5wh 1. Will your classmates come mm. What time will your classmate comes? T
4wh + 5wh 2. What was err. What is mm their favorite wine? What kind of wine do they like especially? T
5Nwh 3. Why um why um . can't can't he eat dinner at home? T
4wh 4. How much is it? T
5Nwh 5. Why err why why haven't hasn't he cleaned the bathroom? T
4wh 1. I'd like to ask about the racket. How much is it? T
5wh 2. There is a woman cooking in the kitchen err. What does she have in in in her right hand? t
5wh + 1 3. What err what err does she err wear in her eyes uh ears ears? T Earring? T

5wh
4. How many err how many pans err chigau na nabe lie nante iundaro- [= What do they call nabe in
English?] wakannai ka f= 1 don't know]. Tobashite .Next. Abouttheboy. What is he doing now? T

5wh 5. About the girl. What is is he . is she doing? t
5wh 6. How many how many glasses mm do you have on your picture? t
4wh + 1 7. What was what is the name of newspaper? Weekly Times ? T
5wh 8. There is a clock on the table. Err. What time does it indicate now? T

* 3 Could you tell me where is the telephone is?
* 6C

Could you tell me uh Matte kudasai [= Just a moment please]. Just a moment please. Mm- Could you
tell me how many trees there are out side of the room? T ( )

* 3 Does does she wear blue shirt? T ( )
3 + 1 Does does she wear blue shirt? T ( ) What kind of color?

* 3 Does he wear. a hat? T
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* 6T
1. In your picture, err there is a volley ball not a soccer not a soccer ball under the table, isn't uh isn't
there? T

* 6T 2. In your picture, err there are three trees, err aren't aren't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the father is drinking water, isn't isn't he? T

UA05 - Yuta

3 1. When her classmates will will come here? t
5wh 2. Do . do her classmates err like uh err. uh. What kind ofwine er do my her classmate like?
3 3. Why err. mm . err why he can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't he cleaned the bathroom?

3
1. Does . err in your paper err the woman who cook . who cook . err. In your paper err does the woman
cook? t

5wh 2. What's err what's kind of err. What's does her uh. What does she have?
5wh 3. How many trees do you see err at in the windows?
3 4. What's err. what's what's thing err. err err what's thing . err . err under the table?
1 5. Soccer ball? T
1 6. Tennis ball? T
3 7. What's what's kind of. what's kind of balls? Please please tell me.
5wh 8. What's what do you. What can you see err on the table? ( ) Three glasses? T

* 6C
Could you tell me err . mm . could you tell me . what the woman do . the the woman in the kitchen do . uh
woman does?

* 3
Could you tell me . Could you tell me . mm . err how many glasses . err err the uh how many uh Do- shiyo-
kana / - What shall / dol? Could you tell me . (//)

* 3 Does he does he drink a beer? T
* 2 1. In your picture, err you uh you can see three trees, um err can't can you? T
* 6T 2. In your picture um . mm in your picture, the the woman have a chopsticks, um doesn't doesn't she? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, err. err the newspaper on the on the table is Daily Times, isn't it? T

UA06 - Ru

3 1. When . err her classmates will come there?
5wh 2. How err. What wine they. What wine does do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why why the boy uh. Why why can't the boy eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is it?
5Nwh 5. Why err have. Why haven't. Why hasn't he cleaned the bathroom yet?
4yn 1. Is there three wine uh. Is there three glasses on the table? t
4yn 2. Are are they empty? T
4yn 3. Is there telephone in your picture? T
4yn 4. Is there err. Is is that on side of window? T
4yn 5. Is there uh. Are there two trees err out of the room? T
3 6. How how many trees . in your picture? T
4yn 7. Is the boy listening to music in your picture? T
3 8. What what do you. What do do he. What does he doing?

* 3 Does does the mother err. does the mother. wear. an pink earring? T
* 6C Could you tell me err what the boy doing the boy is doing? T
* 6C Could you tell me . what the mother is doing? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, there is . err there are three trees err out of the room, isn't uh aren't there?
* 6T 2. In your picture, err the cat is . not sleeping on the table, mm . is it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the girl is wearing a . green clothe, err. doesn't. uh isn't. sorry.

UA07 - Seigo

3 1. What time your. your. my classmate is will come here?
3 2. What's what's do they like? Mh (Pardon?) uh err. What kind of wine do they . like? T

5Nwh + 4yn
3. Why . why . uh okay why does err does he uh no no. Why . can't he eat dinner at at home? ( ) Should I
write all sentences?

3 4. How much . how much this wine on floor?
5Nwh 5. Why . why . err haven't. haven't he cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. What color's shirts does . does she wear err does . she she wear?
3 2. What's. What dolor's err earring . err does she does she wear?
3 3. What's . does he . does he who . who err who sit. mm who sits on floor doing?
4wh 4. How much . is this . is this racket that's . that's er. that is on on the floor?
4yn 5. What's . mm. Are there . one cat on the table?

4yn 6. Are there three glass glasses on the table?
4yn 7. Are there newspaper on the table?
4yn 8. Are there one o'clock mm clock on the table?

* 5wh What's . what is the mother doing?
* 5wh What's what is . mm the father doing?
* 4yn

Could you tell me . err. could you tell me err. Could you tell me are there mm . uh could you tell me are
there are there two trees in the garden?

* 3 Could you tell me how many trees in the garden?
* 3 Does the . does. this girl. err write? T
* 3 Does the girl wear. wear hat? T
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* 6T
1. In your picture, err aren't there . err one cat. uh. In your picture, there are not there are not cats on the
table, are you t • uh are there? T

* 6T 2. In your picture, err there are three trees in the garden, aren't there? T
* 6T 3. In in your picture, umm , the uh its girl wear yellow shirt, err err don't. doesn't she? T

UA08 - Hiro

5wh 1. What time will my will your classmate come here?
3 + 5wh 2. Do they like wine? T ( ) Which wine do they like?
4yn + 1 3. Can you eat dinner at home? T ( ) Why?
4wh 4. How much err is this wine?
4yn + 1 5. Have you cleaned the bathroom yet? T ( ) Why?
4yn

1. In In your picture, err. does does . mm . does uh do mm-. uh is she cooking here . uh. Is she cooking
uh in the kitchen? T

3 2. Is she uh. Does she wear red earring? T
2 3. She doesn't err. wear any earring earring? T
1 4. What color?
4yn 5. Is is the boy err listening in err the in your picture? T
5wh + 1 6. What are you uh. What is he doing? Err anything else?
1 7. Yawning? T
4yn 8. Is there is there a soccer ball under the table? I

* 6C Could you tell me err how much err the racket is?
* 6C Could you tell me err what the girl is doing?
* 3 Do the cat err. mo-ikkai ... mm . uh em do. Does . does their family have a cat? T
* 3

1. In your picture, err does does the girl uh does the mother wear green pierce uh green /earring/, . err,
doesn't it. uh doesn't she? f

♦ 6T 2. In your picture, err. it is eleven o'clock, isn't it? t
♦ 6T

3. In your picture, err . mm the girl is uh the girl wear wear wears blue T-shirt, er doesn't it T . doesn't
she? T

UA09 - Nobu

5wh 1. What time my classmate . err what time will my classmate come home?
5wh 2. What. what do . what do they like . what type ofwine do they like?

5Nwh
3. Why the man listening walkman . Why err. why can't. why can't the man listeing to walkman eat at
home?

3 4. How much err the bottle of the wine at the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why err. why haven't the man drinking beer cleaned the bathroom yet?
3 1. How much eh the tennis rackt on the floor?
3 2. How many of glasses on on the table?
3 3. What color err of of the young lady writing writing papers?
4yn 4. Is there a soccer ball er under the table?
3 5. What the . What kind of paprer err on the table?
4yn 6. Is it. is it Weekly Times 2
4yn 7. Is there is there a cat cats on the table?
5wh 8. What. what's time . er. What time does the clock show?

* 3 Could you tell me err what's. err the woman do in the kitchen?
* no count Could you tell me . the color of. earring of. the woman kitchen er the woman cooking in the kitchen?

* 3

Could you ... Could you tell me ... Could you tell me ... Could you tell me what... the woman . crossing
yellow shirt do? (Ima, saigono tango nante itta? [What was the last workyou've said?7/Could you tel me
what. what the woman ofyellow shirt doing?

* 5wh
Could you tell me . err what. could you tell me what the man ... could you tell me ... uh. Could you tell
me what is the man err who haven't clearned the bathroom . doing?

* 3 Does the man who can't eat dinner at home . listening mh listen the music?
* 3

Do do the woman ... writing . the letter. have hat it her ... have . Does the woman writing a letter. wear a
hat?

♦ 2 1. In your picture, err there is a telephone by the window, er isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, there is one er. soccer ball under the table, isn't it? t
* 2 3. In your picture, err. there is a one cat er on the table, isn't it? i

UA10 - Jo

5wh 1. What time err does your classmate come the house?
5wh 2. What kind ofwine especially do you like?
3 3. Why the boy can't eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much the wine?
3 5. Why the man haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. Do you have the girl on the picture? T
4yn 2. And the girl's T-shirt's color. Is it blue? T
1 3. What color?
2 4. The woman's earring is red or not?
1 5. What what color?
3 6. Do you have the soccer ball under the table? t
3 7. Do you have three glasses on the table in front of the girl?
4yn 8. Is it is it a nine o'clock? T
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♦ 1 Could you tell me the cat doing?
* 5wh Could you tell me how many trees do you have on the picture? T
♦ no count Could you tell me the name of the newspaper?
* 1 Could you tell me the woman doing?
* 2 In your picture, the woman in the kitchen cooking the soup, isn't it? T
* 2+1 In your picture, the cat sleeping on the table, isn't it? ( ) Where?
* 6T In your picture, the newspaper's name is Daily Times, isn't it?

UB01 - Junko

5wh 1. What time , does . woman's classmate come?
3 2. What's kind of wine especially they like?

3
3. Why . does the boy uh why . why . does the boy couldn't. Why are the boy . bo- is the boy . sorry. Why
does the. Why the boy can't able can't eat dinner at home?

5wh 4. How does it cost. How much does it cost does . does wine cost?
5Nwh 5. Why . does the man mh. Why . why . haven't the man cleaned the bathroom?
3 I. Does does the cost one hundred and seventy dollars? T
4yn 2. Is the soccer ball. under the table? T
3 3. Where does the soccer ball?
3 3. Does the man drin-. drink the beer? T
5wh 4. What kind of. drinks . does the man drink?
3 5. Does the girl. wear the hat? t
3 6. Does the woman woman . mm wear the . earrings . red earrings? T
3 7. Does the woman cooking . cooking? T
4yn 8. Are there any cats in your room? t

*
no count + 5wh +
3 + 1

Could you oh could you tell me . mm . could err. could you tell me about your rooms? t And especially,
how many pets does you have? (How many?) Uh, how . what's kind of pets do you have? One cat or two?

* 3 Could . okay. Could you tell me what does the boy doing?
♦ 5wh Could you tell me . mm what's . could you tell me what's the girl doing?
+ 3 Where does the telephone?
* 1 1. In your picture,. mm there no soccer balls, aren't they T . aren't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, man drinks water. water, doesn't he? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm . the racket costs one hundred and seventy dollars, doesn't it? T

UB02 - Koara

5wh 1. What time . will. her classmates come here?
5wh 2. What kind of wine do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why . does. Why . why can't the kid eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why . haven't the man cleaned the bathroom?
4wh 1. How many glasses are there on the table?
4yn 2. Is the cat on the table? T Is the cat on the table? T
4wh 3. What time is it now?

4yn 4. Is there a newspaper on the table? T
Swh 5. What color T-shirt does. a lady wear. err does the lady . writing a letter wear?
4yn 6. Is she wearing a hat? T (I beg your pardon?) Is she wearing a hat?
2 7. You mean, she doesn't wear nothing on her head? T
2 7. You mean, she doesn't wear nothing on her head? T
3 8. Does she have a . err something like big spoon? T

* 6C Could you tell me mm . could . could you tell me what. what. are on the floor?
* no count Could you tell me the price of the . tennis racket? T
* 5wh Could you tell me what is the boy doing? T
* 5wh Could you tell me what is a girl doing now?
* 6C Could you tell me . what. what err the father. is drinking?
* 6C Do you think a girl the girl is writing a letter to his boy friend? T
* 3 Does the mother. cooks uh does the mother cook with a saucepan? t
* 6T

1. In your picture mm ... mm In your picture, a mother the mother. is wearing . a pair of green earrings .

mh. In your picture, the mother is wearing a pair of green earrings, is isn't she?
* no count 2. In your picture, the clock is on the table, isn't it?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl. does not wear a hat, does she?

UB03 - Tomi

5wh 1. What time . will your classmate come here?
3 + 5wh 2. Do you know . what. mm do they like especially?
3 3. Why . cannot eat. cannot e cannot eat dinner at home? T
4wh 4. How much . mm . is the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why . mm why have the man . haven't the man cleaned the bathroom?
5wh 1. How many trees do you have?
5wh 2. What. is your class . mates doing now? T
5wh 3. What is your mother doing now? T
5wh 4. What. what is the boy doing now? T
4wh 5. How much . err is your racket?
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4yn 6. Is there . soccer ball under the table? T
1 7. How many?
4wh 8. How many glasses is . is there on the table?

♦ 6C Could you tell me . what the girl. is doing?
* 3 Could you tell me . mm what's color the girl wear?
* 3 Does . does the woman wear red earring? T
♦ 3 Does she have . mm . spoons? T
* 4vn 1. In your picture, mm . are there three glasses on the table? T
* 4yn 2. In your picture, is there a soccer ball under the table, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl wears the yellow T-shirt, doesn't she? T

UB04 - Tana

4yn + 5wh
1. Will my classmate come here . come here? T Uh, sorry. How err. What time what time will my cla-
will my classmate . mh. What time will my classmate come here? T

5wh 2. What's what's . err. Which wine do they like especially? T
3 3. Why why the boy . Why the boy . can can't eat dinner at home? T
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why he err why . mm. Why have Why haven't he cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. The . mother is cooking. Is she wearing the red earring?
3

2. The girl mm writing some writing something at the table. She is wearing a hat and. Is she . is she on
blue T-shirt? T

4yn 3. How uh. Is a racket err one hundred seventy dollar? T
4yn 4. Out side the room, two . err are there two trees? T
3 5. How much uh how much. How many the trees?
4yn 6. On the table, um are there three . wi-. three glasses?
1 7. On the table, err a piece of newspaper Weekly Times ? T
1 8. What what what title err. Which title?

♦ 3 Does the . does the father drink mm beer? T
* 5wh Which err. What does he drink? T
* 2 Could you tell me . err. could you tell me if. the mother cooking or not? T
* 2 Could you tell me . if the father. err. on uh wearing the uh wearing the shirt and uh shirt with a tie?
* 3 Could you tell me . err does the father err wearing uh wear the glasses?
♦ 4yn 1. In your picture, do- is the soccer ball under the table? T (//)
* 4yn 2. In your picture, is the racket. on the floor? t (//)

UB05- Hana

3 1. What time will your classma- are. What time mm what time your classmates will come here?
5wh 2. What what type ofwine do they like especially?
3 3. Why you can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the . is this wine?
5Nwh 5. Why . mm . why haven't you cleaned the bedroom bathroom? T

4wh
1. What color is the . uh. What color is the earring of the man? (of the man. Pardon?) What color is the
man's earring . man's earring?

4wh 2. How much is the racket?

4yn 3.1- is there a soccer ball in a room? T
4wh 4. Where is the soccer ball?
4wh 5. What time is it now?
5wh 6. What did. What does . does the mm . drink . the. What does . the man drink?
5wh 7. What does he do . doing now? What are. What is he doing now?
4wh 8. Where is uh what is. What are there on the table?

* 6C + 5wh + 4yn
Could you tell me . what. what man cook? ( ) I have a question. ( ) Could you could you tell me, er.
when I ask you, how can I. what should I do? Should I write down in a paper?

* 5wn + 4yn
Could you could you tell me, er. when I ask you, how can I. what should I do? Should I write down in a
paper?

* 6C
Could you . could you tell me . mm . what the girl do . mm what what does the what the girl wirte on a
paper?

* 3 Does man . does man . watch a TV? T
* 3 Does he drink a beer? t
♦ 4yn 1. In your picture, is there a telephone, (yes) isn't it? T
♦ 4yn 2. In your picture, mm . are there are there two trees, aren't they? T
* 2 3. In your picture, mm there are newspaper on the table, isn't it?

UB06 - Riko

3 1. When her classmates will come?
5wh 2. What kind of wine does do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why . the boy ... Why mm why can't the boy eat dinner at home?
5wh 4. How much . does the wine cost?
5Nwh 5. Why . the mm ... Why . this . haven't the man cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. Is there . the tennis racket in the room? t
3 2. How much the tennis racket costs?
6T 3. It's nine o'clock now, isn't it? T
4wh 4. When . uh how. What time is it now?

4yn 5. Is there a cat on the table? T
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4wh 6. Where is the cat?
4yn 7. Is the man drinking beer? T
5wh 8. What what does the man drink drink?

* no count Could you tell me . about the woman who is cooking?
* 6C

Could you tell me . the boy is listen to the music listen to music . mh . uh. Could you tell me whether
the boy listen to music or not? T

* 6C Could you tell me whether the young woman is writing . something or not? T
* 3 Does . does the . young woman close . her eyes? T
* 2 1. In your picture, the cat. is by the boy listen to the music, isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture,. the man is drinking water, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the young woman is writing something, isn't it? T

UB07 - Fuku

3 1. When . when err your classmates will come here?
5wh 2. What. what wine do they like do. What wine do they like?
3 3. Why you can't eat dinner at home?
1 4. How much the wine err is?
3 5. Why you . hadn't cleaned the bedroom?
4wh 1. Where is . the racket?
4wh 2. How much is it?
4wh 3. Where is the soccer ball?
5wh 4. The girl do. In the picture, what what color of T-shirt did do does she wear?
1+3 5. The lady in the kitchen who . who wear the earring. No? T Err. Does she wear earring? T

3
6.What color . what color earrings . does she . what's? (Could you say it again?) What's color does she
wear. err the earring? T

5wh 7. The boy . err. What what is he doing?
4yn 8. Is he listening to the music? T

* 6C Could you tell me . where i- where the phone is?
* 3 Could you tell me . the . girl. girl. Could you tell me what what she . doing?
* 6C Could you tell me what. he is . doing?
* 3 Does the lady cooking cook? T
* 2 1. In your picture, the boy is . listening to music and yawning, isn't it? t
* 2 2. In your picture, there isn't the soccer ball, isn't it. is it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the girl wear yellow T-shirt, isn't it? T

UB08 - Nae

3 1. What mh . mh. When when will she will her classmates will come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofwine . do do they like?
5wh 3. Why why did . uh why did he. Why does he eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much . the wine . this wine?
3 5. Why the . man drinking beer. haven't cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. Are there three gla- wine glass on the table? T
NO 2. The . clock on the table.
3 3. Is . uh the time is nine o'clock? T
3 4. What time do uh do your clock?
4yn 5. Are . Is there a cat on the table? T
4wh 6. Wha- mh . what what is . what what what is uh. What is there on the table?
4yn 7. Is there a cat in your picture?
4wh 8. Where where is it?

* 3 What the woman in the kitchen do?
* 3 Could you tell me how much the racket?
* 5wh Could you tell me . err. how many . trees . mm trees are do you . can you see . from window?
* 1 Could you tell me the man listening to are [= oh 1 the man . mm beside the wall do?
* 3 Does the . woman wearing blue shirt?
* 5wh What color of shirt does she wear?
* 2 1. In your picture, elto is there a uh there is a soccer ball under the desk, isn't it? T
* 4yn 2. In your picture, err. is uh are there a wine bottle on the floor, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture,. the man . sitting on the chair. is drinking water, is doesn't does he T . uh doesn't he? T

UB09 - Mama

3 1. What. When does . the woman's classmate will come?
5wh 2. What. what wine does do they like?
3 3. The boy. Why does the boy listening to music can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
3 5. Why the man has hasn't cleaned the bathroom?
4wh 1. What time is it?

4yn
2. Is there a chair on the table? T (I I beg your pardon?) Is there a chair on the table uh no . sorry . cat on
the table?

4yn 3. Is he sleeping? T
4wh 4. So, where is the cat?
1 5. Beside the boy. Left hand side or right hand side.
4yn 6. Is there a man sitting on the chair. near the table? f
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5wh 7. What is he drinking?
4yn 8. Are there three glasses on the table? t

*
no count Could you tell me . the color of the earring? T

* 6C Could you tell me . whether the boy is listening?
* 5wh Could you tell me . what. err is the girl doing?
* 3 Does the woman cook in the kitchen? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, the man is drinking water, isn't he? T
♦ 6T 2. In your picture, there are . three mh there are. In your picture,. the cat is left side of the boy, isn't it? f
* 6T 3. In your picture, the woman in the kitchen is wearing green earrings, isn't she? T

UB10- Waka

3 1. How . What. mh. When her classmates will come here?
5wh 2. What does they uh . do they like?
3 3. The boy. Why the boy can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much . how much is the wine?
3 5. Why . the . why the father. didn't clean . didn't bathroom clean?
4wh 1. What color is the mother's earring?
3 2. Does she have . otama [= ladle1 . something. goods?
4yn 3. Is there . tennis racket in the room? T
5wh 4. How how much . does it cost?
4yn 5. Does err. Is there . a soccer ball under the desk? T

4yn
6. Is there . is there mh . is there something . Is there any goods under the desk? T Is there any other goods
under the desk? T

3 7. What kind of ball?

4yn 8. Is the boy listening music? t
* 5wh What. is what is the boy doing?
* 6C Could you tell me err. err father. what the father is drinking?
* no count Could you tell me the . mm time the . watch on the desk?
* 6C Could you tell me the mother. um. Could you tell me what the mother is doing?
* 6C Could you tell me the mh could you tell me the girl. mh. Could you tell what the girl is doing?
* 3 1. Does the cat is . mh . (does the cat?) Does . does the cat sleep on the desk? T
♦ 2

1. In your picture,. mm . mh . the . girl is . writing mh is the girl mh. In your picture, the girl is writing a
letter by the table, isn't it? T

* 2 2. In your. picture, the boy is listening the music and . yawning mm by the wall, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the cat. is mh the cat is near the boy, isn't it? T

UB11 - Yuya

5wh 1. When will my classmates come here? Uh. What time will my classmates come here?
3 + 3 2. Do they like wine? t ( ) What Which wine mm do thev especially? T
3 3. Why err why err. the man err err. can't err eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much the wine is mm wine?
3 5. Why err the man haven't cleaned the bathroom? T
4yn 1. Is there the phone near the window? T
4wh 2. What time mm does does. What time is it now? T
4yn 3. Is err is there err is there a cat on the table?
3 4. How many glasses glases on the table?
4yn 5. Is there err the newspaper on the table? f
1 + 4yn 6. Anything else? Is there anything else on the table?
4wh 7. What is that?
3 8. How many glasses?

* 3 What does the err what does err the boy doing . on the on the sofa?
* 5wh What the er lady near the window . What the . What does err the lady near the table doing mm do now?
* 3 Could you err could tell me err how many err trees outside err of the err window?
* 4yn Could you me err could you tell me that is there err soccer ball under the table?
* 3 Does the man err drinking the beer. drink the beer? T
* 5wh What does he err drink?

* 2
1. In your picture, err . there is err . is there uh there is no uh there is only three glasses and the err
newspaper. on the table,. isn't they? T

* 6T 2. In your picture, err. is err there is a uh badminton racket on the floor, isn't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, err it is err eleven o'clock now, isn't it? T

UB12 - Kaji

5wh 1. When the . mm. When . will her classmates come her home?

3 + 3
2. What the girl err the woman's err classmates like? Mm they like wine. Especially, what what . mm .

there is mm do they like . what kind of?
3 3. Why . the boy who is listening to music can't eat dinner. at home?
4wh 4. How much . the . is the. How much is the wine on the floor?

3 + 3
5. Why the um . mm sutauto . um man who is drinking beer . err haven't . um cleaned the bathroom?
Why why he can't he haven't. cleaned the bathroom?

4yn 1. Is there a cat on the desk? T
3 2. Where the cat is? (I beg your pardon?) Where . is there a cat?
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1 3. The left side of boy so or in front of the boy? T
2 4. The girl next to the phone . is . writing . a letter? T
3 5. Is err. Does she wear the hat? T
3 6. She. Does she wear something else on his hair? f
4yn 7. Is there. Are there three glass wine glass on the table . on the desk . in front of the girl? T
2 8. The clock . the closk is on the desk . on the same desk? T

* 3
Could you tell me how how many trees out err out- outside? (I beg your pardon?) Could you tell me the
number of the trees that we can see outside?

* 6C+ 3 + 3
Could you tell me . could you tell me the food the . the mm the dinner. which the mama is cooking? Do
you know? T What type of this?

* no count
Could you tell me the price uh. Could you tell me the tennis racket of. uh uh uh sorry. Could you tell me
the price of tennis racket?

* 4yn + 2 1. In your picture, are there three trees err outside? t We can see three three trees . from room? T

* 6C

2. In my picture, the phone is the err center mm center of. err err uh in front of window . an the that mm I
can explain mm . In the picture the phone is on the uh on the phone is in front of. window and . mm . err
the center of. the window . in the picture the right of the woman . the in my picture but. Could you tell me
where the phone is?

UB13 - Toby

3 1. How err. What time does will. your classmates the . the woman's classmates do come come there? T
5wh 2. What kind ofwine they does . do they like? T
5Nwh 3. Why do- does he . doesn't he eat dinner at home? T
5wh 4. How much does the wine . cost?
5Nwh 5. Why . have . why have. Why hasn't he cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. How much does the racket on you picture? T
5wh 2. What's . what's err. What is she doing?
3 + 5wh 3. Do you do you do you . do you not understand the what kind of. cook . what kind of foods does she
5wh 4. How many pans does she use? T
2 5. It's burning? T
4wh 6. How many trees are there?

4yn
7. Are there are there any pictures or so and anything out of the out of the room? T (Pardon?) Are there err
anything out of the . window? T

4wh + 1 8. Are there. What are there? Anything else? T
* 1 Could could you tell me . the father's drinkin-. father's drink? T
* 1 Could you tell me . the . could you tell me that girl doing? T
* 1 Could you tell me . the . boy . could you tell me the boy . is the boy doing? T
♦ 3 Does the cat sleep on the table? T
* 3 Do . Does she seem to be lovely? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, there are three trees out of the window, isn't is uh aren't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, there is a volleyball under the table, isn't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, father's drink is water, isn't it? T

UB14 - Go

5wh 1. What time will my classmates come here? t
5wh 2. What kind of wine do they like? T
3 3. Why you can't eat dinner at home? T
3 4. How much . the wine?
3 5. Why . you haven't cleaned the bathroom? T
6T 1. It's er nine o'clock, isn't it? T
2 2. There is There are three glasses on the table, isn't it? T
2 3. The man who is sitting on the chair is drinking beer, isn't it? T
5wh 4. What does he drink?
2 5. The girl who is sitting and writing something wear blue shirt, isn't it? t
3 6. What color she wear? T
6T 7. The tennis racket is err 170 dollars, isn't it? t
6T 8. The newspaper is Weakly Times, isn't it? T

* no count Could you tell me . the color of earring earring . ofmm of the woman who is cooking?
* 6C Could you tell me . what the man the who is center. what the man is doing?
* 5wh Could you tell me . hilo ... Could you tell me . what is the girl doing? f
* 6C Could you tell me what the man is doing?
* 4yn Is there a cat on the table? T
* 5wh How many trees can you see through the window?
* 6C Does the woman who is cooking have a spoon? T
* 3 Does does the man who is drinking something. Does the man have a glass on his left hand? T
* 6T + 6C 1. In your picture, the girl who is writing something wears a yellow shirt, er. doesn't she? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the newspaper. on the table is Daily Times, isn't it?
* 6T + 6C 3. In your picture, the man who . is sitting the chair drinks water, err doesn't he? T

UB15 - Shin

3 I. What time does the classmates of the person uh of the girl who is cooking something is arrived?
5wh 2. What kind ofwine do the do the classmates of her love?
1 3. The man who is listening who is listening music . said he can't eat dinner at home. Why?
5wh 4. How much does the wine cost?
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3 5. Why he haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. Do you have a picture of racket?
3 2. Do you have the telephone on the terrace . uh terrace mm near the window? T
2 3. A cat is on your desk? f . A cat. is on the desk? T
4yn 4. I can find three glasses on on the gla- on the desk. Is it right? T
3 5.1 can find a new newspaper on the desk. Do you have? T
2 6. There is a soccer ball under the desk. You also have the soccer ball under the desk? T
1 7.1 can find two trees through the window. Can you? T
1 8. How many?

* no count Could you tell me the time in your paper. in your picture?
* 6C

Could you tell me the man who is in who is at the central of this picture is . mm is doing? . I'm sorry.
Could you tell me what the person who is on who is at the center of this picture is doing?

* 6C Could you tell me what the person who is who wears the yellow T-shirt is doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, the man . is . there is there is the man who is drinking the beer, doesn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, there are four people, doesn't it uh . aren't it?
* 2 3. In your picture, there is not a cat on the mm on the table, isn't it?

UB16 - Hide

3 1. What time err what time your classmate will come here?
3 2. What kind of. err what kind of drinks err. the err they like?
5Nwh 3. Why why err... Why err can't you err. Why err can can't you eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is this wine?
5Nwh 5. Why um . have you um haven-... err. Why haven't you err haven't you cleaned the bedroom?
3 1. Is there err. In the kitchen . err. in the kitchen the . err. in the kitchen, err. is she wear earring? T
2 2. This is earring is red or blue? T
4yn 3. On the floor, err. is there a racket racket?
4wh 4. How much uh how much is this racket?

NO 5. There is a big desk.
4yn 6. Under the desk, err is there a soccer ball? T
4yn 7. On the desk, is there a three three glasses?
4yn 8. On the desk, err is there a cat?

* 5wh Near the desk uh on the desk, erm . the girl who wears cap. Err. What does what does she do?
* 3 Could you tell me err. what's kind of newspaper on the desk?
♦ 6C

Could you tell me err . the woman in the kitchen err . uh. Could you tell me what err. what kind of tools
err. the the woman have in the kitchen?

* 6C Could you tell me what the person who is who wears the yellow T-shirt is doing?
* 3 Could you tell me err. err what color err. the girl wear. the girl wearing?
♦ 6T 1. In your picture, err the woman in the kitchen err wear a green earring, doesn't err. doesn't she? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, err. the cat err. the cat. is not on the desk,. err is . is it? T

UB17 - Taka

5wh 1. What time my class mates err. What time will my classmate come the home? T
5wh 2. What. what do . what do they like? What type of wine do they like?

5Nwh
3. Why the man listening 'walkman'. Why err. why can't. why can't err the man listening 'walkman' eat
dinner at home?

3 4. How much . err the bottle of wine at the . floor?
5Nwh 5. Why err. why haven't the man . drinking the beer. cleaned the bathroom yet?
3 1. How much err the tennis racket on the floor?
3 2. How many of glasses on on the table? T
3 3. What color. err of of the young lady writing . writing papers?
4yn 4. Is there a soccer ball err under the table?
3 5. What the . what kind of paper err on the table?
4yn 6. Is it is it Weekly Times ?
4yn 7. Is there is there a cat cat on the table?
5wh 8. What what's time is ... What time does the clock show?

* 3 Could you tell me . err. what's . err the woman do in the kitchen?
* no count Could you tell me . the color of. earring . of. the woman kitchen err woman cooking in the kitchen?

* 3

Could you ... could you tell me ... could you tell me ... Could you tell me what ... the woman . clothing
yellow shirt do? (Saigo no tango nante itta no[= What was the last word]?) Could you tell me ... could
you tell me what... what the woman of yellow shirt doing?

* 3
Could you tell me . err what could tell me what the man ... Could you tell me ... uh could you tell me what
is . the man err. who haven't cleaned the bathroom . drink?

* 3 Does the man is who can't eat dinner at home . listening mh listen . the music? \
* 3

Do do the woman ... writing . the letter. have hat in her. her mh. Does the woman writing a letter. wear a
hat? T

* 2 1. In your picture, err there is a telephone by the window, err isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture,. there is one . err soccer ball under the table, isn't it? T
* 2 3 In your picture, mm . there is a one cat. mm on the table, isn't it?

UB18-Jin

5wh 1. What time does uh. What time will your classmates come here?
5wh 2. What kind of wine . err the. What kind of wine do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why . why can uh. Why can can't you eat dinner at home?
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4wh 4. How much is the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why . why haven't you cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. Is there any soccer ball under the table? t
4yn 2. Is there err is there a clock on the table? T
4yn 3. Is the cat sleeping on the table? T
4wh 4. Where is it?

4yn 5. Is there a . racket of racket of badminton or tennis err on the floor? T
4wh 6. How much is it?
5wh 7, What is the boy doing?
5wh 8. What is the err err. what is the man doing? What is the man doing?

* 3 Do you see three glasses on the table? t
* 5wh

Could you tell me what the woman erT sitting sitting the uh I'm, sorry. Could you tell me what is the
sitting woman doing?

* 6C Could you tell me what is by the window?
* 5wh Could you tell me err what is the boy doing?
* 6T 1. In your picture, err the cat is by the boy, isn't it? T
* 6T

2. In your picture, the . the woman uh uh. In your picture, the sitting woman is writing something, isn't
she? T '

* 6T 3. In your picture, the sitting man . is drinking water, isn't she . isn't he? T

UB19 - Mat

5wh 1. What time will my classmates come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofwine do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the . boy eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?

5Nwh
5. Why doesn'- . why does drinking man uh mm . uh mm. Why haven't the drinking man cleaned the
bathroom?

4yn 1. Is there a mh soccer ball under the chair? T
4wh 2. What time is it now?

4yn 3. Is there a cat mh on the on the table?

4yn 4. Is there . mh a telephone by the window? T
4wh 5. How much is the racket?
4wh 6. How many glasses are there on . the table?
4yn 7. Is the man drin- drinking beer? T
5wh 8. What is he drinking?

* 6C Could you tell me . mm . what the lady is doing?
♦ 6C

Could you tell me what. mm . what the mm newspaper's name . is? (Pardon me?) Could you tell me what
the newspaper's name is?

* 3 Does mm ... mm ... Does the . woman cook? ?
* 3 Does ... Does mm ... mm does the man. Does the boy listen to the music? T
* 6T

1. In your picture, mm . mm i- . the man is . the right side of the table, isn't he? T (Pardon me?) In your
picture, the man is right side of the table, isn't he? T

6T 2. In your picture, mm . the racket is mm near the kitchen, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm it's eleven o'clock, isn't it? T

UB20 - Moto

3 1. When will my classmate will come?
3 2. What they like to drink?
3 3. Why I can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
3 5. Why I haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. Do you have a soccer ball under your desk . table? T
5wh 2. How many trees can you see err from your window?
4yn 3. Are are there any phone near the window? T
5wh 4. What is the man uh by the table drinking?
4yn + 3 5. Are there any cat ? T Uh. How many cat on your table?
4wh 6. Where is it?
4wh 7. How much is your racket?
4wh 8. The woman err. woman by the table. What color is her wear?
no count Could you tell me the title of the newspaper on the table?

♦ 6C Could you tell me the the how many person how many people are the by the table?
+ 6C You can see . men and. Could you tell me . whether the he wears the glasses or not?
* 6C Could you tell me the. Could you tell me er what the woman by the window is doing?
* 6T 1. In your picture, the title of newspaper is . Daily Times .isn't it?
* 6T + 6C 2. In your picture, there is a cat near the boy who is listening to music, isn't there?

UC01 - Seto

5wh 1. What time will your classmates come here? t
5wh 2. What what wine . what wine . do they like? T
1 3. This man hearing music can't eat dinner at home. Why?
4wh 4. There there wine on the floor. So, how much is it?
1 5. The man drinking beer. He haven't hasn't cleaned the bathroom. Why?
4wh 1. What color. is her earring?
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4yn 2. Are there the telephone? T
1 3. Where?
3 4. What time the clock on mm . on the desk?
3 5. How many glass glasses on the desk?
3 6. How much the racket?

4yn 7. Are there any cats on the desk? T
1 8. Where?

* 4yn + 1 Could you tell me . mm could you tell me . are there the newspaper on the desk? t ( ) How many .

* 2 Could you tell me . if if the woman . writing something wearing a hat? T
* 3 Could you tell me are there uh how many. Could you tell me how many the trees out of window?
* 3 Do you have . do you have . wines . uh. Do you have one wines in the picture? T
* 3 Does does the boy listening music . sitting on the floor? T
* NO 1. In your picture, the woman writing something wears blue shirt...
* 2

2. In your picture mm . mm in your picture . picture have. In your picture, there are four person . four
person there? T

* 3 3. In your picture, err. is the the man sitting by the by the desk is drinking beer, isn't it? T

UC02 - Keiko

5wh 1. What time will my classmates come here?
3 2. What do they like, wine especially what?
3 3. Why does the boy listening to the music can't eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the a bottle of wine?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the man having a beer cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. Is there a phone by the window? T
3 2. How many glasses on the table?
1 3. How many err. How about the newspaper?
3 4. How ma- how many papers on the table?
4yn 5. Is the clock on the table? t
4yn 6. Is the cat on the table? T
2 7. There is is the soccer ball under the table? t
3 8. What color is . the woman writing a letter put on?

* 5wh + 6C What is . the man . which uh who is in the floor who is who is sitting the floor do doing?
* 5wh What is the man having a beer doing?

* 1
Could you tell me . err the . could you tell me the color which the woman uh the woman's earring?
(Pardon me?) Um. Could you tell me the color uh the color of earring . the woman wearing in the kitchen?

* 1
Could you tell me . about the woman's doing in the kit- who is in the kitchen? (Pardon?) Could you tell
me . about the woman's doing in the kitchen?

* 3 Could you . could you tell me . the . uh what is the woman by the window is doing?
* 5wh

Could you tell me the . could you tell me the man uh. Could you tell me . what is the man yawning .

doing?
* 3 + 4wh

Do you . mm . do you see . um . uh. Do you see what. Do you see um . ball under the table? T ( ) What
ball is it?

* 3 Do you see any . animals on the table? T
* no count 1. In your picture, um . is err. there isn't the man sitting the chair T (//)
* 1 2. In your picture, isn't the . cat on the table, is it?
* 4yn 3. In your picture, is a volley ball under the . table, is . isn't it?

UC03 - Mi

5wh + 1 I. When when my classmate come. When will my classmate come here? T Uh, what time?
5wh 2. What kind of wine do they like? T
5Nwh 3. Why . can't you eat dinner at home? t
3 4. How much the wine?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't you cleaned the bathroom? T
3 1. What what. err the woman is doing?
3 2. What kind of. piasu [= pierced earrings] . the woman wear?
3 3. How much the racket is?

3 + 3 4. What are the boy . err is listening to the music? T ( ) What. what are the boy do is listening to music?
3 5. What does the girl in the um in the desk is . the doing?
3 6. What color the shirt she . wear?
3 7. How many glasses on the desk? t
3 8. What kind of thing on the desk, except glasses? T

* 3 Could you tell me err. what the woman in the kitchen doing?
* 3 Could you tell me . how many trees outside the . outside?
* 3 Do do the . do the man . drinking drinking water? T
* 3 Do do . do the woman . cook do the woman cook? Does .

* 4yn 1. In your in your picture, is is there a badminton racket? T (//)
* 4yn 2. In your picture, is there a cat? T (//)
* 2 3. In your picture, the woman is . cooking, isn't it? t

UC04 - Rose

5wh 1. What time will your classmates come here?
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5wh 2. What kind of wine do they like?
3 3. Why . mm does the boy listening to the music . mm . can't eat dinner?
4wh 4. How much is the wine on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why . haven't the man cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. Does the woman . wear red earring? T
3 2. Is the tennis racket cost. one hundred and seventy dollars?
4yn 3. Is the boy listening to music? T
5wh 4. What is he doing?
4yn 5. Does„ Is the girl writing a letter? T
3 6. Does the girl wearing blue shirt?
5wh 7. What color does she wear?

4yn 8. Are there three glasses on the table? T
* 6C Could you tell me where the clock is? T
* 6C

Could you tell me . how many trees . mm there are . uh jyanai / no] . how many trees you can see near
the window?

+ 6T 1. In your picture, mm you can see three trees through the window, mm can't you? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, a boy is listening to the music and he is yawning, isn't he?
* 1 3. In your picture, mm a girl writing a letter wears yellow T-shirt, right? T

UC05 - Sae

3 I. When the classmates will come here?
5wh 2. They they like what mm . do do they like err. What ki- kind ofwine do they like especially?
3 3. Why . why the boy . mm can't eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much mm the wine?
3 5. Why the man haven't cleaned the ba- bathroom?
3 1. How much the tennis racket?
3 2. Does does the boy mm . listen listen the music? t
1 3. What? T
NO 4. On the table, err. the the watch mm now now nine o'clock.
1 5. What time?
2 6. On the table, there is Weekly Times, isn't it? T
4yn 7. Is is there a new- newspapers? T
3 8. So what the newspaper?

* 3 What mm what does the girl doing?
* 5wh Could you tell me . mm . um the . mh what what have what. what does the woman have?
* 5wh

Could you tell me err the mh . mm what. mm um . in the kitchen mm . mm . mm . does ... (could you tell
me in the kitchen?) Could you tell me mm . what is the man doing?

* 5wh Could you tell me mm . what is the man doing?
* 5wh Could you tell me mm what what is the cat on the table mm do doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, err. err. there is a three glasses on the table, isn't it? I
♦ 6T 2. In your picture, mm . the the clock is . eleven o'clock now, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In in your picture, the man mm . is drinking the water, is isn't it? T

UC06 - Miki

5wh 1. What time will. your classmates come here?
5wh 2. What kind . of wine . do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why . can't you . why can't you eat dinner at home?
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
3 5. Why . the man haven't. don't mh. Why the man haven't cleaned the bathroom?
3 1. What color. the cooking woman's earring?
3 2. How many glasses . on the table?
3 3. What. what color the is the woman writing love letter?
4yn 4. Is there telephone on the window?
4yn 5. The man. Is the man drinking beer? T
4yn 6. Is it nine o'clock? T
4wh 7. What time is it now?

4yn 8. Is there . soccer ball under the table? T
* 4yn Could you tell me err. what. is she err no no no no. Could you tell me is the cats sleeping? T
* 4yn Could you tell me . is there a newspaper on the table? t
* 3 Do you see . the two tree outside . the window?
* 3 Do you what. no. Do you see . the one tree? T
♦ 3

1. In your picture,. i-. does the woman writing the love letter, wear the yellow shirt,. isn't it. doesn't her.
doesn't she? T

♦ 3 2. In your picture,. i- i- err is there not soccer ball under the table? (//)
* 3

3. In your picture, err the clock . i-. um no no no. In your picture, . is the . clock show does . the clock
shows at eleven o'clock? (//)

UC07 - Kiko

3 1. What. what time what time . mother's classmate will come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofwine do they like? T
3 3. Why . why . why he can't eat dinner at home?
5wh 4. How much does it cost for wine? T
3 5. Why the father haven't cleaned the bathroom?
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5wh 1. How much does it cost for the tennis racket?
4yn 2. Is there soccer ball under the table?
3 3. How many wine glasses on the table?
4yn 4. Is there a telephone near the window?

5wh 5. What color uh . what color uh what color of the T-shirt does the girl. girl mm . does the girl have?

5wh 6. What mm . what colors of. what colors of earring does the mama have?
4yn 7. Is there a . is there a clock on the table? T
4wh 8. What time is it?

♦ 5wh What does mama do?
♦ 5wh What does the son . do?
* no count Could you tell me about the . about mh. Could you tell me about the pets?
* 4wh Could you tell me mh where is the cat?
* no count Could you tell me about the outside of the window?

* 1 Could you tell me about the cloth of the cloth mm (Pardon?) Could you tell me the . cloth of the father?
* 6C Could you tell me . could you tell me what the . mm . what. Could you tell me what the mother do?
• 3 Does mm . does mm does he . mh. does he . does he sit on the floor? T
* 3 Does the girl. mm . put on the hat? t
* 2 1. In your picture, mm . the wine costs twelve dollars . twelve dollars? T
* 2 2. In your picture, the son . is yawning, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture,. the name of the newspaper is Daily Times, isn't it? T

UC08 - Taro

5wh 1. Will your classmates come here uh. When will your classmates come here? T
5wh 2. What kind ofwine . they mm . doe- do they like?
1 3. You can't eat dinner at home. Why?
3 4. How much the wine?
1 5. The the man . hasn't cleaned the bathroom. Why?
1 1. The old mm . the old lady wear the earrings. What color?
3 2. How much the racket is?
2 3. There are glasses on the table, right? T
3 4. How much glasses?
5wh 5. What color of shirt does she wear?
3 6. On the table, do you have an animal? t
1 7. Where?
1 8. Right right to the boy? T

* 2 Could you tell me . the drink the . man is drinking?
♦ 6C Could you tell me . could you tell me . what kind of ball is under table?
* 6C Could you tell me . how many trees uh is outside?
* 3 Do-es the bo-y . does the . mm does the . does the boy listening to music . mm . sit sit down? T
* 3 Does he wear the headphone? T
• 6T 1. In your picture, the cat is between racket and ball, right. isn't it? T
♦ 6T 2. In your picture, the clock mm indicates eleven o'clock, doesn't it? T
♦ 2 3. In your picture, the old la- mh old lady wears green mm earring, (Yes, yes.) isn't it?

UC09 - Jiro

3 1. When . when your classmate will come here?
5wh 2. Especially, what kind of wine do does do do they like?
NO 3. He can't eat dinner at home. Tell me the reason why he can't eat dinner at home.
4wh 4. How much is the wine?
6C 5. Do you know . why the man having a. glass err have has hasn't cleaned the bathroom?
4yn 1. Are there a racket in the room? T
4wh 2. How much is it?

4yn 3.1 can see the ball soccer ball under the table. Is that same as you? T
NO 4. There are no soccer ball.
5wh 5. What time does the clock show?

4yn 6. Are there cat on the table? T
4wh 7. Where . the uh where is the cat?

4yn 8. Are there a newspaper on the table? t
# 4yn Could you tell me that err are there telephone by the window? T
♦ 4yn Could you tell me that are there two trees outside the window? T
* 4wh Could you tell me . how many trees are there outside the window?
* 3 Does the girl. sitting at the table . wearing a blue shirt? t
♦ 3 Does she wear a. red . T-shirt? T
* 2 1. In your picture,. there is a clock on the table, isn't it? \
* 4yn 2. In your picture,. is there a cat near the boy,. isn't it? T
♦ 2 3. In your picture, there are three trees outside the window, aren't they? T

UClO-Goro

5wh 1. What time . will. her classmates come here come there?
5wh 2. What kind of wine especially. do they like?
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5Nwh 3. Why can . why mm. Why can't he eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much the . bottle of wine cost?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't. why haven't he cleaned the bathroom?
6T 1. The tennis the tennis racket costs. one hundred and fifty dollars, isn't it. uh doesn't it?
NO 2. There are two trees out of the window.
4wh 3. How many win-. How many trees are there?
6T 4. The girl writing a letter. writing something wears blue T-shirt, doesn't he . doesn't she?
5wh 5. What color does . the girl wear?
4wh 6. How many glasses are there on the table?
4wh 7. What time is it?

4wh
8. What what newspaper are there . is there on the table? (Could your repeat the question again?) What
what the title is the newspaper on the table?

* 4wh + 1 Could you tell me . mm could you tell me what. what are there under the table? ( ) What ball?
♦ 5wh Could you tell me . could you tell me what's the man sitting sitting in . sitting on the chair doing?
* 6C Could you tell me what. Could you tell me what there are . by the window?
* 2 + 5wh 1. In your picture, there is a cats . sleeping on the table, isn't it? ( ) What is the cat doing?
* 6T

2. In your picture, a lady in the kitchen . is boiling the uh dame [= no]. In your kitchen. In your picture .

in your picture, a woman . is cooking, isn't she?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl writing a . writing something . wears a hat, doesn't she?

UC11 - Dan

6C 1. Do you know when when my classmate will come here? T
3 2. What kind what kind ofwine uh. What kind of drink they want. they like?
3 + 3 3. Why I cannot. dinner uh. Why 1 cannot eat dinner at home? T Why you can't?
3 4. How much the wine?
4yn 5. Have you already cleaned the bathroom? T
3 1. What kind of things on the table?
NO 2. There are no cat.

5wh 3. How many how many trees can you see outside of the window?
3 4. Do you have any pho- phones in your room? T
4yn 5. There. Is there any soccer ball under the table? T
4yn 6. Is the dad drinking err. Is the dad. Is dad drinking beer? T
3 7. The girl err. Is the girl sitting . sitting the chair. is uh wearing a blue T-shirt? t
3 8. What. what the man sitting . sitting the chair sitting the sofa . do is err doing?

+ 3 What what the man sitting err in the chair is doing?
* 3 What the guy . uh no . wha- What the man . err err standing in the kitchen is doing?
♦ 6C Could you tell me what what drink is on the floor? What kind of?
♦ 4yn Could you tell me is there any hat err. in uh near the . near the girl sitting on the chair at the table?
* 3

Could you tell me . err what kind of things is err cooking err no. Could you tell me . what the man

cooking?
* 3 Does does does does the does the woman err standing in the kitchen . is having something? T
* 2 1. In your picture, is err is is there any ball err on the in on the floor, isn't it? T
* 4yn 2. In your picture, is this is this . are there three glasses on the table? T
* 4yn 3. In your picture, is there one cat on the table, isn't it? T

UC12-Yo

3 1. When . our classmate will come here? T
3 2. What kind of wine they like? ( ) Especially, red wine? T
5wh 3. Why . do you . can. Why can you eat dinner at home?
3 4. How much the wine?
5wh 5. Why doesn't father. Why have the father cleaned the bathroom?
5wh 1. What. is the mother doing?
1 2. With chopstick? T
5wh 3. What. it. What does she have have?
4wh 4. What is ladle?

4yn 5. Is the guy listening the music? t

4yn
6. Is there . any any kind of goods near the telephone? (Pardon?) Is there some kind of antiques or uh .

many things near the telephone?
4yn 7. Is that sunny day? T
4yn 8. Is there any three glasses . on the table? T

♦ 6C Could you tell me . what is . under the table? ( ) Just one ball? T
* 5wh Could you tell me what's she doing . what is the girl doing? t
♦ 5wh Could you tell me what is she wearing?
* 2 1. In your pictures, e-tto there are two trees, isn't it? t
* 6T

2. In this picture uh in yours picture, the tennis racket is . uh costs . one hundred and seventy . dollars,
doesn't it? T

+ 4yn 3. In your picture,. is the one newspaper on the table, isn't it? T
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Appendix 87
Transcripts of question examples (Posttest)

Guided role-play

NA01 - Omi

3 1. How the the rent it how much?

1
2. /Include/ a gas bill. Is . the the rent . hukumu . hukumu ga wakaranai [= I don't know how to
pronounce the word 'include'].

NQ 3. The . by by credit card . mm . mm Wakarimasen j= I don't know/.
NQ 4. Kate is /re- recommend/ (recommend) recommend . a bank.
6T 5. Lan- e-tto. Your house is . mm near the language center, isn't isn't isn't it? T
2

6. 24-hour shop is near the house . mh near the house, . i- is uh kocchi wa [= this one should be]
Tinaudiblel is isn' . isn't it. is it? T

3 7. Why why I can't use it?
6T 8. Re- restaurant. is near the house, isn- isn't it? T

2
9. Host father is . live . with family, i- in . isn- isn't it? T (No, he doesn't. Next question.) Does ka [- 1
should have used 'does']

3 10. Where where is . where is host. Where lives where lives in the host father? T
3 11. How many children . host family? T

2

12. Kate is . how many take take a . jyugyo tte nan desuka [= What do you call jyugyou]? (classes)
take a class . nani kurasu . nani kurasutte imi ga wakaranai [= I don't know the meaning of nan
kurasu]. Nan kurasu jyugyou nan nan jikan jyugyo ga [= How many classes, classes, how many
number ofclasses]). Nan nan kamoku tteiu koto desuka [= Does it mean how many subjects?] (Desu
ne 7= That's right] ) Kate Kate is take a class . mm . one . one day? T

2 + 4yn
13. Lan-language cen-. There are computer room in language center? t Uh. Is is there computer room
in language center?

NQ 14. Kind kind . ki- kitchen err . donna [= what kind of] . mm . wakarimasen [= I don't know].

4yn
15. Is there denshi renji [= microwave oven] /micro- micro- wa-/ (microwave oven) microwave oven in
flat? T

3 16. Why I can't a moment?

NQ
17. Kate . an . /application/ (application form for the scholarships) application form for /scho-/ . mm to
the /univer- university/.

1 18. Why you . mm. Why?
3 19. What time e- Kate . um to meet with me in flat on Tuesday?
NA02 - Eri

4yn 1. Could you tell me mm . the rent? T
6C 2. Could you tell me ifmm . the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn + 1 3. It mm. Could you tell me ifmm . it's it is by mm . by credit card? t
4yn +1+3 4. Could you tell me if. mm . bank/recommend/? t () What it mean?
2 5. House is . mm house is lan- language center mm . near. near no no near, mm isn't isn't it? T
1 6. House house near . mm . ni- niyu nifyuyon f= twenty twenty-four] . 24-hour shop, isn't it? T
2 + NQ 7. You can't? T ( ) ...Mm.mmuh. I can't use at night.
1 8. House . house . mm house near. mm restaurant, isn't it? T

NQ
9. Host father . is . family . host family stay mm . stay mm . uh live live . Host father is . host father is
family . family with uh with family.

3 10. Where lives host father? T

3
11. Host family is . err no no no mm. How many host family mh children. How many host family is
children?

3 + NQ
12. Kate is mm . what mm . jyugyo . jyugyo . jyugyo [- classes . classes . classes] . what jyugyo .

What . what is mean? T (Ah, classes class) Classes is mm Kate Kate is mm . mm classes . take one

day.
3 13. Language center uh. Is mm is there language center computer room? T
3 14. How mm . how many how many kinds of. kinds of fa- aci- faci- facilities kitchen . there?
3 15. Is there . flat mm /micro/wave oven? T
no data 16. [No data]
4yn + 1 17. Could you tell me if. mm . an /app- application-/ from for the /scholar-/ mm to the university?

5Nwh
18. Why why . mm. Why haven't . why haven't you . why haven't you . mm . okuru . okuru . okuru
mm okuru [= send . send . send mm send]. What . what is mean okuru? T (Send ) send . send .

haven't you send it? T

3
19. Tuesday, mm what time . mm . flat is meet mm. Tuesday mm what time mm mm . mm flat flat flat.
mee- meet... mee- mh flat. (what time) what time Kate . au f= see] . see see see . flat flat is . ?

NA03 - Yuko
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APPENDIX 87-2: Transcripts of question examples (Posttest)

4yn + 3
1. Could you tell me mm . mm . home stay . mm. Could you tell me how mm . how much mm . to mm
to home stay in the rent?

NQ 2. Two Two hundred seventy pound in- include a gas bill.
4yn + 1 3. Could you tell me mm . mm the rent. mm by credit card?
4yn + 3 4. What mm do uh. Could you tell me mm . mm . what mm . mm what bank re- /recommend/?

1
5. Could you tell me mm . mh . [inaudible] ... mm . uh. It . its home uh. Home . near . the language
center, mh . doe-. is it? T

3 6. Is there . mm . near the . 24-hour shop?
1 7. Why? ( )

1
8. Is . it mh ... mm. Near the house mm . mm . no restaurant. mm . (near the house no restaurant?) no
restaurant restaurant? T

NQ 9. Its its home . stay with . host father . uh . mh. Its home . mm to . mh mh in family with host father.
4yn + 4wh 10. Could you tell me mm . where . is host father?

4yn + 3
11. Could you tell me how many . how many ... mm how many children . mm . mm . have has host
family?

4yn + 3
12. Could you tell me mm . how many take . mm ( how many?) how many . class . mm . take . ichinich
[= a day] . mm . one day?

4yn + 1 13. Could you tell me mm . language center. mm . in computer room . computer room?
4yn + 1 14. Could you tell me . mm . what kind of. facilities in kitchen?
4yn + 1 15. Could you tell me mm . microwave oven in flat?
1 16. Bea-. Why?
4yn + 1 17. Could you tell me mm . an application form for the scho- scholarships to the anniversary?
3 18. Haven't you mm . mm . application form for the scholarship to the /university/?

3 19. Kate mm . . . I . mh. What time mm . mm . 11 meet. mm . Kate? What time mm?

NA04 - Sue

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me . how . how many . the rent rent?
4yn + 2 2. Could you tell me . mm ... mm if if. there include a gas bill?
NQ 3. This this is by credit. ca- card.
NQ 4. Ka-. Kate mm . is re- recommend . a a bank.

2
5. There there is . there is . house house mh . chikaku [= near] near near . mh lan- language center, .

isn't. isn't. you?
2

6. The- there is there is ... there i- mm . hou- house . near near . near a ... 24-hour shop mm, doesn'-
doesn't it?

1 7. Way . way? T (Pardon?) ...

2
8. There is there is mm ... This this is house . near near i- i- i- near mm /restaurant/, . isn't isn't it . t.
isn't it?

2
9. There there are there are . live . There aren't live the host father . in family, mm does does uh does .

does you?
4yn + 3 10. Could you tell me where lives . live . where live . host father?
4yn + 3 11. Could you tell me mm . how many children mm in host family?

5wh + 4yn + 3
12. Could you tell me what what. what mm ... Wha- what do you call in English jyugyo [= classesft (
) Could you tell me . what. uh what class i- what take classes . one day?

4yn 13. There. Is there is there mm . computer room in language center?
4yn + 3 14. Could you tell me what kinds of facilities in kitchen?
4yn 15. Is there a ... is there a mi- micro/wave/ oven in flat?
1 16. Way? T
3 17. Kate . Kate, do . you ...application form . for the scholarships . mm to the university?
1 18. Haven't you? T Haven't you? Mh.

3
19. How . how many time mh . how many time . uh. Tue- Tuesday Tuesday (on Tuesday) how many
time . Kate in flat?

NA05 - Tsuta

4yn + 1

1. Could you tell me e- e-tto . could you tell me if. mm . could you tell me if. e- wakarimasen [= 1
don't know], (Nandemo ichigo demo iidesu kara. Tekito-ni kiite ne [= You can ask any questions.
One-word questions are fine. Take it easy.]) Ichiban kara iette koto desu ne [= I should ask
questions from number one, shouldn 71] ? (So-destt ]= Yes/). The . /re-/ rent. rent how much?

NQ 2. In-. in mm ... e /inclu-/ uh inclu-.

4yn + 1 3. Could you tell me ifmm . by credit card . credit card ... credit card . credit card . credit card /re/7/?

NQ
4. Kate Kate . Ka- Kate . Kate i- has is Kate . Kate mh . mm uh . reco- /recom- recommend/

(recommend) mm recommend a bank . bank.

no count

5. Could you tell me if er could you ... mh . err . hou- . e- chigau [= no], (Ichigo demo iikara
shitsumon shite kudasai [= One-word question is fine. Take it easy].) Hai [-Yes]. Hou- . house
house is language center (//)

NQ 6. House . e- . is . 24-. /hou-. hour/ shop, eh. Shop is are house are . i- i- isn't.
skipped 7. No question.
NQ 8. House . house e restaurant. is .

NQ 9. Host father host father . host father is has . family.
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NQ 10. Host father live in are . live Wakannai desu [= I don't know].

3
11. Host family uh host mh . How many . kodomo [= children] child- how how many . chil- mh How
many children . they are wakan- [= Mh, don't know]. How many children they e . How many
children?

NQ
12. Kate . Kate ha- Kate has one day erm . nandaro [= what's that] . one day e . take take . take e class
wakarimasen f= I don't know].

NQ 13. Lan- language center . mm . has computer room.

4yn+ 1
14. Could you tell me e- kind of uh chigau ka [= no]. Could you could you tell me . kind of fa- /fac-
facilities/?

NQ 15. Flat... e flat denshi ren/i . Wakarimasen [= microwave oven. 1 don't know], /Microwave/mh .

silence 16. ...

NQ 17. An an . application /app- application/. form for the . n-tto.
silence 18. Wakarimasen [= I don't know].
NQ 19. Tuesday Tuesday, . what time . flat e flat in flat. Ka-...

NA06 - Toyo

4yn + 3
1. Could you tell me if e- could you tell me iferr. e- Kate mm Kate is mh chigau [= no] h- how n-tto
how many . the . rent?

NQ 2. The rent in-. The rent is include a gas bill.
NQ 3, By credit card . pa- pay pay . pay mm
3 4. Where . mm. What what what bank e- . recommend Kate? T
6T 5. Hou- house . house is . uh. House isn't er near language center,. isn't mm is . is . is it?
6T 6. House house is . house is near e- 24-hour shop, e- isn't. isn't it?
skipped 7

6T 8. House is . mm. House isn't isn't house isn't near restaurant, is it? T

6T
9. Host father living . mh live . host father living mm so- sorry. Host father e- sundeinai [= doesn't
livel . doesn't. live host father doesn't't live e- . with family, does he? T

5wh 10. Where , where live mm. Where does host father live T mm sundeiru [= is living/ living? T
3 11. How how many children . how many children . do uh does host family?
5wh 12. What's mm . What's class . does. What class does Kate take?

NQ 13. There . there is . e- langua- mm computer room in language center.

4yn + 3
14. Could you tell me . could you tell me kind of ... mm . e- e- sorry e-. What what . se- setsubi
setsubi [=facilitiesfacilities] what it mean? ( ) Could you tell me . what's kind of facilities . facilities
e- . rinaudiblel oh, chotto suimasen f- oh, excuse me a bit/. kind of facilities mm . kitchen kitchen .

4yn + 4yn
15. Could mm could you tell me err . mm could you tell me . mm . sorry erm . is there . is there . err
/micro/ wave oven?

skipped 16

3 + 6T
17. Kate er. uh . e- sorry question . ques- mm . Okuru okuru, what its does mean? T (Okurul Send.)
Send. Thank you. Question. Kent Kent. mm Kent sent an application for- from for the . scholarships .

to the university, . err doesn't he . uh he jvanai f= not 'he] . doesn't she?
6N 18. Haven't you . er ah haven't you er she sent an application from for the scholar- scholarships yet?

2 + 3
19. Kate mm . uh mm . what . aeruka [= can see] . Kate Kate mm . o- e-tto. What time Kate . what
time Kate . mm what time I . I e-. that I mm. Aeru aeru is . mean does mean? t d'Au" means meet or
see). 11 meet. Kate . ah (what time) what time? T

NA07 - Yaya

6C 1. Coul- could you tell me what the rent is?
4yn 2. Could you tell me if include a gas bill?
NQ 3. By credit card.
NQ 4. Re- recommend bank.

4yn 5. Ho- ho- nea- home near near language center. mm. Is is home near . language center?
4yn 6. Is . /this/ home near near to 24-hour shop?
1 7. Why . why?
NQ 8. This home near . the restaurant.

NQ 9. Host. host father. ther . live live fami- family.
3 10. Whe- where . where . lives (where) where live. Where is live live?
NQ 11. Host family have have . children.
NQ 12. Ka- Kate is . take . classes in . today.
NQ 13. Language cen- mm (language center?). computer room.
NQ 14. Kit- Kitchen . kind kind of fa- (facilities) facilities.
NQ 15. Flat is . microwave oven.

1 16. Why?

NQ
17. Kate is an . an . application form for for the /scholarship/ (scholarships) scholarships . to to the
university.

3 18. Why mm . why an application for mm for the scholarships?

3 19, What. what ti-me . fla- what time flat. What time can . can meet Kate fla- in flat next Tuesday?

NA08 - Maya
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4yn 1. Could you tell me . to . the rest? ... (Pardon?) Could you tell me . the rent?
4yn+ 1 2. Could you tell me . mm . uh. Could you tell me . to . include a gas bill?
4yn + 1 3. Could you tell me by credit card? T
4yn + 2 4 Could you tell me ... Kate recommend
silence 5 .N-tlo ... Wakaranai desu [= I don't know].

silence

6. Wakaranai [— I don't know]. (Err) Nannkafuka gimon bun ga, futsu-no ko-te-bun no ato ni, ko-,
'doesn7he?' toka so-iufu-ni tsukeru nowa wakatte irunn desu kedo, bunnsyo jitai ga kosei dekinakutte
[— Well, I understand I shouldput something such as "doesn 7 he? " after a plain affirmative sentense,
but I can 7 form it correctly], (Un. ano, sonomama sunaoni itte gorannasai [= Mm, well, say
something without worrying about its correctness]). ... {Jya-a anmari sono ano "tagquestion" no
kotoo kini shinaide yatte mite kudasai. Nihongo no toko o [= Well, can you ask a question without
worrying about how to put a tag. There is information written in Japanese on your list andyou can use
it to ask a question]). N-, ya, question jitai ga chotto kosei dekinai [= Mm, no, I can 7 ask a question
itself.1

NQ

7. Bunsyo no hajimari kata ga- [= How to start a question-]. (Sorewa amari kinishinaide [= Don 7
worry about it],) Hajimari kata ga wakannain desu kedo [= I don 7 know how to start a question.]
(Watashi ga sono kotae o iu koto wa dekimasen kara [= / 7n afraid I can 7 give you an answer.]) So-
desune [= No, you can'!]. {Hai, etto gobanwa nantoka ikemasen ka [= Well, err can you do number
five]?) Goban no maru ichi desuka? Donna bunsyo demo iidesu ka? Honto-ni mecha mecha nandesu
kedo. ... Mecha mecha demo dekinai. [= Number five-one? Don't you mind if 1 formed a terrible
question? I'm afraid it will really be terrible one, though. ... ! can 7 even form a terrible question. ]

silence
8. ... Wakannai desu [= I don't know], {Un. Saisyo iimashita yo-ni ne, ano tango ichigo to hokano
kotoba o kumiawasete demo nanka ittemite kudasai [Mm, as 1 told you in the beginning, you can ask a
one-word question].) ...

silence 9. ... Wakannai f= I don't know].) {Eh ]= Pardon]?) Wakannai [— I don't know] ...

1

10. ... Honto-ni wakannai desu [= I really don't know], Watashi chugakko ko-ko-mo eigo ga sugoi
nigatede [= I was not good at English subjects at a junior school and a senior high school as well].
E-jyajyubanjyu-ichiban [= Er, well, number eleven]. Hontoni detekimasen ka [= Is it difficult to ask
a question]?) Where toka desitakke [= Can I use 'where' or something]? {So-so- soresore [= Yes,
that's it],) Dareno koto o kikitain desu ka [= About who do you want to ask]?) Host father . where

NQ

11. ... Tangoga dete konain desu kedo[= I can 7 recall words], {Honto-ni nanimo dete kimasen ka
[= Can 'tyou really say any words]?) Nani mo dete konai desu . children kuraisika [= I can't think oj
any questions, but 'children']. {Hai hai children. Sorekara? . Children sono tsugi. [= Okay, children.
And then? . Children, and next],) Nan nin [= How many people] {So-so- sono iikata. [= Yes, right.
Go onj.) Nan nin tte tango mo wakannai desu f= I don 7 know a word for nanninj...

NQ

12. Kate wa . ichinichi tte 'one day' [= Do you call ichinichi 'one day']? {N- hai one day) . take
money wakann- (take?) money (money?) hai jyugyo jyugyo jyugyka jyugyoryo jya nakute [= classes,
classes, it's classes, it's not tuition fees], . Jyugyoga wakaranai desu [= I don 7 know how to say
jyugvo in English/. ...

NQ
13. Wakaranai desu [= I don't know], {Hai ano tango ichigo demo iindesu yo [= You can just say one
word to ask a question],) Language center computer room.

3 14. What kind of. fa-. fa. (facilities) facilities . kitchen?
3 15. What microwave oven . flat?

3
16. What microwave oven? mm (Yes). Wha- nanji [= what time] ... Chotto wakannai desu [= I don 7
know].

1 17. Kate . a application form for the . mh Is-/ (scholarships) scholarship . to the /university/?
silence 18. Wakannai ]= I don 7 know ].
1 19. Tuesday,. {hai hai). (yes) what o'clock . what time o'clock ... ?

NB01 - Rika

4wh 1. What is the rent?

NQ 2. The rent. is include a gas bill.
I 3. By credit card, okay? t
3 4. Where is bank /recommend/?
2 5. The house . the house . isn't. language language center . chikaku f= near], ... is it?
2 6. The house ... It is the house . nijyu f= twenty] mh . nijyu 24-/hour hour/ shop, . isn't it?
silence 7. ...

2 8. The house . isn't restaurant, is it?
NQ 9. Host father. isn't family host father . e- host father.
4wh 10. Where is . host father?

1 11. Host family children . e- what people?
1 12. Kate . is... what class take one day?
2 13. Language center is computer room,. okay? T
3 14. What kind . offaci- fa- fa- facilities . is kitchen?
2 15. /Micro/wave (microwave oven ) uh microwave oven . is flat. flat, okay? f
1 16. Why?

NQ
17. Kate is . Kate an application fr- form for the /schola-/ (scholarships) scholarships is to the university

. okuru [= send].
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1
18. Naratta noni wakannai. koko narai mashita yo ne [= I've learnt this grammar, haven't I? But I
can t rememberJ. Why?

1 19. Kate . is . see flat. Tuesday . what time?

NB02 - Kako

3 1. How much . how much the rent?
3 2. Is it. is it. is it. include a gas bill?
3 3. Is it. harau f= pay] pay (pay) pay by credit. (credit card) credit card? T
3 4. What. the bank . recommend?
2 5. There is . a house near the language center there is there is, . isn't it? T
2 6. There is . 24-hour shop near the house, isn't. it. isn't it? T
NQ 7. You can't /use/. use at night.
2 8. There is a house chigau [= noJ. There is a restaurant near . near house, isn't it?

2
9. Host father. is host father ... Host father issyoni sundeiru [= live with] have mh . don't Host father
finaudiblel host host father . Tinaudiblel live . live my . family together, . do do . do it. do he? T

3 10. Where . where live?
3 11. How many . children in . host family? T
3 12. How many . ta-. how many . mm . take a class . in . ichinichi I= one day/ in . one day?
6T 13. Is language center. chigau [= noJ . mh. Lan- language center have . a computer room, haven't it?
3 14. What's kind of facilities in kitchen?

3
15./Microwave/oven. What's . what's flat. uh chigau ka . flat ni aru ka [= not right . exsits inflat ].
Is microwave oven . flat, isn't it? T

silence 16. ...

3
17. Could you mh ... could. Did you mh a send . an . application form for the scholarships in to the
university?

3 18. Haven't you. What haven't you? T

4yn
19. What time . mm mee- what time ... mh . uh. Could you tell me what time . mm meet Kate in flat.
on Tuesday?

NB03 - Chie

4yn 1. Could you tell me . the rent? T
4yn + 2 2. Could you tell me mm . the rent. on in-. include a gas bill? T
3 3. Do ... credit card . mm ...

NQ 4. Kate recommend . Kate recommend mm . bank, please.
1 5. House mm . house . language center near, isn't it? T
1 6. Near house . 24-hour shop, isn't it?
silence 7. ...

1 8. Restaurant. near house, isn't it? T
NQ 9. Host father ... mm . not living not live . not. not live family.
4yn + 3 10. Could you tell me ... where where . li- live . where where . live . host father? T

3
11. How how . how many jyanai . mm . chigau [= no . mm . no] host family ... How many child .

child? T
4yn + 2 12. Could you tell me mm Kate mm Kate . mm . take . class . one today?

4yn + 3
13. Could you tell me . um . Could you tell me what mm . what computer room are nani [= mh whatj
language center mm language center? T

NQ 14. There is . kitchen kind of fa- fa- facilities (facilities) facilities.
NQ 15. There are is . flat. flat. flat is . /mi-/ ah /micorowave/ (ah microwave) micro- microwave oven.

silence 16. ...

4yn + 1
17. Could you tell me . Kate . to the . /university . -sity/ . an application form for the . Scotland s- s- s-
/scholarships/?

3 18. Why . why . application?

3
19. What's . what . Kate Kate . Kate what mm . Kate flat what mm Tuesday . what what . what. what
time?

NB04 - Ko

4yn + 1 1. Could you tell me ... wha-. Could you tell me ikura [= how much / . mm . mm ikura . mh the . rent?
NQ 2. The . the rent. ga- mm gas gas . uh uh . in- inc- /include/ a gas bill.
1 3. It's . it's credit, okay? T ( ) Cash, okay? T

1
4. Bank ... Ka- Kate . mm . do-... bank bank . Kate go . kaitearu [= the word is given here] re- reco-.
recommend? T

1 5. The house . has uh have has. The house hou- house ... mm near . language center?
1 6. Its house . nijyu twenty-four. four shop, does doesn't. it? T
1 7. Why? ( ) Shop close.

1
8. Home . Restaurant near near . hou- home, isn'- ah is jyanain dayo na [= 'is' isn't a right word] . uh .

hasn't it? T (Pardon?) Restaurant home near? T

2
9. Host host father . oto-san . uh kore kana. Host father ha- . have has have have . with . wi- . with
family, doesn't she T . uh doesn't he? T

4wh
10. Where . where . where . is . host father? Host father sumu [= live] mm . sundeiru sundeiru [~ is
living is living].
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3 11. How many children . host family?
4yn + 3

12. Could you . could you tell me . if. [inaudible] . etto . Ka- . Ka- . uh wha- what . nande [= why]
wha-. what what. nan kurasu f= how many classes] class class su . one day?

6T 13. Language center. is . chigau chigau [= no no] . ha- have ... computer, doesn.'. doesn't it? T
3

14. Ki- kitchen . donna [= what kind of] . kind of fa- /facilities/. what donna mm . donna ki- kitchen
kitchen . kitchen in . kind of /facilities/?

1
15. Flat. flat. flat no hou- flat house . /mi- microwa/ (microwave oven) micro oven (microwave oven).
wave wave . oven flat wave, okay? t

2+1 16.1 can't microwave oven? t Why?

1
17. Ka- Kate, . oknru [= send] ... an /app- application/ (application form) . application . form for the .

Is- scholar/ (scholarships) /scho- scholar- school- ship/ (scholarships) scholarships . scho- application
form for the /scholarship/. to the . anniversary (university). /university/, okay? T

1 18. Haven't you? ... Ha- ha- ha- haven't you yet? T

3
19. What time . what time ... what what time . Kate . au [= see] need soreha hitsuyo [= it is
necessary] are mm . Sunday Monday Tuesday? T Are [Mh], Sun- Sunday Monday Tuesday, . Kate .

what time kou nani au au ]= um.. well., see see] need.

NB05 - Sato

3 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. The rent. include a gas bill.
NQ 3. The rent by credit card.
NQ 4. Bank recommend.

NQ 5. House is language center . (Pardon?) ... (House is) House is language center.
3 6. Does. Is house nijyu 24-/hour/ shop?
1 7. What. Why?
NQ 8. That does house mm restaurant mm . next not home . restaurant.

NQ 9. Host father. is family . mm ... mm . (okay . host father) Host father is family . mm with.

1
10. What host father. mm . (Pardon?) Host father. is . with mm . (host father is what?). ( ) host father
what. live mm .

1 11. Host family mm children . mm what's?
1 12. Kate uh one day . mm ... mm (Kate in one day). what class take?
NQ 13. That language center is . computer room.
1 14. Does kitchen . kind of. facili- (err facilities) facilities?
NQ 15. /Micro/wave oven is flat.
1 16. Why? t

NQ
17. Kate, mm . appli- . application from for the . (scholarships) scholarships to the anniversary
university.

3 18. What mm . an appli- application form for the /scholarships/.

1
19. On Tuesday, mm what time . mm Kate . (Tuesday what time Kate) Kate . mm . flat ... (Mayuko.
Tuesday) Tuesday, what. (what) time Kate mm is what?

NB06 - Saki

4yn + 1 1. Could you tell me if house the rent in month?
NQ 2. It's include a gas bill.
NQ 3. It by credit card . err pay when pay.
NQ 4. Kate is recommend bank mm .

2
5. House where . language center uh err. House is house there near language center . when . isn't
there? f

no count 6. Nijyu uh Two . 24-/hours/ shop is . hou- house mm near house T (//)
4wh 7. What's . mm what is it? T

NQ
8. House . mm house near the restaurants . mm no uh . house . well well not restaurant mh . restaurant.

mm there . house is . the- mm there.
2 9. Host father. with family . is . uh. Host father . is . with family,. isn't it? T
3

10. What mm .what's. Where host father in . mh. What . mm what's where host father. live? (Dozo .

dozo f= go ahead],) What's where . host father . mm he lives?

3
11. Host mm . How many host father host family in . mm . /child/ . How many chi- children in host
family? T

3 12. Kate takes class . uh. How many Kate takes class? T
3 13. What computer room in language center? T
1 14. It kind of. facilities in kitchen? T
1 15. /Micro/wave oven in flat? t
3 16. Becau- mm. What it is? T
NQ 17. Kate . mm Kate is to the university in mm . it an ifmm an application from for the . /scholarships/.
3 18. What's not. mm ... What's When not /an/ application form /scholar-/ scholarships . mh .

1 19. Fri- mm . err. What time . she Kate in Tuesday? T
NB07 - Ai

3 1. How much . the rent?

NQ 2. The rent. mm . is include a gas bill.
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NQ 3. By credit card.
NQ 4. Kate mm . recommend recommend e- . recommend mm . bank.

NQ
5. Language center . language center . near e- . nan dakke [= what's that] e- . near jyanakute [= not
near J house ... mm nothing.

no count
6. There . etto . e-. There is uh chigau na [= no], 24-hour shop e- ... aru [= exist] . uh mm There is
There are . 24-hour shop mm . mm near house (//)

1 7. Why?

no count 8. There are no . restaurant mm . near house (//)

NQ
9. Host father mm wa mm . with family no live . etto . no . kazoku to isssyo ni sunnde inai [= doesn't
live with his familyJ ...

3 10. Where ... e- live . host father?

4yn + 3 11. Could you tell me etto . err . how many e- . how many . children mm host family?
NQ 12. Kate wa e-. take uh matte 1= wait! take a class . take a class .

4yn 13. Is there mh . computer room . in language center?

4yn + 1
14. What err . a kind of. facilities ah so-ka donnna [= what kind of] facility . etto. Could you tell me if

. uh if. if ah etto kind of facilities in kitchen?
3 15. Is there e-. e- . is . err iya . microwave oven in flat?
1 16. Why?
NQ 17. Kate mm ... send to the university e- an application . application form for the . scholar- scholarship.

3
18. Haven't you . are chigauka [= mh, no]. Haven't you . mm . etto o-bo yo-shi are chigauka [=
application form. Mh, no] mm . an applica- application mm application .

silence 19. ... Nanji nanji f= what time what time] ...

NB08 - Tomo

3 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. The rent is include a gas bill.
1 3. That is by credit card, okay? t
silence 4. ...

no count 5. There is a house mm . there is a house . near the . language center (//)

2 6. There is . 24-hour shop . is . near the home, mm . isn't it? T
1 7. Why?
2 8. There is a restaurant near the home, mm . isn't it? T
2 9. There is a host father. is ... living mh living with family, ... isn't he? T
3 10. Where lives in . host father?
3 11. How many children . mm ... is host family?
3

12. Is Kate mm ... What . what ... Jyugyo tte nannte iundesuka [= What do you call jyugyo]?
(Classes) Is Kate what classes ... uh. What. take classes?

4yn + 2 13. Could you tell me ifmm . language center in . computer room?
3 14. What kind of facilities . mm . facilities . in kitchen?

4yn 15. Microwave oven . err sorry etto. Could you tell me if. microwave oven . is flat?
silence 16. ...

4yn + 1
17. Could you tell me to ... Could you tell me to an application form for the . mh . s- (scholarships)
scholarships . is . to the university?

3
18. Haven't you mm ... haven't you ... mm haven't you o-bo yo-shi [= application form] . Haven't you
an application form for the scholarships?

3 19. What time . what time mean . flat. on . Tuesday?

NB09 - Nori

4wh 1. How much is the /rent/?

NQ 2. The in- rent in- inclu- mm ... (include) include an uh include an gas bill.
1 3. The rent use by credit card, okay? T
NQ 4. Kate recommend ...

2 5. House i- is language center,. isn't it?
2 6. House is . 24 four shop, isn't it?
skipped 7

6T 8. House i- isn't near restaurants, isn- is is it T . is it? T
2

9, Host father is . uh Host father live . together family . uh. Host family isn't uh. Host family don't live
family together family,. do he? T

3 10. Where live host fa- host father?
3 11. What's ... What kind of kids in host family?
1 12. Kate Kate takes . what mm ... mm one in one day ... studying class mm .

2 13. There there langua-. There is language center in computer room? T
3 14. What kind of kitchen in kind. What kind of facility in kitchen?

NQ
15. There is uh. There flat mh ... There flat. uh. There there there is microwave oven in flat. uh in the
flat.

skipped 16

2 17. Kate em sent for an application from for the scholarship to the /university/, isn't she? T
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6N 18. Haven't. haven't she mm . sent an application form for the scholarship to the /university/ yet? T
3 19. What. what time . mm Kate meet. in . flat its Tuesday?

NBIO-Mo

3 1. How how much is. How much the rent?
6C 2. Could you tell m if the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn + 1 3. Could you tell me if. use use a credit card?
4yn + 3 4. Could you tell me what bank recommend? ( ) Best bank? T
6T 5. There is a house near the language center, isn't there?
6T 6. There is . 24-hour shop uh there is twenty . 24-hour shop near near. the house, isn't there?
5wh 7. Why can I use 24-hour shop?
6T 8. There there is there is not. the restaurant near the house, is there? T
2 9. Host father is mm is not live with family, is he?
6C 10. Could you tell me where . where host father live in?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many children . host family has?
6C 12. Could you tell me how many classes Kate take?
4yn 13. Is there . language center in computer room?
4yn + 3 14. Could you tell me what kind of facilities in kitchen? T
4yn 15. Is is there microwave oven in flat?
5Nwh 16. Why can't can't 1. use microwave oven?

6C
17. Could you tell me . if Kate . Kate send an application form for the scho- scholarship to the
university?

6N 18. Haven't you haven't haven't you send it an application form for the scholarships?
3 19. What time . I meet you I meet you in flat on Tuesday?

UA01 - Saya

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Is it included a gas bill? T
6C 3. Could you tell me if I can I can pay by credit card?
4yn + 5wh 4. Which. Could you tell me which bank is . which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The language center isn't near your house, isn't it. is it?
6T 6. There are . a 24-hour shop, isn't it. isn't there?
6C 7. Could you tell me why I can't use . the 20-hour shop?
2 8. There there isn't a restaurant near your house, is it?
6T 9. The host father. err host fa- host faher is . doesn't live with his father, does he? T
6C 10. Could you tell me err where he live?
5wh 11. How many child do does he have?
4yn + 5wh 12. Could you tell me how many classes do you take a day?
4yn 13. Are there computer room at the language center?
4wh 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Are there a microwave oven? T
1 16. Why?
4yn 17. Do you. Did you err. Have you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you . err send send it out send it?
6C 19. The Tuesday, could you tell me what time . what time . I can see you at the host family's house?

UA02 - Tami

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is? T
4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Could you tell me err . I can mh uh excuse- sorry err. Can I . can 1 pay it by credit card? T
5wh + 4yn 4. Wha- What kind of bank do you recommend? T ( ) Could you tell me how to spell it? T
6T 5. I remember,. language center isn't near the house, is it? T
2

6. There are no uh. There there aren't 24-hours shop uh uh machigaeta [= I've made a mistake].
There are 24-hour shop in uh near my near the house, is it uh are mh . are there? T

1 7. Why? ( ) Really? T
6T 8. There aren't any restaurants near the house, are there?
6T 9. Host father isn't. uh. Host fa- host father doesn't live with the family,. does he? T
5wh 10. Where the host fami- host father live uh. Where where does . host father live? T
4wh 11. How many . how many children are there in host family? T
5wh 12. Kate, how . how much how many classes do you have in a day? T
4yn 13. Are there computer room in language center? T
5wh 14. What kind of fa- facilities . do you have in a kitchen? t
3 15. Do you have mic- microwave oven in the kitchen? T
1 16. Why not? T
3 17. By the way, did you . did you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't why haven't you do that? T
5wh 19. In Tuesday what time . can we meet in your fa- your house? T
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UA03 - Ken

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is . per month?
4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The house is um . um. The house isn't language cen- near the language center, is it?
6T 6. There is . a 24-hour shop, isn't there?
4yn + 4wh 7. Can you tell me why is that? T
6T 8. There isn't a restaurant err around the house, is there?
6T 9. The host father is . err the host father is not. living with the family, is he?
5wh 10. So, where err does the host father live?
4wh 11. How many children are there in the host in the family?
5wh 12. Kate, do you uh. How many classes do you take a day?
4yn 13. Is there any computer room in the language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of facilities erm is there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven? T
5Nwh 16. Oh, why we. Why can't we?
4yn 17. Kate, have you sent an application form for the scholarship . to the to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you? T
5wh 19. What time . err . what time do we meet on Tuesday . at the host family family's house?

UA04 - Yan

NQ 1. I'd like to ask you the how much the rent is.
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. May I pay for it by credit card? T
3 + 3 4. Do I have to open a bank account in London? T ( ) Do you know some good bank? T
6T 5.1 remember that mm . Your house your flat is not near the language center, isn't it. is it? T
2 6. There are some twenty-hou- four-hour shop near your house? t
1 7. The reason? T
2 8. There is there is no restaurant near your flat, isn't it? T
6T 9. Host father err host father doesn't live er with err his family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where err does host father live? T
4wh 11. How many err how many err are there err how many childrens are there err in his family? T
5wh 12. How many classes does Kate take a day? T
3 13. Does language cent- the the language center have computer room? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities err do you have in your kitchen? T
3 15. Do you have micro-. do you have a microwave oven? t
4yn 16. Is there something wrong with it? T
3 17. Kate, did you send an application form for the scholarships to the university? t
5Nwh + 5wh

18. Why mm did you didn't you send it for uh . didn't you uh. Why didn't you send it yet? T ( ) When
will you send it? t

5wh 19. Next Tuesday what time mm will we meet? T

UA05 - Yuta

6C 1. Could you tell me mm how much the rent is?
4yn 2. Is the rent including a gas a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay can I pay the rent by credit card? T

3 4. What what bank mm . err . what bank err. you recommend?

6T 5. The . the the house uh the. Your house err is uh isn't near the language center, is it? T
6T 6. 24 24-hour shop err isn't err near your house, is it?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. The restaurant isn't near your house, is it?
6T 9. You you you don't live err you don't live with host father, err don't you . uh do you?
5wh 10. Where where does the host father live?

5wh 11. How many children erm . sorry. Um, how many children does the host family has uh have?
5wh 12. How many classes err do you have . erm a day?

3
13. Does the language center uh sorry. Does the language center . have uh sorry. Does the language
center have a computer room? t

5wh 14. What kind of facilities . um . uh sorry um . uh okay. What kind of facilities does a kitchen have?
3 15. Does the kitchen er have a microwave microwave oven, too? t
1 16. Oh, why?
6T 17. You sent an application form for the scholarships to the university, err didn't you?
1 + 5Nwh 18. Oh, why? Why . err why did you . uh. Why why don't you err sent to the university?

5wh 19. What time mm do we meet mm at host family err host family's house on Tuesday?
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UA06 - Ru

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me how much the rent ofyour flat?
3 2. The rent uh. Is the rent inclu-. Do the. Does does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T
3 4. Do you have any recommendation about bank? T
6T 5. I think, there is err there is a flat near the language center, er isn't. there? T
6T 6. There is a 24-hour shop near the house, mm isn't there? T
5Nwh 7. Why why can't I use the 24-hour shop?
6T 8. There is no restaurant near the house, err is there? T
6T 9. The host father doesn't live with the family, . err does does he? T
5wh 10, Where does the host father live?
4wh 11. How many how many children err is there in of in the host family?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take in a day?
4yn 13. Is there computer room in the language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven? T
2 + 1 16. 1 can't use it? T ( ) Oh, why?
4yn 17. Have you have you err . sent an application form for the scholarships to the university . university? T
5Nwh 18. Why why why haven't you err sent sent the sent it yet?
5wh 19. When when can when .will When will I be able to see you err in Tuesday?

UA07 - Seigo

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Is the rent include a gas bill?
4yn 3. Can I use uh . uh sorry. Can I pay by credit card?
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. There is not. uh . err. House err. Your house isn't near the language center, is it? T
2 6. There are uh. There is mm 24-hour shop, isn't it? T Uh, near your house.
5Nwh 7. Why why can't I use err this shop at night?
6T 8. There are not restaurant near your house, err are are there? T

3
9. Is err Does your host father live . uh. Doesn't doesn't your host father live err . your family together,
err do does he? T

5wh 10. Where does your host father live?
5wh 11. How many children err does err uh does your host family has . uh have . does your host family have?
5wh 12. How many classes err does Kate take . a a day?
4yn 13. Are there any uh. Are are there compu- computer room in language center?
4wh 14. What kind of facilities . are there in . kitchen?

4yn 15, Are there /microwave/ oven oven?
1 16. Why not?
3 17. Did you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why why haven'- err. Why . did you er why didn't you send ?
5wh 19. What time err shall we shall we mm meet. in your house next Tuesday?

UA08 - Hiro

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay . it by credit card? f
5wh 4. Which which bank mm . do you recommend me? T ( ) Royal bank? T
6T 5. There mm . there is a house near the language center, err isn't there? T
6T 6. There . there is err. 24-hour shop near the house, isn't there? T
1 7. Why?
6T 8. There there isn't the restaurant near there, err is there? T
6T 9. Host father mm doesn't live with the family, err does he? T
5wh 10. Where where . mm where the where does the host father live?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many . children err the host family has?
5wh 12. How many classes mm do you . take . a day? T
6C 13. Could you tell me mm if there . is the computer room in language at language center?
4wh 14. What of. What kind of facilities err is there at the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is is there a microwave oven? T
1 16. Why not?
6C

17. Could you tell me mm if you . sent you sent an application form for the scholarship . uh to the
university?

6N 18. Haven't you sent it. yet? T
6C 19. Could you tell me what time . err I. meet you mm on Sunday? (On Tuesday?) Uh, yes, Tuesday.

UA09 - Nobu

3 1. How much does it the rent?
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3 2. Is this the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. can I. can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which the. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. Aren- aren't there the eh sorry. The house . is the house is near language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. There are 24-hour shop near your house, aren't there?
5Nwh 7. Why can I can't I use?
6N 8. Aren't there the restaurant near the house? T

6T
9. Host father . is uh no. Host father lives . mh mh sorry. The host father doesn't live with your family,
does he? t

5wh 10. Where is he living?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many children he has?
5wh 12. How many classes . do you take in a day?
4yn + 2 13. Are there uh no no. Could you tell me there are computer room in language center?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Are there a microwave oven in the kitchen? T
5Nwh 16. Why can't I use? T
3 17. Do you . do you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Why can't uh no. Why don't you send?

5wh
19. What time can I meet . you . this . Tuesday? Uh, no no. What what time can I meet you this
Tuesday?

UA10-Jo

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me the. Could you tell me how much the rent of the room?
4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I err can 1 pay the pay the cost by the my credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend?
6T 5. There are err language cent-. The house is in the . near by the language center, err isn't it?
6T 6. The and the 24-hour shop is near the house, isn't it?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. The restaurant is not. near the . the house, isn't is it?
6T + 2 9. Your host father is . not living with his family, err is he? ( ) He lives in alone? T
5wh 10. Where . does he live?

6C 11. Could you tell me host father err. how many children the host father have?

5wh 12. How many classes err does you have in a day?

4yn 13. The computer room . is err the. Is the computer room in the language center? T
6C 14. What kind of facilities uh. Could you tell me what kind of facilities . you have in your kitchen?
4yn 15. Is is microwave microwave oven in the in your kitchen? T
4wh 16. What's the reason?

4yn 17. Have you sent it to the university? T

3 + 5Nwh 18. What what happened to you? Why you Why haven't you send application for uh to the university?

6C
19. What the time err. Could you tell me the time what time . err can uh we can meet in the host family .

on Tuesday?

UB01 - Junko

3 1. What's the rent cost?

3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by the credit card credit card? T
3 4. What's bank do you recommend?

2
5. Your your house is /launched/ in near . Your house doesn't doesn't /launched/ . near the language
center, does it? T

2 6. There there is 20-hour shop near your house, isn't it?
1 7. Why?
2 8. There are any There there isn't any restaurants near your house, are they? T
6T 9. The host fa- host father. host father doesn't stay . with hi- with his family, does he? T

3 10. Where is host father lives?

5wh + 1 11. How many children does the host family . does the host have? ( ) Both girls? t
5wh 12. How many classes do you have . do you take?
4yn 13. Are there any computer room in language center? T
4wh 14. How mm. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Are there any . microwave oven in the kitchen? T
1 16. Why?

4yn
17. Do you . mm. Have you mh have you sent an application form application form for the scholarship
to the university . already? T
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3 18. Why you . didn't so? . Haven't.
5wh 19. What time can we meet. on Tuesday?
UB02 - Koara

4wh 1. How much the. How much is the rent?
3 2. Is it included the. Does does it include the gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit credit card?
5wh 4. What. mm . what bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The house is . the house is not near from the language center, isn't it. is it?
6T 6. There is . there is a 24-hour shop near near the house, isn't there?
1 7. Why? ( )
6T 8. There is there is. There isn't any restaurant near the house, is there?
6T 9. The host father . isn't mh. The host father doesn't live with the family, does he?
5wh 10. So, where does he live?
5wh 11. How many ki-. How many children does he have?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take?
4yn 13. Is there a computer room at language center?
5wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen? ( ) Anything else? t
3 15. Do you have microwave? T
1 16. Oh, why?
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the . university? T
1 18. Why?
5wh 19. On Tuesday what time can I meet you?

UB03 - Tomi

3 1. How much . the rent?

4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I use credit card? T
5wh 4. Which banks do you recommend?

6N
5. Isn't there lan- uh. Isn't there a house your house near language center? (No. Pa- pardon? Mo- ikkai
itte kureru t= Can you say that again]?) Isn't there your house near language center?

4yn 6. Is there twenty . 24-hour shop near your house? Uh, so- sorry. Is there a 24 shop near your house? T
5Nwh 7. Why cannot I use?
2 8. There is not. a- any restaurant near your house, isn't there? t
6T 9. Host father doesn't live with his mm family, doesn't he T . uh does he? T
5wh 10. Where does he live?

5wh 11. How many childrens . do host family have?
5wh 12. Kate, how many classes do you take in a day?
4yn 13. Is there computer room in language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of facilities mm . are there in kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven? t
5Nwh 16. Why cannot I use?
4yn 17. Have you send . an application form the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you send it?
5wh 19. Next Tuesday what time can 1 see you . in host family house? t

UB04 - Tana

6C 1. Could you tell me how much is the uh how much the rent is?
6C 2. Could you tell me ifmm the rent includes a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I err pay the money by credit card? T
6C 4. Could you tell me which mm which bank mm you re- mm you recommend? T
6T 5. I think, the . mm the house mm is not. the is not near the language center, is it? t
2 6. The 24-hour sho- err uh sorry. There is a 24-hour shop err is near the err house, isn't it? T
6C 7. Could you tell me why why err we can't use it?

2
8. There . there there are no restaurant uh sorry. There are not any restaurants near the house, aren't they
. there? T

6T 9.1 think, the host host father mm doesn't live with urn his family, err does does he? T
6C 10. Could you tell me where the host father lives? T
6C 11. Could you tell me how many kids mm the host fa- father has? f

4yn + 5wh
12. Could you tell me err how many classes do you do mm how many classes . do mm how many classes
do you have in a day? t

6C 13. Could you tell me if. mm if there is a computer room in the language center? T

4yn + 4wh + 1
14. Could you tell me err what kind of facilities err are there in the kitchen? T ( ) Only dish washer?
T

4yn + 3
15. Could you tell me if mm the micro uh. Could you tell me do you have a micro mm microwave
oven? T

1 16. Oh, why?
6C

17. Could you tell me if. mm you send the uh you send an application form err application form for the
scho- scholarships to the university?
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5Nwh 18. Why um why haven't you mm sent the sent it? T

4yn + 5wh
19. Could you tell me what what time um . what what time will we meet err at . mm at the err host
family's house? T

UB05 - Hana

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me if there is a. Could you tell me . does it uh does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you recommend for me?

6T
5. Could you tell me . oh no mm. I have a question um. There is a . there is a lan-. There is your house
. near the lan- language center, isn't it? T Uh. There isn't uh. Your house isn't near the language
center, is it? T

6T 6. There is a . 24-hour shop, is there T . uh isn't it T . isn't there? ?
5wh 7. Why mm . um I can't hear. Please one more. ( ) Why can can I use the . it at at the night? T
2 8. There is a. There isn't a restaurant near your house, isn't it t . uh is is it? T
6T 9. Host father. doesn't live with his family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where is. Where does the host family live?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many children they have?
6C 12. Could you tell me how many classes mm Kate have Kate takes . mm per a day? T
6C 13. Could you tell me if there is a computer room in the language center? T
4yn + 3 14. Could you tell me mm what fa- what kind of /facilities/. there is . there is there in the kitchen?
6C 15. Could you tell me if there . there is a microwave oven? T
5wh 16. Why can can we use it?

4yn + 6N
17. Will you send an application form for the scholarships to the university? t Uh sorry. Haven't you .

haven't you sen- send an applica-. Haven't you sent a application form for the scholarships to the
university? T

5Nwh 18. Oh, why why haven't you send it?

5wh
19. When can we meet next time . uh when can we meet on on Tuesday? What time will we meet on
Tuesday? T

UB06 - Riko

3 1. How much the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by the credit card? T
4yn + 5wh 4. Could you tell me mm where . mh . where the bank . mh . which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is there a house near language center, isn't it? T
4yn 6. Is there the 24-hour shop near the house, isn't it? T
3 7. Why we can't use at night?
1 8. Isn't there . a restaurant near. the house, is it? T
1 9. Does Doesn't host father live with their his family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where the host. Where does the host father live?
5wh 11. How many children . mm does host family have?
5wh 12. How many class do you . take a day? T
3 13. Does language center have computer room? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities does kitchen have?

4yn 15. Is there . o- microwave oven in the kitchen? T
5Nwh 16. Why can't we use micro oven range wave oven ?
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you send it yet?
5wh

19. Can ... mm. Next next Tuesday next Tuesday can I . mh what time can I meet Kate's host family .

uh can I meet you at host family's house? t

UB07 - Fuku

4wh 1. How much is the rent? T
3 2. The that rent include err. Does that rent include the gas bill? T
3 3. Can I. the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Kate, what do you recommend . err. What bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The language center is . not near. the house err language center is not near the house, is. it? T
6T 6. There is mm a 24-hour shop by near your near the house, err . is there . i- isn't it t . isn't there? T
3 7. Why . why I can't?

1 + 6T
8. Is there uh chigau [= no], Isn't there the restaurant near house, is there?? Chigau are nani
ittennda [= No, it's wrong]. There there isn't a restaurants near the house, is there? T

6T
9. The . host father . doesn't live together. their chigau /= no]. Host father doesn't live together with
their with his family, e-tio. does he? T

6C 10. Could you tell me host father where the host father lives?

6C + 6C
11. Could you tell me . err how many . children there are? Could you tell me how many children they
have?

5wh 12. Kate, err . how many classes do you take in a day take a day? T
4yn + 2 13. Could you tell me the . there is a computer room in the language center? ?
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6C 14. Could you tell me the what kind of facilities . there . are in the kitchen?
4yn + 2 15. Could you tell me you have the microwave oven oven?
3 16. Why I can't?
3

17. Kate, err . did you . chigau [= no] did you sent an . application form for the scholar /scholar/
scholarships to the university?

3 18. Why you haven't .why you haven't send it. send it?

4yn
19. Can I can I see you . chigau wa [= no]. Can . can I see you . mm chigau [= no] Can I see can I
see the host uh chigau . e . Kayo-bi ni nanji ni keito ni aeruka [= No. e . on Tuesday what time I can
see Kate] Can I see you in on . on . Tuesday err what time? T

UB08 - Nae

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is? T
6C 2. Could you tell me if the rent is uh rent includes a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? t
5wh 4. What what bank do you recommend? T
2 5. There mh . there isn't a lang- There isn't a flat near the language center, is it? T
2

6. There there are 24 shops near the flat. uh. There is a 24-/hour/ shop near the house, isn't it? T ( ) I
can't use it at night? t

1 7. Why?
2 8. There isn't a restaurant near the house, is is it?
6T 9. The host father doesn't live with his family, doesn't uh does he? T
6C 10. Where. Could you tell me where the host host father lives?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many children the host family have . has?
4yn + 3 12. Could you tell me how mu- how much classes you take a day?

6C
13. Could you tell me if the computer room is there uh there is a computer room in the language
center? T

5wh 14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen?
6C 15. Do. Could you tell me ifyou have a microwave oven? T
5Nwh 16. Why why you can't. Why can't you . use it?

6C + 3
17. I wonder if ifyou send an application form for the scholarships to the university. Do you Did you
send it? T

5Nwh 18. Why why why didn't you send it?
5wh 19. How . uh. What time will what time will I see you on Tuesday?

UB09 - Mama

4yn + 4wh 1. Could you tell me how much is the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a ga- gas bill? t
6C 3. Do you think that 1. do you think that 1 can pay it by mm I can pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which . bank do you recommend me to open a bank account?

6T
5. The re isn't err Your house isn't near language center, isn't it? T ( ) Uh, sorry. Your your house
isn't near isn't your uh. Your house isn't near language center, is it? T

6T 6. There is a 24-hour shop, isn't it T . uh isn't there? T
4yn 7. Could you tell me the reason why? T
6T 8. There there isn't a restaurant near the house, is there? T
6T 9. The host father the host father doesn't live with the family, do- does he? t
5wh 10. Where does the host father live?

4wh 11. How many childrens are there in the family?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take in a . in a day?
4yn 13. Is there a computer room in the language center? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities can I use in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven? T
1 16. Why?
3 17. Kate, do you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Why?
6C 19. When mm when do you think we can meet on Tuesday?

UB10 - Waka

4wh
1. Do you mh. How much how much money do you mm do you pay at. mh mh. How many . uh. How
much is the rent?

3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can 1 pay pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Whi- which bank . which bank do you recomen- recommend?
2 5. The house is not near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. There is an 24-hour shop near the house, isn't it? t
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There mm there isn't a /restaurant/ near the house, is it? T
6T 9. The host father. doesn't live with family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where where does he live?

3 11. How err how many how many children in the host family?
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5wh 12. Kate,. how . how many classes do you take in a day?
6C 13. Could you tell me . the uh if. a language center have a computer room?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. Do you have an microwave oven?
1 16. Oh, why?
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university?
1 18. Oh, you haven't. Why?
5wh 19. At Tuesday what time err what time . are we going to meet at at the house?

UBll-Yuya

4wh 1. How much is the mm rent?
3 2. It um. Is it includes a gas bill? f
4yn 3. Can I pay . mm the . a gas bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend? T
6N 5. Isn't err isn't it err uh chigau [= no]. Isn't there a language center near the house? T
6T 6. There is a 24-hour shops near the house, is isn't there? T
5Nwh 7. Why why can't. I use the 24-hours shop um at the night?
6T 8. There is a restaurant err near the house, isn't there? T
6T 9. Host father mm doesn't live . mm with the family, err. does she . does he? T

3 10. Where is the host father live? T

4wh 11. How many children . is there in the host family? T
5wh 12. Kate, did you take the ah chigau wa [= no]. Kate, how how many classes do you take mm in a day?
4yn 13. Is there a is there a computer room in the language center?
3 14. What kind of faculties in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven in the kitchen? T
5wh + 5Nwh 16. Why why can I use? T Why can't use err. Why why can't we use the microwave oven?

3
17. Kate, em did you . have you sent an /applici-/ application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

5Nwh
18. Why have you . why have you. Why haven't you send . a /application/ form for the scholarship to
the university?

5wh 19. How mm. What time can I err can I see you . mm at the host family's house in Tuesday?

UB12 - Kaji

6C 1. Could you tell me . how much the rent is?
3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill?
6C 3. Would you mind if I use uh if I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh + 4yn 4. Which which bank do you recommend? Could you tell me?
6T 5. There . there is . a house. There isn't a . your house near language center, err is there? T
6T 6. The 24-hour shop . is near your house,. isn't it?
5Nwh 7. Oh, why . mm why can't I use the 24-hour shop?
2 8. You. 1 think, you don't have the restaurant near your house, don't you. T
6T 9. The host father err . doesn't live with his family, does he?
5wh 10. Where the host uh. Where does host father live?

4wh 11. How many children do uh. How many children are there mm in host family?
5wh 12. Kate, err how many classes do you take a day one day?
3 13. Do you have computer room in language center? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen?
3 15. Do you have microwave oven in the kitchen? T
4wh 16. What's the matter with the microwave oven? T
3 17. Kate, err. did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T

5Nwh
18. Oh, you haven't? T Why . why haven't you sent. it err sent an application form for the scholarships
to the university?

5wh
19. What time . err . what time uh. Next next Tuesday what time err . can I meet you in host family's
house?

UB13 - Toby

1 1. How much the cost the cost of the rent for the rent? T
3 2. Does do . Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay for . it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you recommend me? T
6T 5. Is err is your house uh. Your house is not near the language center, is it. is it? t
6T 6. There . are any 24-hour shop, aren't there?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. There there aren't any restaurants near your house, . are there?
6T 9. Does my uh. My host father . don't doesn't live with family his family, does he?
5wh 10. Where does host father live?
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5wh
11. Does he uh. Does the host family have uh. How many how many children does the host family
have?

5wh 12. How many classes do you have in a day?
3 + 4yn 13. Does the language center have a computer room? T ( ) Can I use it? T
5wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities err will I have in the kitchen? ( ) Anything else? t
4yn 15. Is there err is there a microwave oven? T
1 16. Why?

4yn 17. Do you uh. Have you . have sent an application form for the scholarship to /the/ to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why not?
5wh 19. On Tuesday what time . err do we meet at host family's house?

UB14 - Go

4wh 1. How how much is the rent? T
3 2. Does the rent mm include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can 1 . pay . the bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Kate, which bank mm do you recommend?
6T 5. I think, the flat mm is not near the language center, is it? T
6T 6. 20-hour shop is near the flat, isn't it? T
NQ 7. Please tell me why I can't use it.
2 8. There isn't an restaurant near the flat, is it? T
6T 9. The host father doesn't live with . er his family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where . the host father. Where does the host father live?
5wh 11. How many mm children . does the host family have?
5wh 12. Kate, how many classes err do you take in err per day? f
4yn 13. Is there mm computer room in language center? T
3 14. What kind ofmm facilities . are mm in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there microwave oven in the kitchen?

NQ 16. Please tell me why I can't use it.
6T 17. Kate, err you send an application form for the scholarship to the university, err didn't you? T
3 18. Why you haven't?
5wh 19. On . Tuesday what time . e-tto. what time we mm can we meet. at your home? f

UB15 - Shin

3 1. How much the rent cost?

3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend to me?
6T 5. The house is not located near the language center, is it?
4yn 6. There is there is not any. There is not 24-hour shop near the house, . I remember. Is that right? T
skipped 7

6T 8. The house is not located near. near a restaurant, is it?
4yn 9. The host father is not live uh doesn't live with the family, maybe. Is it right? f
5wh 10. Where does the host father lives?
5wh 11. How many children does the host family have?
5wh 12. How many classes does mm does you uh do you take in a day?
3 13. Does the language center has a computer room? T
5wh 14. What kind of facility does it have?
2 15. There is a microwave oven in the kitchen? T
3 16. Why,. why we I can't use it?
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form from for scholarship to the university? T
3 18. What wrong with you?
4wh + 3 19. What time is convenient for . ? Err uh sorry ... What can time can I /meet/ you in uh on Tuesday?

UB16 - Hide

3 1. How much the rent mm per per month?
3 2. Does the does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I . mm can I pay the rent by credit card? T
NQ 4. Please recommend me err where what bank is what bank is good for me.
2 5. Kate, err your your home is not. Your home is near nearby the language center, is it? T
2 6. Your home mm . um. There is a there is a 24-hour hour shop nearby your house, isn't it? T
no count 7. So, why err why can't we err why can't we use the 24-hour shop?
2 8. Kate, there is there is no restaurant by . nearby your house, err isn't it?

6T
9. The host father err the host father err live . err don't sorry. The host father doesn't live in err live live
with his families err his family, does he? T

3 10. Kate, um . where is err . err . where's. Where host father live in?

4wh 11. How many childrens err . uh in . uh sorry. In host family err how many childrens . are there?
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5wh 12. Kate, um how many classes do you have err. in a day?
4yn 13. There is err. Are there . are there computer rooms in the language center? T
3 14. What kind of err fa-. facilities in your kitchen?
3 15. Do you have microwave oven? T
5Nwh 16. Why um why can't we use it?

3
17. Kate, mm do you sent um did di- di- you sent an application from for the scholarship to the
university? f

5Nwh
18. Why um . why didn't erm. Why haven't. why haven't . haven't you sent the err . why haven't you
sent an application?

5wh 19. Kate,. on Tuesday what time . err can we . can we meet?

UB17 - Taka

3 1. How how much the . rent is? T
4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay that by credit card? T
3 4. Do you have . err do you have recommend . about a bank . in London?
6T 5. Maybe, the house is near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. There is a 24-hour shop near the house, isn't it?
5Nwh 7. Why can. Why can't 1 use?
2 8. There is no restaurants err around the house, err isn't it?
6T 9. Host father . doesn't live with family, does he? t
5wh 10. Where . where he live? Where does he live?

3 11. How many childrens the host family have?

3 12. How many classes mm . how many classes Kate took per Kate take per a day? T
4yn 13. Is there a computer room in the language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven? T
1 16. Why? T
4yn 17. Kate, err . have you sent have you submit an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why why haven't you . why haven't you submitted it?
5wh 19. What time err . what time can we see err in the at the your house on the Tuesday?

UB18-Jin

4wh 1. Does the rent in- err. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
6C 4. Could you tell me mm uh no no no. What is the . uh what is the bank you recommend?

2
5. There is err uh no no no . mm there is a. There is not language language center near your house, isn't
it. isn't it? T

2 6. There is a 40-hour shop, isn't it? T Uh, no no. There is a 40-hour shop near your house, isn't it?
1 7. Oh, why not?
2 8. There is a. There is not any restaurants mm near the house, isn't it? T

6T
9. The host host father lives with your family, err does't it? Uh no no no no no err. Host father live lives
with your family, no no? No, I'm sorry. Host father doesn't live /your/ live with your family, does it.
uh does he?

5wh + 4yn 10. Where does he live? () Could you tell me the spell?
5wh 11. How /many/ how many children does host family have?
5wh 12. By the way, how many classes do you have a day?
4yn

13. Does your language cen- uh no no no no no. Is there any lan - is there any computer computer rooms
in your language center? T

5wh +1+3
14. What kind of facilities do you have in the kitchen? ( ) Any other? T Any other facilities do you
have? T

3 15. Do you have microwave oven oven? T
5Nwh 16. Oh, why can't why can't we?
4yn 17. By the way, di- have you sent err a application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. What time can you mh can we meet at your host family's home? T

UB19 - Mat

NQ I. I want to know how much . how much the rent it is.
3 2. Does the cost uh. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend? T
2 5. There isn't. the flat near the language cen- center, isn't it? T
2 6. There is a 24-hour shop near the house, isn't it?
5Nwh 7. Why can't I use the shop?
2 8. There isn't a restaurant near the house flat, is it?
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6T 9. The host father lives with . mh your family, . mh mm doesn't it. doesn't he?
5wh 10. Where does . where does he live?
5wh 11. How many children does the host family have?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take?
4yn 13. Is there a computer room in in the language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there a microwave oven in the kitchen? T
5Nwh 16. Why can't we use it?
4yn 17. Have you sent. an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you sent it?
5wh 19. Next Tuesday mm what time can I mm see you in host family?

UB20 - Moto

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is? t
2 2. It's including a . a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can it be be paid by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5.1 think that. Your house is- isn't err near the language center, is it?
4yn 6. Is there any 24-hour shop near your house? T
I 7. Why? T
2 8. I think, there isn't any restaurant near your house, is it?
NQ 9. Please tell err ifyour fa- in if your host father live lives with you or not.
5wh 10. Where is he living now?
4wh 11. How many children are there in your host family?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take in a day, Kate?
4yn 13. Is there any computer rooms err in the language center? T
NQ 14. Please tell me if there is any kind of facilities in the kitchen.
3 15. Do you have microwave oven? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Did you send an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
1 18. But, why?
5wh 19. When can we meet at your . home err Tuesday?
UC01 - Seto

4yn + 4wh 1. Could you tell me the how much is the rent of host families?
4yn 2. This this rent. err. Is this rent including . a a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay . err can I pay the rent by credit card? T
4yn + 5wh 4. Could you tell me which which bank do you recommend? T
2 + 2 5. Our flat is not near . the language center? T ( ) It's close to our flat? T
3 6. Do we have . do we have 24-hour shop close to our flat? T
1 + 4yn 7. Why? ( ) Can I. can I use this shop in daytime? t
4yn 8. Is there any restaurants . mm close near the flat? T
3 9. Your host father mm . mm. Do your. Does your host father lives . with his family? T
5wh + 2 10. Where does he live now? () He is business? T
5wh + 3 11. How many children does he have? ( ) How old they are they?
5wh 12. How many classes are you taking in one day?
3 13. Does does the language center have computer room? T

4yn + 4wh + 1
14. Can I ask some questions about the flat? ( ) What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen? ( )
And? T

4yn 15. Are there microwave oven? T
1 + 4yn 16. Oh, why? ( ) Okay, this weekend. So, can I use a new microwave oven? T
4yn 17. Have you sent. an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
! 18. Why?
5wh 19. Kate, mm . can mm. What time can I see you on Tuesday in the flat?

UC02 - Keiko

3 1. How much the rent?

3 2. The rent uh. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay for that by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend? T
6T 5. The . language center isn't near your house, is it? T
1 +6T 6. How about 24-hour shop? 24-hour shop . is near your house, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. Near your house, err there are there are not any restaurants, aren't there? T
6T 9. Host father doesn't live with his family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where does he live? t
4wh 11. How many families are there in the host family?
5wh 12. Kate, um how many classes do you take a one day?
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3 13. Does the language center has a computer room? T
5wh 14. What kind of facilities does the kitchen have?
3 15. Does it have microwave oven? T
2 + 1 + 4yn 16. I can't use it? T Why? f Is it broken? T
3 17. Kate, did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
4wh 18. Not yet? T What what is the reason for that? t
5wh 19. When . can I. meet you at host family's house on /twen/ Tuesday?

UC03 - Mi

NQ 1. Please tell me how how much the rent is.
3 2. Do. Does the does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can 1. can I pay the rent mm the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What. what bank do you recommend me? T
2 5. Maybe, the the house . mm isn't nearby the language center, isn't it? T
1 6. And the . 24-hour shop nearby the house, isn't it? T
1 7. Why?
4yn 8. Is . is there a . restaurant near the house, isn't it? T
2 9. The host mm host father . doesn't live with with their family, doesn't he? T
5wh 10. Where where where does the host fa- host father live now?
4wh 11. How many child are are there in err in a host family? t
5wh 12. How many classes do do you take . a day? T
4yn 13. Is there a lan- uh computer room in language center? t
3 14. What kind what kind of facility in the in in the kitchen?
4yn 15. Is there a . a mic- microwave microwave oven? T
1 16. Why?
4yn 17. Did. Have you . have you sent an an appli- application from for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Oh, why why haven- haven't you . why haven't you?
5wh 19. What time err can I. can I meet you mm on on Tuesday? T
UC04 - Rose

NQ 1. I'd like to know the rent of the room.

4yn 2. Is the rent including a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? t
4wh 4. Where is the good bank for me?

6T + 5wh
5. Your host family house is near uh isn't near language center, is it? ( ) Well, how long does it take
from language center to house by bus?

6T 6. 24-hour shop is near your house, isn't it?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. There aren't any restaurants near your house, are there?
6T 9.1 think, host father doesn't live with the family, does he?
5wh + 3 10. So, where does he live? () Does he sometimes come back to London? T
4wh + 1 11. How many children are there in the host family? ( ) Girl or boy?
5wh 12. How much classes do you take a day?
4yn 13. Is the computer room mm in language center? T
4wh + 1 14. What kind of facilities are there in the kitchen? () Anything else? T
2 15. In the flat, there is a microwave oven, right? T
4yn 16. Is it broken? T
3 17. Kate, mm did you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university?
1+3 18. Why? Did you forget? T
5wh 19. What time can I meet you on Tuesday?

UC05 - Sae

3 1. How . how much the rent is?
3 2. The rent. mm . mm. Does does the rent include a gas bill? T
3 3. Can I mm . mm urn . urn (mhm)... mm . (can I). mm Can I use by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank mm are you do you recommend? T
6T 5. The the house is . is is not near the language center, is it? T
2 6. Near near the house there is 24-hour shop, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There there is There isn't restaurant near the house, is it? t
2 9. Ho- host father is is mh isn't live with the family, is it? T
3 10. Where the host father live in?

3 11. How many child in the host family?
5wh 12. Kate, how how many classes do you take in a (mhm a day?)?

4yn 13. In in the language center, mm is is mm . mh . etto urn . is is there computer room? T
3 14. What kind of fa- facilities in the kitchen?
3 15. In . err ... mm. In the flat flat err do you have microwave oven? T
1 16. Oh, why?
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3 17. Do mm no. Did did you sent to mh sent an /application/ form for the scholarship to the university?
1 18. Why why?
5wh 19. When when um can can I meet you at the flat? t

UC06 - Miki

3 1. How much . the rent the . flat?
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What. do you re-. What bank do you recommend?
6N 5. Is the language center. Isn't a language center near the flat, isn't is it? T
4yn 6. Is there 24-hour shop near the house? T
1 7. Oh, why?
6N 8. Isn't there any restaurants near the house? T

6N + 3
9. Doesn'- doesn't . host father live with . his family together? ( ) Oh, sorry. Once more please err.
Why I can't use 24-hour shop at night?

3 10. Where the host family lives?

3 11. How many children the host father has?

5wh 12. How many classes do you take a day?
4yn 13. Is there a computer room at language center?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there microwave oven . at flat? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Kate, did you sent an /application/ form for the scholarship to the university?
1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. What time . can I meet you on Tuesday?

UC07 - Kiko

5wh 1. How much does it cost for the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T
3 4. What kind of bank mm . is good for me?
2 5. There isn't a. There isn't your house near the language center, is it? T
2 6. There is there is a 24-hour shop near the house, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There is There isn't a mm restaurant near the house, is it? T
2 9. Host father host father mm . host father doesn't live with his family, does it? T
5wh 10. Where does the host father live?
4wh 11. How how many childrens are there in the host family? T
5wh 12. How and how many classes mm do you take in . in one day? T
4yn 13. Is there computer room in the language center? T
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there is there a microwave oven in the kitchen? T
1 16. Oh, why?
3 17. Did you mm did you sent an /application/ form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Why mm why didn't you send the form to the university?
5wh 19. What time mm what time can I meet you mm next. next mm Tuesday?

UC08 - Taro

3 1. How much the rent is?

3 2. Does it include . a gas bill? t
4yn 3. Can I can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T + 4wh 5. The flat is far from language center, wasn't it? T ( ) How far was it?
4yn 6. I remembered, . is there /24-hour/ shop around near the flat, doesn't it? T
1 7. Why?

1 +3
8. Is there . is. sorry. Wasn't there restaurant near your house, was there . was there? T ( ) When . /24/-
hour shop close and . when you want to something?

1 9. Doesn't host father live with your family, does he? T
5wh + 3 + 3 10. Where he live does he live? ( ) Do you meet him often? T ( ) Do you want to meet him? T
5wh + 1 11. How many children does the host family have? ( ) Two boys? T
5wh 12. Kate, how many classes do you take a day?

3 + 6C + 3 + 5wh
+ 3

13. Does language center have computer room? T () Can you use computer room when you like? t (
) Do you use it often? T ( ) What do you do in the computer room? ( ) Do you do you use
Internet? T

5wh + 2 14. What kind of facilities do you have in kitchen? ( ) That's all? T
3 15. Do you have microwave oven? T
1 +3 16. Why? ( ) What happened to microwave oven?
3 17. Do you send do you send it to the university? T
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3 + 5wh 18. Oh, why you didn't didn't send it? ( ) You said busy. What do you have to do? T
5wh 19. On Thursday what time can I meet you? (on Tuesday?) On Tuesday.

UC09 - Jiro

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does . that rent include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank will you recommend for me to open?
6T 5. The house is is not near the language center, is is it?
6T 6. There are 24-hour shop near the house, are aren't there? T
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. There aren't any restaurant near the house, are there? T
6T 9. The host father doesn't live with the family, does he? T
5wh 10. Where does he err does the host father live?
5wh 11. How many children does err do- err the host family have?
5wh 12. How many class do you take for a day?
4yn 13. Are there computer roo- are there a computer. Is there a computer room in language center? T
3 14. What kind of facility in the kitchen in your house?
4yn 15. Is there a microwave ove- oven oven? T
6C 16. Can I ask the reason why I can't used it? T
6C 17. Could you tell me whether you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
4yn 18. Could you tell me the reason why?
5wh 19. What time can I see you on Tuesday at the host family's house?

UC10 - Goro

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it include a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay /it/ by credit card? T
3 + 4yn + 3 4. Do we need to open a bank account? T ( ) Can you recommend where is okay where is good?
2 5. Maybe, . the house is not near the nearby the language center, isn't it? t
2 + 3 6. There is a 24-hour shop around the house, isn't it? T ( ) Really? T So, when we use it?
5Nwh 7. Why why can't can't can't I use it?
2 8. There is no restaurants near the house, err. isn't there?

6T 9. Does your host does your host father of sorry. Your host father doesn't live with his family, does he?

5wh 10. Where does he live?

5wh 11. How many childrens does host family have?
5wh 12. How many classes do you take in a day?
4yn 13. Is there a computer room in the language center? T
4wh 14. What kind of fa- facilities are there in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is . is microwave oven in the kitchen . in the flat? T
1 16. Really?! Why not?
4yn 17. Have you have you sent an appli- application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why . why haven't you send it?
5wh 19. On Tuesday what time will we . what time will I be able to meet you at the flat? T

UC11 - Dan

3 1. How much the rent per month? T
4yn 2. Is the gas bill included? T
4yn 3. Can we pay by Can we pay this rent by credit card? T
3 4. Do you have any recommendation? Umm um, I mean any banks.

6T
5. Is there err is there um. The house is located err near the language center cen- language center, isn't
it?!

4yn 6. Is there any err 24-hours shop near to the house? !
1 7. What! . Why?
4yn 8. Is there any restaurant near to the house? !

4yn
9. Is there err the . Host father is living with. 1 think, host the host father father is not living with his
family. Is is it right? !

3 10. When. Where the host father live in?

3 11. How many children does the host family?
5wh

12. Kate, uh this is the err uh I'm sorry err. Kate, err . how how many how many lectures do you take in
per one day? !

3 13. Do the language cen- do. Does the language center have any computer room? !
5wh 14. What kind of facilities do err does the . does the house have?
3 15. Do you have um any microwave oven in the flat? !
3 + 2 16. What happened that microwave? ( ) You broke? !
4yn 17. Kate, have you already sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? !
1 18. Why?
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5wh 19. In the next Tue- next Tuesday what time can we meet you er in the flat?

UC12 - Yo

4wh 1. How much is the rent?

4yn 2. Is it including a gas bill? T
4yn 3. Can can I pay by credit card?
5wh 4 Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5.11 remember that I. e-tto sorry e-tto. Is there is there a house near the language center, isn- isn't it?
4yn 6.1 remember. Is there a 24-hour shop near the house, is it?
1 7. Why?
6N 8. Is there. Isn't there a . restaurant near home?
3 9 Does does host father live with his family?
5wh 10. Where does he live?
3 11. How much. How many does host family have . err child- children?

1 + 3 + 5wh
12. How about Kate? E-tto. Does she . take the class in a week? Uh sorry, in a week. How many
classes do you take in a day?

3 13. How many computer room in the language center?
3 14. What kind of facilities in the kitchen?

4yn 15. Is there any microwave oven oven? f
1 16. Why?
3 17. Did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why . do. Why didn't you sen- send . /an/ application form for the scholarship?
5wh 19. When mh when can I meet you at Tuesday?
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Spot the difference

NA01 - Omi

3 1. What. what time your. friends . mm come coming?
3

2. She . i- Tokuni tie err nante iun desuka [= What do you call tokuni]? (Especially) Especially . she
does she like . mh . what's does she like sports?

3 3. He he can't eat. Why he can't eat cake?
3 4. How much err. How much this hat?
3 5. Why he haven't bought ski?
4yn + 1 1. Could could you tell me ifmm . e-tto apple . on the . TV?
4yn + 2 2. He ... Could could you tell me he mm if he wearing tto green jeans?
4wh 3. What color is . thi- this jeans?
4yn + 2 4. How mm she. Could you tell me if she wearing /ora-/ n-tto . /orange/ pendant?
4wh 5. What color is pendant?
4yn + 2 6. Could you . tell me if. mm there are . cat is on on the sofa?
6C 7. Could could you tell me if. err two glass is on the table?
3 8. What. what time . err. your clock mm?

3
What does . does . the . man mm . shiteru tte nan daro [= What do they call "shiteru" in English],
What does . mm . What she . she was mh . what she she . she is doing?

2 1. In in your picture, he is wearing blue jeans? T
2 2. In your picture, she is . she has she has yellow n-tto . yellow pendant, isn't it? T
6T 3. In your picture, mm . in your picture, she . your clock is nine . nine o'clock, is isn't it?

NA02 - Eri

3 1. What time . mm come here at o- at o'clock? T
3 2. What's kind ofmm like sports /especially/? T
3 3. Why . mm can't. eat cake? T
3 4. How much mm . mm . hat?

6N + 5Nwh
5. Haven't. haven't sh- she. Haven't he mm bought it? T ( ) Why can't we . Why can't he bought
ski? T

NO 1. There is a picture mm . mm a sofa mm .

2 2. Door is closed? T
NO 3. There is a picture mm . desk is mm there is . err desk is two two glasses.
3 4. What time mm . what time o'clock?
1 +NQ 5. Boy's . mm mm . zubon [= pantsj zubon. Zubon is what's mean? (Pants.) Pants is green.
3 6. What color. mm what color pants?
NO 7. There is a sofa siding . telephone.
2 8. Yukidaruma [= snowman/ is what mean? T

* 3 + 2
Does ... Does . does she watching TV? T ( ) She is mm . earring jya nakute [= no] necklace . what
color?

* 3 Do you have a newspaper? f
* 6C Could you tell me . if. mm . she is . glasses (yes) uh wearing glasses?
* 1

Could you tell me . mm . mm . if. Could you tell me ifmm ... hito desuyone [= about people]? ...

Could you tell me . ifmm . terebi f= television/ . mm . on the terebi . uh .

* NO 1. In your picture, mm . snowman . is . mm . (snowman is) snowman is ... mm
* 2 2. In your picture, mm . the boy is mm blue pants, isn't it?
* 6T 3. Hour is nine o'clock, isn't it?

NA03 - Yuko

3 1. She friends mm . come . come here . uh. What time . she's friends come here?
3 2. What's like sports . mh . mh /especially/?
3 3. She . she. Why she . can't eat cake?
4yn + 1 4. Is there . a hat? ( ) How much mm . in your picture?
3 5. He mh. Why . he . haven't bought s- skis?
3 1. Do- sitting a boy mm . wearing . mh pants?
3 2. What color ofwearing pants?
1 3. On the sofa mm . wearing a . Mrs. what color of wearing necklace?
NO 4. On the table . mm . uh . mh cake on the table.
3 5. What mm . what mm . mm mm . dog doing?
NO 6. He . he near the small table . on the two glass.
NO 7. T- television on the . one apple.
2 8. Clock is what time?

* 1 Could you tell me . mm . mm. Could you tell me mm . open the door?
* 1 Could you tell me . two mh . seeing . two snowman?
* 2 1. In your picture, mm . mm there . there is . a cat on the sofa mm mh . mh on the sofa, . is it?
♦ no count

2. In your picture, ... mm . seeing ... mh mh. In your picture, . window . two snowman . is uh are two
snowmans (//)
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* 2
3. In your picture, mm . in your picture, . is . uh In your picture, boy is . wearing . a pants . color of blue,
isn't it?

NA04 - Sue

4yn + 3
1. Could you tell me how many uh how many time how many time come here at o'clock mm to my
friend?

3 2. Wha- what. what do you like sports?
4yn 3. Can can you eat cake cake?
3 4. How . how much mm . i- How much a hat?

3
5. Do you . have uh. What what. do you have bought skis because . bought skis? What... mm what
what

6C 1. Could could you tell me if. there are uh if there are . mm . present in room?
3 2. How much present?
NO 3. There is mm . app- apple . there there is an apple apple apple on the TV.
3 4. How many people in room?
3 5. Is this two . two woman?

NO 6. Gir- girl and woman.
NO 7. Wo- woman is wearing . necklace.
3 8. What what. um wearing necklace a neckelace?

* 3
Do do ... Do you have . a . mm kore wa shimbun [= This is newspaper]'. /Written/ nantoka [=
something] paper shimbun mm . paper mm . in . paper?

* 3 What. does she ... does does . what does . she . what what. does she doing?
* 6C Coul- could you tell me if. there there is cat on the sofa?
* 2 1. In your picture,. the- there . there isn't tto apple . on the TV,. is it. is it. is it?
* 6T 2. In your picture,. there . are uh . there are he . he he's wearing ... blue pants, ... isn't he?
* 2 3. There are . cat. on . the sofa, isn't isn't. it. isn't it?

NA05 - Tsuta

1 1. Clock n-tto clock time e-. In . in your picture . clock . time?

1
2. Do you e- (kono [= this]) wakarimasen itteru koto jitai ga [= I don't understand what has been
asked to do/you have saidJ.

silence 3. ... Wakaranai desu . e- wakaranai desu ] - I don 7 knowJ.
i 4. Ha- ha-. /hat/. how much?
silence 5. Wakaranai [= I don't know].
3 1. How many people . how many people . th- they they are in your picture?
3 2. Are they . a are they one . are. Are ... etto wakannaku nattyatta [= I've got confused]

3

3. Boy boy . bo-. uh What color. Wakanai [= I don 7 know], What color . color. boys what clor. mm
Wakarimasen [= I don 7 know], (E-tto mo-hitotsu kurai kiitemiyo-ka [= Can you ask one more
question]?) Sono desune tango wa wakarun desu kedo, sono kikikata ga wakaranain desu [= Well, I
know English words, but I don 7 know how to form questions.] (Kikikata ga /- How to form
questions].) Tango o ikko ikko iu nara [= I can say word by word], (Wakarundesukedone [= You
can, can 7 you]?) Sono tango tto tango o tsunageru no ga wakarani [= I don 7 know how to connect
those words to form a question.] (Mo- ikko kurai dou [= Can you ask one more question]?)

4yn 4. Are are e-tto are they two glass . two? T

* 1

Do . e Do . wakarimasen [= I don't know], (Gambatte [= Try harder/Cheer up].) E- 'does' ka 'do' tte
wakannain desu kedo [= I don 7 know how to form a question with 'does' or ' do']. (Gimonbun
gimonbun [= interrogatives intterogatives].) Ano zenbu yattano ga gocchani natteirun desuyo [=
Well, in my mind what I've learned has been mixed up] (A- sonan da [= Oh, 1 understand what
you've said].) Isn't he toka ]= For example, isn't he? 1

* 3 How how many e nani snowman . how many snow- how many snowman they are . in your picture?
* 3

Is there mm ... Is mh is there . e- nani one one chigau [= no] . cat e- wakaranai [= I don 7 know]. Is
there is there . how many how many ...

* 3
... What. nanda ... mother e- nanka mother mother . e What o tsukatte desu ne (Hai) ... mother is
Wakannai desu ]= I don't know]. What.

* 6C
Could you tell me mm ... Could you e- could you tell me if. grandmother . grandmother nanoka dareka
wakaranai desu kedo [= not sure ifshe is grandmother or not], (Daijyobu daijyobu [= right right].)
grandmother is wearing . e wearing necklace necklace?

* 1
Could you e-tto . could you tell me what. could you tell me what. e-tto hair type of. of. hair ty- uh.
Could you tell me . e- nandakke what what hair style hair style is e-tto . father?

* NO Could you tell me . could you tell me what... could you tell me what. e nanda [= what] . e-
* NO 1. Present present box . n-tto ha- f inaudible] is present box is flo-. in mh . arimasu [= exist]
* NO 2. Dog . dog . dog . mm dog is stan- a. wakaranai desu [= I don 7 know].
* NQ

3. Father . father. e- . father. e- Motteru ga wakannai [= I don 7 know a wordfor 'hold']. Father
nanda newspaper father ga newspaper o motteru ]= is holding].

NA06 - Toyo

3 1. What. what time e- your friends . will . come here?
3 2. What's uh what's . mm what's ah chigau ]= no]. Are their like sports . especially?
5wh 3. Why why mm . why can . can you eat cake? t
3 4. How much em do . do it mm do it hat?
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4yn + 5wh
5. Have you . bought. skis . skis? Uh so-ka so-ka [= I've got it], E-tto. Do you . mm. Why do you .

buy skis?

4yn + 3
1. Can you uh . can you tell can you tell if mm sorry. Can you tell me what's of color mm . em . em she
necklace?

4yn + 1
2. Can you tell me . is mh if. Can you tell me if err . mm. Can you tell me if err snowman e- over the
window? T

4yn + 1 3. Can you tell me if. open the door? T
4yn + 3 4. Can you tell me what's of color e- . what em color boy's . mm pants boy's pants? T
4yn 5. Is there . is there . wine glass on the table?

3
6. Wine glass mm. Is wine gla- mm mh . nanko dakara [— I should ask how many...] What. How
many . wine glass on the table?

4yn + 1
7. There is mm sorry e-. Could you tell me . if. Could you tell me what mm . what do . uh sorry, um e-
tto . what mm. Could you tell me . if. are [=mh] uh sorry. One more . mm

3 8. Is there e- . is there mm . te- television on . on the apple?
* 3 Do uh do . do. Does does dog . does dog . eat. cake? T
+ 3 Does mm does cat sleep sofa? T
* 4yn 1. In your picture, em is there . is there apple . in television, isn't it? T
♦ 3

2. In your picture, e- . does . does dog . does dog . cakes mm does dog eat. cake on the table, . doesn't
it? T

* 4yn 3. In your picture, e- . is . mh is . is boy . uh is boy's pants . color of blue, . isn't. isn't it?

NA07 - Yaya

NQ 1. Friend . friend is coming .

3 2. Do do you like sports?
3 3. What eat what. can't eat ke-ki [= cake]l
3 4. How many /hat/. hat is? (Pardon?) How many. How much is hat?
3 5. Ski. bought. Do you bought skis?
3 1. Window snow snow. Are are there is window . two sno-. snowman?
4yn 2. Are are there . dog . dog on the table?
3 3. Are . are . there picure is . four four people?
4yn 4. Are there on . two glasses on the table?
3 5. Wha- what is three three times?

3
6. Are there on TV on the app-. Is there of the TV . on the TV uh on the TV (on the TV) app- apple
apple?

NO 7. Door . o-. Door is open.
NO 8. Windows w- w-. moon moon.

* 1 Could you tell me . if. if chair . chair. Could you tell me if. ear . orange . orange earri-
3 Could you tell me (could you tell me) what color color of. color is mm what color of. color is wearing?

* 3 Do you have . linaudiblel. (Do you have?) Do you have . de- denwa [= telephoneJ . te- te- telephone?
* 3 Do you have . (do you have?).
* no count 1. In your picture,. flo-. mm . no apple on the TV (//)
* NO 2. In your picture, sofa on the . cat...
* no count 3. In your picture, . ta- table on the two glasses (II)

NA08 - Maya

NQ 1. My friends will come here at hunyara o'clock.
NQ 2. They like especially nantoka.
NQ 3. I can't eat cake because . hunyarara-.
4wh 4. This /hat/ . how much? Uh. How much is this . /hat/?

NQ 5. I haven't bought skis because . hunyarara.

4yn + 2
1. Could you tell me there is . is there . there is . there . woman . no . mini tsuketeru [= is wearing]
necklace . no color necklace color . necklace color?

NQ 2. Boy . this boy no . pants color.
NQ 3. Window no sotoni [= outsideJ snow snow-daruma f= figure].
1 4. Two? T
NO 5. Jya f= Then], one.
4yn 6. Is there glass on the table . two glass on the table?
NQ 7. Apple on the terebi [= television].
4wh 8. What time is it?

* 3 Do you like apple?
* 3 Does he . Wakannai desu ]= I don't know], (N hai)... (Does he) Does he . does he read
* 1 1. Could you tell me ... Wakannai desu f= I don't know].

NB01 - Rika

2 1. Friends ... come . here . what time?
3 2. What. like sports . especially?
3 3. Why . why can't ea-. why can't eat cake?
1 4. What is . err. How many . mh chigau [=no/. What. doru [= dollars] ?
4yn 5. Have have . you bought ski ski /skis/ . skis? Wakannai / I don't know].
4wh 1. How many how many snowman . are there . are there . the window?
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6C
2. Could you tell me ... uh Dameda [= I can't make it], ... Could you tell me mm . if dog . is . eating
ke-ki f= cake]] Eating.

4wh 3. How many cat. are there . are there a sofa on the . on the sofa?
4yn 4. The woman . mh. Is . there . the woman?
NQ 5. The man mm . sitting sofa . newspaper reading.
4wh 6. What time is it now?
NQ 7. Terebi f= televisionI on the . on the apple.
NQ 8. Curly hair the woman . wearing glasses.

* 3 Could you tell me ... what. color. of the zubon [= pants] ... ?
* 1 Could you tell me . could you tell me . what... what... what ... if. Could you tell me ...?
* 3 Do you know . do you do you . know . the . do you know . the . do you know the ...?
* silence

* 1
1. In your picture, ... isn't. isn't. the snowman ... mh In your picture,. uh in your picture,. in your
picture

* 1 2. In your picture, isn't. isn't. isn't isn't on the terebi f= television], . is it?
* 6T 3. In you picture ... In your picture, it is the nine o'clock . in your picture, it is the nine o'clock, isn't it?

NB02 - Kako

6C + 3 1. Could you tell me what time . my friends will come here? ( ) What it mean?
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me . the woman . like sports especially what's etto . what she . like sports especially?
4yn + 3 3. Could you tell me . etto the boy . wh- why . why . mm the boy why can't eat /cake/?
4yn 4. Could you tell me how much a hat?
6C 5. Could you tell me . why . why haven't. why he he haven't bought skis?

6C
1. Is . Could . could you tell me ... if. nanda . the woman ... the woman wearing a necklace . are

wearing necklace?
NO 2. The the necklace color orange.
3 3. What color of ear ear necklace?
2 4. The boy . the boy . wearing . green pants, isn't he? T
4yn 5. Could you tell me what color . of. what color of the zubon f= pants] (the pants) the pants?

* 3 Does . does he . mm . uh . does he . does he . does he reading a newspaper?
* 3 Does . does she . does she . watching TV?
* NQ

There there is a cup on the table uh two cup on the table. There there are two there are two cup on the
table.

* 3 How how many snow snowman . mm . how how many how many . snowman?
* 3 What he the. What. what boy . doing?
* 3 What what. what. what she . what she doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, the boy wearing a blue pants, . isn't he? f
* 2

2. In your picture, etto the grandmother. wearing . etto necklace color of yellow, isn't. haven'- doesn't
. doesn't he she?

* 2 3. In your picture ... In your picture, there is . a snowman, isn't it?

NB03 - Chie

3
1. She is . she is. What time what time (what time). i- mm . she . she . is friends . mm come mm come
mm . (come here) come here? T

3 2, What... what... what is . mm ... like sports is /especially/?
1 3. Does mm chigau [= no], ... He he -.

5wh 4. How many . uh mm there is . chigau f= no]. How many hat. do you have? Kana f= I think].
silence 5. ...

4yn + 2 1. Could you tell me . mm . mother is . mm . wearing necklace? T
3 2. What color of a . wearing necklace? T

4yn + 3
3. Could you tell me mm . he . he . is ... mm ... Could you tell me mm . mm ... what color of... what
color ofzubon f= pants]] T

4yn + 2 4. What uh Could you tell me mm . father. father is bald?
4yn + 2 5. Could you tell me there is . there is . is cat. on the sofa? T
NO 6. He . he near the small table . on the two glass.

* NO There is mm . apple . on mm on the terebi terebi terebi [= TV TV TV],
* 3 Do you have mm glasses uh two glasses . on the side table? T
* 3 3. Does she . mm . speaking speak mm telephone? T

* 2

1. In your picture, mm ... mm . cat uh . no on on the sofa chigau [= no] . mm . mm In your picture,
there is mm . there is cat... no mm . no on the sofa, isn't it? Uh wakatta. [= I've got it.] There is cat
mm on the sofa, isn't it? T

* 2 2. In your picture, mm . the boy the boy is . blue blue pants, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, mm . father is . bald, isn't it? T

NB04 - Ko

2 1. My friend . co- come . nan what time? t
3 2. They like sports . li- like nani ga [= what]. What like? T
3 3. Why why he can't eat ke-ki [= cake]] T
1 4. Bo- bo-shi bo-shi f= hat hat] ikura f= how much] money? T
3 5. Why haven't haven't bought. ski, doesn't he?
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3
1. What what. what does the . woman . uh what does the woman. What mm . wearing a chigau [= no]
wearing mm isu ni [= on the chair] sit down . sit down mm glasses wearing no woman wa [inaudible]
kou nani necklace orange? T

1 2. What color? f
1 3. Necklace wearing. No? T
1

4. Its woman . mm tonari no [= next to] woman tonarino woman mm tona- telephone . telephone ,

telephone speak? T
1 5. Two woman . uh [inaudiblel ca- ca- cat sleepy? T
1 6. Glasses wearing no left uh left boy . zubon f= pants] green zubon'] T
1 7. What color . znbon ]= pants] ?
1 + 1

8. Window . win- window no soto [= outside] . soto mm . snow snowman uh snowman . two two snow
snow snow ... Window . window look snow . s- snow yukidaruma ]= snowman] . two? ( ) Snowman

* 3 Does does does . do. Does he . does he . does he . does he . bald? T
* 3 2. Do . does. Do . do you . have paper?

* 3
Could you tell me what. what. what. what color of your eyes . what... what's [inaudible] nani nani
hair hair style . bald? T Uh chigau [= no]. Could you tell me what what what color . tal- talking no
woman . hai-. what color hair? T

* 3 Could could you tell me ... mm what what what... sm- smile?
* 3

1. In your picture, ... mm what mm wo- glass glass wearing glass woman mm . necklace . wearing, isn't
it? T

* 2 2. In your picture, window mm look snowman . uh one snowman, isn't it? T
* 1 3. In your picture, sit down no boy . zubon ]= pants] blue, isn't it?

NB05 - Sato

2 1. Friend will come here at what time?
3 2. They like sports especially. What what sports . like sports?

2
3. Son boy eat cake because . what mm (because what?). because what what becau- what is cake
because.

3 4. How . much . its hat?
3 5. What man haven't bought skis because?
3 1. What mm . picture is what time o'clock?
NO 2. Picture . does . watching TV? T
NO 3. On the table is glass.
3 4. What two glasses? t
1 5. Television mm . on the . apple.
3 6. What's television?
1 7. What fruits?
1 8. Is woman mm what phone? f

* 3 Does your picture open the door?
* 3 Does your picture windows . mm see mm snowman?
* 1 Could you tell me your picture . mm is dog ... make a cake?
* 1

Could you tell me . mm ... (could you tell me) Could you tell me mm windows mm . snowman two
snowman? T

* 3 1. In your picture, is . boy . gray pants, isn't. it. boy?
* 1 2. In your picture, mm . the television . on the banana . and orange, isn't it? T
* 4yn 3. In your picture, is clock mm nine o'clock, isn't it?

NB06 - Saki

3 1. Your friends . coming uh. What time coming friend friends?

3
2. It mm they are . esp- they are does especially . mm err. What does the err. What does their like sport
sports? T

3 3. Boys uh. What. what does . not eat ke-ki [= cake] . in is he? T
4wh 4. What's i-. How . much is hat. is this hat?
3 5. What's haven't bought skis . skis is mm . it. i- who . mm . men?

4yn + 1
1. Cou- could you tell me if boy wearing uh mm. Could you tell me . color of zubon [= pants] is .

boy's . zu- zubon color of?
3 2. Is . mm . mm. What color of necklace she has wearing? Necklace color of.

3
3. Where where wa- mh . mm . watch is a . where room, mm . isn't it? (I beg your pardon?) Mm n-tto
Wa- Watch mm mm . mm no.

6T 4. Apple is a on the tele- tele, mm isn't it? T
3 5. Glass mm. Wha- mm. How many . glass . is picture?
6T 6. It. where are where . mm. Glass is is on the table, isn't it? T
1 7. Sofa . mm no cat. where . in sofa? T

3
8. Snowman is . uh snowman where two . two snowman mieru [= can see] look mm. Where . looked
two snowman in room? T

* 3 Does father . i- fa-. Does father. err . mm /rea-/ read paper?
* 3 Does she . does she . telephoning? t
* 3 Does she watching TV? T
♦ 2 Could you tell me dog is . eating? f
* 2 Could you tell me if boy watching TV? T
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* 6T
1. In your picture, e- . e- mm. In your picture,. she mh mm . e- gla- mm . wearing glass . she mm lady
. is watching TV, mm ... isn't she? T

* 2 2. CIo- mm. Your picture is not apple . o- mm on the TV, isn't it T . uh aren't you ka. isn't it? T
* 6T 3. Boy. In your pictue, boy is wearing . zubon [= pants] color of blue . blue . color of blue, ee isn't he?

NB07 - Ai

1 1. What. uh nan dakke [= what is thatJ? ... Uh . mm etto . mm e-tto ...

silence 2. ...

3 3. What e chigau f= no] ... He . ah ... Why he can't. /eat/ ke-ki f= cake]?
3 4. How much . mm . hat?
3 5. Why he . haven't bought s- ski?

4yn + 1
1. Could you tell me . mm . could you tell me etto. Could you tell me mm . he . he ... it uh chigaima
[= no] is . wearing . the pants . uh so-ka . uh what's . color. mh.mh. mm etto . (what color of the
pants?)...

6C 2. Could you tell me . ee . how many cats . how many cats ... there are in your picture?
4yn + 3 3. How many chigau na f= no]. Could you tell me ee ... how many snowman . in your picture?

4yn + 2
4. Could you tell me e-tto . ee . ah ... uh chigau [= no] nantoka [= what]. there apple uh Nanndakke.
uh nanndakke . e-tto nantoka ga [= What do they call call apple . uh . what do they call apple? E-tto
something isl. television.

* 3 Do ... e . err. Does . he . etto reading a newspaper?
* silence E- fer]...
* 3 What's e- does . she doing?
* 3 What's . uh. What. what does the dog . mm . doing?
* 1 Could you tell me . eto . mm . e- could you tell me nan dakke type of hair mm he uh . the man?
* 2 Could you could you tell me . she is err wearing . e- . necklace?
* NQ

1. In your picture, e-. e- nan dakke [= what is that?] In your picture, e- nan dakke . e- nan dakke e-
tto. n-tto . n-tto ... In your picture, e- app- uh iinda. nan dakke . mm In your picture

* 1
2. In your picture, e-tto nan dakke nantoka nantoka In your picture, terebi no ueni . mm . television
no ueni f- on the TV. mm . on the TV] nothing, isn't it?

NB08 - Tomo

3 1. What time . mm ... what time ... your friends. What time your friends . come here?
3 2. What... mm ... What do you like sports . especially?
3 3. Why i-. is a . cake?
3 4. How many mh ha- hat?
1 5. Why mm ... why?
4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me . what color of. pants . mm . boy's . uh boy . is?
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me eto what what of color . mm . color ... necklace . necklace mm ... woman . is?
4yn + 2 3. Could you tell me tto ... there is . apple . on . the . TV?
4yn + 3 4. Could you tell me tto ... what. what times . o'clock?
4yn + 1 5. Could you tell me . tto ... two . two . snowman . mm ... 1
4yn + 2 6. Could you tell me tto . there are two glasses . on the . table?
4yn + 2 7. Could you tell me tto . there is a cat. on the . sofa?
4yn + 2 8. Could you tell me tto . there is woman eto . te- telephone?

* 2 Dog does . does eat a cake, . doesn't it? T
* 3 Does he . rea- reading a newspaper?
* 4yn There is a . Is there ka. Is there mm ... mm ligh- light?
* silence
* 3 What doing . the . mm ... woman?
* 3 What doing the . boy?
* NO 1. In your picture, .tto ... mm ... two snowman tto ... two snowman tto ... n-tto ...

* 1 2. In your picture, clock eto ... over the . floor?
* 2 3. In your picture, tto ... there is a . apple e-tto . on the . TV, isn't it?

NB09 - Nori

2 1. My friend . come here from what time?
3 2. Do Does mh. They like sports. What /sport/ what like sports?
3 3. Why I eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
3 5. Why em I haven't bought ski?
4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me mm . what. what's . color of necklace grandmother. i- is wearing?

4yn + 3
2. Could you tell me what's . color ofzu- zubon [= pants] (mhm pants) pants ... he wearing . he he is
wearing?

2 3. Pre- Present box is how much?
4yn 4. There are uh. Are there mm two glass on the table, aren't it? t

4yn
5. Are . are there are there mm . two two . snowman mm . over wall? . (over the window) over the
window? T

3 6. Do you picture mm in dog? t (Pardon?) Do you drawing picture in dog? T
4yn 7. Is is there . dog in picture? T
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4yn 8. Is there picture mm open the door? T
* 3 What... what. what she . what she is telephone . mm telephone is . uh. What she talk is . i-. mm ...

* 3 Does she . talk . mm telephone? T
* 3 Does he mm read . on newspaper? T
* 3

I. In your picture, mm over the window two snowman, mm. In your picture in your picture . in your
picture, is over the window . two snowman, isn't it? T

* 2 2. In your picture is. In your picture, he is . he is wearing pants is the blue,. isn't he? T
* 6T

3. In your picture, is . uh . she is wearing uh color of necklace necklace is necklace wearing . uh. In your
picture, she is wearing color of yellow, isn't she?

NBIO-Mo

3 1. What time come here . her friends?

4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me what kind . of sport especial- mh especially she . she is?
6C 3. Could you tell me why ... why she can't eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
6C 5. Could you tell me why . he haven't bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me if the . boy is wearing green green zubon f=pants/ ?
6C 2. Could you tell me what color of. zubon [= pants/ he he is wearing?
6C 3. Could you tell me if. mm . a woman is wearing orange necklace?
6C 4. Could you tell me what color of. necklace she is wearing?
6C 5. Could you tell me if. there is an apple on the cha- on the TV?
4yn + 2 6. Could you tell me . mm . if the . mm . the dog . eating a cake?
4yn + 2 7. Could you tell me . mm . the . the present box . is twenty-one dollars?

* silence
* silence
* 6T There is a gla- uh. There is two glass on the table, . isn't there?
* 6T There is two snowman mm mm on the window,. isn't there?
* 3 What the boy. What does the boy doing?
* 5wh What is the man . doing?
* 6T 1. In your picture,. there is . the snowman . there is a snowman . mm . on the window, . isn't there?
* 6T 2. In your picture, there is . there is not a apple on the table, is there T . uh on the TV, is there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm the woman is . is wearings uh wearing yellow necklace, isn't she?

UA01 - Saya

3 1. What time does your friends come here?
5wh 2. What kind of sports do they like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why does the boy . uh. Why why can't the boy eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
5Nwh 5. Why does the man. Why haven't the man bought ski?
4wh 1. How much is the present?
6C 2. Could you tell me if there is an apple on the TV?
4yn 3. Is there a dog in your picture?
4yn 4. Is he eating a cake? t
4yn 5. Is there a cat in your picture?
6C 6. Could you tell me where the cat is?
3 7. How many wine glasses on the table.
4yn 8. Is there . clock in the picture?

* 3 Does the man mh does the man read . newspaper?
* 6T

1. In your picture,. mm the dog . the dog is eating something else cake,. mm is is it. is he (Err) isn't
he?

* 6T 2. In your picture, present is on the floor, isn't it?
* 2 3. In your picture, there is nothing . there is nothing on the TV, isn't it? .

UA02 - Tami

5wh 1. When will her friends come? T
5wh 2. What kind of sports do they like uh do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't he why can't he eat cake? T
4wh 4. How much is the hat? t
5Nwh 5. Why can't he uh Why haven't he bought skis? T
4wh 1. How . In your picture, how much is the present? t

4yn + 3
2. Could you tell me what is what. kind of thing . does it in uh on the table on chigau sumimasen [= no,
sorry/ on the television? T

4wh 3. What is it?

6C
4. Could you tell me what color the boy's what what color the boy what color of pants the boy is
wearing?

5wh
5. What kind of thing uh uh mh. How how much. How many snowmans do you can you see without uh
chigau [= no] without the window . out of the window?

3 6. Do you see do you see the crescent moon, too? t
4yn 7. Is the door open? t
5wh 8. How many glasses do you . have in the side table?

* 6C Could you tell me . where the cat is?
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* 3
Does does the grandmother does grandmother has . mh uh . mm ... Wakannai [= I don 'I know]. Do
you do you have . do you have . a cake . in front on the table? T

* 6T 1. In your picture,. there aren't. the cake on the table, are there? T
* 2 2. In your picture, the cat is . on the uh in front of the boy, is it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, there are banana and oranges on the . television, are aren't there?

UA03 - Ken

5wh 1. What time will the mother's friends come . come to the house?
5wh 2. What kind of sports do they like especially? T
5Nwh 3. Why can't boy eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat? T
5Nwh 5. Why the father um. Why haven't the father bought skis?
6T 1. There are two snowmans outside, um aren't there?
4wh 2, How many are they? t
6T 3. Present the present is err twenty-one dollars, isn't it?
4yn 5. There is an apple on your pic- err. Is there an apple on the TV in your picture? T
6T 6. The boy is wearing green jeans, isn't he?
4yn 7. Can you tell me . the color? T
4yn 8. Is . err the grandmother's necklace orange? T

* 6C Could you tell me what the time is?
* 6C Could you tell me if there is a cat between the grandmother and mother?
* 3 Does . the . does the father. have newspaper? T
* 6T

1. In your picture, err . the grandmother's . err. In your picture, the grandmother's necklace . err is
yellow, isn't it? T

* 6T 2. In your picture, err the dog isn't eating the cake, is he . is it?
* 2 3, In your picture, there is only one snowman outside, is it. is there?

UA04 - Yan

3 1. What's time her will her friends come there? T
5wh 2. What kind of sports err do they like especially? T
3 3. Why does the boy err. Why can't does the boy uh mh. Why does the boy don't eat cake? T
4wh 4. How much is that hat? T
5Nwh 5. Why err why err hasn't the man err bought skis?
4wh 1. How much is this? T
4wh + 1 2. How many apples err are there on the TV? T One? T
4yn 3. Can you say that? T Banana? T
3 4. What time the clock indicate?
4wh 5. How many glasses are there on the this table? T
4yn 6. About this dog mm. Is. is it eating something? T
4yn 7. Is it eating a cake? T
5wh 8. What kind of color err does he wear? T

* 6C Could you tell me whether this door is open or not? T
* 3 Could you tell me how many err how many snow dolls err outside of window err are?
* 6C Could you tell me err what the young lady . is doing?
* 3 Does the elderly la- lady watch TV now? T
* 3 Does the man read newspaper? T
♦ no count 1. In your picture, the clock is on the floor, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, err they are two snow dolls, err are aren't. aren't there T . aren't they? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the dog is eating something, mm isn't it?

UA05 - Yuta

3 1. When her friends err will come here?
3 2. Do do they like err. What what kind of sports err err do your uh do her friends do her friends?
5Nwh 3. Why can't. why can't the boy err err eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat hat?

5Nwh 5. Why haven't err no sorry. Why why hasn't mm the man bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me err err if err if there there are there are two snowman err outside the window? t
1 2. What number?
6C 3. Could you tell me if there is a moon err this err outside the window?
6C 4. Could you tell me if err there is . there is a cake . erm on the table?

6C
5. Could you tell me err if there are two glasses err . mm besi- err err on the table? Err the table is by the
man.

4wh 6. What time is it now?
4wh 7. How much how much is the how much is the present?
6C 8. Could you tell me if there is an apple on the TV?

* 3 Does the room have a stand-light? T
* 3 Does the . old woman mm laugh? T
* 3 What's . err what's . err what's does the boy do?
* 5wh What is the what is the man mm doing?
* 6T

1. In your picture, err does the dog err uh so-ka [inaudible for a second] uh so- . Sorry. In your picture,
the dog err eat something else not cake, err. err err doesn't doesn't it? T
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♦ 6T
2. In your picture, err there are uh there is one snowman one snowman er outside the err window, err
isn't there? T

* 2 3. In your picture, err there is an apple on the TV, err is there? T

UA06 - Ru

5wh 1. When will the boy's friends come come there?
5wh 2. What's sports err do they like especially?

3 3. Why the boy err who is sitting near the chair near the sofa . err cannot eat cake?

3 4. How much the hat is?
5Nwh 5. Why why haven't the father. bought skis yet?
5wh 1. What can you What can I see through the window?
1 2. How much. How many snowmans in the window?
4yn + 5wh 3. Could you tell me the err. Could you tell me what moon can I can you see in the window?
6C 4. Could you tell me how much the err how much the present is?
4yn + 4wh 5. Could you tell me what time is it now?

6C 6. Could you tell me err what color. the necklace is, which is which is weared by err mother? T
4yn 7. Is there a cake on the desk?
4yn 8. Is the door open?

* 3 + 5wh Does the mother . have anything? ( ) What does the mother have?
* 3 Does the boy is watching TV?
* 6T 1. In your picture, the necklace is yellow, er isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, the color of trouser mm which is the boy wearing mm blue, err isn't it?
* 2 3. In your picture, it is nine o'clock, isn't.

UA07 - Seigo

5wh 1. What time er will. will the . err daughter daughter's friend friends er come there?
5wh 2. Which sports err does they like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why can't. err . can't the can't son eat cake?
4wh 4. How much err is this hat? T
5Nwh 5. Why . err haven't. Why haven't. the father bought skis?
4wh 1. What time is it now?
4wh 2. How much . is . err this present on the floor?
5wh 3. What color of necklace is err is this is grandmother wearing?
6C 4. Could you tell me what color of pants err she is wearing? (She?) Uh, sorry, he is the boy is wearing.
4wh 5. How many snowman err are there in in the garden?
4wh 6. How many um pets . err are there in the room?
4wh 7. What kind of pets are there?
4wh 8. How many people are there in the room?

* 6C Could you tell me . if the door is open?
* 3 Does the mother . call . err err anybody . anyone?
* 3 Does the man . reading err does the man reading newspaper?
* 6T 1. The boy is wearing blue pants, err isn't. he? T
* 6T 2. In the picture, err . the time is . nine o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T

3. The grandmother is wearing yellow necklace, err isn't .jishin ga nai mono [= the differences about
which I am not sure/ isn't it T . uh . isn't isn't she? T

UA08 - Hiro

5wh 1. What time will my friend err will your friends come here?
5wh 2. What sports do they like the best?
6N+ 1 3. Can't you . can't you eat cake? T (No.) Why?
4wh 4. How much err . is the hat?

4yn + 1 5. Have you have you bought. skis? t (No.) Why not?
4wh 1. In in your picture, err how many people mm is are there?
6C 2. Is there . is there the woman err who is telephoning?
4yn 3. Is is the boy wearing err green pants? T
3 4. What color of pants?
6C 5. Is the. Is there the woman err who is wearing mh necklace orange necklace?
3 6. What color of necklace?
3 7. Is the door . opened? T
4yn 8. Is In your picture, is there a clock? T

* 6C Could you tell me mm if the dog is eating the food?
* no count Could you tell me mm . (//)
* 6C Could you tell me err how . if if there is there are two snowman err through the window?
* 6C Could you tell me how many snowman are?
* 6C Could you tell me what what the boy is doing?
* 3 Does . does the cats cats sleep? T
* 3 Does the does the boy mm sit on the floor? t
* 6T 1. In your picture, mm it is nine o'clock, isn't it?
* 6T 2. In your picture, err. the boy is wearing blue pants, isn't he? T
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♦ 6T 3. In your picture, mm the woman is wearing yellow necklace, isn't she?

UA09 - Nobu

6C 1. Could you tell me what time she uh her friends will come?
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me what's sports her friends like?
6C 3. Could you tell me why he can't eat cake?
4yn + 3 4. Could you tell me how much . it. how much this hat? T
6C 5. Could you tell me why he haven't bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me how much the gift is?
6C 2. Could you tell me how many snowman . is out of the window?
6C 3. Could you tell me what the dog is doing?
6C 4. Could you tell me what time . it is now?

4yn
5. (Could you tell me o hazushite [= Ask a question without using 'couldyou tell me'.]) Is door
opening now? T

5wh 6. What is . what is she doing? t Uh, no. What is. What are they now doing on the sofa?
4yn 7. Are there a cat on the sofa?
5wh 8. What is he reading?

* 3 Does she have short hair? T
* 6N Doesn't he . doesn't he have a . mustache? T
* 2 1. In your picture, the sitting man wearing blue pants, isn't he?
* 2 2. In your picture, there are no apple on the TV, aren't there?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the . girl no the woman . watching TV is wearing a green necklaces, isn't she?

UA10- Jo

3 1. Is her friends. What time her friend come there? T
3 2. What sports . they like especially?
3 3. Why the boy can't eat cake?
3 4. How much . the hat?
3 5. Why the man . don't. buy the skis?
4yn + 2 1. Could you tell me the . if the man shaving his beard or mustache? t
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me what color of necklace . necklace in white hair woman?
4yn + 3 3. Could you tell me what color of the boy's pants?
3 4. What kind of things you can see through the window?

6C
5. Could you tell me what uh no no. Could you tell me what kind of newspaper the man reading the man
is reading?

4yn 6. In your picture, is the door open or close? T
6C 7. Could you tell me what time in the what time is . what time . it is?
6C 8. Could you tell me if there are an apples an apples on the TV?

♦ 3 What err what kind of things the man . is doing?
* 3 What kind of things the woman is doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, err. you have the you have a one snowman through the window, doesn't it?
* NO 2. In your picture, you don't have the apples on the TV, ... mh mm ...

* 6T 3. In your picture, the dog . dog is eating cookies, isn't it?

UB01 - Junko

5wh 1. What time does does . girl's does woman's friends . come?
5wh 2. What kind of sports sports do they like?
6C 3. Why does the boy uh why . why . mm . uh. Could you tell me why the boy can't eat cake?
4wh 4. How much . is the hat? T
6C 5. Could you tell me why the man have the man haven't bought skis?
3 1. Does the does the old woman wearing . mm wears the orange necklace? T
5wh 2. What color of necklace does the old man old woman wear?

4yn 3. Is the open. Is the door open? T
4yn 4. Could you tell me the cost of. the present?
3 5. Are there uh. Does the boy wears green pants? T
5wh 6. What color of pants . does the boy . wears?
4yn 7. On on the sofa, mm does the cat sleeping . mh is the cat sleeping? T
4wh 8, Where is the cat in your picture?

* 6C Could you tell me what time is. it is?
* 6C Could you tell me . what woman is doing?
* 2 Could you tell me you can see two snowmans through the windows?
+ 6T 1. In your picture, mm . the cat is . on the is in in front of the boy, isn't it?
* 6T 2. In your picture, the dog is eating cookies, isn't it? 1
* 6T 3. In your picture, the old women woman is wearing yellow necklace, mm isn't she?

UB02 - Koara

5wh 1. What time will her friend . come here?

5wh 2. What kind what kind. What sports . do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the boy eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
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5Nwh 5. Why haven't he bought skis? Hasn't he .

5wh 1. What what color ofwhat color of necklace does the lady wear?
5wh 2. What color of the pants does he does the boy wear?
4yn 3. Are there two snowmans uh. Can you see two snowman through the window? T
5wh 4. How many snowman do you have?
4yn 5. Can you see the crescent through the window? T
4wh 6. What time is it now?

4yn 7. Do you have . mh uh chigan [= no/. Is there a clock behind the TV? T
4yn 8. Is there an apple on the TV? T

* 6C Could you tell me where the dog is?
* 6C Could you tell me what. what. is . does . what it is doing?
* 6C Could you tell me if there is a . gift box on the floor?
* 6T

1. In your picture, the cat is just between the boy and a box, isn't. mh mh. In your picture, the cat is
between the boy and a box, isn't it?

* 6T
2. In your picture,. a snowman is . mm. In your picture, you can see the snowman in mh through the
right window, can't you . can't you? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, the . mm the clock uh the clock is just behind the TV, . mm isn't it?

UB03 - Tomi

5wh 1. What time . mm the woman's friend err. What time will woman's friends come her room?
5wh 2. What sports do do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why . can't the boy eat cake? T
6C 4. Do you know how much mm it costs? The hat.
5Nwh 5. Why the man uh. Why . haven't the man bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me mm how much present costs?
5wh 1. How many snowmans do you have?
5wh 2. What's color. What color of neck necklace mm. What color of necklace does the woman wear?
6C 3. Could you tell me . what color of pants he uh the boy wear?
4yn 4. In your picture, is there a apple on TV? T
1 5. Some fruits. What fruits?

4yn 6. In your picture, . is there a door opening? T
5wh

7. In your picture, what the woman . uh what's are the woman doing? (Pardon?) What's the woman
(What's? What? Pardon? Could you say it clearly?) What are the woman doing?

4yn 8. Is she sitting?
* 6C Could you tell me how many glasses there are?
* 3 Does the man does the man have a . newspaper? T
* 3

Does the dog err ... (Do-zo nandemo iidesuyo [= Go on. You can ask any questions],) Does the old
woman laugh? T

* 6T 1. In your picture, the necklace is yellow, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the woman is sitting, isn't she?
♦ 2 3. In your picture, there are bananas and orange oranges on TV, are there? t

UB04 - Tana

3
1. What does . the mm calling girl. mm girl girl's friend mm uh sorry. What time what time does the
calling girl's friend . uh. What does the calling girl's friend come here? T

5wh 2. What sport . urn . her her friend uh. What sport uh what sport do hers friend like? T
5Nwh 3. Why does the sitting man uh. Why can't the sitting man eat cake? T
3 + 5wh 4. How much . err the . hat is? ( ) How mh how much does the hat cost? T
5Nwh 5. Why does . he uh. Why haven't he bought skis? T
2 1. Out- outside . mm there are two snowmans, aren't they? T
4wh 2. How many snowmans are there um outside? t
2 3. In the picture, there are four people? t
4yn 4. Two um. Are there . two women and two mens? T
6T 5. One one guy is sitting on the floor, isn't he? t
6T 6. He is wearing a green pants, isn't he? T
5wh 7. What color. what colors of the pants h- err is he wearing? T
4yn 8. Is she wearing the orange uh orange necklace? T

* ] Could you tell me urm . if. mm the door open? T
* 4wh Could you tell me what time mm is it now in your picture?
* 6C Could you tell me um if there is an apple on the TV?
* 6C Could you tell me if. the man who is reading err newspaper mm is bald?
* 6T 1. In your picture, um ou- outside the window err there is a one uh there is one snowman, isn't there? f
* 6T

2. In your picture, um . there are uh there is . mm uh sorry. In your picture, there are . not any animals
between the womens, mm aren't are there? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, err. the sitting men's pants . is blue blue pants, isn't it? T

UB05 - Hana

4yn + 5wh 1. Could you tell me mm . what time will my uh will your friends come here?
6C 2. Could you tell me . mm . could you tell me what kind of sports do they li- uh they like?
4yn + 5Nwh 3. Could you tell me . why err. why can . why can you . why can't you . eat cake? Please tell me
6C 4. Could you tell me how much mm the hat is?
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3 + 5Nwh 5. Do you know . why . mm why hasn't he . bought skis?

6C
1. Could you tell me how many snow snowman mm . err. Could you tell uh could you tell me what you
can see through the window?

6C 2. Could you tell me if there if the door is uh if the door is opening?
6C 3. Could you tell me what color of necklace mm she wearing she is wearing? f
6C 4. Could you tell me what color of pants he wears?
6C 5. Could you tell me if there is a clock on on the floor? T
4wh 6. What time is it now now? T

3 + 4yn + 3
7. How many glasses on a . on a table? T (Pardon?) Could you tell me how many glasses on a small
small table t err, is there? T

6C 8. Could you tell me if there is a apple on the near TV? T
* 3 What does . what does the dog mm is eating?
* 5wh

What's the . what what does the . grandmother doing? Uh, what does the grandmother. What is . uh.
What does the grandmother do now?

* 2 1. In your picture, mm . there there is a cookies on the table, isn't it? T
* 6T

2. In your picture, mm . grandma grandmother is wearing a yellow yellow necklace, is she T . isn't
she? T

* 2 3. In your picture, the man the young man is wearing blue jeans, is he?

UB06 - Riko

5wh 1. What time will. her friend come there?
5wh 2. What kind of sports does . her friends like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why . the. Why can't the ma- boy eat cake?
3 4. How much the hat cost?
5Nwh 5. Why the man uh. Why haven't the man bought skis buy skis?
3 1. Does the old woman have . orange necklace?
5wh 2. What color of necklace does she have?
3 3. Does the boy . wear . green pants? T
5wh 4. What color of pants does he wear?
3 5. How much the . present box cost?
4yn 6. Is there an apple on the tel- television? T
4yn 7. Are there two glasses on the board?
4wh 8. What time is it now?

* 2 Could you tell me if the dog eating something or not? t
* 1 Could you tell me . if the door open or not?
* 6T 1. In your picture, it's nine o'clock, isn't it? t
* 6T 2. In your picture, the boy wear the boy is wearing blue pants, isn't he?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the old woman is wearing yellow necklace, isn't it T . isn't he . she? T

UB07 - Fuku

6C 1. Could you tell me urn . her friends uh chigau [= no], Could you tell me when her friends will come?
6C 2. Could you tell me what sports they like? T
6C 3. Could you tell me why the boy can't eat cake?
6C 4. Could you tell me how much the hat is?

6C
5. Could you tell me mh . could you tell me why the man can't uh chigau [= no] why the man haven't
bought the skis?

4yn + 3
I. Could you tell me . the boy uh what color . what color . the pants the boy have . the boy wears .

wears?

6C 2. Could you tell me what color of necklace she wearing wear she is wearing?
4yn + 2 3. Could you tell me the door is open the door is opening . opening?
6T 4. It is it is closing, isn't it? T
4yn + 2 5. Could you tell me the light is . turning chigau f= no] turning on? T
6C 6. Could you tell me the what. the man is doing?

* 4yn 7. In your picture, err there . is there the apple on the TV? T
* 4yn 8. In yourpaper, can you see . the snowman out err two snowmans . through the windows window?
* 3 Does she . nandaro - f= what's that]? Does she . have something? T Uh, the old lady.
* 5wh What does she have?
* 5wh What is the young lady doing?
* 4wh Where is the cat?
* 6T I. In your picture, the man is drinking a cup of coffee, isn't he? T
* 2 2. In your picture, there isn't the . there isn't the apple on the TV, is it? T

* 6T

3. In your picture, the boy is wearing blue pants . uh machigatta are [= I've made a mistake]. In your
picture, statement ni natte shimai mashita [= what I've said was a statement]. In your picture, the boy
is wearing blue pants,. machigatta isn't he? T

UB08 - Nae

3 1. What time . the woman sitting uh the woman calling phone's friend friend will come home home?
5wh 2. What what kind of sports do they like?
3 3. The man uh. Why the man sitting on the floor can't eat cake?
3 4. How much the hat on the floor?

3 5. Why the man reading newspaper haven't bought skis?
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2 1. There are two snowman on uh out of the window, is aren't aren't they? T
5wh 2. What what mh. How many snowman do do you have?
5wh 3. What color of pants does the man sitting on the floor wear?
3 4. How how much the box rapping rapping box?
2 5. There there is an apple on the table, isn't it? T
1 6. Nothing nothing on the television? T
5wh 7. What kind of fruits do you see?

3 8. What color of necklace the the man do the woman laughing laughing woman and sitiing on the sofa?

* 6C
Could you tell me the man sitting on the sofa do . does do does? Could you tell me mm . what. could
you tell me what the man sitting on the floor is doing?

* 6C Could you tell me if there . if there is a tall lamp lamp? T
* 3 1 In your picture, the cat uh is the cat on the sofa um is sleeping, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the dog eating some cookies . is . sitting in on the chair, isn't it? T ( )
* 6T

3. In your picture,. wo- the woman mm . the woman lau- laughing woman . is wearing a yellow
necklace, isn't it T . isn't she? T

UB09 - Mama

5wh 1. When will the woman's friends will mh. When will the woman's friends come there?
5wh 2 What kind of sports do they like?

6C 3. Why why the . why does the man mh Why can . err... Could you tell my why the man can't eat cake?

4wh 4 How much is the hat?

5Nwh 5. Why the man. Why haven't the man bought skis? Err, why why haven't hasn't the man bought skis?

4yn 1. Is there a present?
4wh 2. How much is it?
5wh 3. What what color of pants does man wear?
5wh 4. What color of mh err necklace does the woman wear?

4yn 5. Is there a cat between the woman women? T
4yn 6. Is the lady calling on a cell phone? T
4yn 7. Can you see the moon (yes) by the window? T
2 8. It's full? t

* 6C Could you tell me if there . is an apple on the TV set?
* 6C Could you tell me if. you can see two snowman over uh snowmans over the window?
* 3 Does the man rea- mh does the man read . newpapers? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, it is nine o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, there isn't a cat between two women, is it T . uh is there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the . the boy wears blue pants, . doesn't he?

UBIO-Waka

5wh 1. The lady mm . a girl-'s uh girl's friends. What time does the girl's friends came came here?
5wh 2. What kind of sports does they like?
5Nwh 3. Why does the boy can uh why mh. Why can't the boy eat cake?
4wh 4. How much does it are mh. How much is the hat?

5Nwh + 4yn
5. Why does the man mh. Why . haven't the man buy skis? ( ) Could you tell me a spell of'clearance
sale'?

4yn 1. In your picture, can you see two snowmans through the window? T
3 2. How many snowmans through the window?
4yn 3. Can you see a crescent moon through the window? T
6C 4. Could you tell me what. what time . the clock . say say? T
4yn 5. Is there mm a package of. mh some mh. Is there a package on the floor? T
4wh 6. How much is the package?
5wh 7. What color what color of pants does the boy mh . does the boy wear?
5wh 8. What color of necklace does the mother wear?

* 2 Could you tell me if. could you tell me if the . dog eating a cake on . the desk?
* 6C Could you tell me . what the dog is eating?
* 6C Could you tell me if the door if the door is opening?
* 6T 1. In your picture, um the father is drinking coffee mm father is drinking coffee, isn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, mm a . boy . is mh mh. In your picture,. a boy is wearing a blue pants, is isn't he? t
* 6T 3. In your picture, um- a mother is wearing yellow necklace, isn't he T . isn't she? T

IJB11 - Yuya

5wh
1. Her friends. Will her friends come . here uh chigau [= no]. What time her friends. What time will
her friends come here?

5wh 2. What mm what kind of sports err err do her friends like . especially?
3 3. Why the boy can't eat the cake? T (Pardon?) Why can't the boy eat cake?
5wh 4, How much does it cost? The hat on the floor.

5Nwh
5. Why err why the man err sitting on the sofa err. Why err haven't the man sitting on the . sofa bought
the skis? T

2 1. There is a two snowman err outside err of err outside ofwindow, isn't there t . uh aren't they? T
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4wh 2. What err. How how many . err. How many snowman are there outside of the window?
4yn 3. Is there a moon out err . in the sky?
4wh 4. What kind of form is the moon? T
6T 5. The the the boy err . the boy watching TV err wear wear a green pants, err. doesn't doesn't he? t
5wh 6. What color of pants . does the boy wear?
4yn 7. Is there a dog in the room?
3 8. What's err does the dog do?

* 6C Could you tell me what time is it er what time it is?
* 6C Could you tell me eh if there is a apple?
* 4wh Could you tell me what. what. are what are there on the television?

* 3
Do do the woman do the woman err. Does the woman making make a telephone (call?) tele- telephone
call?

* 3 Does the old man . mm read a paper newspaper? f
* 6T 1. In your picture, err . it is nine o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T

2. In your picture, the dog err the dog eats err a cookie eat the cookies err. (Pardon? Pardon?) In your
picture, the dog eats some cookies, . doesn't it? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, um the boy is wearing blue pants, isn't he? T

UB12 - Kaji

6C 1. What time err. the friend of the woman who is calling will come this house?
5wh 2. What kind of sport does does her friend uh do her friends like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the boy mm eat cake?
4wh 4. How much . the. How much mm is the hat on the floor?
6C 5. Could you tell me mm why the man who is bald mm . haven't bought skis?
6C 1. Does the elderly woman who is wearing err glass have necklace?
2 2. The color of it mm is orange? T
5wh 3. What what color err does the necklace have?
3 4. Does the boy have uh. Does the boy wears err green pants? T
1 5. What color?

4yn 6. Can you see the snowman two snowmans outside from window ?
5wh 7. What can you see?
5wh 8. How much. How many snowman do you see?

* 2
Could you tell me . the man in the picture err is crossing his leg or not? (Err mm) Whether (Pardon?)
mm. Could you tell me the man whether the man is crossing his leg or not?

* 6C + 5wh
Could you tell me whether whether the man is reading Sunday Rug or not? ( ) What kind of newspaper
err is he reading?

* no count
Could you tell me could you tell me err err. Could you tell me the name of newspaper the man is
reading?

* 3 Does the TV turn?
* 3 Does the right woman younger woman . have cellular phone? t
* 6T 1. In your picture, the man is reading Daily Rug, isn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, err the young boy err is wearing blue jeans or pants, is he f . uh is isn't he? T
♦ 6T 3. In your picture, the woman wearing glasses err is wearing yellow necklace, is he . isn't she?

UB13 - Toby

5wh 1. What what time um does do her friends . uh will her friends come come there?
5wh 2. What sports do they like? T
5Nwh 3. Why can can't he eat the cake? T
5wh 4. How much . how much does it cost? T
5Nwh 5. Why . haven't he bought skis? T
6T 1. There are two snowman, um aren't there?
1 2. How many?
3 3. You can see uh. Which side you can see . can you see the snowman?
2 4. The door . the door open . door remain opening err remains opening, doesn't it?
6T 5. The dog is eating a cake, isn't it?
3 6. What's what's kind of foods does it?
6T 7. The man sitting on the floor sofa is reading er newspaper, isn't it. isn't he?
4wh 8. What's the title of the newspaper?

* 6C Could you tell me how much the bo- present cost?
* 5wh Could you tell me what color. um does the man sitting the floor err put on?
* no count Could you tell me what color of. necklace mh does the woman woman watching TV (// Green.)
* 6C Could you tell me what the cat is doing?
* 6T 1. In your picture,. mm . the clock shows nine o'clock, doesn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, um the dog is eating coo- cookies, isn't it?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the title of newspaper is Daily Rag, isn't it?

UB14 - Go

6C 1. Could you tell me err what time my friends will come here? T
5wh 2. What kind of sports do they like? T
6C 3. Could you tell me why err I can't eat cake? T
NO 4. Please tell me how much the hat. is.
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6C 5. Could you tell me why I haven't bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me if err you can see . err two snowman through the window? T
NO 2. Please tell me how many snowman you can see.

6C+ 1
3. Could you tell me what color of nanlsu-nokana [= mm] neck- necklace . a-tto she err. what color of
necklace she is wearing? T Not orange?

6C 4. Could you tell me if there is an apple on the TV?
6T 5. It is err three o'clock, isn't it? t
4wh 6. What time is it now?
6C 7. Could you tell me what kind of newspaper err the man . read? T
6C 8. Could you tell me what color of pants the boy is wearing? T

* 3 Do they watching a TV? T
* 3 Does the dog eat something? T
* 4yn Is there a box err in the middle of the picture?
* 5wh

What does the bald man . mm . (Pardon me? What does the bald man?) ... Okay What kind of
newspaper does the bald man read? T

* 6T 1. In your picture, mm . you can see only one snowman through the window, can't you? T
* 6T 2. In also In your picture, mm the boy is wearing blue pants, isn't he? t
♦ 6T 3. In your picture, it's err nine o'clock, isn't it? T

UB15 - Shin

5wh 1. What time will the friends of of the woman on the phone in this picture . come?
5wh 2. What what kind of sport does they uh do they like do they like?
3 3. Why the boy in this picture can't eat cake?
3 4. How much the hat cost in this picture?
3 5. Why the man does haven't bought the skis?
5wh 1. How many snowman can you see through the widow?
4yn 2. Can you see err crescent moon through the window? T
4wh 3. What the time . is it?
2 4. There is a dog, is isn't it?

NQ + 4yn + 1
5. The dog is eating a food . on the desk. (Err. Pardon me?) In my picture, err there is a dog and the dog
is eating some food maybe maybe eating some food on the desk. Is it right? T ( ) Something on the
desk?

5wh 6. What kind of pendant does the woman on the sofa has?
5wh 7. What color of pants err does the boy wear?
2 8. The man is reading newspaper? T

* 6C Could you tell me if there is a two glasses on the table?
* 6C Could you tell me if there is . TV TV in in the picture?
* 2 1. In your picture, there is a sn- snowman through the window, isn't it. isn't it? T
+ 6T 2. In your picture, the clock mm suggests that. It is nine o'clock, is it. isn't it. isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the boy is wearing blue pants, is it. isn't it?

UB16 - Hide

5wh 1. What time does she err. What err what time does her err does her friend come comes there?

3 2. What's the sports err. what's the sports err they . they like the best?
5Nwh 3. Why um why . doesn't. uh sorry. Why can't he eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is it?
SNwh 5. Why . why eh haven't he. Why haven't he bring skis?
6T 1. The boy sitting on floor mm. His pants is green, isn't it? T
3 2. What color of. his pants?

6T

3. The woman um . the old woman um sitting on sofa . um. What color of uh sorry. She is wearing .

necklace wearing a necklace uh sorry. She is a wearing orange earring and orange necklace, isn't it T .

uh isn't she? T
3 4. What's color of err What color of the necklace?

4yn 5. Through the window,. um . um is there moon? T
6T 6. The moon is crescent moon, isn't it? T
4yn 7. Through the window, err. there . are there snowman? T Are there snowmens snowmen? t
4wh 8. How many snowmens is there are there?

* 5wh What's um. What does the dog do?
* 3

Could you tell me um ... what um. Could you tell me what's the time . what's the time . is on your
picture?

* 6T On your picture, there is a . present box, isn't it T isn't there? T
* 4wh Could you tell me um how much is it?
if 6C

Could you tell me what's the man doing um could you tell me um what's the man sitting on the sofa . err
. what does um. Could you tell me what. the man is doing?

* 6T 1. In your picture, um... there is one snowman, isn't there? T
+ 2

2. On your picture,. there is not um there is not apples on on the television, um . aren't there? T Uh . uh.
There there are no apples there are no apples on the television, um . aren't there? T

* 6T + 6C
3. In your picture, the . the woman uh sorry. In your picture, . the necklace the old woman is wearing is
green, err isn't it? T

UB17 - Taka
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3 1. What time mm will the girl's friend will come? T
3 2. What type of sports they like? T
3 3. Why why the boy sitting on the floor can cannot eat cake?
3 4. How much the . the hat on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't father err bought skis? T
6C 1. What color is the pants mm on the boy . on the mh the the boy is wearing?
3 2. What color of earrings mm the mother is wearing?
3

3. How much the . the box like present mm on the floor? (Pardon?) How much the how much box en-
looks like a present. on the floor?

5wh 4. What what do you see in the window . through the window?
4wh 5. How many snowmans are there?
4yn 6. Is there a moon on the sky through the window?
3 + 3 7. How the shape is it? (Pardon?) How err do you . see the moon look like?
4yn 8. Is the room's door open? T

* 5wh What is the father doing? T
* 5wh Could you tell me err what. en sister. what is the sister doing? T
* 6C Could you tell me . if the mother is using a . remote control? T
* 6C Could you tell me what the dog is doing?
* 3 Does the mother eat something? T
* 3 Does the cat is si-. Does the cat. sleep well? T
* 2 1. In your picture, err mother is . wearing a yellow necklace, en isn't it?
* 2

2. In your picture,. there is no apples on the TV, err is ... mh. There is there is no no apple on the TV,
isn't it?

* 2 3. In your picture, there is a . there look a snowman mm through the window, isn't it?

UB18 - Jin

5wh 1. What time err what time will will her friend come here?
3 2. What kind of sports they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can not the boy eat. eat cake? Why cannot the boy eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
3 5. Why the man haven't bought skis?
6C 1. Could you tell me what time it is?
4yn 2. Can you see a two s- can you see two snowmans through the window? T
1 3. Oh, how many?
4yn 4. Can you see a crescent m moon through the window? T
4yn 5. Can you see a dog in your picture? T
6C 6. Could you tell me what what it is doing?
5wh 7. Oh, what is it eating?
6C 8. Could you tell me what the man is doing?

* 6T 1. In your picture,. the dog is the dog is eating cookies, mm isn't it. isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the man is drinking drinking a cup of coffee, err isn't he?
* 6T

3. In your picture, you can see one snowman through the through the window . no no no. In your
picture, you can see one snowman err through the window, can't we . uh can't can't you?

UB19 - Mat

5wh I. What time mm does the mm calling woman's friends come come there?
5wh 2. What kind of sports do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the mm si-. Why why can't the boy sitting near by sofa mm eat cake? T
5wh 4. How much does mm the hat cost?

5wh 5. Why does the man reading newspaper . mm . buy skis? T
2 1. There are two snowmen mm . through the window, aren't they?
4wh 2. How many snowmen are there?
6T 3. The dog is eating a cake, isn't it?
5wh 4. What does it eat?
6T 5. There are two glasses on the table, aren't they . aren't there?
6T 6. The door is open, isn't it?
4wh 7. What time is it. on the picture?
2 8. There is a cat bet- mm between an old lady and woman, isn't it?

* 6C Could you tell me if the old lady mm is . wearing a mm orange necklace?
* 6C Could you tell me what color ofmm necklace mm she is wearing?
* 3 Does the . mm . does the man . reads newspaper, Sunday Rug? T
* 3 Does the boy . mm wear mm yellow trousers?
* 2 1. In your picture, mm . mm . mm there is present box mm . in front ofTV, mm isn't it? t
* 2 2. In your picture, mm . there is a light near the by the door, isn't it?
* 2 3. There is a ca- there is a cat by the boy, isn't it?

UB20 - Moto

5wh 1. What time will her friend come here?

5wh 2. Especially, wha- what sports . what sports err do they do they like?
6C 3. Could you tell me why he can't eat cake?
6C 4. Could you tell me how much the hat is . the hat on the floor is?
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5Nwh 5. Why why have the man . why have the man . uh. Why haven't man haven't the man bought skis?
6T 1. You can see the crescent moon from the window, can't you?
4wh 2. How many snowman are there uh are there in the out outside?
6T 3. You see dogs. err. One dog is eating cake, isn't it?
4yn + 4wh 4. Could you tell me how many glasses . are there on the table?
4yn 5. Are they empty, aren't they?
6T 6. There is a . clock uh one clock, isn't it. isn't there?
4wh 7. What time is it?
2 8. You see err one apple on the TV? T

* 3 Do you see do you see anything on the wall? (Excuse me?) Do you see anything on the wall?
* 4yn Can you see anything under the table?
* 6T 1. In your picture, the dog is eating cake, isn't it?
* 2 2. In your picture, there isn't any cat on the sofa, is it?
* 6T + 6C 3. I think that. The color of trousers err boy is wearing is blue, isn't it?

UC01 - Seto

1 1. The the woman err the calling calling speaks her friend come here. What what time?
5wh 2. Especially what sport does do they like?
3 3. The man sitting on the floor can't eat cake. Why . why he can't eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat on the floor?

4yn + 5Nwh 5. Could you tell me the man on the sofa mm. Why why . doesn't he uh haven't he bought skis?
4yn + 5wh 1. Could you tell me what can you see out of the window?
3 2. How many snowman?
4wh 3. How many people are there in the picture?
4yn + 2 4. Could you tell me the woman err on the sofa and laughing mm wears what color of necklace?

3
5. What color uh and what color is the man on the floor wearing? Uh, a man man mm on the floor.
What color of pants . what color of pants mm on the man on the floor wearing?

4yn 6. Are there any cats or dog in the picture? T
1 7. Both? T
4wh 8. Where is the cat?

* 3 What err what does the man on the sofa doing?
* 4yn Could you tell me are there any apples on the TV?
* 4yn Could you tell me are there mm standing light. in the picture? T ( ) It's by the door.
* 4yn Could you tell me mm are there a standing light by the door?
* 3 1. Does . does the door. open? T
* 3 2. Does the woman . mm on the sofa . not calling . do anything err. anything? ( ) Only laughing.

* 4yn
1. In your picture, mm . do can do you see the snowman . mm . is out of the window, err mm jya nakute
[= not something like this] mm . In your picture, . mm eh are . suimasen ano [= Mh, sorry, well].
Mm, in your picture . in your picture, are there any apple? T Are there any apple? T

* 3 2. In your picture,. does the boy . mm wearing blue pants?
* 4yn 3. In your picture, err does the dog i- er is the dog . is the dog eating cookies, isn't it?

UC02 - Keiko

3 1. When do your friends will come here?
3 2. What do they like sports especially? T
1 3. The boy can't eat cake. Why?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?
5Nwh 5. Man haven't bought skis. Why the he err. Why haven't he bought skis?
4wh 1. What color is the boy's trousers?
4wh 2. What color is the err pendant of (pendant?) pendant no pendant. necklace of?
6C 3. Could you tell me where the . dog is? T
4yn 4. Does he Does it err. Is it eating cake? t
5wh 5. What does he eat?
4wh 6. Where is the cat?

4yn 7. Can you see the TV on your picture? T
2 8. The TV is in front of two ladies? T

* 6C + 5wh Could you tell me where the apple is? T ( ) What can you see on the TV?
* 6C Could you tell me what what fruits . is on the TV?
* 2 1. In your picture, err you can't see a cake, is it. is it?
* 2 3. In your picture, the cat is in front of the boy, is it? T
* 2 4 In your picture, erm . the man is reading newspaper and drinking a cup of coffee, . is isn't it?

UC03 - Mi

3 1. When when does her friends . will come here? T
5wh 2. Do they spo- do they like sports. And, especially, what kind of sports do they like? T
3 3. Why why does the boy . err couldn't eat cake? t
3 4. How much the hat is?

5Nwh 5. Why err why haven't he haven't the man . bought skis? t
3 1. What what color the boy err who have teethache wear the trousers? t
3 2. What color the laughing woman wearing a necklace? t
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3 3. How much the pre- present box is? T
3 4. How many glasses on the on the table near the bald man? T
3 5. How many mm snow snow doll outside? T
4yn 6. Is is the . door open opening, isn't it? T
3 7. What what are the. What is the dog is dog doing?
4yn 8. Is is is there a . an apple err on the TV? T

* 6C Could you . tell me err . could you tell me how many . women . i- are are in the on the couch? T
* 3 Could you tell me err how the wearing a blue trouser-s man mm boy doing?
* 6C Could you could you tell me how many snow doll snow doll are outside?
* 3 Does the . does the uh light light near the door? T
* 3 Does the bald man . drink a drink coffee? T
* no count 1. In your picture, the clock is on the floor, isn't it? T

* 4yn
2. On your picture, are there two snowman outside? T (// Err yes. Could you repeat the question again?
I'm sorry I've missed it.) On your picture, there are a two snowman on outside,. isn't it T . uh uh aren't
they? T ( ) Only one? T

* 2 3. In your picture, err there is there is a cat on the couch, isn't it? T

UC04 - Rose

5wh 1. What time will her friends come?
5wh 2. What sports do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't he eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why hasn't the man reading a newspaper mm bought skis?
3 1. Do you see two snow snowmen mm through the window? T
3 2. How much? (How much?) How how many snowmen?
4yn 3. Is the boy sitting on the floor wearing green green pants? T
5wh 4. What color does he wear?
4wh 5. How many people are there on the sofa?
4yn 6. Is the old woman wearing mm orange necklace? t
5wh 7. What color is is she wearing?
4yn 8. Is there a cat between two women? T

* 6C Could you tell me where an apple is? T
* 6C Could you tell me . mm how much the present is?
♦ 6C Could you tell me mm where the clock is?
* 6T In your picture, there are no apples, mm are are there?
♦ 6T In your picture, a dog is eating cookies, isn't it?
* no count In your picture, a boy sitting on the floor is wearing blue pants (//)

UC05 - Sae

2 1. The the girl's friends mm mm ... whe- when . come here?
3 2. What kind of sports they especially like? T
3 3. Why the boy can't eat cake?
3 4. How much how much the hat is?
3 5. Why do- mm does the man haven't bought s- skis?
5wh 1. What is the mm . err the the man doing?
4wh 2. What is the title of the newspaper?
3 3. Near mm near the man, mm . how mm . there is a small table mm. What is . mm on the table?
2 4. It's mm it's empty? t
2 5. On the on the TV, there are an apple? T
4yn 6. Are there something? T
4wh 7. What is it?
3 8. What kind of fruits?

* 5wh What is the boy on the floor mm . doing?
* 5wh What is . she doing?
* 4yn Could you tell me mm . is mm is is there a cat mm n-tto near the man? T
* 4yn Could you tell me err is is is there a cat somewhere? T
* 6C Could you tell me where the cat is? T
* 5wh Could vou could vou tell me . what mm . is there a dog urn . mm . what is the dog doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, the man is drinking coffee, ... (Yes.) is isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In in your picture, the dog is eating cookies, isn't it? T
* 2

3. In your picture, there is a a banana and an orange on the TV? T (Yes. Oh, I'm sorry. Could you say
the question again?) In your picture, there is a banana and an orange on the TV, isn't it? T

UC06 - Miki

3 1. How how When is her friends come here? T
3 2. What's sports the friends like?
3 3. Why the man reading newspapers haven't bought skis?
3 4. What. How much the hat?
3 5. Why the boy can't eat cake?
3 1. How many glasses on the table?
3 2. What color the boy wear?
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4wh 3. What time is it now?
3 4. How many apples on the TV?
4wh 5. Where the cat. is? Where is the cat?
3 6. Is door the. Does door the open? t
3 7. How many snow . snow daruma f= snowman]. How many snow darama is oh outside?
4yn 8. What. mm. Is there present. box present box? T

* 5wh Could you tell me what is the man doing?
* 3 Could you tell me what's shape the moon . is the moon?
* 5wh Could you tell me what is . what is the boy doing?
* 5wh Could you tell me . mm is . what's older woman what is the older woman doing?
* 4yn 1. In your picture, is the dog eating cookies?
* 4yn 2. In your picture, is the cat. is the cat. in front of the boys, isn't it? T
* 4yn 3. In your pictures, there . is there one snowman outside, ...?

UC07 - Kiko

5wh 1. What time will the girl's friend come here?
5wh 2. What kind of sports mm do they like?
3 3. Why mh why . mm why the boy can't eat cake?
5wh 4. How much does it cost, hat?
3 5. Why why the father haven't bought skis?
3 1. How many glasses on the table near the father?
4yn 2. Is there apple on the television? T
4wh 3. What is there on the television?
4wh 4. What kind of fruits mm is there?
4wh 5. What time is it now?

4yn 6. Is is the door open? T
4wh 7. Where is a cat?
5wh 8. What mm . what color of necklace mm does the mother put on?

* 6C Could you tell me mm . what what the father. does?
* 2

Could you tell me . mm could you tell me ... sorry. (Okay. Could you tell me) Could you tell me the
boy is doing now?

* 4wh Could you tell me where is the boy?
* 3 Does the mm does the older woman watch TV? T
* 3 Does the does the cat sleep? T
* 2 I. In your picture, mm the older woman mm is wearing a yellow necklace, mm . does doesn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, mm . there is a present on the floor, . is isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm the father. is reading a newspaper and drinking a cup of coffee, mm isn't he? f

UC08 - Taro

5wh 1. What time will her friend come?

5wh 2. What sport do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't he eat cake?
3 4. How much the hat is?
5Nwh 5. Why hasn't he bought skis?
2 1. The boy sitting . sitting on sofa wears green pants? t
3 2. What color does her wear?
2 3. The old lady sitting in sofa wears mm orange necklace, right? T
1 4. What color?

4yn 5. Between two ladies, is there cat? T
4wh 6. Where is cat?

NO 7. The dog is eating cake on the table.
3 8. What does it eating?

* 6C Could you tell me if there is a apple on the TV? T
* 4wh Could you tell me what is there on the TV?
* 6T 1. A boy sitting on floor wears blue pants, doesn't he? T
* 6T 2. The old lady sitting in sofa wears yellow necklace, doesn't she? T
* 6T 3. There is a cat in front of a boy, mm isn't there? T
* 1 Could you tell me what fruit?

UC09 - Jiro

3 1. When . do my friends will come here? T
3 2. What kind of sports they especially like?
3 3. Why does he . err . does the boy wearing a err sitting near the sofa can't ca- eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat on the floor?
3 5. Why does err Why has the man a reading newspapers . err err has hasn't bought skis?
4yn 1. Is there an apple on the TV? T
4yn 2. Is there a clock behind the TV? t
4yn 3. Is the dog eating a cake? T
3 4. What does . what does the dog eating?
4yn 5. Is is the door open? t
4yn 6. Is there a cat between a woman between women? T
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4wh 7. Where is the cat?
4yn 8. Is there a woman talking on her /mobile/ phone? T

* 3 What does the man . doing?
* 3 What does the boy doing?
* 4wh Could you tell me . that where is the light?
* 3 Could you tell me that how many glasses on the table near the man?
* 2 Could you tell me the woman is wearing a orange jewelry necklace?
* 4yn 1. In your picture, err . is is there a snowman outside of the window of er left side ofwindow?
* 3 2. In your picture, does . does the dog eating cookies on the table? T
* 2 3. In your picture,. there is a cat in front of the boy, isn't it? T

UC10 - Goro

5wh 1. Will her friends come uh. What time will her friends come here?
3 2. What's sports do they like?
3 3. Why the man sitting on the floor can't eat cake?
3 4. How much . the hat on the floor cost?
3 5. Why the man sitting on the sofa mm haven't bought skis?

5wh
1. What color does the man with glass wear? Err, what color of necklace does the woman sitting in the
floor wear?

5wh 2. What color of trousers does the man sitting on the floor wear?
5wh 3. How much does the present on the floor cost?
3 4. How many glasses on the desk near by the TV?
4wh + 3 5. What is the name of the newspaper does the man um does the man reading?

4wh
6. How many err snow trees are there out of the window? (You mean a 'snowman'?) Snow (Snowman?)
Snowman. (Could you repeat the question?) How many snowmans are there out of the window?

4wh 7. What are there between two girls on the sofa? ( ) Only cushion?
4yn 8. How many umm Are there are there anything on the TV? T

* 5wh Could you tell me what's the woman . sitting on the sofa doing?
* no count Could you tell me the shape of the . um Could you tell me the shape of the moon? T
* 1 Could you tell me . the . the . man doing um . sitting on the floor?
* 1 Could you tell me the /bald/ man doing?
* 3 Do the TV do the TV turn on? T
* 3 Do the . dog eats his or her foods? T
* 2

1. In your picture, there is no animal. there are no animals between two womens women,. isn't err are
they?

* 2
2. In your picture, mm the man reading a newspaper and drinking a cup of coffee crosses cross his legs,
isn't he?

* 2 3. In your picture, there is a present box on the floor, isn't it?

UC11 - Dan

3 1. When when my frien- err when my friend. When your friends come here?
2 + 3 2. They like they like sport? T Are they like any sports? t
3 + 3 3. Does the boy like cake? ( ) Why you can't ca- why you can't eat cake?
3 4. How much the hat how much the hat err on the floor?

4yn + 3
5. Do you have. Have you already bought your own ski? T ( ) Why why you haven't already uh. Why
you haven't bought your own skis?

4wh I. How many snowmans outside of the window can be seen?
4yn 2. You can. Can you see the moon outside the window? T
4yn 3. Is there any clock on the floor? T
4wh 4. What time what time is it?

4yn 5. Are they. Is there any apples on the stove uh on the TV? T
3 6. What kind of thing is on the TV?
3 7. What kind of fru- fruit?
3 8. What does the man . is. What does the man is going err is now doing?

* 3 What what the man sitting in the floor is doing?
* 3 What does the woman err wear doing?
* 4yn Could you tell me is there any present on the floor? T
* 6C

Could you tell me err is there uh. Could you tell me the . dog is. Could you tell me what the dog is
eating?

* 3
Could you tell me how much the present how much does it cost is uh. Could you tell me err how much
the present on the floor?

* 2 1. In your picture, err . there is there there is one snowman outside the window, is it. isn't it?
* 6T 2. In your picture, err the dog is eating some cookie, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, err the bananas and one oranges are on the TV, isn't it. aren't it?

UC12 - Yo

5wh 1. Will your friend come he- here uh. When will your friend come here?
5wh 2. What kind of sports did do they like especially?
5wh 3. Why can you . why can you eat cake?
4wh 4. How much is the hat?

3 5. Why err the man haven't bought skis?
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5wh 1. HowWhat color do the guy wear?
3 2. How. What color does the woman wear . err necklace?
1 3. Not orange.
3 4. How many the snow snow doll or. at window uh out outside the window?
4yn 5. Can . can I see the err moon outside the window? T
4wh 6. What time the is the clock?
3 7. How much the prese- this present? (How much?) Uh, how much the present present box?
4yn 8. Is the dog eating cake? T

* 5wh Could you tell me . what. the . what is the young guy doing?
* 6C Could you tell me what is on the television?
* 3 Could you tell me how many cup of on the . table on the circled table?
* 3 Could you tell me how many cup of on the . table on the circled table?
* 3 Does the young guy . watch the TV? t
* 3 Does the young lady phoned with the cellular? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, err circled table is between . chair, and television, isn't it?
* 4yn 2. In your picture,. is there . one light. err tall light, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, err banana and orange orange is are on the television, isn't are are . aren't them? t
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Appendix 88
Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)
Guided role-play

NA01 - Omi

4wh ]. How how much is the rent? T
2 2. The rent is include a water bill? T
1 3. Tha- that is by credit credit card? T
3 4. Kate n-tto . dono [= which/ n-tto . Wha-t. What's bank o- recommends Kate? t
6T 5. Dormitory is the . near the language centers,. n-tto is isn't isn't it? T
1 6. In n-tto . dormitory . in . in computer room, i- isn't it? T
1 7. Why?
1 8. Do- dormitory . near the . supermar-ket mh near the . supermarkets? T
2 9. The manager of our dormitory . is . erm . our building, is is it? T
3 10. Where lives . in . the manager of our dormitory? T
3 11. What. what's class er wee- one week? T

1
12. Kate . n-tto . Kate class is Japanese student mm mh what's . mm nan nin iru ka [= how many there
are] . mm . Kate class is . Japanese students? T

1 13. A dormitory is kind of. fa- fac- (facilities) facilities? T
1 14. Do- dormitory . in the rest-. in restaurant. T
1 15. Why? T
NQ 16. Dormitory is a cash . cash dis- dispenser.
NQ 17. An . application form the . e-tto . scholarship/err to the university.
1 18. Why?
3 19. What. what time err . n-tto in . what time meet a in . in dormitory . on Tuesday? T
NA02 - Eri

3 1. How how much the rent? ( ) How how uh the rent? T
2 2. Is this the mm. The mm the rent is include a water bill? T
1 3. Rent is . by credit card? t
3 4. What. mm . what's bank . mm recommend? T
2 5. Dormitory is . mm language center near, isn't it? T
2 6. Dormitory is computer room? T
2 7.1.1 not used it? T
2 8. Dormitory is . supermarket,. isn't it? t
2 9. The the manager of our dormitory is . our building is mm . live live, isn't it. isn't he? T
3 10. Where . where the moment uh the manager of our dormitory . is living? T
1 11. Kate is . mm week . class is . how mh take? t
3 12. Are there Kate class is Japanese students? T
3 13. What kind of facilities . is dor- dormitory? T
3 14. The manager uh. Are mh. Is there . restaurant. the mana- mh . the dormitory? T
1 15. Why?!
3 16. Dormitory . n-tto . uh. Is there . is there cash . dispenser is dormitory? T
1 17. Kate . Kate . an application form . for the scholarships mm to the university? T
3

18. Why . why ha- ha- mh . Why haven't you mm . mm an appli- an application form for the s-
scholarships? T

3 19. What's . What time is . mm . e- Thursday mh . Thursday mm meet? t
NA03 - Yuko

3 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. This . mm . the rent. in- include a water bill.

NQ 3. This uh The rent by credit card.
3 4. What. mm . bank . re- re- rec- recommend?

3
5. A apartment is near the language center . (the apartment. dorm?) mm . mm mm language center, mm.
Is there . is there . to the language center. mm near. mh . apartment?

NQ 6. Apartment. mm . in computer room.
1 7. Why?
3 8. Is . is . there is there . mm . there is there mm . have an uh have a supermarket, . mm isn't it? T
4yn 9. Is there the . manager of our . dormitory mm . our. building, isn't it? T
1 10. The manager of our dormitory . mm . where live? T
4yn + 3 11. Could you tell me mm . what what take . mm class mm . mm one mh one week?
3 12. Is there . mm . is there . class mm . Japanese student?
NQ 13. Our building . kind of facilities.
4yn + 1 14. Could you tell me . mm our building . with . a restaurant? T
1 15. Why?
1 16. Our building . mm with a cash dispenser? T
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4yn + 1 17. Could you tell me . Kate mm an (I'm Kate) an application form to the /university/?

3
18. Why mm . wh- mm . mm . haven't you mm an application form for the scholarship to the
/university/? T

2 19. Next Thursday mm I meet Kate . what time?
NA04 - Sue

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me how . how much e-tto . the rent? T
2 2. This . this . this is . err include a water bill? T
3 3.1- is it err. by car-. by credit card? T
NQ 4. Kate mm . re- recommend . mm . bank.

4yn
5. Is this . ah there . Is there . e-tto dormi-tory near . mm this language cen-. mh ah. There is. Is there .

is there . language center. near d-. near near dormitory,. is isn't. isn't. isn't. she? T
2 6. This this. It is . dormi- dormitory . in computer room,. isn't it? T
1 7. Don't you?

4yn + 2
8. There mm. Are there . mm near do- mm uh. Are there supermarket. near dormitory? E- . uh . the
mh err. There isn't. supermarket near. dormitory,. mm is it? T

3
9. This . e-tto uh. The. Is this the manager of our dormitory . are uh dormitory . live our building, . mm
is it?

3 10. Where where . where live the . manager of our dormitory? T
1 11. Kate is . what what. week . uh what take ... n- class . mm week?
1 12. Kate is class . how many . Japanese student?
3 13. What. kind of facilities in dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there . restaurant in dormitory? T
1 15. Way. way? T (Why?)
NQ 16. There is . there is a cash dispenser mm in dormitory.
3 17. Kate is . uh. Is . this . Kate an . application form for the scholarships . mm to the /university/.
1 18. Way way . way?
3

19. What time . mm . tto mm Kate . e-tto do- dormitory . in Friday? t (Err. you mean Thursday?) Uh,
Thursday.

NA05 - Tsuta
1 1. The rent. how much? T
1 2. In-. /include /a water/bill/ bill? T
1 3. By credit card . card . mm . credit card.

NQ
4. Kate is . re- re-. /recommending/ (recommend) recommend-. recommend reco- spell spell r-e-c-o-m-
m-e-n-d (recommend) recommend.

NQ
5. Language . language center . is . mm . mm . language center mm . apart. is apart. tto ... (a language
center?) Yes.

NQ 6. Computer room . computer room . mm . uh e-tto ... Com- mm . what. mm ...

silence 7. Mm ...

1
8. Dormito- dormito- mm dormito- mm nan toka . dormito- nan daka supermar- supermarket
supermarket? t

1
9. The . the . ma- manner e (manager) manager ofour. dormitory . mm our building eh /building/
building . n-tto, . is are f= mhl . isn't she?

NQ 10. The the manager of our dormitory . living.
NQ

11. Kate Kate is . one week . one week . one week . one week . week take . in in class . take class . take
class.

3
12. Kate . Kate cla-. Kate . Kate class . Kate class . class . class . Japanese student. uh. How many
Japanese student? T

NQ 13. Kind of. fa-. facili- (facilities) facilities mm . facilities . facilities dormitory.
NQ 14. Dormitory is restaurant. restaurant. eh re- rest- res-.
silence 15. ...

NQ 16. Cash . Dormitory is cash dispenser.
NQ

17. An an . application . from from for the . s- (scholarships) scholarships . scholarships . scholarships .

to the anniversary eh chigau [= noJ /univer- university/ ah chig.au university.

3
18. What. mm . what. an application form for the scholarships . -ships . to the eh . -ships . mm . no
post?

3
19. Thursday mm . what time uh what time . what time dormi-. what time dormitory . Kate dormitory .

Kate . Thursday?
NA06 - Toyo
3 1. How . mh how much the rent?
2 2. The rent. is err. include a (include) include a water bill? T

1
3. Include a water bill is . mh mi- eh . sent sent. mm . e-tto . (Number three?) Number three, (credit) uh
credit card . mm credit card . mm . n-tto. siharaeru is . mm En- English (In English? pay) pay . mm pay
mm . by credit card pay? T

3 4. How . how bank . recommend Kate? T

6T
5. Dor- dormitory . dormitory is . mm mh . n-tto . dormitory is . Ian- language mh language center ne-
near. near the language center, .isn't. it?

2 6. Dormitory . dormitory is . dormitory is . computer . room, isn't it?
silence 7. E-tto . mm ...

6T
8. Dormitory . sorry . er . uh. There there . there isn't mm . supermarket near the . dormitory . uh
dormitory, e-tto is . is there?
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1
9. We uh. Our building . our building . our building mm . don't live the manager manager of our
dormitory,. n-tto . do . do it?

5wh 10. The manager of our dormitory . sorry. Where where . does . the manager of our dormitory . live live?
5wh 11. What mm. What's class. What class does Kate . take a week?
3 12. How many . mm . how many e- . Japanese students . does Kate class? T
3 13. What. How kind of. facilities . do . dormitory is?
3 14. Is . mm is there . mm dormitory in restaurant?
skipped 15

4yn 16. There is e- ah . is sorry. Is there . cash dispenser in dormitory? T

4yn +1+3
17. Kate uh mm sorry. Could mm could you tell me . ifmm Could you tell me if Kate . mh . uh sorry mh
... mm Kate mm. Does Kate mm . mm okuru [= send] sorry okuru wa sen- sent (sent) sent (sent) does
Kate . e-. Does Kate . sent an . application from for the . scho- scholarship to the /university?

1 18. Why? T
3 19. What time . what time . does Kate . meet in . dormitory . at Thursday Thursday?
NA07 - Yaya
1 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. Include a water bill.

NQ 3. By credit card.
NQ 4. Recommend bank.

NQ 5. Near language center . (Pardon?) near language center .

3 6. Do you have a computer room?
3 7. Why why . com- computer room .

NQ 8. Nea- near the s- supermarket. mm
NQ 9. The manager of our. do- dormitory our our building lived.
3 10. Where is . the manager ofour. Where lived the manager of our dormitory?

NQ
11. Ka- Kate is week . Ka- Kate is take ... (Sorry?) Mm Kate week . take . take (Kate take?) takes
(what? . take) class a week .

NQ 12. Kate class's Ja- how how many . c- mm class Ja- Japanese class . Japanese?
3 13. What kind of /fa- facs-/ (facilities) facilities . our dormitory?
NQ 14. Restaurant mm mm . mh our our dormitory in restaurant.
3 15. Why . why . restaurant?
NQ 16. /Dormitory/ in cash dispenser.
NQ 17. Kate is an application form for . the scholarships to the university.
3 18. Why an an . why an an application form for the scholarships?
1 19. Thur- Thursday what what time . sa- /meet/ in to?
NA08 - Maya
4wh 1. What's the rent? f
NQ 2. The rent. include water bill.
1 3. By credit card? T
NQ 4. Bank . /recommend/ (recommend) recommend.

NQ
5. Dorm . language center. chikaku. chikau [= near. near] . language center . chikaku Ite iu tango ga
wakaranai node bunsyo dekimasen [= I don't know the word chikaku in English and I can't make a

sentence].
NQ 6. Dorm dorm . in computer room mh . (mm . um) etto Computer room . in dorm.
NQ 7. ... Don't use .

NQ 8. Supermarket. a . dorm no . Wakannai desu [= I don't know].

NQ
9. Our building . the /mana-/ (manager) manager of our . /dormi-/ mh /dormitory/ (dormitory) dormitory
. The manager of dormitory . live . our building.

3 10. What live the manager of our dormitory? T
NQ 11. Kate . week . wakannai [= I don't know].
1 12. Classmate . Japanese . many people . what?
NQ 13. Kind etto . (facilities) kind of facilities . our building.
NQ 14. In restaurant. restaurant. in buildo- building.
silence 15. ...

NQ 16. Building in . cash . dispenser.
NQ 17. Kate . an application form of the . /s-/ (scholarships) /scholars/. to the /university/.
3 18. What. what. ah chigau [= no] . because . to the /university/?
3

19. Thursday . what time . uh Thursday ni . Kate . mh . (Okay) What time . what time . tto . building in
Kate? T

NB01 - Rika

3 1. What the rent?
2 2. The rent. is . include a water bill? T
I 3. By cri- /credi- credit/ card, okay? T
3 4. Where bank . is Kate . /recommi- recommed/?

NQ
5. Lan- e- . langua- language center. language center . mm .. . e- house . e- ... Wakannai desu [= I
don't know].

1 6. Computer room . computer room, okay? T
1 7. Why?
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NQ 8. No supermarket.

NQ
9. The . ma- manner ma- manager of /our/ dormi- dormitory . mm . dormitory . is . our building . /visit/
no. no /visit/.

3 10. Where where . where lives the . manager of /our/ do- dormitory?
1 11. Kate . is . one week ... what. is the take?
3 12. Kate ... mm . What the Kate class . Japanese . Japanese . Japanese ... (Japanese?)
3 13. What kind of faci- facilities facility ... ?
1 14. Restaurant, okay? T
1 15. Why?
1 16. Cash dispenser . dispenser, okay? T

NQ
17. Kate . is an . application form for the . /scho- scholarships/ . to the university . e- okuru [= send] .

mm . Wakannai desu [- I don't know I.
3 18. Haven't you . an . application form for the . /scholarships/ yet? T
NQ 19. Thursday . mm . Kate . see the . o'clock.
NB02 - Kako

3 1. How much . the rent?

NQ 2. Include a water bill.

NQ 3. By ere- credit card.
3 4. Where . mm where bank . recommend?

NQ 5. Near language center rvo . mm ryo / = dormitory. dormitory] . do- do-. /dormitory/.
2 6. Dormitory . have computer room . (computer room). room . com-, . mm . uh . don't you? T
silence 7. ...

2 8. /Domitory/ . supermarket. eh . don't. near /dormitory/, do you? T
no count 9. The manager of our/dormitory/ ntto . do-. don't. not live our building (//)
3 10. The manager of our /dormitory/ uh. Where . where . he live?
3 11. How . how many . take . take class?
3 12. How many . Japanese people in your class?
3 13. What kind of facilities?

NQ 14. Dormitory . i- is . in restaurant.
silence 15. ... Mm ... mm

NQ 16. Dormitory have cash dispenser.
3 17. Do . do you . sent. send . an application form . for the . /scho-/ . scholarships to the university?

1
18. What's . what. what. Nan dakke nan dakke [= What should I say? What should I say]? . What.
what... Why?

3 19. What time . meet. n-tto in . meet. dormitory in what. Thursday?
NB03 - Chie

4yn + 2 1. Could you tell me . the rent how much?
2 2. The rent. n-tto all include a water bill? T
1 3. The rent mm . by credit card? T

3 + 2
4. Can . can you need to bank account in Columbia? T ( ) Kate n-tto . re- recommend mm . mm
bank? T

4yn 5. Is uh chigau [= no] it etto dormitory . near language center? T (//)
1 6. Dormitory . computer room, isn't it? t
NQ 7. No use.

1 8. Dormitory mm . n-tto near supermarket, . isn't it? T
1 9. The . the manager of our dormitory mm . our building . no visit,. isn1- is it? T
3 10. The manager of our dormitory ntto ... mm uh. Where . the manager of our dormitory n-tto visit? T
4yn + 2 11. Could you tell me . Kate taking mm . mm class?
3 12. How how many . Japanese students mm . Kate class?
NQ 13. The dormitory mm uh . n-tto . kind of fa- /facili-/ (facilities) facility ...

I 14. Dormitory restaurant. room? T
silence 15. N-tto ...

1 16. Dormitory . cash . (dispenser) dispenser? T
4yn + 1

17. Could you tell me em mm ... okuru [= send] . an /appli-/ (application) uh application (form) form
from for the . (scholarships) scholarship mm . for. to the /university/? f

1 18. Why?
3 19. What mm . what mm . time Kate mm . dormitory mm . Thursday? T

NB04 - Ko

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it include a water bill?

4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card?
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The dormitory is near the language center, isn't it?
6T 6. There is a computer room in the language center, isn't there?
5Nwh 7. Why can't I use it?
6T 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is there?
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6T 9. The manager of our dormitory doesn't live in our building, does he?
5wh 10. Where does he/the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese students are there in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there a restaurant in the dormitory?
5Nwh 15. Why can't 1 use it?
4yn 16. Is there a cash dispenser in the dormitory?
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you sent it yet?
5wh 19. What time can I see you in the dormitory on Thursday?
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarships to the university?
NB05 - Sato

3 1. Tell me . mm . how much the rent.

NQ 2. The rent. include a water bill.

NQ 3. The rent by credit card.
NQ 4. Kate recommend a bank.

4yn 5. Could you ... Could you tell me . dormitory . mm . (dormitory). dormitory ... language center?
NQ 6. Dormitory . computer room mh.
1 7. What?

NQ 8. Dormitory . mm . not. supermarket mm .

NQ 9. The manager of our dormitory . we . our building . no.

NQ
10. The mm dormitory the manager mm The manager of our dormitory . is . visit... mm . mm (the
manager of our dormitory) dormitory ...

3
11. Kate . mm ... mm ... week . what. class (class?) take . (Chotto ookii koe de itte kureru? [= Can
you speak louder? J Kate a week . what. take class?

3 12. What mm . Japanese student. Kate class? T
1 13. Dormitory . what kind of facilities?
NQ 14. The dormitory . a restaurant.
NQ 15. Restaurant. not the use it.

NQ 16. The dormitory . cash dispenser . uh not dormitory . cash dispenser.
NQ 17. Kate an application form the . /scho-/. (scholar-) scholarship to the university.
3 18. What's . mm . um application form the scholarship?
1 19. Thursday . what time . mm the . dormitory . Kate?
NB06 - Saki
3 1. How much the /rent/? T
3 2. How much include a water /bill/? T
1 3. It's by a uh it's by credit card? T
3 4. Do you do you recommend? T
1 5. Language center is . uh. Language center near the . /dormitory/, mm isn't it? t
NQ 6. Computer room . e-tto . there compu- mh computer room there the . e- in /dormitory ...

1+3
7. /Dormitory/ not su- not near supermarket,. e- aren't you? T Ah e-tto. What. mm computer room not
. mm ryo [= dormitory] . dormitory?

1 8. Dormitory not near supermarket, mm . mm . mm er isn't it? T
1 9. Our building . i- there the manager of our dormitory? T
3

10. Our mh . The manager ofdormitory . ha- e - there are . uh live ther- er. What live the manager of
dormitory? T

1 11. What Kate . take class in week? t
3 12. Kate class uh How much . mm no. How many . how many Japanese in Kate's class? T
3 13. What's kind of /facitory/ in our dor- dormitory? T
3 14. Restaurant in . How there restaurant in dormitory?
1 15. What??
3 16. What's there cash di- dispenser in dormitory? T
3 17. An application from for the scholar/skip/ scholarships . to the university . do you have? T
3

18. What's . mm . wha-. what's . not to the university li- mm mm application from for the scholarship
not to the university? T

2 19. Its Tu-Tuesday mee-. 1 meet Kate . in dormitory? ?
NB07 - Ai
3 1. How much the rent?

NQ 2. The . rent. is mh . include a water bill.
1 3. By . credit card? ?

NQ
4. Kate . recomen- recommen- mh recommend (recommend) recommend (recommend) recommend .

mm bank wa-...

1
5. The . dormitory . mm . mm mh . dormitory no near. mm . uh. Language center . language center .

near the dormitory? T
NQ

6. The-. aru aru [= exist exist] mh . tto . aru . the mh ... Computer room . mm . e-. na- no- ...

Computer room wa ...

silence 7. ...

NQ 8. The dormitory mm . not. mh no . near near no no supermarket.
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NQ
9. The manager of our dormitory . mm visit mh . visit. uh chigau na [= no] ... not... etto . not visit.
our building.

3
10. The manager of our dormitory . uh. When uh. Where . the manager of our dormitory . uh. Where
visit. the manager of our dormitory?

3
11. Kate . e- ... How how how many class . mh take mh . take . uh How how how . how . chigau na [=
no]. How many class . take mh how chigau [= no]. How how . take mh one week?

3 12. Japanese student uh. How . how how many Japanese students in . class. in your class?
3 13. What. err what kind of. mh what. kind of a facilities . the dormitory?
4yn 14. There no ah chigau [= no/. tto. Is . there . restaurant. in the dormitory?
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is . is there . mh cash dispenser . in the dormi- dormitory?
NQ 17. Kate mm . an . an . application froms form for the . scho- scholarship . sent to uh . the university.

5Nwh
18. Haven't you . haven't you ... Haven't you . ah chigau [= no]. Why why . why . why don't you .

mh you sent. for mh sent the scholarship ship ship . a at ka . an . application from the . from for the
scholarship?

3
19. What eh . I mh . I . mh . mee- meet met meet. Kate . tto . Thursday mh what. mh what time . o'-
what time o'clock . um mh ... eh . What time mh . aeruka [= can see] what time o'clock . ah. Thurs-.
Thursday . uh Tursday, what time o'clock . meet. Kate?

NB08 - Tomo

3 1. How much the . rent? T
2 2. The ... uh . the rent is include a water bill? T
3 3. Can . can you by credit card, okay?
3 4. What. what bank . recommend?
2 5. There is a . mm . dormitory . near the . language center, tto isn't it? T
2 6. There is a . dormitory . in computer room, isn't it? T
silence 7. ...

2 8. There is . a . dormitory . near the supermarket, . isn't it? T

NQ
9. The manager of our dormitory . is . my mh watashitachi [= our] our building . live mh . not living .

mm

3 10. Where lives in . mm uh Where lives in the manager . of our . dormitory?
1 11. Kate tto what classes . take . the week?
3 12. Kate's class mm . uh. How many . Japanese students . Kate's class?
3 13. Wha-t. kind of fa- facilities . the dormitory?
3 14. Is . restaurant mm . dormitory?
silence 15. ...

4yn 16. Is . /cash/ . dispenser . in the dormitory?

NQ
17. Kate ... e-tto . mh an . application form for the . s- scholarships . mm . i- in . to the university . e-tto

. o- okuru. okuru ]= send. send].
3 18. What. an . application form for the scholarships n-tto . yet? T
3

19. What time mm . what time . what time the meet. in the . dormitory . mm (on Thursday?) on
Thursday?

NB09 - Nori

3 1. What. the dormitory the rent? T
NQ 2. The rent in- in-. include a water bill.
1 3. By credit card., okay? T
3 4. What /recommend/ bank? T
6T 5. Dormitory . is near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. Dormitory is computer room, isn't it? T
skipped 7

2 8. Dormitory is uh near supermarket uh. Dormitory isn't supermarket, is it? T
2 9. The manager of our dormitory live in our building, isn't it?
3 10. Whe- where live in the manager of our dormitory? T
2 11. Kate . take ... mm what mh . class in week? T
3 12. What. what re-. What there . in Kate of class Japanese students?
3 13. What kind of facilities in dormitory?
4yn 14. What. mh. Are uh. Is there . restaurant in dormitory? T
silence 15. ...

4yn 16. Is there cash dispenser in dormitory? t
NQ 17. Kate mm . send to the /university/. an app- application form for the scholarship.

3 18. Haven't you . an application from the scholarship yet?

3
19. What time Kate . in dormitory meets . in the Tuesday. Okay? T (Err . I think Thursday). Sorry,
Thursday.

NBIO-Mo

3 1. How much the rent? T
2 2. The rent include a water bill? T
1 3. By the credit card? t
3 4. What bank recommend? T
6T 5. Dormitory is . uh. There is dormitory near the language center, . isn't isn't there?
6T 6. There . there is dormitory . uh. There is . computer room in the dormitory, isn't there? T
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5Nwh 7. Why can't I use the computer room? T
6T 8. There is . su- there is a supermarket near the dormitory, isn't there? T
2 9. The manager of our dormitory . mm . dormitory are not live /our/ building, . isn't they? T
3 10. Where . the manager of our dormitory . lives?
5wh 11. How many classes . mm . does Kate take?
3 12. How how many . how many ... How many Japanese students . in the class?
4wh 13. Is . there . is the- mh. What kind of facilities . are . are there in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there a restaurant in the dormitory? T
5Nwh 15. Why can't we use the restaurant? t
4yn 16. Is there a cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn + 1 17. Could you tell me . ifmm an application from the scholarship . send to the university?
SNwh 18. Why . haven't you sent an application from the scholarship? T
5wh 19. What time . can I meet. you . in the dormitory on Thursday?
UA01 - Saya
6C 1. Would you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Is that i-. Does it include a water bill? T
6C 3. Would you tell me if I can pay by pay it by credit card?

6C 4. Would you recommend which which bank is better?

6T 5. In the dormitory uh. The dormitory is near language near the Ian- lan- language center, isn't it?
2 6. Is there computer . uh. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't it?
5Nwh 7. Why why don't I. Why can't I use it?
6T 8. There is there is no supermarket near the dormitory, is there, is . there? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory . doesn't live our in our building,. err do he T . does he? T
5wh 10. So, where does he live in?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take a week?

3 12. Do you have a Japanese classmates? T
5wh 13. What kind of facilities does the dormitory have?
4yn 14. Is the rest- is there is there restaurant in the dormitory?
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is there cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Would you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why err why haven't you send it yet?
5wh 19. What time . what time err what time do I meet. What time can I meet you in Thursday?
UA02 - Tami

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does it include a water bill? f
4yn 3. Can I. pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank . do you recommend? t
6T 5. The language chigau [= no/. Dormitory is near the language center, isn't it?
6T 6. The dormitory has computer room, doesn't it? T
5Nwh 7. Why can't. why can't I use it? T
2 8. There . isn't a supermarket near the . dormitory,. are there? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory . doesn't live . our building, does he? T
3 10. Where the manager of our dormitory live? T
3 11. By the way, mm how . how mh . how much do you take the class in a week? T
5wh 12. How many Japanese students do you have in your class? t

4yn + 5wh
13. What Could you tell me what kind of facilities do you have in your in the dormitory dormit-
dormitory?

4yn 14. Are there restaurant in the dormitory? T
5Nwh 15. Why can't I use it?
4yn 16. Is there cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
3 17. Did you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why didn't you . send it. yet? T
5wh 19. What time will we meet in on Thursday? T
UA03m - Ken

6C 1. Can you tell me how much the rent was? T
4yn 2. Is it including a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. There is a dormitory near the language center, isn't there?
6T 6. There is a computer room in the dormitory, is there . isn't there?
4wh 7. Why is that? T
6T 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is there?
6T 9. The manager of the dormitory is is not living in our building, is he?
5wh 10. So, where is he living?
5wh 11. How many classes . err . do you take a week, Kate? T
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3 12. Do you have any Japanese students in your class? T
5wh 13. What kind of facilities err do you have in the dormitory?
4yn + 2 14. Could you tell me there is a restaurant in the dormitory? T
4yn 15. Can you tell me why? T
4yn 16. Is there . cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why not? T
3 19. What time do we meet err err. What time will we meeting . on Thursday at the dormitory?
UA04 - Yan

6C 1. Could you tell me er how much I have to pay for the rent? T
4yn + 2 2. Could you tell me the rent includes a water bill? T
4yn + 2 3. Could you tell me I can pay for it by credit card? T
3 4. Do you know err some bank? Mm it's very good bank.

5wh + 4yn + 6T
5. What do you say ryo [= dormitory] in English? ( ) May I ask some more extra querstions? ( ) The
dormitory is near the language center, isn't it?

6T 6. The dormitory err have has a computer room, hasn't it?
4yn 7. Is there something wrong with the computer room? T
2 8. There isn't any supermarket near the dormitory, isn't it?
2 9. The manager of our dormitory err. doesn't live in our building, err doesn't it T . doesn't he? T
6C 10. Then, could you tell me where the manager of our dormitory lives?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take a week?

4wh
12. In your class in your some class, mm how many studen-. How many Japanese students mm are there
in your class? T

4wh 13. What kind of facilities mm is there . are there in the dormitory? T
4yn + 2 14. Could you tell me the dormitory has a restaurant? T
4yn 15. Could you tell me the reason, please? T
4yn 16. Is there any cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Kate, err . err. have you already sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
4yn 18. Could you tell me the reason?
5wh 19. On the Thursday err what time mm do we meet? T
UAOS - Yuta

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me how the rent is?
3 2. Does the rent er include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I buy uh Can 1 pay it by credit card? t
5wh 4. What what bank erm do you do you recommend?
6T 5. Our /dormitory/ err is near the language center, err. isn't it?
6T 6. Our /dormitory/ err has a computer room, err err doesn't it?
1 7. Why?
2 8. There mm . there is no supermarket near near the /dormitory/, err er isn't there?

6T
9. The manager of our /dormin-/ /dormitory/ err living err. sorry. The manager of our /dormitory/
doesn't live in our building, erm doesn't. uh does he?

5wh 10. Where err where does the manager of our /dormitory/ live?
5wh 11. How many classes err . do you do you take err per week?
6C 12. Could you tell me how many Japanese students err is in . is in your class?
6C 13. Could you tell me um what kind of facili- facilities err . the . the /dormitory/ have?

4yn + 2 + 3
14. Could you tell me if. err. if our dormitory have . sorry erm. Does does the dormitory have
restaurant? T

1 15. Why?
3 16. Does the dormi- dormitory er have a cash dispenser? t
3

17. Kate, erm . did you erm did you sent. to the university . sorry err. Did you sent an appli- application
form for the scholarships to the university? T

1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. On Thur- on Thursday err what time would I meet you?
UA06 - Ru

3 1. How much the rent of the dormitory?
3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay can 1 pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank does you recommend?
4yn 5. Is err. is the dormitory near by the language center, err isn't it?
3 6. Does the dormitory have a computer room, err doesn't it? T
2 + 5Nwh 7.1 can't use it? T ( ) Why why can't I use it?
2 8. There is no supermarket near the dormitory, er isn't it?
2 9. The manager of our dormitory does not live in our building, err isn't it?
5wh 10. Where does the manager live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take? T
3 12. How many the Japanese students in your class?
5wh 13. What kind of facilities does the dormitory have?
3 14. Does the dormitory have restaurant? T
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3 15. How can't. we can't it we can't use it?
3 16. Does the dormitory have cash dispensers? T
4yn 17. By the way, have you have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why why haven't you?
5wh 19. When when when can we when can we meet in the dormitory?
UA07 - Seigo
4wh 1. How much . is the rent?
3 2. Is the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. There . mm . there is . there is a . dormitory near language language center, isn't. isn't there?
6T 6. There are computer room in in your dormitory, aren't there?
1 7. Why?
6T 8. There are not. err supermarket near near your dormitory, are are there? T
2 9. The the manager of our dormitory don't live your building, err doesn't doesn't he? T
5wh 10. Where does the manager of our dormito- uh your dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take in a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese student. mm are there in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in your dormitory?
4yn 14. Are there any restaurant in your dormitory?
1 15. Why not?
4yn 16. Are there any cash dispenser in your dormitory?
3 17. Did you send an application form for the scholarships to the university?
1 18. Why not?
5wh 19. What time err do do we uh can we meet next Tuesday?
UA08 - Hiro

6C 1. Could you tell me mm how much the rent is?
6C 2. Could you tell me mm if. if the rent mm include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay . it by credit card? T
6C 4. Which bank uh. Could you tell me i- which banks you recommend me?
6T 5. There there is a dormitory near the language center, isn't there? T
6T 6. There there is- a computer room in . dormitory, isn't there? T
5Nwh 7. Why can't I use it?
6T 8. There mm there is. There are some supermarkets near there, err aren't there? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory err don't live . our buildings, do he T . does he? T
2 10. He doesn't live our building? T
5wh 11. Kate, err how much classes mm do you . take a week?
6C 12. Kate, could you tell me how much Japanese students there are um in your class?
6C 13. Could you tell me what kind of facilities err there is?
4yn 14. Are there some restaurant in it? T
5Nwh 15. Why can't I use it?
4yn 16. Is there cash dis- dispenser in it? T

6C
17. Could you tell me mm if. i- you you sent. an application form for the scholarships to the to the
university? T

5Nwh 18. Why haven't you send it?
5wh 19. What time what time can I meet you err . on Thursday?
UA09 - Nobu
4wh 1. How much is the rent?

3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
2 5. There are a language center near dormitory, isn't it?
6T 6. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't there?
5Nwh 7. Oh, why can't I use it?
6T 8. There isn't supermarket near dormitory, is there?
2 9. The manager of our dormitory isn't live our building, is it?
3 10. The manager of our dormitory uh. Where is the manager of our dormitory . live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take in a week?
3 12. How many Japanese in your class?
3 13. What kind of facility in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Are there restaurant in the dormitory? T (Pardon?) Are there restaurant in the dormitory? T
1 15. Oh, why?
4yn 16. Are there cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Kate, err have you . have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Why?
5wh 19. In Thursday what time can I meet you in your dormitory?
UA10 - Jo
3 1. How much . the rent. in a month?

4yn 2. Is it including a water bill? T
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6C 3. Could you tell me err if 1 can err pay by credit card?
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend?
6T 5.1 think, . the dormitory have the language uh is nearby the language center, isn't it?
6T 6. The dormitory have the computer room, doesn't it. uh . doesn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?

2 8.1 think, . the . there are there is no supermarket near there, isn't it? T
6T 9. The manager of your dormitory is living in your buildings, isn't he? T
5wh 10. So, where does he live?
6C 11. Could you tell me how many classes you have in a week?

3 + 3
12. Do you have any . Japanese students in your class? ( ) And, how many . how many . how many
Japanese students in your class?

4yn + 3 13. Could you tell me could you tell me what kind of facilities . there facilities in your dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there any restaurant in your in there?
3 15. Why err why I can't use the restaurant?
3 16. Do you have cash dispenser in your dormitory? T
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Oh, why haven't you done yet?
5wh 19. When err can we met in the . Thursday? T
UB01 - Junko

3 1. First first question is,. how long how how much the rent cost?
3 2. Is the rent. Does the rent contain include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T

6C 4. Could you tell me . mm the bank you recommend?

2 5. I'm not sure, but the /dormitory/ is launched near the language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. There are any computer rooms in the /dormitory/, aren't there? T
1 7. Why?
6T 8. There aren't supermarkets near the /dormitory/, are there?
6T 9. The manager of our /dormitory/ doesn't live in our building, does he? t
3 + 4yn 10. Where he lives? ( ) Can I have next question, please? T
3 11. How many classes have you take in a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese Japanese students are there in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the /dormitory/?
4yn 14. Are there any restaurant in the /dormitory/? T
1 +3 15. Why? What what happened the restaurant?
4yn 16. Are there any cash dispenser in the /dormitory/?

3
17. Have you ever. Have have you already. Have you all this /form/ /appiicia- application/ for form for
the scholarship to the university? T

3
18. Why you . why you s-. Why you . didn't. you haven't sent sent a sent an /applica-/ /application/
form?

5wh 19. What time mm . will we meet. mm in the /dormitory/ at on . Thursday?
UB02 - Koara
4wh 1. How much is the rent?

4yn 2. Is it included a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay that by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank . do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the dormitory near the language center, isn't it?
2 6. Is there is uh. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't it?
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There is. There isn't. any supermarket in near the dormitory, is . is it?
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory doesn't live in our building, does . he?
5wh 10. So, where does he live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take per week?
3 12. How many Japanese students in your class?
3 13. What kind of facilities in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there . a restaurant in there? f
1 15. Oh, why not?
4yn 16. Is there a cash dispenser there? T
4yn 17. Have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Oh, why haven't you sent that?

5wh
19. What time will you will I meet you on Saturday? (Erm I'll see you) Satur- (around six) Saturday
(yeah Saturday Thursday, right?) Thursday sorry.

UB03 - Tomi

3 1. How much err do I pay the rent? t
4yn 2. Is it including a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
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4yn 5. Is there the dormitory near language center, isn't there?
4yn 6. In dormitory, mm is there a computer room, isn't there? T
5Nwh 7. Why can. Why cannot I use?
3 8. Are there any supermarkets uh. Aren't there any supermarket are there near the dormitory?
3 9. Does the manager of our dormitory live our building, does he? T
5wh 10. Where . does he live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take . in a week?
4wh 12. In your class, how many Japanese students are there?
3 13. In the dormitory, what's kind of facilities are there?
4yn 14. Is there any restaurant in dormitory? T
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. In the dormitory is there a cash /dips-/ dispenser? f
4yn 17. Kate, err have you send an /application/ fro- application form for the scholarship to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why have have you not uh haven't you . send it?
5wh 19. Next Thursday what time will you uh what time can I see you in dormitory?
UB04 - Tana
3 1. How much the rent is?
6C 2. Could you tell me err if the rent includes a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. err can I pay the rent by credit card? T
6C 4. Could you . err could you tell me err which bank you recommend? T
6T 5. The dormitory is near the language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. In the dormitory, there are uh there is a computer room, isn't there? T
] 7. Uh, why?

6T
8. Near near the dormitory, err err there are . err there are no supermarket uh there are not any
supermarket, are are there? T

6T 9. The manager of our dormitory mm doesn't live in our building, does he? T
6C 10. Could you tell me where the manager of our dormitory live? T
6C 11. Could you tell me err what err . how many classes err you takes in a week? T
6C

12. Could you tell me mm how how many Japanese students err err sorry. Could you tell me how many
how many Japanese students . mm are are in your class? T

4yn + 3 13. What Could you tell me what kind of facilities mm there in the dormitory? T
6C 14. Could you tell me if. err . er if there are any restaurant in the dormitory? T
1 15. Uh, why?
6C 16. Could you tell me mm if there're a cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Have have mm have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you sent the sent it?
6C 19. Could you tell me err what time we . will meet err . mm Tuesday uh sorry Thursday?
UB05 - Hana
6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does it does it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay it by credit card? T
4yn + 5wh 4. Could you tell me which bank . did you uh do you recommend? T
2 5. There is a language. There is a dormitory near the language language center, isn't it? T
2 6. In the dormitory, mm there is a computer room, isn't it? t
5Nwh 7. Why can't I use . can't I use it?
2 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is it? T
6T 9. The . the manager of our dormitory doesn't. doesn't live in our building, doe- does he? T
5wh 10. Where is. Where does he live in?

6C
11. Could you tell me how many classes mm do you take . do you uh how many classes you takes per
week?

4wh 12. How many uh . how many how many Japanese student is there in your class? T
6C 13. Could you tell me what kind of /facilities/ mm there is in a dormitory? T
4yn + 2 14. Could you tell me there is a restaurant in the dormitory? T
5Nwh 15. Why can't we use it?
4yn 16. Is there is there cash spen- cash dispenser cash dispenser in dormitory? T

4yn + 3
17. Could you tell me um do you uh you you send an . you sent you send an application form for the
scholarship to the university? t

5Nwh 18. Why shouldn't why shouldn't you send it yet. uh. Why why have haven't you send it?
5wh 19. What time can we meet in the dormitory on Thursday? t
UB06 - Riko
3 1. How much the rent?
3 2. Does it include a . water bills, doesn't. it? T
4yn 3. Can I . pay . a water bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Are there language center near the dormitory, mm isn't it? T
4yn 6. Is there a computer room near the language center, isn't it? T
5Nwh 7. Why can't we use a computer room a moment?
1 8. Isn't there a supermarket near the dormitory, is it? t
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2
9. Is the. Isn't the manager of our dormitory . uh. The ah the manager ofour dormitory doesn't. our
building, does he? T

3 10. Where the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take a week?
3 12. How many Japanese student in your class?
5wh 13. What kind of facilities does the dormitory have?
4yn 14. Are. Is . the restaurant. in the dormitory? T
5Nwh 15. Why can't we use the restaurant?
4yn 16. Is a cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Have you . sent an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you . sent yet?
5wh 19. In Thursday . mm . when can we . can . when can I meet you in the dormitory?
UB07 - Fuku

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me . how much the rent? T
3 2. The rent. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn + 2 3. Could you tell me I can . pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. What your recommend. What bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The . dormitory is near to the language center, isn't it? T
6T

6. There are computer rooms in the dormitory, err (Err [coughing] uh, pardon, sorry.) There are
computer rooms in the dormitory, aren't there? T

4yn 7. Could you tell me the reason why?
2 8. There is . not a supermar- supermarket near the dormitory, is it? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory . i-. doesn't live our mh . doesn't live in our building, does he? T
6C 10. Do you know where he live?
5wh 11. Kate, how . many class are you taking in . week?

4wh
12. How many . does. How many Japanese student does take . your class eh . your class? How chigau
[= nol. How many Japanese students are there in your class?

5wh
13. What kind of facilities do you have jyanai [= no]. What kind of facilities does the dormitory has
have . the dormitory has?

4yn 14. Are are there the restaurant in the dormitory?
1 15. Oh,. why?
4yn 16. Are there the cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. Have you . have you sent an application /form/ for the scholarships to the university?
3 18. Why you haven't yet?
5wh 19. When we can. When can we meet. on Thursday?
UB08 - Nae

6C 1. How. Could you tell me how much the rent ofdormitory is?
4yn 2. Is the rent. is is the rent including a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
4yn + 5wh 4. Could you tell me which bank do you uh you recommend?
6T 5. I wonder,. um well . The dormitory is near the language center, isn't it?
2 6. There are com- there are computer room uh. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't it?
1 + 1 7. Oh, why? Why not?
2 8. There mm and. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is it? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory doesn't live . mh our building, does he T . does he? T
5wh 10. So, where where he where mh where does he live?
6C 11. Could you tell me you you take . how uh how many classes you take in a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese students mm are there . in your class? T
6C 13. Could you tell me what kind of facilities mm there is in dormitory?
4yn + 4yn 14. Could you tell me mm . is there a . restaurant in a dormitory? T
1 15. Oh, why?

4yn + 2 16. Could you tell me mm is there a uh. Could you tell me there is a cash /disher/ in the dormitory?

4yn + 3
17. Could you tell me do you mh. Could you tell me are mh do you are [=mh]. did you sent an
application form for the scholarships to the university?

5Nwh 18. Oh, why why no. Why don't you uh. Why didn't you send it yet?
5wh 19. What time what time will will I see in the dormitory on Thursday?
UB09 - Mama
4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does the include a a bill a water bill? T
6C 3. Can I. Do you think that I can pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Kate, which . which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The dormitory is near the language center, isn't it? t
4yn 6. Is there a computer room in the dormitory, isn't there?
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, isn't there . (Err) i- is there?
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory is not living in our dormitory, is he?
5wh 10. So, where does he live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you . take in a week?
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4wh 12. How many Japanese student are there in your class . in your classroom?
5wh 13. What kind of facilities in the err can I use in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there a restaurant in the dormitory? T
1 15. Oh, why?
4yn 16. Is there a cat dispe- cash dispenser in the dormitory? T

4yn
17. Kate, urn . have you send an application /form/. have you sent an application for the scholarship to
the university? T

1 18. Oh, why?
6C 19. Oh, Kate, when do you think I can see you on . Tuesday . no Thursday?
UB10 - Waka

3 1. How much the rent uh err by month?
3 2. Is . is it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I . mh can I pay that by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank err which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is the . is the dormitory i- near the language center, is it? isn't it?
4yn 6. The computer room is in mh . Is computer room in the dormitory, isn't it? t
1 7. Why?
1 8. There mh. Isn't there a . supermarket near the dormitory, is it?

6T
9. And the manager of our dormitory . don'- doesn't live our building err uh mh . isn't uh doesn't live
our. our building, does he? T

5wh 10. So, where does he live?
5wh 11. Kate, how mh how many classes do you uh does do you take in a in a week?
4yn 12. Is there . is there any Japanese students in your class?
3 13. What kind of facilities . mh. What kind of facilities there are in . in the /dormito-/ dormitory?
4yn 14. Are there uh. Is there a /restaurant/ in the dormitory?
1 15. Oh, why?
4yn 16. Is there a cash /dispenser/ in the dormitory?
3 17. Kate, did you . mh ... uh. Did you sent an application form the scholarship to the university?
1 18. Oh, why?
3 19. At Thursday, . what time can you mh what time can you meet you . at the dormitory?
UB11 - Yuya
3 1. How much the rent?

3 2. Does the rent includes a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay err that by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank err do you recommend? t
6T 5. The language center err is err uh. There is a language center err near the dormitory, isn't there? T
6T 6. There is a computer room in the dormitory, mm isn't there? T
1 7. Why?
6T 8. Is err. There is uh there i- there isn't a supermarket, is there? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory err live in our buildings, err doesn't doesn't he? t
5wh 10. Where where does he live?
5wh 11. Kate, err which class do you err err . how many classes do you take err . in a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese students err is there . in your class?
4wh 13. Which kind of /facilities/ err is there in the dormitory? T
4yn 14. Is err is there a restaurant in the dormitory?
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is there is there a cash dispenser in the dormitory?
3 17. Kate, err . did you send an /applici-/ application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you send a err . send that? T
5wh 19. What time err can I see you in the err . Thursday? T
UB12 - Kaji
6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
6C 3. Would you mind if I if I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What what. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The dormitory . err is near the language center, isn't it?
2 6. There is . a computer room in your dormitory, isn't it? T
5Nwh 7. Why why can't can't I use it?
6T 8. There isn't. supermarkets near your dormitory, is there . uh are there?
2 9. The manager of our dormitory . is not live in our building, is he?
3 10. So, where the manager of our dormitory . is living?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take in a week?
3 12. How many Japanese students in your class?

6C
13. Could you tell me . what kind of facilities err. err what kind of facilities there there are in your
dormitory?

6C 14. Would you err. Could . could you tell me . whether. the dormitory has restaurant or not?
5Nwh 15. Oh, why can't you uh sorry. Why can't you use the restaurant?
NQ 16. Please tell me mm whether you have err cash dispenser or not.
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4yn
17. Oh, Kate, err . err have you spent an application form for the scholarship to the university? (Have 1
sent?) Yes.

5Nwh 18. Why mm . why haven't you sent that to the university?

5wh
19. Okay, Kate, err err this Thursday err let's meet. mm err . let's meet in dormitory. What time mm
could you meet me in the dormitory?

UB13 - Toby
4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does it err include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay for it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank mm do you think do you recommend me? T
6T 5. There is there is a dormitory near the language center, isn't there? T

3 +6T
6. Does the dormitory have a computer room? T ( ) There is a . there is a computer room, isn't
there? T

1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is there?
6T 9. The manager of our dor- dormitory err does doesn't live near our dormitory, does does he?
5wh 10. Where does the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you that's do you take? T
4wh 12. How many students are there in your. How many Japanese students are there in your classroom? T
5wh 13. What kind of facilities err does the dormitory have?
3 14. Does does the dormitory have a restaurant? T
1 15. Why . why not?
3 16. Does does the dormitory have a cash dispenser? T

4yn
17. Kate, mm . have you have you already sent an application form for the scholarship to the
university? t

! 18. Why not?
5wh 19. What time will you uh will we . will we meet err . at the dormitory? T (on Thursday?)
UB14 - Go
6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does it /include/ a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay . it by credit card? T
3 + 5wh 4. Do 1 have to open a bank account in Columbia? T ( ) Which bank do you recommend, Kate? T
6T 5. The dormitory is err near the language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. The dormitory has a computer room, doesn't it? T
NQ 7. Please tell me why I can't use it.

2
8. Supermarket i- jyane-na- [= no] . supermarket. There there . is. There isn't supermarket near the
dormitory, i- is it? T

2 9. The manager of our dormitory . err is not living our building, is it? T
NQ 10. Please tell me where the manager of our dormitory lives. T
5wh 11. How many classes err do you take err in a week, Kate?
4yn 12. Is there any Japanese student in your class? T
5wh 13. What kind of facilities . does the dormitory have? T
4yn 14. Is there restaurant in the dormitory? T
3 15. Why I can't use it?
4yn 16. Is is there a cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
3 17. Kate, err. err ha-... mm. Did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? t
NQ 18. Please tell me why you haven't.
5wh 19. On Thur- Thursday err . what time can we see at dormitory?
UB15 - Shin
3 1. How much the rent cost?

3 2. Does the rent cost. um. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend me?
6T 5. There is a language center near the dormitory, isn't it. isn't there?
6T 6. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't there?
1 7. Why?
2 8. There is no supermarket, isn't there?
3 9. Does the manager of our dormitory live in our building? t
5wh 10. So, where does the manager of our dormitory lives in . uh live in?
5wh 11. How much classes cl-. How many classes do you take in a week?
5wh 12. How many Japanese students do you have in your class?
5wh 13. What kind of fa- facilities does the dormitory have?
3 14. Does the dormitory has a restaurant? T
1 15. Wha-Why?
3 16. Does no- dormitory has. Does the dormitory have cash dispenser? t
3 17. Did you sent an application /forms/ for scholarship to the university? T
4wh 18. Oh, what's about. What's wrong about you? T
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5wh
19. What time can I meet you in . uh . what what time can I meet you in the dor- in the dormitory next.
next Thursday?

UB16 - Hide

3 1. How much the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I err . can I pay can I pay the rent by the by credit card? T
3 4. What's err what's the bank err are you do you recommend?

6T
5. Oh, Kate, err Kate, err err your your dormitory is nearby language cent- err language center, isn't it T .

isn't it?

6T 6. Your dormitory have a. Your dormitory has a computer room, err does err does it T . uh doesn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. There is . there is no supermarket nearby your dormitory, err is . is there? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory err doesn't live in our . um building, err does err does he? T
3 10. Kate, um um . where where the manager of our dormitory err live in?
5wh 11. Kate, um how many classes do you take?
4wh 12. How many err . how many er Japanese student err . is . are there are there in your class?
3 13. What kind of uh facilities in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there . err . err. In in your dormitory, is there restaurant? T
5Nwh 15. Oh, why why em can't we use it?
2 16. In your dormitory are there . there is a cash dispenser? t

4yn
17. By the way, Kate, err do you . uh err have you . have you sents . have you sent an application form
err a . /app-/ sorry. Have you send er have you sent a application form for the er scholarship to the
university? T

5Nwh 18. Why why err. why e-tto err didn't you send it?

5wh
19. Oh, Kate, err what's err. On . on Thursday err Thursday err. what time err what time err can we .

can we meet in in your dormitory?
UB17 - Taka

6C 1. Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Is that include a mm. Does that include a water bill? t
3 3. Can I mm can I send that by credit card? T
4yn 4. Could you tell me what the best err . what the best bank you recommend?
6T 5. The dormitory is err nearby language center, isn't isn't that?
2 6. There is a computer room in the dormitory, isn't it? T
3 7. Why I can't?
2 8. There is not supermarkets err near the dormitory, isn't it?

6T
9. The manager of our dormitory err doesn't live in our building, er doesn't doesn't them . doesn't
doesn't him?

5wh 10. So, where where he live. Where does he live?

4yn + 3
11. Could you tell me, Kate, how classes you take err how classes do you class how mh how classes do
you take err every week . a week?

3 12. How many how many stu-. How many Japanese students err you have in your class? T
3 13. What kind of facilities err the dormitory have?
4yn 14. Is there a . is there a restaurant in the dormitory? T
3 15. Why we can't use at the moment?

4yn + 2
16. Could you tell me err there is a cash . is there a mh. Could you tell me there is a cash dispenser in
the dormitory?

4yn
17. Kate, erm . have you have you . have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

5Nwh 18. Why haven't you done. Why haven't you sent that?

5wh 19. What time could we . could we meets er. What time could we meet in the dormitory in Thursday? T
UB18-Jin

6C 1 Could you tell me how much the rent is?
3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? f
5wh 4. What bank do you recommend to me?
2 5. There is a language center near near your dormitory, mm . isn't it?

6T
6. Your dormitory have have a computer room mm no no no. Your dormitory has compu- computer
room, mm doesn't it?

5Nwh 7. Why can't I use it?
2 8. There is a super- uh. There is not a supermarket near your dormitory, err is it? T
6T

9. Does the manager uh no no no. The manage- uh no no sorry. The manager of our dormitory live
doesn't live in our building, err does he?

5wh 10. Where does he live?

4yn + 5wh 11. Could you tell me how many classes do you have a week do you take a week?
5wh 12. How many Japanese students do you have in your class?
5wh 13. What kind of facilities do you have in your in your dormitory?
6C 14. Could you tell me if if you have . a restaurant in your dormitory?
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1 15. Oh, why why not?
6C 16. Could you tell me if you have any cash dispensers in your dormitory?

3
17. Did you sent an application form um no no. Did you sent an application form for the scholarship to
the university? T

1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. Will err. We will meet err on Thursday. What time shall we meet?
UB19 - Mat

5wh 1. How much does the rent cost?

3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? t
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? f
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. There is a dormitory near the language center, isn't there?
6T 6. There is a computer in the dormitory, isn't there?
5Nwh 7. Why can't I use?
6T 8. There isn't a supermarket near the dormitory, is there?
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory doesn't live in our building, mm does . does he?
5wh 10. So, where does he live?
5wh 11. By the way, how many classes do you take . in in the language center?
3 12. How many Japanese students in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there restaurant in the dormitory? T
5Nwh + 5wh 15. Why can't we use? ( ) When will we use?
4yn 16. Is there cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. By the way, mm have you sent an application form for the scholarships to the university?
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you sent?
5wh 19. I'll arrive there on . next mm next Thursday. Mm. What time can . can 1 see you at the dormitory?
UB20 - Moto

4wh 1. How much is the rent?

4yn 2. Is it including a . water bill? T
4yn 3. Can it be paid by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is dormitory near the language center? T
6T 6. There are some computers, aren't they . aren't there?
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. There aren't any supermarket, are there?
no count 9. The manager of our our dormitory is . is not living in our building (//)
5wh 10. Where he. Where does he live?
5wh 11. Kate, how many . how many classes do you take . a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese students are there in in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Are are there any restaurant in the dormitory? T
1 15. Oh, why? T
4yn 16. Is there . cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
4yn 17. By the way, er have you sent an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Why?
5wh 19. What time will we meet at the dormitory on Thursday?
UC01 - Seto
4wh 1. First, it's about the rent. How much is it?
4yn + 2 2. Can you tell me the the that rent includes a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I pay it by credit card? T

NQ 4. Can I mm. 1 want I want you to tell me the bank your recommend.
2 5. The dormitory is close to language center? T
6T 6. The dormitory has . com- computer room, doesn't it? T
1 + 4yn 7. Oh, why? ( ) So, can I use the computers next month?
2 8. The super- the supermarket isn't. err. There there's no supermarket clo- near the dormitory, isn't it?

4yn
9. The manager of our dormitory . didn't. uh mm okay. I heard the manager of our dormitory . mm
doesn't live with together. Is mm is that true? t

5wh 10. So, where so where does he live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you have now? (You mean a week?) Yeah yeah yeah, in a week.
4yn + 1 12. Are there any Japanese students in your class? T ( ) So, how many?
3 13. The dormitory mm. Does the dormitory . uh. What kind of facilities the dormitory have?
4yn 14. Are there any restaurant? T
5Nwh + 5wh 15. Why can I. can't I use that? ( ) So, when . when can we use the restaurant?

4yn + 3 16. Are there any cash dispenser in the dormitory? ( ) Is that cash dispenser use for American bank? t

3
17. Kate, mm did you did you sent a an application application from for the scholarship to the
university? T

4yn 18. Can you tell me why?
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5wh
19. I'm going to go to Columbia . and dormitory on Thursday. So, mm can I. What time can I meet
you?

UC02 - Keiko

4wh 1. How much is the rent?

4yn 2. Is it inclu-ding a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend?

4yn + 1
5.1 think mm there is a language center near the dormitory. Is it. is it right? T Uh [inaudible]
(Pardon?). um. Isn't there a language center near the dormitory, is it?

4yn 6. Isn't there uh. Is there a computer room, isn't it?
4yn 7. Can I ask the reason? T
1 8. Isn't it erm Isn't there a supermarket near the dormitory, is it?
1 9. Is. Isn't the manager of our dormitory . li- living near our uh living in our building, is he?
5wh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. Kate, um how many classes do you take in a week?
4wh 12. In your class, er how many Japanese students . are there?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities . are there in the dormitory?
3 14. In your dormitory do you have a restaurant? T
4wh 15. Oh, what is the reason? T
3 16. Do you have cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
3 17. Kate, mm did you sent an application form for the scholarships to the university? T
1 + 4yn 18. Why why? Were you busy?
5wh 19. Can err can I meet you uh. What can can I. What time can I meet you er on Thursday?
UC03 - Mi

3 1. How mm how much the rent is?

3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I. can I pay the bill by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do do you recommend me? T
4yn 5. Is the lan-. Is the dormitory near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. The. There is a computer room in dormitory, isn't it? T
1 7. Ah, why?
2 8. Is . mm. There is. There isn't a supermarket is near the dormitory, is it? T
2 9. There isn't a manager of our dormitory living our building, is is he? f
5wh 10. Where where does the manager of our dormitory live? T
5wh 11. How many classes do you do you take a week? T

3
12. How many Japanese student. How many uh do Japanese students. How many uh Japanese students
in your class? T

4wh 13. What kind of facility . is is there in our dormitory? T
4yn 14. Is there a restaurant in dormitory? T
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is there a . cash cash dispenser in dormitory? t
4yn

17. Kate, err do you . have you have sent an app- application form for the scholarships to the
university? T

1 18. Why?
5wh 19. What time err can I meet can I meet you on Thursday? T
UC04 - Rose
4wh 1. How much is the rent of the dormitory?
3 2. Does it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
4yn 4. Will you recommend me any banks?

2 + NQ 5.1 think, mm the dormitory is near the language center, right? ( ) It's far from the language center.

2 6. There are any computer rooms in the dormitory, are there?
1 + 4yn 7. Well, why? Are they broken? T

6T + 5wh
8. The supermarket is near the dormitory, isn't it? ( ) How long does it take from the dormitory to the
nearest supermarket?

6T 9. The the manager of our dormitory doesn't live in our building, does she? T
5wh 10. So, where does she live?
5wh 11. By the way, Kate, how how many classes do you take in a week?
4yn 12. In your class, are there any Japanese students? T
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the dormitory?
NQ 14. There aren't any restaurants in the dormitory.
1 + 5wh 15. Well, why? T ( ) So, when can I use the restaurant?
4yn + 4yn 16. Are there any cash dispensers in the dormitory? T ( ) Can I use anytime? T
3 17. Did you send application form for the scholarships? T
4wh + 5Nwh 18. What's the matter? Why haven't you . sent application /form/?
5wh 19. I'll go to your dormitory on Thursday. So, what time can I meet you? T
UC05 - Sae

3 1. How . how much the rent is?
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3 2. Is the rent inclu- uh. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank mm . do you recommend? t
6T 5. Is . There is . erm uh. The dormitory the dormitory is near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. In the dormitory, there is a com- computer room, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2 8. There there is there is no supermarket near the dormitory, is is it? T
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory mm in-. we I- mh . doesn't live our building, does does it. does he? T
3 10. Where the manager live in?
5wh 11. How . how many classes do you take in the week? T
3 12. In your class, how many Japanese students . mm . in in your classroom in your class? T
3 13. What what kind of fa- facilities in the dormitory? T
4yn 14. In the dormitory, mm is there restaurant? T
1 15. Oh, why?
4yn 16. Is there cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
3 17. Do you . do you send an /appli- application/ form for the scholarship to the university? T
1 18. Oh, why?
5wh 19. What time mm will we meet on Thursday? T
UC06 - Miki

3 1. How many dollars. How much the rent. it's dormitory?
3 2. Does it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I . pay . it by credit card? T
5wh 4. What what bank do you recommend?
4yn 5. Is . is there langaue center near our dormitory, isn't it T . isn't there? T
4yn 6. Is there computer room . in dormitory, isn't there? T
1 7. Why?
1 8. Isn't there any supermarket near the dormitory, is there? T
]

9. Does . the manager of our dormitory live in our building, uh does. One more chance, please. Doesn't
the manager of our dormitory live in our building, is . he does? T

3 10. Where . the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take in a week?
3 12. How many Japanese students in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there . any restaurant in the dormitory?
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is there any cash dispenser in the dormitory?
3 17. Kate, did you sent a application form for the scholarship to the university?
1 18. Why?. Why?
5wh 19. What time . can I meet you on Thursday?
UC07 - Kiko

5wh 1. How much does the . does the rent cost?
3 2. Does does the rent of the dormitory include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. What mm what kind of bank do you recommend?
6T 5. The dormitory the dormitory is . near the language center, isn't it? T
2 6. In the in the dormitory, mm there is a computer room, isn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
2

8. There mm there is a supermarket near the dormitory, is mh. There isn't supermarket near the
dormitory, is it? T

6T 9. The manager of our dormitory mm . doesn't live in our buildings, does he? T
5wh 10. So, mm . where mm where does the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many mm how many classes do you take in a week? T
3 12. How many mm how many Japanese student in err . in your class? T
3 13. What what kind of facilities is in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Is there a restaurant in your dormitory? T
5Nwh 15. Oh, why can't I use it?
4yn 16. Is there a cash dispenser in your dormitory? t
3 17. Did you mm . did you sent a an /application/ form for the scholarship to the university? f
3 18. Why why didn't you. Why you didn't the . didn't send a . this form?
5wh 19. What time can I see you in the dormitory next mm next Thursday?
UC08 - Taro
3 1. How much the rent?

3 2. Does it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which which bank do you recommend?
6T 5. Your dormitory is near language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. Your dormitory has has a computer room, doesn't it? t
1 7. Why?
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2
8. Any supermarkets aren't near your dormitory . uh . mh sorry. Your uh. Any supermarket aren't near
your dormitory, aren't they? T

6T 9. The manager of our dormitory . lives in uh doesn't live in your building, does does he? T
5wh 10. Where does he live?
5wh 11. Kate, . how many classes do you take . a week?
3 12. How many Japanese students . mm . are in your class?
5wh 13. What kind of facilities does your dormitory have?
4yn 14 Is there a any. Are there any restaurant in your dormitory? T
1 +3 15. Why? ( ) When the restaurant start again?
4yn + 2

16. Listen, Kate,. any cash /dispen-/ /dis-/ mh any cash dispenser are in mh. Are any cash dispenser in
dormitory? T ( ) Cash dispensers . are each building, right? T

4yn 17. Kate, have you sent a application form for the scholarship to the university? T
5Nwh 18. Why haven't you sent it?

3
19. I'll I'll go to , I'll go to . I'll go to . here on Thursday. What time will you meet you? (will you meet
you? me?) me . will you meet you at at dormitory?

UC09 - Jiro

4wh 1. How much is the rent?
3 2. Does the rent include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I can I err . pay the rent by credit card? T
5wh 4. Which bank do you recommend me to . use?
NQ 5. I remember that the . dormitory is the is near to the language center.
6T 6. Our dormitory has the computer room, doesn't it? T
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. The supermarket store is uh isn't near our dormitory, is it? f
6T 9. The manager of our dormitory doesn't live our liv- our building, does he? T
5wh 10. Then, where does the manager of our dormitory live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take in a week? T
3 12. How many Japanese student in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facility are there in the in our dormitory? T
4yn 14. Are there a restaurant in our dormitory? T
NQ 15. Please tell tell me why we can't use it.
4yn 16. Is there . is there ca- cash dispenser in the dormitory? T
NQ 17. Please tell me whether you . send an application form for the scholarships to the university.
NQ 18. Please tell me why you didn't tell err send a application form.
5wh 19. What time can mm . mm what time can I meet you at uh on Thursday at dormitory? T
UC10 - Goro
3 1. How much the rents?
3 2. Does it include a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can I pay it by a credit card? T
3 + 3 4. Do I need to open a bank account in London? T ( ) Do you recommend any bank? T
6T 5. The dormitory is near the language center, isn't it?
6T 6. The dormitory has a computer room, don't. don't. doesn't it?
1 7. Why not?
2 8. The dormitory . There are no supermarkets near the dormitory, aren't there?
2 9. The manager ofour. the manager of our building . doesn't live in my building, is he?
5wh 10. So, where does the manager live?
5wh 11. How many classes do you take a week?
4wh 12. How many Japanese students are there in your class?
4wh 13. What kind of facilities are there in the dormitory?
4yn 14. Does a Excuse me. Are there any restaurant in the dormitory?
1 15. Why not? T
3 16. Does the dormitory has a have a cashing dispenser? T
4yn 17. Have you have you sent an /application/ application form for the scholarship to the university? t
5Nwh 18. Why don't you why why don't you . have . send . (Mhm). Why why haven't you send it?
5wh 19. So, what time will we meets at the dormitory on Thursday?
UC11 - Dan
3 1. How much the dollar per a mon- per a month?
3 2. Is. Does the bill included a water bill? T
4yn 3. Can can we pay uh by can we pay the rent by credit card? T
6C 4. Do you have any err good, I mean, good bank you you want recommend for me? T
2 5. Maybe, the . the dorm- dormiitory is near from the language center, doesn't it?
6T 6. Maybe, the err the dormitory has computer room, hasn't it?
1 7. Oh, why?
6T 8. The super- the . supermarket isn't near from the dormitory, isn't it (No) is it?
2 9. The manager of our dormitory err is not are not live err in our building, is is it?
3 10. Where the manager of our dormitory err live in?
5wh 11. Kate, err do you have any. Do you take uh. How many classes do you take in . a week? T
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3 12. Do you have. How how many do you have any Japanese students? T ( ) Zero.
5wh 13. What kind of facilities does the dormitory have?
3 14. Does the dormitory have some kind of restaurant? T
3 15. What happened the to the restaurant?
3 16. Does the and. Does the err . dormitory have . cash dispenser? T

4yn
17. Kate, have you already err have you already sent. an application form for the scholarship to the
university? T

1 18. Oh, why not?
5wh 19. Wh-. what what time can we meet at the dormitory on Thur- Thursday?
UC12 - Yo

4wh 1. How much is the rent?

4yn 2. Is it including a water bill?
4yn 3. Can 1 pay with by credit card?
3 4. Which banks are you recommend?
4yn 5. Is dormitory near the language center, isn't it? T
6T 6. The dormitory is mh including a computer room, isn't it? T
1 7. Why?
3 8. Is there mm supermarket. Isn't isn't there supermarket is near the dormitory, is it? T
3 9. Does the manager. live. Doesn't the manager err live mm in our building, . does . does he? T
5wh 10. Where is he living?
5wh 11. How . how many classes are you taking in a week?
3 12. Is . How ma- how many Japanese student in . in your class?
5wh 13. Do Does dormitory. What kind of facilities does the dormitory have?
4yn 14. Is it including a restaurant?
1 15. Why?
4yn 16. Is there cash disp- dispenser in the dormitory?
3 17. Did you send an application form for the scholarship to the university? T
3 18. Why did-. you didn't send it?
5wh 19. I want to meet at dormitory. When . is mm. When can I meet you?
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Spot the difference
NA01 - Omi
3 1. What time . e- . come here . my grandparents? t
3

2. They like music. What's . they like music . mm . tokuni tte [= 'tokuni' means..] (especially)
especially?

3 3. Why . you can't go /camping/ (camping) camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is this bag?
3 5. Why . you haven't seen seen Tom? t
3 1. What. what time e-tto this err clock?
2 2. This girl is wearing the . pink T-shirt? T
NQ 3. He . e- stan- a-tto the man . is e blue . wearing the blue jacket.
3 4. Do you have two koppu [= cup] . two cup? T
3 5. How how many . koppu [= cup] ? T
4yn + 2

6. Could you tell me the . err Kasa tte nan dakke [= 'kasa' means] mm (umbrella) umbrella . is e-tto
mm twe- twelve hun-. mh twelve hun- hundred . twelve dollar?

2 7. She . err she is a wearing . earring? T
3 8. Do you have a e-tto dog . under the table?

* 3 What. umm . he . he . is doing?
* 3 What's mm . what's the girl is doing doing?
* 2 Could you tell me . umm the . she is . e-tto reading the newspaper in your picture? T
* 1

Could you tell me . do . you . mh. Could you tell me if your. one . kago tte nan desu ka [= What do
you call kago]? (basket) basket ah basket in your picture? T

* 6T
1. In your picture, n-tto have you . you you have . a one glass on the table, i- a-tto do you . don't don't
you? T

* 1 2. In your picture, n-tto . don'- don't you have a dog . e- under the table, n-tto do you? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, your clock is a ten ten ten o'clock, mm . [inaudible"! mm isn't it?

NA02 - Eri

3 1. What time . mm . my mm grandparents will come here at. what time? T
3 2. What does . does. What. are they . like music . especially? T
3 3. Why mm . you . camping tomorrow?
3 4. Is this bag . how much? T
3

5. Why . why don't . she mm . Why does her . mh What . what . what do you What. what. have you
seen Tom? T

4yn 1. In your picture, . is . mm left mm she . is she . (You mean) wearing glasses?
1 2. She is . pink shirt? T
3 3. What color of T-shirt. she is wearing? T
1 4. Telephone . is . he he mm . uh. In your picture two . two boy and two girl? T
NQ 5. Call- calling . He is calling.
NQ 6. Flower is have she uh He has . he has flower.

5wh
7. Do you have . mm chigau [= no]. What. what do you have . in your hand uh in your hand . in he
hand? t (in his hand) In his hand.

4yn 8. Is there . glass? T
* 3 Do you have a . do you have a umbrella?
* 3 What does he doing? T
* 3 What. mm . what. does she . rea- reading . newspaper? T
* 2 Could you tell me . if. mm your picture is basket? T
+ 3 Could you tell me . if. mm . mm . mm . if. she mm . does she . doing? T
* 3 Could you tell me . mm . does she . reading book?
* 1 1. In your picture, mm . mm in her uh . in his hand mm . flo- flower, isn't it? T
+ 1

2. In your picture, . mm . mm . on the table . mm . on the table jya nakute [= not on the table] . under.
under table . basket, isn't it? T

* 2 3. In your picture, mm . she is . wearing glasses . mm she is . orange T-shirt, isn't he . uh isn't she?
NA03 - Yuko
2 1. Grandparents . mm what come here at mh . mm . (grandparents?) mm . uh . come here . what time?
3 2. What. mm like . mh they like music?
3 3. Why mm . mm . you . tra uh. What mh. Why she can't go camping?
1 4. In the picture . mm . mm . bag . how much?
3 5. Why she . haven't seen Tom?

3
1. In your picture, mm ... mm have . mm . have ... Do you have an uh do you have a bluejacket . in
men?

1 2. What color?

3 3. Do you have an . uh do you have a mm . uh Do you have mm . pink . pink shirt?
1 4. What color?

3 5. Do you have a . basket? T
NQ 6. Under the table.
3 7. Do you have a dog? T
3 8. Do you have a . mm two glass . on the table?
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* NQ There there are . mm . win-. there are window . mm . (window?) window mm . see seeing ... men.
* 1 Could you tell me . mm . mm . mm . in . mm ... mm. Could you tell me what. umbrella how much?
* 1 Could could you tell me . mm ... mm . mm ..

* 3
1. In your picture, mm . is . is . mm is . is . there . in . the . a kitchen . washing . the man have a tea cup?
(//)

* no count 2. In your picture, mm . mm . is there . windows seeing mm . mm the mountain . one . man (//)
* 4yn

3. In your picture, is there . mm . is there on the . uh is there . two . two glasses . on the . table, isn't
it? T

NA04 - Sue
3 1. In your picture, could you tell me mm . he . mm what he . will come here o'clock?
3 2. What what. music . especially?
1 3. Gi- girl . what what. mm . /cam-/ comp- company . go?
3 4. Bag uh. How much . bags in room?
3 5. She she . uh. What's . what's she haven't. /seen/ Tom because?

3
1. In your picture, . to . there are a . the- a . is there . mm . ta- tab- table table . the . two cups . uh on the
table . two cups on the table?

1 2. No glasses?
4yn 3. In . in your picture, e- . is . is this man . in room? t
NQ 4. Call. mm Man man is calling.
3 5. This . Is this . Is there wearing mm . blue jacket? T
1 6 What color?
3 7. He . he have . Is he mh. He is Is he have flower? T
5wh 8. Do you have. What do you have?

* 3
Does . does she does she . does she . uh . doe- does . mm does she . uh. Do you have . tea cup mm . in .

in . hi-. mh in mh kitchen? . (in a kichen?) washing.
* 3 What... what. she she . doing?
+ 3 What. what is doing . mm man in kitchen?
+ 2

Could you tell me if there are . could you tell me . if. there are . mm ... un- mh under ta- table table .

mm basket? T
* 2 Could you tell me . if. if there are e- . left girl wearing a glass?
* 6C Could you tell me . if there are picture in wa- wall?
* 2 1. In your picture, e-tto . calling man mm . mm . ther- is . there is wearing yellow jacket, . isn't it? T
* 2 2. Is mh i-. are. He have . flower non no no not flower . e-tto left hand, . haven't. he?
♦ 6T 3. In your picture, ... i-. mm in kitchen man mm . he . he is . do- uh washing plate, . mm isn't he? T

NAOS - Tsuta

3 1. Do you have a . do do you have a . room is clock . clock . time?
NQ 2. They like music espe- espe-. they like music ...

NQ 3. Coming coming . tomo-. eh tomorrow , be- because mm .

1 4. Bag is. How much bag?
NQ 5. Tom because . Tom .

4yn 1. Are they . are they two . glass? T
2 2. She . she . she jya nakute [= no]. He . he is ja- he is jacket color blue? T
1

3. She . He . he n-tto . e- Nan dakke [= what is that]? E-tto . she she is . she jya nakute [= not she]
He is . hand flower? T

NQ
4. Kitchen . kitchen . kitchen drink . drink . kitchen . kitchen uh mh drin- drink . kitchen . drink is tea .

two two cup.
3 5. Is . is this your . uh. Do do you have a . mm umbrella?
2 6. Gir- e- . mm . she. Your picture . your picture is girl. gir-. your girl. girl girl T-shirt. pink.
3 7. Do you have a . mm . etto . do you have a . do you have a . basket. do you have a basket?
NQ 8. Mother. is wearing . ear- wearing earring.

* 1
Could you tell me . if . e- Sono ato ga wakaranai [= I don't know how to continue the sentence].
Could you tell me if. they . mm . could you tell me if...

* 2
1. In your picture, . mm . in your picture, . mm gir- girl is T-shirt color . /orange/, isn't it T isn't it T isn't
it?

* 1
2. In your picture, kitchen . ki- n-tto kitchen room . n- washing . washing is man . man . man man, .

isn't. ah are . isn't it ?

* 2
3. In your picture, mother is wearing uh chigau [= no] . not . a mother is wearing no- eh . not earring,
isn't it?

NA06 - Toyo

5wh
1. My mm sorry e -. What mm what time e-. what time . will . will my . /grandparents/ /-parents/ come
here?

3 2. Do . do mh . do mm . m- mu uh. What what like music mm . uh. What do they like music?
3 3. Why . you . you will . why you will can't go camping tomorrow?
3 4. What mm mm sorry . How much . mm . how much this bag mm . mm . mm . near the . umbrella?
4yn + 5wh 5. Have you . seen Tom? Ah. Why have you seen Tom?
4yn 1. Is there .dog un-. under the table? T
4yn 2. Is there . two glasses on the table? T
4yn 3. Is there . un-. un- e. Is there a bag mh ba- basket under the table?

3
4. Is there . wall e- . what. sorry . e-. mm . Te- telephone call mm is is mm . uh sorry . Bo- boy . boy .

ah sorry. Does does boy e- have . flower?
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4yn 5. He is . mh. Is he . wearing . blue jacket?
2 6. Girl girl e- . girl is mm . glasses wearing glasses? T

* 3 7. Does . does she . does she . reading book? T Uh, does she reading a book? T
* 5wh 8. ... What. what books mh . what books e- does she read? T
* 6C Could you tell me . mh could you tell me if. e- she is . she is wearing . mh wearing pink shirt?

* 6C
Could you tell me . mm could you tell me . mm could you tell me e- . what . could you tell me . sorry
mm . mm . could could you tell me . if. uh. Could you tell me if there . there is . tulip picture on the .

wall wall . on the wall?

* 6C
Could you tell me . mm . does uh. Could you tell me what. what mm ... Could you tell me if err. he .

he has mm he has telephone?
* 3 1. In your picture,. is there . under the . dog, . isn't mm . isn't it?
* 2 2. In your picture,. he . uh. In your picture,. he . has . he has . flower,. don't. don't he? T
* 2 3. In your picture, there is . uh there is not. on . uh there is not glasses on the table, . is it?

NA07 - Yaya
2 1. My my grandparents wi- grandparents will come here . at. what time . what time?
NQ 2. They like music . they like music . es-/especially/ ...
1 3.1 can't, I can't. can't. wh- why . do- mh . Why can't. why going camping?
4wh 4. How much is bag?
2 5. She . she . why don't seen Tom . why?
NQ 1. The man is . te- telephone.
NQ 2. The woman is wear-ing glasses.
3 3. Table on the . there . where . are there . two cup . cu-p . on the table?
2 4. The picture is flower flower? T
NQ 5. The . mh . the man . has . blue jacket.
NQ 6. The woman is . is wearing . earrings.
NQ 7. Watch is nine o'c-. uh nine o'clock.

NQ 8. The man . have flo- flo- flowers.
* 3 Do . do you have . do you have . a book on the table?
* 3 Do you . do you have a . dog on you're the picture?
* 1 Could you tell me . could you tell me . if. woman is pi- pink . color of. pink T- T-shirt?
* 1 Could you tell me ... (could you tell me ). mm . in your picture on the . the . the .

* 2 1. Your picture . your picture is . man . is is wearing no blue jacket, isn't it?
* 2 2. Your picture is man man mm . not washing the tea cups, isn't it?

4yn
3. In your your picture, is . dogs . the dogs isn't. In your picture, is mm tto two cups . uh mh no cup on
the table, isn't it? T

NA08 - Maya
2 1. My grandparents . will come here at. what o'clock? f
2 2. They like music especially . ofwhat? t
2 3.1 can't go camping tomorrow because . what? T
3 4. How much . this bag?
2 5.1 haven't seen Tom because . what? T
1 1. Flower. is boy . flower boy mm . jacket color. What jacket color? Flower boy . flower boy.
1 2. Table . de [= atJ reading . girl. book reading girl. u- uniform . no what color?
1 3. Table in the . cup two . two cup?
3 4. What. mm glass . no . one two ? T Nanko [= How many].
NQ 5. Book name . Time . reading girl . tto . earring . earring . wa . mm . earring no no ka.

1
6. Flower no boy . cooking . kitchen in the kichen . boy . tto drink tea . tea wa drink uh drink wa . tea .

what drink mm tea?

3 7. What drink . name?

1 8. Not drinking? f
* 3 Do you like apple? T
* 3 Do you like dog? T
* 3 What it is?
* silence Wakannai desu [= I don't know].
* 3 What does he . calling?
* 3 What. does he reading?
* silence Wakarimasen [= I don't know].

* 1
1. In your picture, the basket ball . ntto . in your table? f Wakannai [= I don't know], Mo-ichido
iikatao oshiete morae masuka [= Please say the example again], ( ) ... In your picture, basket. under
the table, isn't it? T

* 1 2. In your picture, . the dog . under the table, isn't it?
* 1 3. In your picture, tto . tto . book reading girl. T-shirt color . what T-shirt color?

NB01 - Rika

3 1. What. does the . grand-. ta- tea pa- parents . come . here . at o'clock? T
3 2. Like music . What like music?

3
3. What. e-. e- go camping . tomorrow . mm ... e- camp . (camping tomorrow) tomorrow ... Why can't
go camping tomorrow?

3 4. What the . dom f= dollar] . bag?
3 5. Why . mm . you haven't seen . Tom? f
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3
1. How many cups . on the chair . on the chair? T How many cups . how many cups . on . how many
cups . on the table?

4yn 2. Is there . a dog . mm . under the . table . table?
3 3. What. dollars umb- umbrella umbrella?
1 4. Telephone boy . jacket blue? T
NQ 5. Your picture is . glasses . girl. man . glasses girl.
NQ 6. Glasses girl ... pink T-shirt.
4yn 7. Is there a . mh . bag . under the table?
3 8. What the . time?

* 3 Do . you . do you . do you have a . e- do you ... Do you . do you .

* 3 Could you tell me ... what. color . of the . T-shirt?
* 3 Could you tell me ... what. color of the jacket?
* 6T 1. In your picture, mm . dog is . under the table,. isn't it?
♦ 1

2. In your picture, mm . mm . in your picture, . in your picture, is mm In you picture, . on the table ...

e- . on the table ..., isn't it?
* 1

3. In your picture, . in your picture, . in your picture . picture, . nine o'clock mh in your picture, . isn't.
In you picture, . is . nine o'clock,. isn't it?

NB02 - Kako

3 1. What time . etto what time . my grandpar- parents come here?
3 2. What's . what's . what's like . music?
3 3. Why why . can't go camping?
3 4. How much . a bag?
3 5. Why . why . he why . why he mh Tom. Why haven't seen Tom?
3 1. What's color. wear ofman . wearing . jacket?
3 2. What's color. of. what color . wearing mh . the . woman?
3 3. Do you . have cup?
3 4. How many cup?
NQ 5. It's nine o'clock.

3 6. What's time . etto . in your picture?

NQ 7. The . woman . reading a book.
3 8. What. what girl doing?

+ 4wh Could . could you . could you tell me . where is the basket?
* 3 Could you tell me . ntto . how how many . picture . e-tto . mh . picture?
+ 3 Could you tell me ... what... what. tto . mm . what. he . ki- kitchen?
* 6T 1. In your picture,. the dog is .isn't under the table,. is it? T
* 2 2. In your picture,. etto . the girl. isn't the music, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the man wearing the . color jacket color of yellow,. isn't it? T

NB03 - Chie
3 1. Will . will . what time . my grand . (parents) parents mm are come here?
3 2. What what doesn't does n-tto . like music? T

3
3. Can you mm . /camping camping/ . tomorrow mm . go to morrow because ... Can you . /camping/
tomorrow? T

1
4. How . how . how mm .jya nakute how jya nai [=no it's not 'how']. E-tto . what chigau [= no].
Bag . how much? T

3 5. Have . have you Tom because? T
1 1. The girl mm . fashion . mm . pink wanpi-su [= one piece dress] ? T
3 2. What color of. wanpi-su ?
3 3. What mm ... glasses . mm . chigau f= no] . mm (glasses?) glasses . the girl mm glasses? T
1 4. On the table . two /cup/? T
3 5. What time . of o'clock? t
1 6. You . gra- grand . mh /pa- parent/ (grandparents) grandparents mm . blue jacket? T
3 7. What color of jacket? t
1 8. The umbrella . how much? T

* 3 Does she reading book? T
* 3 Does he mm . does he has a flower? T
* 3 Do you have a picture?
* 1 Could you tell me . n-tto. n-tto . he . he . is . telephone? T
* 2 1. In your picture, he . he is he have he is . mm . flower, isn't it? is it? isn't it? T
* ] 2. In your picture, n-tto ... two n-tto . two /cup/ on the table, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, she is . orange wanpi-su [= one piece dress], isn't it? T

NB04 - Ko

no data [No recording]
NB05 - Sato
2 1. The man . grandparents (parents) parents . come here at what time? f
2 2. They . like music . especially . what music especially?
1 3. The girl. camping tomorrow . because . what because?
1 4. The bag . mm how much?
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1 5. The . woman . not haven't Tom because mm what because?
3 1. What does the man . mm . T-shirt's color?

NO 2. Telephone the man . flower . mm ... have a flower hand . hand the .

NQ 3. The girl . T-shirt the color.
NQ 4. Table on the . two glasses.
3 5. What's mm glass on the table?
3 6. What. one glass (Pardon?) one glass . two glass.
1 7. Clock the . what time?

NQ 8. The your picture . mm . mm . flower's flower picture.
* 3 Do you . picture . tto washing . tea cup?
* 3 Does your picture . the wash- mm . what. the man?
* 1 Could you tell me . your picture . the window . mm can-die?
* 4yn + 3 Could you tell me . mm . the window . on . mm . what's . your picture? T
* 1 Could you tell me . the woman . the . Time ?
* NQ 1. In your picture, table the under. the basket mm under the wall . mm ...

* NQ 2. In your picture,. the girl. glasses mm ...

* NQ 3. In your picture, telephone the man . white jacket. on . jacket color is white.
NB06 - Saki

3 1. Do you ha- mm . What's . what's grand/parents/ will come here at. o'clock? T
3

2. What do you mm . do . mm . What do you have . n-tto . mm mm. Do you mm. What do you . es-

especially especially?
3 3. Do. What do you . go camping tomorrow? T
4wh 4. How much is bag?
3 5. What's do you haven't to . uh haven't seen Tom? T
3 1. Do you have a . men? T
3 2. What do you have a men? T
2 3. Men have a flower, haven' you? T
2 4. Do you have a . uh no . e-. Left girls . puts. T-shirt color of pink? t
3 5. What's color is?
1 6. Telephone . mm. Men is is . a telephone? T
2 7. Its men . put wear in color of. of. color of blue? T
I 8. What color? T

* 4wh How much is umbrella?
* 2 There are . is man in . mountain? t
* 1 Could you tell me . mm . yellow uh put yellow shirt's man . talking man, . mm . couldn't you? T
* 1 Could you tell me . two glass in the . on the table?
* 6T 1. In your picture, e- . bag . e- bag is . six e- sixteen-one, isn't it? T
* 3 2. In your picture, is . put earring lady . reading paper, isn't she? T
* 1 3. In your picture, mm put glass girl's . e- T-shirts color of orange, isn't she? T

NB07 - Ai

3
1. Grandparents parents . come come come . come home . here (come here) . uh. What time . mh what
time . mh . what. what time . what time grandparents come here?

3 2. Does they . like music . music mh. Does they like music?
3 3. Why mm she . can't go . camping?
3 4. How much . this bag?
3 5. What. Why she . haven't seen Tom?
NQ 1. The dog is under the table.

4yn + 3
2. Two glass i- two glass is . ah chigau [= no] . mh ... Could you tell me. could you tell me . could you
tell me . what . what the . what color of. mh jacket mm . he . he he he . he he . uh . wha- . e- . blue
jacket. uh wearing blue jacket?

NQ 3. He . he . he . have . he have . flower mm . he have flower . in your picture.

4yn + 1
4. Color of pink . mm wearing . girl. Do you . your mh do you . do you . have . mh . do you have mh do
you . have chigauna [= no] . mh ... Could you tell me mm . mm color of pink . uh wearing is color of
pink mh . uh wearing a color. uh wearing girl?

* 3
Do do. do . do you mh . do your picture . mm mm in chigauna [= no]. Do your picture . an . err mh ba-
mh . In vour picture, basket. under the table?

* 4yn Are there mm . mm . two glass on the table in your picture?
* 3 How . much this . umbrella . in your picture?
* 5wh What. is . he . doing in he kitchen?

NB08 - Tomo
3 1. What times . mm . my grandfather etto . come here?
3 2. What. e-tto . what music .?
5Nwh 3. Why mm . why can't we . go camping?
3 4. How much the , bag? T
3 5. Why e-tto . haven't you mh . haven't seen . Tom? t
3 1. How many . glasses . on the . table? t
4yn + 3 2. Could you tell me . what color of. the . T-shirt. e- ... the woman?
3 3. What of the color to ... man is . jacket?
2 4. The woman have . mh flowers? T
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2 5. The . the man have uh. The man has flowers? T
4wh 6. What time . what time is the . clock?

* 3 Does your . picture ... ha- mh have . mm ... have the dog? T
* 3 Do you have n-tto . newspaper?
* 3 Could you tell me . e- ...

♦ 2
1. In your picture, e-tto ... there is a . right woman mm . reading a . no not read . not read a newspaper,
e-tto . isn't. she? T

* 2 2. In your picture, ... there is . a man etto cook cook . a . cook . in the kitchen, to . isn't. he? T
* 2 3. In your picture, there is a ... glass . on the table, mm . isn't it?

NB09 - Nori

2 1. My gran- grand/pare-/ parents . what time come . here?
3 2. My grandmother like uh. Do you like music? T
3 3. Why can't go camping tomorrow? T
4wh 4. How much . is . bag?
3 5. Why haven't seen Tom? T
3 1. Man mh What color ofman jacket?
1 2. Girl is T-shirt color . what color of?
3 3. Are there over the window . mm mountain? T
3 4. What time nine o'clock? T
4wh 5. What time is it now?
2 6. On the table two koppus [= cups/ are there? T
4yn 7. Is . is there . girl ... in you picture? T

* 3 What. what does . he telephone? T
* 3 Do you he . uh. Does . does he . washing tea cup? T
* 5wh What is he ... talking . (what). What does he talk . telephone (on the phone?) on the phone?
* 1 Could you tell me . the man hand has flower?
* 1 Could you tell me in the picture is dog?
* 2 1. In your picture, . the man wash a tea cup, isn't it? T
* 1 2. In your picture, the girl-1. T-shirt color of orange, isn't it? T
+ 1 3. In your picture, the man . jacket color of yellow, isn't it? T

3 1. What time is . mm is . his grandma- grandparents . will come here?
3 2. What does they like. What they . like music?
5Nwh 3. Why . why can't she go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is . the bag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why does she . why does sh-. Why doesn't she seen Tom?
5wh 1, What color of. what color of T-shirt. is she wearing?
4yn 2. Is . is there a man? Mm . ah chigau [= noJ. He has a flower.
4yn 3. Is there . is there one ah chigau f= no]. Is is the man chatting . by the telephone?
6C 4. Could you tell me if the man is wearing blue jackets? T
5wh 5. What color of jackets . is she is he wearing?
4yn 6. Is there a clock on the wall? t
4wh 7. What time is it?

4yn 8. Is there a . is there a . picture on the wall? T
* 6C Could you tell me . e- could you tell me if. the . man . the man washes tea cup?
* 3 Do you have a basket. in a picture? T
* 3 Does she reading a newspaper? T
* 6T

1. In your picture, . mm . the man . the man I-. the man . mm. In your picture, the man is wearing . the
man is wearing . yellow jacket,. isn't he . isn't he?

* 4yn + 1 2. In your picture, is mm . is there . two cups? Isn't isn't there two cups on the table,. is there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl is wearing . orange T-shirt, isn't she?
NBIO-Mo

UA01 - Saya

3
1. Will . will his uh. Will will the parents of the man at the corner . come he- uh. What time what time
grandparents ofof the man at the at the comer come here?

5wh 2. What kind ofmusic especia- kind like especially . mh. What kind ofmusic do they like especially?

5Nwh 3. Why can't can the. Why can't the girl wearing glass wearing a pair of glasses go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the handbag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why . why haven't a woman reading a Time reading Time seen Tom?
4yn 1. Is there a dog in on your picture? T
4wh 2. Where is she? Where is he?

4yn 3. Is there a clock . is there a clock err. on the floor? T
4wh 4. What time is it now?

4yn 5. Is there a man on the comer? T
3 6. Does he wear blue jacket? t
5wh 7. What color of jacket does he wear?
3 8. Does he have flowers? T

* 6C Could you tell me if there is a dog on your picture?
* 6C Could you tell me . Could you tell me what time it is now?
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* 6T 1. In your picture, there is a there is a dog, isn't it T . isn't there? T
+ 6T 2. In your picture, it is ten o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, a man on the corner wears yellow jacket, isn't it. isn't he . uh doesn't he?

UA02 - Tami

5wh 1. When will your grandfa- grandparents come?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic . does do they like the best? T
5Nwh 3. Why can't you go camping tomorrow? T
4wh 4. How much is the bag? T
5Nwh 5. Why haven't you seen Tom tomorro- uh chigau [= no] Tom? T
4wh 1. What time does this. uh. What time is it now? T
6C 2. Could you tell me what the color the girl's T-shirt is?
4wh 3. How much. How many cups. How many glass uh . how many glasses are there in the table? T
3 4. What. what's the. What does man doing in the kitchen? T
4yn 5. Are there . are there a dog under the table? T
3 6. Where the dog is? T

5wh 7. In your picture, . what mm . ah Do-shiyo- [= What shall I do]? What err what. is woman doing? T
4yn 8. Is she wearing a earring? T

* 3 Does . does he. Does the man ha- have a flower? T
* 3 Does do . do ... e- wakannai f= 1 don't know], ... Does does she. Does the girl read a book? T
* 6C Could you tell me how much the umbrella is?
* 2

1. In your picture, mm there is a cup . on the table, isn't. isn't it? T (Err) Cup jyanai glass sumimasen
]= Not cup but glass, sorry]. In your picture, there is a glass on the table, isn't it? T

* 2 2. In your picture, there is a dog between the woman and man, isn't it? T
♦ 6T 3. In your picture, the girl is wearing a orange shirts, isn't it. isn't chigau [= no] . isn't she?

UA03m - Ken

5wh 1. What time will man's parents come the house?
5wh 2. What kind of music do they like especially? T
5Nwh 3. Why can't the girl go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the lady . sorry. Why hasn't the lady seen Tom?
6C 1. Can you tell me what time it is in your picture? t
4wh 2. How much is the umbrella in your picture? T
3 3. How many cups on the table in your picture? T
5wh 4. What. what color of shirts is the girl wearing?
1 5. What about the . man on the phone?
3 6. Does he have a flower? t
4yn 7. Is the lady at the table reading a newspaper? T
6C 8. Can you tell me if there is a dog under the table? f

* 6C Could you tell me what what the man at the kitchen is doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, there isn't a dog under the table, isn't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, mm . it is ten o'clock, isn't it? t
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl at the table is listening to the radio, isn't she?

UA04 - Yan

3 1. What o'clock, please?
5wh

2. What err what mm he say he say err they like music especially. What what kind of music do they
like?

5Nwh 3. Why why err. why err can't she go camping tomorrow? t
6C 4. Could you tell me how much it is?
6C 5. Could you tell me what mm why err she haven't seen Tom?
2 1. Over the window, there are two mountains, aren't them? T
2 2. On the top of the mountain, there is a man, isn't he? T
4wh 3. How many how many err peoples are there err on the mountain? T
4yn 4. Can you see the flower a picture of a flower on the wall? T
6C 5. Could you could you tell me what time the clock indicate?
4yn 6. Is he wearing mm blue jacket? T
6C 7. What. Could you tell me what color he is wearing?
6T 8. He is err uh. He has a flo-. a flowers um on his left hand, . uh hasn't he? t

* 3 Does he err wear in pink? T
* 3 Does he wear glasses? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, err a a man calling someone is wearing yellow err jacket, isn't he? T
* 6T

2. And the man has nothing in his left hand, isn't err doesn't he T (Err) uh doesn't has anything mm in
his left hand, does he? t

* 2 3. In your picture, err there is a one a glass one glass on the table, isn't it? T
UA05 - Yuta

5wh 1. When when will his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. Do they do they like uh. What's. What kind ofmusic do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't she mm go err camping tomorrow?
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4wh 4. How much how much is this bag?
5Nwh 5. Why why haven't you err sorry. Why hasn't she seen Tom?
6T 1. At the top of err at the top of the mount uh the mountain, there is one person, isn't there?
6T 2. By the window, err there is one err can-. candle . there is one candle, isn't there?
6T 3. By the table, um err the girl the girl wear pink shirts, er doesn't she?
1 4. What color?
6T 5. On the table, mm there are two glasses, aren't there?
3 6. What's number?
6T 7. Under the table, there is one dog, isn't there?
5wh 8. What color ofT-shirt err does does he wear?

* 3 Does he call someone? T
* 3 Does . does the house have one picture . on the wall? T
* 6C Could you tell me mm what time it is?
* 6C Could you tell me . err . what's what kind of picture . err . the house has?
♦ 6T 1. In your picture, um there is one glass err on the table, um isn't there . isn't there? T
♦ 6T 2. In your picture, there is . mm there there isn't. uh there isn't a dog under the table, err is is there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, it's ten o'clock, isn't it?

UA06 - Ru

5wh 1. When will the grandparents come come there? T
5wh 2. Which music uh which music do they like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the gir- girl go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much the bag is? (Mm-) How much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the girl seen Tom?

6C
1. Which What color err what color err . is the cloth of the girl (o- of of the girl) of the girl who who is
wearing glasses?

4wh 2. What what what what is drawn in the err . in the picture board? T
5wh 3. What what can you see through the window?
4wh 4. What what time i. is . what time it is? What time is it?
6C 5. What color is the clothe of the err man who is calling someone?
3 6. What what. what the . mm man is doing uh the man?
4yn 7. Is the man washing . washing the cup? T
4wh 8. What is it?

* 1 Could you tell me . err if the glasses on the table empty?
♦ 6C Could you tell me how many glasses are on the table?
♦ 6C

Could you tell me err what the man who is calling someone have? (Mm err He has a mobile phone) Uh
only mobile phone?

* 3 Does a candle err on on the on the . mm on the board near the window? T
* 6C

Does the girl who is wearing glasses uh uh wearing glasses jyanai noka [= no], ... (Mh go ahead.)
Does the girl who wears orange shirt. is mh . wear glasses? f

* 6T 1. In your picture, it is ten o'clock, isn't it?
* 2 2. In your picture, the girl who is wearing glasses w-. is wearing an orange T-shirt, isn't it? T
* 2

3. In your picture, the the man who is calling someone have nothing but a mobile phone, isn't it. doesn't
it. doesn't he? (-)(-)

UA07 - Seigo
3 1. What time . this uh this grandpa- will grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic do they like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why . why can't she go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much . is . this bag?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't you seen Tom?
4wh 1. How many persons are there?
4wh 2. How many . how many man uh. How many male err are there in the house?
NQ 3. Two male and two female.
4wh 4. Where where is . mother?
3 5. Who is in the kitchen?

4wh 6. How many glasses err . are there uh on the table?
4yn 7. Is there basket on the floor?

4yn 8. Is there . is there carpet shaped dog? (I think it's a dog, not a carpet.) Okay. Is there a dog? t
♦ 6C Could you tell me . mm how many . persons err there are on the mountain?
* 2 Could you tell me . there are . there are uh there is a picture on the uh on the wall?
* 6C 3. Could you tell me . what. err what is written . in this picture?
* 3 Do uh. Does the man standing standing in the room . err have . have flower?
* 3+ 1 What's does the man have? ( ) Only mobile phone? T
* 3 Does the uh does right side lady mm read newspaper?
* 4yn 1. In your picture mm . in your picture, is there . is there a basket under the table?
* 6T 2. In your picture, err it is ten o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T

3. The man standing the man stainding in the room has cellular phone, doesn't he T . uh doesn't doesn't
he?

UA08 - Hiro
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3 1. What what time your grandparents err will come here?
3 + 5wh 2. Do you like music? ( ) What kind of music err do they like?
4yn + 5Nwh 3. Can you go camping tomorrow? T ( ) Why can't you go?
4wh 4. How much . is the . mm bag?
4yn+ 1 5. Have you seen Tom? f ( ) Why?
4yn 1. In your picture, err is there . mm is there a man wearing blue shirt? T
5wh 2, What color of shirt err do does he wear?

4yn 3. Is he . is he having the flower?
4yn 4. In your picture, mm . is there a girl wearing pink shirt? t
5wh 5. What a color of shirt is he wea- uh is she wearing?
4yn 6. In your picture, is there a dog? T
1 7. Under the table? T
4wh 8. Where where does. Where mm is it?

* 3 Could you tell me if. uh sorry. Could you tell me how much there are glasses on the table?
* 6C Could you tell me mm ifyou if you see the person through the window?
* 6C Could you tell me what time it is?
* 3 Does does the woman uh. Does the girl mm wearing orange shirt mm read the books? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, mm the . there is a basket under the table, isn't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, mm there is a . mm picture err [inaudible! flower, isn't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm . the man is wearing yellow shirt, is- mm isn't he?

UA09 - Nobu
5wh 1. What time will my will his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music does they like?
3 3. Why does she can't go camping tomorrow?
5wh 4. How much does it cost, the bag?
3 5. Why does she haven't seen Tom?
3 1. How many glasses on your desk . uh on your table?
3 2. How much does it the umbrella?
5wh 3. What color of jacket does he weari- does he wear?
5wh 4. What color of shirt does she wear?
5wh 5. What kind of cup does he wash?
1 6. Something else . err the cup? T
5wh 7. What what is she wash? Uh. What does he wash?

4yn 8. Are there a dog under the table? T
* 6C Could you tell me erm could you tell me what. the girl is reading?
* 6C Could you tell me err what. the name is?
* 2 Could you tell me the man is wearing a yellow jacket is doing?
* 2 Could you tell me the girl is wearing glasses . is doing?
* 3 Does the basket under the table in your picture?
* 3

Does does mm . uh does she have a curly hair? T (Which?) Uh, does a reading something girl have a

curly hair?
* 6T 1. In your picture, there isn't a dog under the table, is there? T
* 2

2. In your picture, she is . she isn't wearing a earrings err no no. In your picture, she is wearing a
earrings, is she . is she? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, it is ten o'clock, isn't it?
UA10-Jo

3 1. When his grandparents come?
5wh 2. What kind of music does does they like?
3 3. Why the girl why the girl can't go the camping?
4wh 4. How much . is the bag on the floor?
3 5. Why the woman can't seen uh. Why the girl haven't seen Tom?
5wh 1. What is uh what kind of things does he washing . is he washing?
4wh 2. What color of he her shirts. What is color of her shirt?
5wh 3. What kind of things does she. is she reading?
4wh 4. What is the magazine's name?
4wh 5. What color. What is the color of his jacket?
3 6. What's kind of things does he have on the left hand (in the left hand) in the left hand?
1 7. Right hand. How about right hand?
3 8. What time in. What time it is in the picture?

* 6C
Could you tell me where the two glasses is? ( ) Could you tell me where is . the glass uh where the
glass is?

* 6C Could you tell me where the basket is?
* 6C Could you tell me if the girl is wearing glasses?
* 3 Do you have the pictures picture . on the left side of the window?
* 3 Do you have the candle candle . fron- in front of the window?
* 2 1. In your picture, the woman reading the magazine named Elle, isn't isn't she? t
* 6T 2. In your picture, the . err. In your picture, the dog is between the man and woman, isn't he? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl is wearing yellow shirts, isn't isn't she?
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UB01 - Junko

5wh 1. What time does the. What time will the man's grandparents come there?
3 2. What's kind ofmusic . especially does mm do they like?
3 3. Why does the girl will not able go camping camping . go camping camping?
5wh 4. How much does the . bag cost?
3 5. Why does the mm. Why the woman haven't seen Tom?
4yn 1. In this picture, mm there . are there . two tea two cups in the on the table? T
2 2. In this picture, the mm . the man does the man wear the blue /suit/? T
3 3. What's color of suit. does the man wear?
2 4. In this picture, the cost of umbrella is twelve dollars? T
3 5. In this picture, mm does the girl wear mm pink shirt? T
5wh 6. What color of shirts does the girl wear?
6T 7. In this picture, mm . the time is . the time is nine o'clock, isn't it?
4wh 8. What time is it? f

* 2 Could you tell me mm the woman is wearing the earrings?

* 2 Could you tell me if the man standing at the comer is telephone to someone . phone to someone?

* 6C Could you tell me mm . the if the girl is wearing the glasses?
* 6T 1. In your picture, there aren't any glasses on the table, aren't there . are there . are there? T
* 6T 2. In this picture, the man is wearing yellow suit yellow jacket, . is he T . isn't he? T
* 6T 3. In this picture, mm . the. In this picture, the dog is between man and wo- woman, isn't it? T

UB02 - Koara

5wh
1. What time does his grand grandparents. What time do his grandparents will mh. What time will his
grand grandparents come here?

5wh 2. What kind ofmusic do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't she go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is . How much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why hasn't she hasn't she seen Tom?

3
1. Is . is there a woman at the ta- mm Is the woman with glasses wear uh. Does the woman with the
glasses wear pink shirt? T

5wh 2. What color does she wear?
no count 3. Does the man with flowers wear a (Oh sorry. There is no one who has flowers)
3 4. Does uh does. Do you have a man . with a mobile phone? T
4yn 5. Is does he. Is he wearing a blue jacket? T
5wh 6. What color of jacket does he wear?
4yn 7. Is there a lady with earrings? T
4yn 8. Is there a woman with a hat? T
3 9. Do you have a woman reading a Time magazine? f

* 6C + 4wh Could you tell me . if the time is nine o'clock? ( ) What time is it?
* 6C Could you tell me what the time is? T
* 6C Could you tell me if. err picture is on the wall?

* 2
1. In your picture, the . In your picture, no lady . is wearing a hat, isn't she . mh . (Err) is isn't she t . is
she T ■ ha . is is she? T

♦ 6T 2. In your picture, the man standing at the comer has only a mobile phone, . does . doesn't he? T
* 2

3. In your picture, nothing is . mh . mh mm. In your picture, there is nothing at the window, . isn't
there?

UB03 - Tomi

4yn + 5wh 1. Will his grandparents come here? Uh sorry. What time will his parents grandparents come here?
5wh + 5wh 2. What. what do they like? What kind ofmusic do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why cannot she go camping tomorrow?
5wh 4. How much mm does it cost, the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the woman seen Tom?
3 1. What color . the jacket mm ... the man wearing?
5wh 2. What color of T-shirt does she wear?

4wh 3. How much does. How much is . the umbrella?

4wh 4. How many glasses are there uh. How many glasses are there on the table?
5wh 5. How many people do you see through the window?
4wh 6. What time is it. in your picture?
5wh 7. What is he doing in the kitchen?
5wh 8. What's is she doing? Uh, what is the woman doing?

* 6C Could you tell me where the dog is?
* 6C Could you tell me . what the man haves has?
* 3 Does the man have . mm flower? T
* 3 Does she uh. Does the girl wear erm eye glass glasses? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, the dog is between the woman and man, . isn't it? t
* 6T 2. In your picture, it is ten o'clock, isn't it?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man standing in kitchen is washing plates, . isn't isn't he?
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UB04 - Tana

4yn + 5wh 1. Could you tell me err what time will err uh the man's grandparents come here?
6C 2. Could you tell me what um what what kind ofmusic mm they like especially?
5Nwh 3. Why err the girl uh. Why can't the girl go camping tomorrow?
6C 4. How much does . uh. Could you tell me how much the bag . cost? T
4yn + 5Nwh 5. Could you tell me why haven't. the girl seen Tom? T

4yn + 2 1. Could you tell me err the girl wearing glasses mm wear is wearing a pink T-shirt, isn't isn't she? T

6C
2. In your picture, err one guy on . guy is mm calling. Could you tell me err what what color ofjacket he
err he is wearing? T

6T 3. He is holding a flowers, isn't he? T
5wh 4. What is he holding? ( ) Only mobile phone?
4yn 5. In your picture, is there err a umbre- an umbrella umbrella? T
6C 6. Could you tell me how much the umbrella cost? T
4yn 7. In your picture, there are there is a big table mm under the table mm . Is there a dog? T
6C 8. Could you tell me where . where the dog is? T

* 5wh What mm what does the man uh. What is the man doing . in the kitchen?
* 6T

1. In your picture, the man wearing . the yellow jacket is holding only mobile phone, . isn't err isn't
he? T

* 6T 2. In your picture, err the man in the kitchen is washing plates, isn't he? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the dog . is between the woman and the man, isn't it? T

UB05 - Hana

4yn + 3 1. Could you tell me what time will his grand- grandparents will come there?
5wh 2. Especially, what kind of music do they like?
3 3. Why she can't go camping tomorrow? T
6C 4. Could you tell me how much the bag is?
3 5. Why she haven't seen Tom? T
6C 1. Could you tell me what color of jacket he is wearing?
5wh 2. Through the window, mm what what can you see?
4wh 3. What. mm what is there on the table?
6C 4. Could you tell me what time is it. what time is . what time it is now?
2 5. There is a dog, isn't it? T On the on the floor? T

5wh
6. There is a cook mm . cook man no. There is a . cock mm. What does he doing? What is he doing
now?

3 7. What kind of plates?
5wh 8. What does. What is she doing?

* 3 Does he . does she . does she read a book? T
* 3 Does does she smile? T
* 3 1. In your picture mm . mm . uh in your picture, does he wear the yellow jacket, mm doesn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, mm . there there is a /cook/ . mm. He he is washing the plate, is he T . isn't he? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the girl is wearing orange jacket, isn't she T . (Err) isn't she?

UB06 - Riko
3 1. What is the time will my grandparen- uh the man's grandparents will come?

5wh
2. The man's uh. Does the man's grandparents . like uh. What. what does. What do the man's parents
grandparents like?

3 3. Why the girl can't go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much the bag cost?
3 5. Why the lady . haven't seen Tom?
2 1. The girl. is wearing pink shirts, isn't. doesn't he she? T
5wh 2. What color of shirts does the girl weared wear?
3 3. What color of. jacket the man is wearing?
6T 4. Does the man uh. The man have six flowers, doesn't he? T
4yn 5. Does the . woman . is uh. Is the woman reading newspaper? T
4yn 6. The girl mm. Does the girl uh. Is the girl wearing a wearing glasses? T
4yn 7. Can you see the . man through the window? T
4wh 8. What is the time . in your picture?

* 3
Could you tell me . what's ... what's the man . is doing? (Which man?) The man who is wearing blue
uh yellow jacket.

* 2 Could you tell me . is there . uh. Could you tell me there is a basket on the wall in on the . flooring?

* 2 Could you tell me there are two cups . mh, aren't are there?
* 3 Does the woman reading . Time? T
* 3 Does the . does the dog . slee- sleep? T
♦ 6T 1. In your picture, it's ten o'clock, isn't it?
* 6T 2. In your picture, the girl is wearing orange shirt, isn't she?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man . is washing plates, isn't he?

UB07 - Fuku
3 1. What time will . your grandparent-. What time will your grandparents will come?
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5wh 2. What. what music. What kind ofmusic they . does they like . do they like?
3 3. Why she can't go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
3 5. Why she . why she mh haven't seen Tom?
5wh 1. What color of T-shirts is she wearing?
5wh 2. What what color of jacket is he wearing?
4wh 3. What time is it?

6C
4. Could you tell me . what are the the woman n-tto Docchi daro- [= Which woman]? Could you tell
me what the woman is mh doing? Err left side woman (Left side). Yes, she is wearing a orange T-
shirt.

4yn 5. Are there the . two glasses on the desk on the table?
3 6. How many glasses . on the table?

5wh 7. Could you tell me the man who is wearing yellow jacket. is nandoro . What what is he doing?
6C 8. Could you tell me where . where is the dog (err) where the dog is?

* 6T 1. In your picture, the girl is listening the listening to the radio, isn't she? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the time is ten o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the . man is wearing the yellow jacket, isn't he? T

UB08 - Nae

3 1. What time . the grandparents of the man standing at the corner will come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music . do you do they like especially?
3 3. Why the woman . woman sitting at the table can't go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much the bag on the floor?
3 5. Why the woman sitting and reading the newspaper have mh . haven't seen Tom?
4yn + 2 I. Could you tell me the man the man standing at the corner . is . is blue wearing blue jacket? T
5wh 2. What color. is she wearing?
4yn 3. Is he is he having a flower? T
5wh + 1 4. What what do you . do he are. What does he have? ( ) Just it? T
5wh 5. How many glasses . do you see on the table?
4yn 6. Can you see a dog . under the table? T
4wh 7. Where is he? Where does he? Where is he?
5wh 8. What else can you see under the table?

* 6C Could you tell me how much the umbrella is?
* 3 Could you tell me . what color ofT-shirt is the girl sitting and smiling is wearing?

* 3

Does the man wash washing . washing a dishes? Are . nanika hen . chotto matte kudasai [= Something
seems to be wrong. Please wait a moment]. Does the man out of the house uh room this room . is
washing a tea cup? T

* 3
Do mh . does mh . mm mm . nan daro [= what can / say]? Mm, does the woman sitting and reading
are. Does the woman sitting . uh chigau [= no]. Is the. Does does the woman who is center is the
center of the picture is reading Time ? T

* 6T
1. In your picture, mm . the man are . the man . wa- standing . at the corner is wearing a yellow jacket,
isn't are isn't he? T

* 6T 2. In your picture,. mm . the dog is . between man and woman, isn't he? T
* 2 3. In your picture, there is a glass on the table, isn't it? T

UB09 - Mama
3 1. When does . the man's grandparents will come here come there?
5wh 2. What kind of musics do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't why can't the girl why can't the girl go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
3 5. Why the woman hasn't seen Tom?
4wh 1. What time is it now?

5wh 2. What can you see through the window?
5wh 3. What kind of the picture. What picture can you see on the wall?
NQ 4. Candle has no light.
5wh 5. What color of the T-shirt does the woman the girl wear?
5wh 6. What color of jackets does the man wear?
3 7. Does he . does he have a flowers? T Does he have flowers? T
4yn 8. Is there a dog under the table? T

* 6C Could you tell me if. the man in the kitchen is washing tea cups?
* 6C Could you tell me what it is?
* 6C Could you tell me if the girl. is wearing a glass wearing glasses?
* 3 Does the woman wear earrings? t
* 6T 1. In your picture, there are various kinds of balls in the basket, . are . aren't there? t
* 6T 2. In your picture, there is a dog between woman and man, isn't isn't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man does not have . flower, is does . he . does he?

UB10 - Waka

3
1. The man's grandparents uh. What time does the man's grandparent-. Wh- uh what time do the man's
grandparents will come he- come here?

5wh 2. What kind ofmusic does do they like?
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5Nwh 3. Why does the mh . why does the . mh. Why can't the girl go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the lady seen Tom?
4yn 1. In your picture, can you see a person on the moun- on the hill through the window? T
4yn 2. In your pictures, there is uh is there a . ro-soku f= candle] candle a candle by the window?
4yn 3. In your picture, is there a . picture . mh a picture on the wall? T
4yn 4. Is there a clock on the wall? T
3 5. What time mh the clock shows by mh . is In your picture, mm does the clock . shows nine o'clock? T
5wh 6. What time does the clock shows?
5wh 7. What of. What color of T-shirt does the girl wear?
5wh 8. What color of jacket does the . does the man wear?

* 6C Could you tell me . if there is a . a dog on the floor?
* 6C Could you tell me if there is two glasses on the desk in your picture?
* 3 Could you tell me how many glasses on the desk in your picture?
* 6T 1. In your picture, the clock shows ten o'clo- mh the clock shows ten o'clock, doesn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, there . there isn't a candle by the window, is it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man is wearing yellow jacket, isn't he T . uh isn't he? T

UB11 - Yuya

4yn + 5wh
1. The man's grandparents err uh chigau [= no]. Will the man's grandparents come here? T ( ) Err,
what what time will the man's parents come here?

5wh 2. What what err what kind ofmusic does they like?
5Nwh 3. Why does the uh why doesn't the girl uh chigau f= no]. Why can't the girl go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much the bag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why the why the woman errWhy why haven't the woman seen Tom? T
4wh 1. What time is it now?
4wh 2. How many how many people is err is there in the err. in the picture?
NO 3. There is a . err candle near the window.
6T 4. There is a dog err on the floor, isn't there? T
5wh 5. What what does the dog do? T

5wh
6. Does the man erm the man mm in the . the man in the dining err uh. What color of a shirt does the
man in the floor wear?

5wh
7. What color of shirt does the . does the woman err sitting on the cha- table uh sitting sitting by the
table wear?

3 8. What err . the man . what err . what the err. What does the man err in a in a kitchen washing? T
* 6C Could you tell me err ... Could you tell me . if there is a umbrella on the floor?
* 6C Could you tell me err . if err the woman . is reading a New York Times ?
* 3 Does the man err wearing a yellow shirts err using a mobile phone?
* 3 Does the man err uh. Does he have a flower?
* 6T 1. In your picture, erm there err. it is . ten o'clock, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, err the man is wearing yellow shirts, erm isn't he? T
* 6T 3. The um the man on the kitchen is washing plates, . isn't he? T

UB12 - Kaji

3

1. What err . um. Could you tell me what the man who has holding who is holding a flower err. uh no
no no mm. What time err . does the man's parents will come this house? Grandparents What time does
. what time do uh. What time will this man's parents will uh. What will the man's parents come here? .

What time?
5wh 2. What kind of music do his paren- grandparents like?
6C 3. Could you tell me the reason why the girl who is reading a book can't go camping tomorrow?
6C 4. Could you tell me . um how much the bag on the floor is?
6C 5. Could you could you tell me the reason why the woman is reading a book haven't seen Tom?
4yn + 3 1. Does the man . a wear. Could you tell me . does the man . err is . mm wearing a blue jacket?
4yn 2. Is he have holding flower? T
4yn 3. Is he holding a handy phone phone? T
4wh 4. What time is it in your picture?
6C 5. Could you tell me mm . how much glasses err . er there are on the table?
6C 6. The girl err could . uh. Is the girl who is reading a book wearing a pink T-shirt? T
5wh 7. What color of T-shirt does she wear?

4yn + 5wh 8. What. could mm. Could you tell me what can you . what thing can you look through the window?
♦ 6T 1. In your picture, err. the man is wearing a yellow jacket, isn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the man is not holding the flower, is he? T
* 2 3. In your picture, there is one glass on the table, is it?

UB13 - Toby
5wh 1. What time mm will my parents come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why why can't she go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much err how much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the woman mm seen Tom? T
5wh 1. What time mm does the clock on the wall indicate?
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5wh 2. What's the. What does the man mm on in the corner have . mm with his right left hand?
5wh 3. So, err the left right hand err err. What does does he have in your in his right hand?
3 4. Does his his calling . calling now? t
4wh 5. Look at on the table. How many glasses are there?
5wh 6. What's err. What is the girl doing?
5wh 7. What kind of paper err is the woman reading?

3
8. What kind of picture on the wall? (Err, pardon?) What kind of picture err does the . does the . mm
picture picture on the wall?

* 6C Could you tell me . err what the man in the kitchen is washing?
* 6C Could you tell me err. mm . whether. the man or woman is on the top of the mountain?
* 6C Could you tell me err whether err there is there are anything in the . bag bag under the table?
* 3 Does the does the man in the corner wear the blue jacket?
* 3 Do the does it. uh no mm. Does the girl wear a pink pink shirt?
* 2 1. In your picture, err there aren't any painting by the window, aren't there?
* 6T 2. In your picture, there is a dog between the woman and the man on the corner, isn't there . isn't there?
* 3 3. In your picture, mm does mm does the man have nothing with his left hand, does he?

UB14 - Go
6C 1. Could you tell me err what time your grandparents will come there? T
5wh 2. What kind of music do they like? T
NQ 3. Please tell me the reason why you can't go camping tomorrow.
NQ 4. Please tell me how much . the bag kana the bag is.
6C 5. Could you tell me the reason why you haven't seen Tom? T
6C 1. Could you tell me err what color of jacket err the man is wearing? f
6C 2. Could you tell me err what color of shirt kana the girl is wearing? T
6C 3. Could you tell me err how much the umbrella . is?
2 4. There is. There are two glasses on the table, um isn't it? T
NQ 5. Please tell me mm . how many glasses in the on the table. T
NQ 6. Please tell me what time it is.

NQ 7. Please tell me what kind of books err. mm the woman is reading.
6T 8. The title is Time, isn't it? T

* 3 Does the man have a flower on his left hand? T
* 3 Does the man have a telephone? T
* 4yn Is there a candle near the window? T
* 4yn Is there a basket under the table? t
* 6C What is the girl who wears orange shirts is doing?
* 6T 1. In your picture, the man err . wears yellow jacket, doesn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the dog is uh . the dog is between the woman and the man, err isn't it? t
* 6T 3. In your picture, it's ten o'clock, isn't it? T

UB15 - Shin

5wh 1. What time will the grandparents of the man in this picture come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music do they like?
6C 3. Why why the girl. Would you tell me why the girl can't go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much the bag rent. How much the bag cost?
6C 5. Would you tell me why the man uh why the woman haven't seen Tom?
6T 1. The girl in this picture is wearing yellow uh pink T-shirt, isn't it. isn't she?
3 What color of the of her shirt?

4yn 2. Can you see a man at top of the window . uh top of mountain?
NQ 3. One man. One person.
4wh 4. What time is it in your picture?
3 5. How much the umbrella cost?

NQ 6. There is a. There are two glasses on the desk.
5wh 7. How many glasses can you find?
6T 8. There is a dog under the desk, isn't there?

* 6T 1. In your picture, the woman is reading Elle magazine, isn't she? T
* 2 2. There there isn't a candle near the window, isn't isn't there? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, there is a girl wearing a orange T-shirt, isn't she . uh isn't there?
IIB16 - Hide
3 1. What's the time um will um will the man's um grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music err do they do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't um why can't the girl go go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much how much is the um handbag?
5Nwh 5. Why why haven't the uh haven't the lady err seen Tom?
4wh 1. In your picture, what time is it now?

5wh
2. In your picture, um . the man um who is err calling um. What color um what color of shirts . what
color of what color of jacket um does does he wear?

5wh 3. In your picture, the girl err wearing glasses um. What color of shirts does she wear?
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4yn
4. In your picture, um . can you see the err can you see the one person through the window . through the
window? T

4yn 5. In your picture, um . is there uh is there a dog under the table? T
4wh 6. In your picture, where is the dog?
6T

7. In your picture, err the um. In your picture, the . the um the umbrella is . twelve err twelve dollars,
isn't it? T

* 3 Could you tell me how many glasses on the on the table?
* 3 Could you tell me what what kind of picture urm . on the wall in your picture?
* 5wh

Could you tell me um . what's what's the lady um . what the lady mm ... what is lady doing? Erm the
lady sitting . sitting near the table?

* 3 1. In your picture, urm . the man urm the man in the kitchen um. Does he does he wash . cups? T
5wh 8. What does he do?

* 2 1. In your picture, um there is a dog um there is a dog between the man man to a lady, err isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, um . the girl the girl is wearing a orange T-shirts, um isn't she? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, the lady is reading Elle, em is she . uh isn't she?

UB17 - Taka

3
1. What time . what time will err err his grand . the man wearing . wearing blue shirt grand- grand- mh
grandparents will come? Mh. What time will. what time will the grandparents of the man will come?

3 2. What what type of music they like?

3
3. Why the girl reading a book can't go camping tomorrow? (Pardon?) Why err the girl . Why can't.
the girl reading the book go camping tomorrow?

4wh 4. How much is the bag err on the floor?

3 + 5Nwh
5. Why the girl reading newspaper haven't seen Tom? Mh, why why haven't . why haven't the girl
reading reading the newspaper seen Tom? T

4wh 1. What time is it now?

3
2. What color what color of the man mm calling the phone . mh. What color of the shir- the shirt. What
color of the jacket of the man calling the phone?

3 3. Does he have flowers? T
3 4. How much the umbrella on the floor?

4yn 5. Is there a dogs. Is there a dog under the table? T
4wh 6. Where is the dog?
3 7. How many glasses on the table?
3 8. How many candles by . by the window?

* 3 What is the man on the in the kitchen is doing?
* 5wh What. mm is the woman doing?
* no count Could you tell me the color of the girl?
* 6C Could you tell me . if there is a bucket under the table?
* 6C Could you tell me err if the girl is wearing glasses?
* 3 Does the dog sleeping? T Mh, does the dog sleep? T
* 2 1. In your picture, there is no candles by the window, isn't it. isn't it? t
* 2

2. In your picture, err it is . mm it . mm in your picture . mm . in your picture, the man is wearing a
yellow jacket, err isn't it?

* 2 3. In your picture, there is one cup on the table, isn't it?
UB18- Jin
6C 1. Could you tell me um when err when the man's grandfather will come?
5wh 2. What kind of music does they like uh no no no. What kind of music do they like?
6C 3. Could you tell me why the woman can't go camping tomorrow?
6C 4. Could you tell me err how much the bag is?
5Nwh 5. Why the woman . why the woman uh no no no. Why why haven't the woman seen Tom?

4yn + 3
1. What what is the color mm . oh no no no. What is the color of the cloth mm . no mm no. Could you
tell me mh what what the color ofwoman . no er. Could you tell me mm . what the color of the woman's
cloth?

4yn 2. Can you see any people through the window? T
6C 3. Could you tell me what the time is?

4yn + 3
4. Could you could you tell me what the color of the cloth err . mm no no no. What. Could you tell me
what the color ofman's cloth?

5wh 5. What does the man near the corner have in his in his hand?
1 6. And the right hand? f
4yn 7. Can you see any glasses on the table? T
4yn + 1 8. Could you tell me how many?

* 6T
1. In your picture, the man is wearing a yellow clothe uh . no no. In your picture, the man is wearing a
yellow clothe, mm mh isn't he?

* 6T
2. In your picture, err there are only there are one glass on the table, mm . mh . mh. In your picture,
there are only one glass on the table, mm . isn't there? T

* 6T 3. In your picture, the dog is between the one the man and the woman, um mm isn't it?
UB19 - Mat

5wh 1. What time does the man's grandparents mm come . here?
5wh 2. What kind of music mm do they do his parents like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't the . girl go camping tomorrow?
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APPENDIX 88-36: Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)

5wh 4. How much does the bag cost?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't the lady seen Tom?
6T 1. There is a dog under the table, isn't there?
4wh 2. Where is the dog?
6T 3. The the umbrella mm cost twelve dollars, mm doesn't it?
6T 4. There there are two glasses on the table, mm aren't there?
4wh 5. How many glasses are there?
4wh 6. What time it is? Uh. What time is it?

6T
8. Is is mm. There is a man through the window, isn't there? (There is a mountain?) There is a man
(There is a man) on the mountain, isn't there?

* 3 7. Does he have a flower? T
* 5wh 8. What is he washing?
* 6C Could could you tell me if the . if the lady mm is reading . a magazine? f
* 6C Could you tell me if the girl mm . wears glasses?
* 3 Does the dog si- sleep? T
* 2 1. In your picture, mm there is nothing in the basket, mm isn't there? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, mm the girl wears . mm pink dress, mm doesn't she?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man in the kitchen is washing the washing plates, isn't. he?

UB20 - Moto

5wh 1. What time will his grandparents come home?
4wh 2. What is their favorite music?
5Nwh 3. She. Why can't she go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why have she. Why haven't she . seen Tom? T
4wh 1. What time is it now?
4wh 2. What is the color of the man's jacket?
4wh 3. What is the color ofwoman's with glasses a yes uh shirt?
4yn 4. Is there a any dogs under the table? T
4yn 5. Are are there two two glasses on the table? T
3 6. How many glass glasses on the table?
5wh 7. What is the man in the kitchen doing?
4wh 8. How much is the umbrella?

* 6C Could you tell me . err what the man is having in his hand? ( ) And in his left hand.
* 6C Could you tell me the title of the newspaper with woman with earrings is reading?
* 3

Could you tell me the man in the kitchen mh . uh what's. Could you tell me what man in the kitchen
doing now?

* 2 1. In your picture, there are radio on the table, aren't there T uh a radio in the picture, is there?
* 6T 2. In your picture, there is an glass on the table, is there . isn't there?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the time is ten o'clock, isn't it?

UC01 - Seto
3 1. What time the grandparents of the man wearing blue jacket jacket mm . will arrive?
5wh 2. What mm. Especially, what kind of music does do they like?
3 3. Why the woman wearing glasses can't go mm camping?
4wh 4. How much is the bag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why does she uh. Why can't. Why haven't she seen Tom?
5wh 1. In your picture, mm what can you see out of the window?
4wh 2. In your picture, what. wha- what's mm what are there on the floor?
4wh 3. How much is the umbrella?

4yn 4. Are there glasses on the table? T
3 5. How many glasses?
4yn 6. Are there . are there picture on the wall? T
2 7. The picture is flower? f
3 8. What time in the picture?

* 1 Could you tell me the man wearing . uh the man on the corner wearing what colors jacket?
* 2 Could you tell me the woman reading the paper mm wearing earring?

* 4yn + 4yn
Could you tell me . mm the front of are are there . are there the any candle mm out of the win- uh . fron-
in front of the window?

* 3 Do you see the dogs mm under the desk . under the under the table? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, mm the man is washing plates, isn't it T . isn't he? T
* 2 2. In your picture, the woman reading paper is not wearing the earring, isn't she? T
* 2 3. In your picture, mm there is no candles, isn't it? t

UC02 - Kciko

5wh 1. What time will his grandparents come here?
3 2. What's do they like in music especially what?
3 3. Why does she can't go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why does err. Why haven't she seen Tom?
5wh 1. What kind of animals do you have in the picture?
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APPENDIX 88-37: Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)

4wh 2. Where is the dog?
4yn 3. Do you. Can you see the basket? T
4yn 4. Is it under the table? T
4yn 5. Do you. Can you see two glasses on the table? T
NQ 6. One glass.
3 7. What color err what color of the clothe err. What color of the clothe . the woman . wear?
3 8. Does she reading the book? t

* 1 Could you tell me the man in the kitchen doing?
* 6C Could you tell me where the umbrella is?
* 1

Could you tell me the right woman doing? (Mm Could you say that again?) Could you tell me what the
right side woman doing?

* 3 Could you tell me what err the man . what the man . he uh who wears yellow shirt doing?
* 2 1. In your picture, there is one glass on the table, isn't it?
* 6T 2. In your picture, err the woman is reading a newspaper named Magazine, isn't she? t
* 2 3. In your picture, there isn't a candle by the window, is it? T
* 2 4. The man is in the kitchen is washing the plates, isn't he? T

UC03 - Mi

5wh 1. What time err will my grandparents come here? T
3 2. What kind ofmusic mm especially they like? T
5Nwh 3. Why why mm do don't. can't you go camping tomorrow? T
3 4. How much the bag is?
5Nwh 5. Why why have haven't you seen Tom? T
3 1. What. what's color the the man who has ha- who has flowers wear?
3 2. What color the the woman wearing glasses and reading a book wear?
3 3. How many people on the . on the top of the mountain . hill? T
3 4. How much the umbrella is?

5wh 5. What. what are the man in the kitchen doing?
3 6. How many glasses on the table? t
4yn 7. Under the table, is there a dog? T
3 8. Where the dog is?

* 6C Could you tell me how many . how many dog bet- how many dog is between man and woman? T
* 3 Could could you tell me what kind of picture on the wall? T
* 3 Could you tell me how many tulip on the picture?
* 2 1. In your picture, err err . there is a there is one glass on the table table, isn't it? T
* 2 2. On your picture, the man in the kitchen wash- kitchen is washing plates, isn't it? T
* no data 3. In your picture // [Recording stopped!

UC04 - Rose

5wh 1. What time will his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music . what kind ofmusic do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't she go camping?
4wh 4. How much is the bag on the floor?
5Nwh 5. Why hasn't she hasn't she hasn't she seen Tom?

4yn
1. Is the man standing . mm by the wall wearing blue blue nanda [= what] blue shirt jya nakute [= not
blue shirt/ . blue jacket? T

1 2. What color?

3 3. The girl wearing a. Is the girl wearing the glasses wears pink shirt?
1 4. What color?

4yn 5. Can you see any people mm through the window? T
5wh 6. How many people can you see?
4yn 7. Are there two glasses on the table? T
3 8. How many glasses?

* 6C Could you tell me where the basket is?
* 6C Could you tell me what time it is? T
* 6C

Could you tell me . mm nandaro- [= what's this] . n-tto . mm. Could you tell me where uh what the
man is washing?

* 6T 1. In your picture, a man is washing plates, isn't he? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, a dog is between the lady and the man, isn't it?
+ 6T 3. In your picture, err a basket is under the table, isn't it?

UC05 - Sae
5wh 1. What what time urn will the man's grandfathers mm come here? T
5wh 2. What kind of music does they like? T
3 3. Why does the girl can't go camping?
3 4. How how much the the bag on the floor?
3 5. Why does . the man haven't seen Tom?
3 1. The mm . the . mm. How much the the umbrella is?
5wh 2. What mm the man mm. What what does is he doing? Mm the standing man.

3 3. Do does does he have something? T
1 4. What what?

1 5. The the clock on the on the wall. What time?
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APPENDIX 88-38: Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)

4yn 6. Near the window, um . mm . is there a picture? T
1 7. The picture i- is mm What what kind of picture?
2 8. The picture is flo- a flower? T

* 4yn Could you tell me mm the title of the magazine . the the woman reading?
* 3 Could you tell me mm . what what's does the man mm in the kitchen doing?
* 3 Could you tell me what's does the man on on the corner doing? T
* 3 Could you tell me what's what's does the dog doing?
* 3 Does the woman wear the earring? T
* 2 1. In your picture, there is one glass on the table, isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, the girl is listening the radio, isn't it? T
* 2 3. In your picture, the man in the kitchen washing the plates, isn't it? T

UC06 - Miki

3 1. What time . his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic does they like?
5Nwh 3. Why does Why can. Why can can't he . can't she go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much does the bag?
5Nwh 5. Why does she haven't err. Why does why . why does she . doesn't she meet Tom?
3 1. How many glasses . on the table?
4yn 2. Is there . mm is there a hu- human man on the mountain outside?
1 3. One people? T
4wh 4. What time is it now?
2 5. The washing. The people who washing who is washing . have tea cup? T
5wh 6. What does he . have?
3 7. How much does the umbrella?

4yn 8. Is there a dog under the table?
* 4yn + 4yn Could you tell me is there . any pictures on the wall? T
* 3

Could you tell me mm ... Could you tell me . err um . could you tell me is , the man phone is calling
have flower?

* 4yn 1. Is the woman who . is between man and woman . reading a book and listening the radio, isn't she? t
♦ 4yn 2. The Is the man who . is next room who is in next room washing the plates, isn't he? T
* 4yn 3. Is it a ten o'clock, isn't it, . in your picture?

UC07 - Kiko

5wh 1. When will mm when will his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic mm did mm do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why mm why can't she go camping tomorrow?
3 4. How much is the bag cost?
5Nwh 5. Why mm . why haven't. why haven't she seen Tom?

3 + 3 1. How much glasses mm is on the table? (How much glasses?) Sorry. How many glasses on the table?

5wh 3. What does the woman do?
5wh 4. What mh. How much does it cost for the umbrella?

5wh
5. What mm what does the man . what does the man do? (Could you be more specific?) What does the
man do?

5wh 6. What does he have mm mm his hands?
3 7. Does the man have a . does the man have a flower . in his . his left hand? T
5wh 8. What color jacket does he mm put on?

* 5wh Could you tell me mm . mm what mm what does the man do in the kitchen?
* no count Could you tell me about the sight mm out the window?
♦ 5wh Could you tell me mm could you tell me mm what mm what does the woman mm wearing glass do?
* 5wh

Could you mm . could you tell me the. Could you tell me mm what does the man standing at the corner
of the room . do?

* 3 Do mm . mm . do you see the mountain outsi- out of the window? T
* 2 1. In your picture, mm there is a dog between the woman and the man, . isn't it? T
* 2 2. In your picture, there is one glass on the table, isn't it? T
* 6T 3. In your picture, mm the man standing at the corner mm puts on a yellow jacket, mm . doesn't he? T

UC08 - Taro
5wh 1. What time does . does his grandparents uh no will. his grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind of music does he uh does they . do they like?
1 3. The young lady think mm she can't she can't go camping tomorrow. Why?
4wh 4. How much how much is it?
1 5. The lady reading Time magazine think she hasn't seen Tom. Why?
2 1. There is a glasses on the table, does mm isn't it? T
4wh 2. How many glasses are there?
5wh 3. What time does it mm does it indicate?
5wh 4. The man calling the . calling man wear jacket. What color does he does he wear?
2 5. The young young girl wearing glasses mm wears pink pink shirt, does . doesn't it? T
5wh 6. What kind of. What color does she wear?
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APPENDIX 88-39: Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)

4yn 7. Is there basket on the floor? T
4yn 8. There uh. Are there anything in the basket ball. basket? t

* 6C
Could you tell me mm . what kind of mm what kind of. cups mm . the man . man is washing in the
kitchen?

* 6C Could you tell me mm . wha- what what a . what are drawn in the picture on the wall?
* 6C Could you tell me wha- what the man . calling have?
* 3

Does ... mm does ... mm does ... does do ... mm ... mm ... mm ... Does the lady reading Time
magazine Time maga- uh Time magazine wear. mm earring? T

* 3 ... Does the man wearing blue jacket stands? t
* 6T 1. In your picture, the clock on the wall indicate ten o'clock, doesn't it? T
* 2 2. In your . picture ... In your picture,. there is no candle, isn't there? T
+ 6T 3. In your picture, there is a . only one glass on the table, isn't there? T

UC09 - Jiro

5wh + 1 1. When will my grandparents come here? What time?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic . do they especially like?
NQ 3. Please tell me why . the girl. can't go . can't go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag on the floor?
NQ 5. Please tell me why the lady reading a newspaper is haven't haven't hasn't seen Tom.
3 1. Does the man speaking with his /mobile/ phone err has have a flower in on in his hand? T
5wh 2. Where does the dog lying . lie on the floor?
4yn 3. Is there a man out outside the window on the mountain? T
4yn 4. Are there two glasses on the table? T
4wh 5. How many glasses are there?
4wh 6. How much is the the umbrella on the floor?
5wh 7. What time does the clock show?

4yn 8. Are there basket under the table? T
* 4yn + 4yn Could you tell me err. mm err is there a candle by the window? T
* 3 Could you tell me whether the . the person wa-. washing tea cup or not?
* 5wh Could you tell me what kind of. papers mm does the lady read?
* 3 Does the girl wear a wear glasses? T
* 3 Does the lady wearing a earring? T
* 6T 1. In your picture, the dog is between man and the lady, isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, the lady doesn't wear a earrings, does she? T
* 2 3. In your picture, there is a glass on the table, isn't it? T

UC10 - Goro

5wh 1. When your grandparents. What time will you will your grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What kind ofmusic especially do they like?
5Nwh 3. Why can't you go camping tomorrow?
5wh 4. How much does the bag cost?
5Nwh 5. Why haven't you seen Tom?
3 1. Does the . umbrella on the floor costs twen- twelve dollars? T
4yn 2. Are there anything in the baskets under the table?
4wh 3. What what's that?
4wh 4. According to the clock on the wall, what time is it now?
3 5. What kind of picture next to the window?
NQ 6. One tulip.
5wh 7. What color of cloth . does the girl wear?

6T
8. The woman the woman thin- thinking something . is reading a Time, is he . is she? (Err no.) isn't
she?

* 3 Does the man standing at the comer have a . have many flowers? T
* 3 Could you tell me what's . the man doing . standing at the corner?
* 3 Could you tell me what color of jackets . does the man standing standing at the comer?
* 3

Could you tell me what's . could you tell me what's the man . uh Could you tell me what's the man
have on his hand?

* 6T 1. In your picture, there isn't a dog sleeping under the table, is it. is there?
* 6T 2. In your picture, the umbrella on the on the floor costs . um costs twelve dollars, doesn't it?
* 6T 3. In your picture, the man in the kitchen washes dishes, doesn't he?

UC11 - Dan
3 1. What time err does my pare- my grandparents will come here?
2 + 5wh 2. They like music, aren't they? What kind of things do they like? They especially music.

4yn + 2 + 3
3. Have you seen Tom? ( ) Uh, she has she hasn't seen Tom? T ... Does. Did you . did you go
camping tomorrow? T

3 4. How how much the bag on the floor?
3 5. Why err why you haven't seen Tom?

3
1. What kind of err What color of cloth err . uh no no no no. I'm sorry mm. How much the umbrella on
the floor?

3 2. What kind of thing to err on the on the table?
1 3. One glass? T
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APPENDIX 88-40: Transcripts of question examples (Follow-up test)

3
4. What kind What color err. the man sitting sitting err uh the uh man err calling a phone calling calling
phone err . What what kind of. What color of the of his clothe?

2
5. The the woman the girl err . sitting on the chair err near near the table is wear what color of. her
clothe?

4wh 6. What what time is it now?
5wh 7. What kind of thing can you see ou- out ofwindow? ( ) One one person.
5wh 8. The the girl the the man the woman err near near from the table err. What is she doing?

* 2 Could you tell me err. the could you tell me the man err who calls someone have have something? T

* 2 Could you tell me err the man call someone err having havin- have some kind of flower? T
* 6C Could you tell me what kind of thing the man a ha- has now?
* 3

Does the . err does . uh . err. Does this the the girl near near uh sit sitting on the chair near from the
table is err reading something? T

* 3 Does the picture a. Does the picture on the uh . does the picture on the wall err is tulip?
* 4yn 1. In your picture, err are there anything on the basket,. err . aren't it?
+ 2 2. In your picture, . err the man calls someone wear uh wears err yellow jacket, err . is it. does it?
* 1

3. In your picture, err three kind of things on the floor and a dog on the floor? T ... (Mm . Could you
repeat the question?) In your picture, three kinds of things on the floor and dog,. err . aren't it?

UC12 - Yo

5wh 1. When will my your grandparents come here?
5wh 2. What mu- what kind of music do they like especially?
3 3. Why she can't go camping tomorrow?
4wh 4. How much is the bag?
3 5. Why why the woman haven't seen Tom?
3 1. What kind of the paper do woman reading?
3 2. How many cups glasses on the table? T
3 3. How . how much the umbrella?

3 4. What. what does he . having mm during the phone during phone?
1 5. The other hand. How about the other hand?
4wh 6. What is near the . err . glasses . glasses . near the window? ( ) What is near the window?
5wh 7. What is the dog mh . what is the dog doing?
1 8. Not sleeping? T

* 2 1. In your picture, mm the umbrella cost twelve dollars,. isn't it? T
* 6T 2. In your picture, tulip is drawn err near the window, isn't it? T
* 4yn + 4yn 3. In your picture, the glass must be one. Could you tell me is it sure?
* 6T 4. In your picture, the man . is having a ph- phone , not a flower, mm . isn't he? T
* 6C Could you tell me what is on the mountain . top of mountain?
* 3 + 4wh Could you tell me where is the man calling the phone . i- is? ( ) Where is he?
* 4wh Could you tell me where is he?
* 4wh Could you tell me where is the basket?
* 3 Does the man have a flower? T
* 3 Does the woman err read the book?
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